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Preface

V X ith recent advance% in processing technology,. there is rapidly expanding
research interest in composite materials xx ith suipei properties. hlithei to
unobtainable 'in mnonolithic 55 stemns. for a xx ide range of engineering~ ap~plications.
It is nox% generall% recognized that the ox erall performance 6'aracteristic.. ol'
composite materials are strongl% influencud by the structure. chemristrN and
physical properties of the interfaces 1)etxx cen thle x ariotis components. TIailorin,
thle interfaces to optimi/e the composite mnicrostructure for superior pecrfor1mnce
%% ill inex itably require a thorough fundamental understanding of the structul e andl
properties of interfaces.

This volume contains thle Proceedings of thle Sy mlposmumrl onl Interfacial
Phenomena in Composites: l'rocessinly. Characterization and Mlechianical
Properties. held at Salx e Regina College. Newport. Rhode Island. June 1 -3. I1988.
The synmposium attracted ox er 10CW participants representing academic institui-
tions as well ats government and industrial research labo~ratories.

The objective of the conference xxats to bring together scientists and engineers
with different backgrounds and perspectives. but xx ith at common interest fin
interfacial phenomena in composites. Sessions xxere held On thlL toiMcs Of physics
of in i-faces, characterization of interfaces. processing. and mechanics and
micromechanics of interfacial deformation and failure. The conference format
consisted of formal sessions restricted to thle morningy and earix exenine-. -6ith the
afternoons and late exenings left free for informal discussion and reClaXation.

Presentations %%ere of txxo kinds: thiirty formal presentations and f ifteen shorter.
more informal p~resenitations. IThese proceedings contain the text of txxerts-six of
thle formal presentations. It is at pleasure ito thank all the speakers foi makingz their
p~resentations accessible to p)ar'icipants xx ith a xx ide range of backgrounds. 'v~e are
zrateful to o''r colleagues in thle Mlaterials Research Group at 13to%%ni Unixesit% for
ilhiit adx ice fin putting together thle conference program and for their help and
support in all pha~ses of thle oroani,.ation of the conference. We are also thankful to

h them, and to all p~articipants. 110r thle checerful encouragement that Made oroanizmel
this conference suich at pleasure. A\ special note of thanks is dufe to Mis. Pat Cape:e.
secretarv in the IDixision of Enoineerinz at 13roxx n Unix ersitx. for ins aluiable
assistance before. during and after the conference. WVe are also gratefutl to Mis.
Cheryl Hackett and other staff members at Salve Reoina ('olleze for their
enthusiastic help in organizing the symiposiurr. A\s may bie seen from the list of
sponsors. supplort came from a variety of source-,. and this support is muich
apprecciated. The exp~editious publication of this x oluime xx as made possible by thie
timiely response of authors and referee% in sabmnitting and] re% iexs ing the patpers.

While these pi oceedings document the formal part of thle programl. Xx e hope that
thie interactions and collaborations that xxere initiated durni thle conference %% ill
secrve as a less concrete. but not less suibstantial. confim mation of its succes.s.

S. ')'UIZISVI amnd A. Ni-IDIi-MNAN
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Role of the Densest Lattice Planes in the S1tabilitq of Cr~stalline Interfaces:
A Computer Simulation Study'

1). WVOLF and S M~ 11I.1-'OT

Received Jui 1. 19$8;

Abstract and grain boundary materials is at much more

The zero-zenperature energies and equilibriml complex endeavor. This complexity arises in part
ivolwne expansions of lpoilitlefcct-free grain from.II the experimental difficulties in charac-

bounaris (lis onthetwodenest1)k~le of terizing thle chemical composition at interfaces
fc~c coper o~~c. nolbdeiun andcubc uiti surrounded by bulk material and in part from thle

mnoni! lcon ha b enlyetermand. cusing (ia- difficulties in Ipreparing well-oriented bicrvstal-
Emnbeddcedi-Atotin-.,!ethiod potential for cop~per. a line interfaces. Also, tile fact that even a 'sit ple&

mnlvuenni uli/c bicrvstalline grain boundary tGB eur: h
Stillinger- Weber potential for silicon. It is fouind spcfatoofegtdresffedmdof.
that in all three situctures the energies of i/ie 03s illustrates the bewildering variety of combina-
onl die second-densest lanes are about two to tions wvhich has to be consi'dered in an attempt to
three imes higher thaun of those on tIe denisest unravel the complicated relationship between
planes. I-or the mietals a strong correlation bet weena pyia rprisan emtia tutr
G1B enerngy andu volume expansion at the GB is even for bicrvstal~ine materials.

obseved Owng o is cvalet ntur ofboning Face:d wvith the enormous complexity of thleosch~l a wngt its norat naur ofure-prop-
suhacorrelation isntfouind for silicon. It Is eperimental task of unraveling structr-rp

illustrated that atonts in very close contact (lip to ertv correlations for interface materials. it
about 10% closer thana the perfect-crval nearest- appears that computer simulations can make an

neigbordisancj ac min/vresonsbleforthe important contribution towards the understand-
ver lage nisirov i th GBenengv Sice he ing of such correlations and their underlying
strog rpidivefores etwen swh tom shuld physical causes. InI contrast to experiments. in a,
be ativ evn i cople int~ac ~emsfsi'h, Computer simulation study both thle chemistry at
as metul-ceami orthe interface and thle interface aeomnetr call lie(isineal-erazirintem faces orstrai,,ed'-laver cotleda stmtilv re.TI edaw

superlatticesj. wve suggest that the energe:ics of el'e,, cnrle ndsseaial 'nd h rw
umore general Interfauces is strongl y !n fliencedl h' backs of this approach are well known: a, thle
i/ie Pauli principkl. limitation to relatively small model systems con-

taining. a'I most. thousands of atoms . 1, prob-
lemis of aI systematic nature arising from

I. Introduction insufficiently known Interatomic interactions, and
The elaionsip etwen te sructre eo- c the limitation to coherent interfaces i.e. those

metrical and chemical, of crystalline interfaces Z.t eidc ragmn fatm aallt
and their physical properties has been a subject of thinefcple
considerable interest (luring the last decade. Within this framework -,raini boundaries are
Althoughi the anisotropy of mechanical prop'- partictilarly suited for a systemiatic investication
erties such as fracture and plasticity iwll of ;tructure-properi% correlation.% for thle follow-
understood for single crystals. III,: unraveling of iiig two) reasons. [irst. interatomic potentials rep-
structure-property correlation.% for composites resent( less of apolmfr(~ ht o

dissimilar-miaterial interfaces. particularly when-
Tapr p~ atei . mw i~itni~iiIniricia H as in thi% studl-%ezrezation p~henomelna are

nonlenn in (,tnipies. l'roce%%ins. ( ihdralderi/ation. and gor~.Scod wn to thle abs ence of aI lat-
-lhni,.adld PrIoperIIL'. Nuport. RI. Jun, 1 3. I 'sticc:-paraineter mismnatch at the interfa. chr

0921I-51193 8,9 S3 -;I) c % i e ir %equo:;u Printed in I lie \etIwridnd%
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ent atom arrangements ..re obtained for man% -omrplications suich as temper.tirc. iflipuritics.
combinations of the degrc:es of freedom required reconstruction. etc.
to specifi. the GB. These combinations are read- \blumle-d-liendcnit iteratomit potentials
il% ident ified b% means of the coincident -sie deri'ed b% mean., of thle Lmnbedded Atom
lattice CSL. modl: :1. 2:. The main parameter in Method LAMI of D~a%% and Baskes ',or f.e.c.
this model is thle in' erse densit% of CSL sites. E. melak ,9. 1 0,and of [innis and Sinclair F S for
Lo%% %alues of f corresponid ito small unit cells of b.c.e. metals '11 are nto%% asailable. Thu%. III
the three-dimensional coincident-.site superlattice contrast it) earlier .akculations in %-.h-idi pair
in common to the t'.so halkes of the bicrystal. In potentials "cerc emplosed J2 - 1 4- the unidirec_-
man% cases this result.% in a~ther small phinar unit - tionad %olunic expansion .at Gls parallel ito the
c-11l area-, in the GB plane. and a %ulisequentik (313 plane normal can rum~ bc fulh accounted for.
imall computational cell. Also, the covalent nature of bonding in the cubic

Gisen the suitabilil% of G13% for structure- diamond structure has, been incorporated in tile
property studies, in thi paper the correlationl empirical bond-bending and bond-stretc-hing'-
bet%%een the GB plane and the GB energy %%ill be thiree-bod% atomnisti LPotential Of Stillinger and
insestigated. Considering that GBs are planar Weber S -W for silicon 1 5.. This potential has
defL -is. this focus on the crystallographc plane rccentlh been used n~ith considerable success in
onl %'..icl the defect lies appears only natural, par- studies ofai %arie::. of prapertils of thc cr-ystallinle.
ticularl% since it is %,ell established that properties liquid, and amorphous phases of silicon *I-!,~. In
such as fracture and plasticit% are highl\ amno- pricular the structure of both small clusters 16'
tropic. For example. in the absence of plasticity Iztid ilhe reconstruction of the 100) surfaice I -*
the criterion for crack -rom Ith along a GB -brittle are %%ell described. In each of these there are
fracture- in%,.l'%in- the difference. 2;' - L "ll. atoms in en'ironments signifieantl% different
bet%%een the GB enerey and the energies of the from the ideal cr~stal. li comparing our r~sults
t,.o free fracture surfaces pla%.- a dominant role for silic on ist hs o eas s oet ~n
.see e.g. ref. 3 Recent TEM obsernations on some isighit into hon~ thle nature of bonding i.e.

faceting of GB plane-- andl on thle frequentl% CO% ilerit I ersts metallic influence,. the properties
observed preference of GBs for asymmetrical of G1.s.
plane configurations, 1. 5, also suoggest an1 impor- Thte article is organized asflos.ISetn2

tant role played b% the GB3 plane. Thermal groo% - the eometrical degrees of freedom of bicrstal-
ing experiments on 110 tilt GBs in aluminum line interface-sare briefl% defined.A. discussion of
suggetasrnanotpyftieG enry6 the interawomic potentials cnipliosed Scctiton 3'
and it has% been pointed out that thle dkep cusps and thc -omputational methods used Section 4
obsenxed for the tilt angles for ashich thle s~m- folloxs. In Section i the energies and %olume
metrical plane is a I IIf or 113 plane corre- expansion of Gl~s on the t%%o denss planies of
spond to the densest and second densest planes% f.c.c. co~pper are presented andl discuss.ed. A slimi-
for this misorientation :. Also, recent TENI lar anal~si-s for b.c.e. mol~lidenum and :ubic dia-
%%ork on the correlation b~et%%ecn GB scgregation mondL silicon follos's in Sctiorts t) and -. respec-
and the GB geometn illustrates the "-preponder- ti'els. A discussion of ideal fracture energies is

ant influence of the grain boundai" plane oi. presented In Section s. foiion~ed b% our main con-
segregation" clusions in Section 9. Whereas all of the calcula-

In thle present article the zero-temrperature tiow, presented in tIN% Paper are :iited ito zero
energies of grain boundaries on the t%%o densest temperature. sse point out that thle .atoMIStic
planes% in the f.c.c.. b.c.e.. andl cubic diamond simulation of the high-temperature prtipertics of
structures v'ill be insestigated to,,ether %%itii the grain botindarit-, i% th- subiject of thle folliiuing
corresponding free surfaces. Although recon- article.inithlese proceedingsi! 1'.
struction and~or impurity segregoation may bie of
major importance in "real" boundaries oil which 2. Geonmetrical charactcriiation of solid inter-
experiments are performed. we think of these fc
point -defect -free interfaces, as, important model
%%stems on %%hich the structure-ener-s correla- As i %%ell knossn. in .iddition III thle L.rtai
tion canl perhaps lie understood prior ito intro- structure s, and lattice parameter e ight '-.eo-
ducirle addition.i, parameters andl therefore mectrical paramecters arc ne~deto (0Lharacicriic I



bicr-%stalline interface. These eight degrees or ent. [mall%, the tilt and twsist Components o' it
freedom d.o.f. are usual!% stibdisided into general GB are rcadil% identified. th~e tilt axis and
macroscopic and microst.opit: onles 19.- The anele follou from the %CILtO piroduct of hi. and fi.
latter are represented b% the three d.o.f. asmo- asherca% the twsist component is z-isen b% the twist
ciated with translation-% parallel and perpen- angle 0 '20.
dicular to the interface plane. characterized b% L~ater In this paper twist bo4undarics on the
the translation sector T B% the %er% natur.- of T densest plane-, kd three %.ubit. cr~stal structures
onl% experiments %%hich can measuru translations %%III b-k insestigatckd. Buing s~mmrctrital. these,
on an atomic scale irc "apable of dLctermitain' Its (Ils art; thcrteforc Lharac.tcrizcd b% three macro-
three components. scopic d.o.f.. t%%o associated with the G13 plane

The fise macroscopic d... haractcrize the orientation. fi- - fi-.and the tsist angle. The twi1st
oserall misorientation of the t%%.. hallses of the angleN togethcr ssthi h.%jrrtsponding salues-. of 1
bicrs stal relatis c to each oither ias %%ell as the itite- for GBs on the Ill - 1100. and 110 planes of
face plan-. A %implc-%et rather gtencral-defini- Lubit. crstals are listed in "Lables I -3. Wec point
tion of them-- fise paramneters focuses on the ojut tha, the particular rotation anedes for wshich at
-rnstitllographic orientation of the interfatc planc -criain salus; of E. is obtained arc entircls indc-
wsith respect ito the tso cryst.-ls. If %,.c define i, rendlent of the particular cubic .rvstal structure
and h. as% the interface-plane normals wsith considered. Within the CSL model, therefore. no
respect to) the principal coordinate Ssstem., of differe~nces% exist bt-scnc il% "in dil. rent cubic
-semi-en stals I and 21 see Fi.I . then the onI% structures. This fact is, often misinterpreted such
remaining~ macroscopic Jia.f. is associated with a
rotation. by the angle 0. about the interface-plane TABLE 1 0 1. cornhinaons fr II till i4 beoundantt in
normal. All eiaht d.o.f. ma% be- summarized as% cubic cn-4zls
follows:

The charaicter:itron method in I has reveral Z -

advantages over the usual definition of the fiue 4
macroscopic dAo.f. for grain boundaries, via the i6' -
CSL misorientation. Firti since the existence of a -3

coincident-site superlattice is not required. 1 i1%-

applicable equall% to coherent and incoherent ~ .

interfaces as wvell as to er-ain bo~undaries- and di%--
similar-material interfaces. Second. symmetrical - -j

interfa.ces- for which it. i are reidily appar- 45

T %BIJ~ 0 L. coibiuion, frt too) fu': b-oundaric, in
cubic cnstzkl

F-L In rJ n .r, j-m -ro
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TABLE3 0-Y combinai/ons for (10) OnisI boundarics in where p;'(r,) is the atomic electron density of
cubic crystals atom j at the distance ;, (i.e. ai the site of atom i).

0 2: The second contribution in eqn. (2) represents
the short-range repulsion between the atoms

13.441 51a
20.05 33a which is assumed (c) to be of a central-force type.
22.84 5ib Within the framework of the three assump-
26.53 19 tions (a)-(c) stated above, the evaluation of the
31.59 27
38.94 9 total energy of a system of particles is a straight-
44.00 57a forward matter for a given set of numerical tables
45.9' i9 for 0,(r), p'(r), and l,(p'l ). The computation is50.48l 1

55.88 41 more CPU time intensive, however, than for a
58.99 33b central-force potential of the same cut-off radius
70.53 3 (typically by a factor of 2 in our codes).
80.63 43
82.94 57b Based on simple band-structure considera-
86.63 17 tions, Finnis and Sint ;air [Ill have presented an

empirical interatomic force description for metals
which also uses eqn. (2). Alhough the interpre-

as to predict similar physical properties of GBs in tations of eqn. (2) differ slightly, the EAM and
different cubic crystal structures. Being entirely Finnis-Sinclair (F-S) poZentials are essentially

crystallographic in nature, however, this simple based on the same level of description of metallic
geometrical model makes no attempts, of course, bonding. In contrast to the EAM method, how-
to predict any physical p.roperties of grain bound- ever, in the F-S approach the embedding func-
aries. Indeed, as demonstrated later in this paper, tions are determined analytically from the
the energies of GBs in different cubic struct:.,es relationship
depend very strongly on the GB structure, in spite
of their identical CSL characterization. /:(pl ) = _ Ap, (4)

where A is a constant obtained from a fit to
3. Interatomic potentials perfect-crystal properties. Similarly, p)' and 0,, are

In contrasL to central-force potentials in which \ritten as analytical functions of the distance
the potentia: nergy arises from pair interactions betw een atoms whereas in EAM potentials
only, in the Embedded Atom Method the total F,(p,"), p,, and 0,, are available numerically only
energy of the system also includes man -body as obtained from a complicated empirital fitting
contiibutions from a olume-dependcnt term. procedure w hich is not as transparent as in the
Starting from density functional theory, Dax and F-S method. In the calculations described below,
Baskes shoNcd that undci certain simplifying an EAM potential foi coppei appropriate foi
assumptions (see belo\w) the ttal energy can be Cu/Ni alloys and the F-S potential for molyb-

,. ritten as a sum of btnding and jepulsi~e terms denum will be employed. The lattei will be used
as follows [9, 10]: in the form proposed recently by Ackland and

V=Y " J.(p,Y)+ - . , (2) Thetford [211 in which the short-range repulsion
Ihas been enhanced by addition of a Born-Mayer

Teft ter rerets medn nry emterm.
T'he first term represents the embedding energy, Finally, the empirical bond-bending and bond-
J.(pr), contributed by every atom i as it is stretching potential of Stillinger and Weber [1 5]

embedded in the electron gas. Attractive in (S-W) is employed in our simulations of silicon
nature, l,(p,i ) depends on the type of atom and GBs. This potential consists of a two-body (cen-
on the total electron density, p,', at its site. tral-force) and a three-body part. The first
Assuming (a) centrally symmetric electron dcer i- increases strongly at short distances. has a mini-
ties and approximating (b) the actual (5e~

r-  mum at the nearest-neighbor distance, and goes
consistent) electron densities in the expression for smoothly to zero at less than the second-nearest-
the total energy by superposing atomic electron neighbor distance. The three-body (bond-
densities p,' may be written as follows: bending) pait of the potential is zero for

p, Z= ,o' ,) (3) tetrahedral bond angles. In the ideal crystal,
therefore, the two-body potential couples only
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nearest neighbors whereas the three-body part
couples second-nearest i,ighbors through its 950 • J (Cu)

angular dependence. 0l EAM (Cut
The validity of the S-W potential foi GB

simulations has been tested recently [221 in a ,D 850

comparison of the relaxed structure of the (22 1) ,
symmetrical tilt GB with that obtained from
electronic-structure calculations of Thomson and 750
Chadi [231 and DiVincenzo et al. [241. In agree-
ment with intuitive arguments of Hornstra [25] 650
and the electronic-structure calculations [23. 241 .0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3

it was found that the glide-plane configuration 8V/o0
has significantly lower energy than the mirror- 550 -

0 (111) Z7plane translational configuration. Although the n I (Cu)
absolute values of the GB energies obtained do , EAM (Cu)
not agree too well with the electronic-structure 450.
results, the agreement in the choice of the opti-
mum translational configuration is encouraging. "
In addition, as already pointed out in the Intro- 350 

duction, the S-W potential has been employed
with considerable success on the simulation of a
variety of physical properties of the crystalline. 250liquid, and amorphous phases of silicon [15, 16]. .0 i 0.0 0 1 0 2

(b) 3V/oo
4. Computational procedure Fig. 2. GB energ, (in erg cmn vs. 6i' (in laitice parameter

units) for ihe (a) Y5 (100) and (b) Y7 ( I I !) boundary for both

In contrast to our earlier work on metals th,. CuLAM, and a Lennard-Joncs potential. Parameters
using pair potentials [7, 12-14, in all the studies for the latter are given in ref. 28.

presented here the volume expansion at the GB
was fully accounted for. By its vety nature this earlier calculations for ionic bicrystals [26, 271,
expansion is one-dimensional (parallel to the GB the GB eneigy shoN. a minimum at the equilib-
plane normal) since, in the GB plane, the unit-cell rium Nalue of 61' Foi both GBs this 'alue is
dimensions are fixed, i.e. they are determined by smaller for the EAM potential than for a
the surrounding bulk regions far a\kay from the Lennaid-Jones potential used foi the purpose of
interface. We distinguish a three-dimensional comparison [28, 291. If 61' is incieased well
expansion, A I, and a one-dimensional quantity beyond the range shown in these figures, Er'"
which we shall call the free kolume of the GB, 6 1. converges towards twice the energy, y, of the
File two ate related by the unit-cell area of the corresponding free surface. This was previously
GB: illustrated in detail for ionic crystals (in refs. 26
A V= b I/A (5) and 27).

Figures 2(a) and (b) also demonstrate the effect
61' is hence a -olume expansion pet unit area. of the restriction to 1 I'= 0 [12-14] on the GB
Throughout the rest of this papet 61' will be eneigy obtained. Lifting this i estriction leads to a
expressed in t,nits of the lattice pat ameter a. substantial decrease in the GB cncrgy for exal-

One xay to determine 6"1' is illustrated in Fig. ple, from about 965 cg cm to about 700 eig
2 for the 25 (100) and 27 (111) boundaries in cm 2 for the 25 boundaiy vth the EAM
copper. In these calculations the positions of the potential for copper).
rigid blocks surrounding the G13 [261 w cre fixed This pioccduLtc of determining the optimum
at a constant Nalue of 61" and a constant-olUMe 61' ia constant-,olume relaxations is iathli
ielaxation was I)erfoimed. The itcrati, encryy time-Lonsumilng. 13) using the plCS.Su Lc cxci ted in
minimization procedure ("lattice statics' cm- the Z direction On the rigid bhLoks by the atons in
ployed to determine the relaxed GB structure the G13 legion. a Lonstant-ptcssurc sinulation
was described in detail in i ef. 12. Similar to can be prfo tiled %hich yiclds the free \ olumc in



a single simulation. Also, by computing the foice,, (a) The E'(O) and 61'(0) cur es are remark-
which the two parts of the bicrystal exert on each ably smooth and of similar shape.
othei, the two hal-es are able to translate relative (b) Following the steep increase oi E"" and 61'
to each other parallel to the GB plane. This so- for low-angle boundaries [30, both quantities
called block-relaxation procedure, full) applied level off for larger angles. Since the dislocation
below, w as described in detail in refs. 26 and 29. cores oserlap completely in this rtgion, the GB is

thought to be "saturated" with elastic stress
5. energy. An increase in the angle, therefore, pro-

duces no further increase in EGII and 6V. Owing
5.1. Results to the failure of the Read-Shockley model [30] in

The energies and free ',olunis ,fgiain bound- this plateau region, we consider these GBs to
aries on the two densest planes of copper, display behavior "typical" of high-angle grain
obtained in tile manner described above and in boundaries.
ref. 29, are shown in Fig. 3. The Z-0 combina- 'c) The energies and free volumes of GBs on
tions for these boundaries are listed in Tables I the (I I I ) plane are significantly lower (typically
and 2. Owing to the fourfold rotation axis in the b) a factor of two) than on the (100) plane.
planar unit cell of the ideal crystal on the (100, (d) The (111) boundaries show a deep cusp for
plane, the iesults for the (100) boundaries are the 11 1) twin orientation (0= 60'). The energ
symmetrical with respect to 45' . Similarly, due to of that interface is computed to be about 2 erg
the threefold rotatic-1 axis on the ( 111) plane, the cm - while its volume expansion is negligible.
results for the ( 11 .) boundaries art symmetrical Finally in this section a Read-Shockle) analy-
with respect to 60*. Several features in Figs. 3(a) sis of the above results for E"" and 61' is per-
and (b) are particularly interesting: formed. The GB energy is an analytical function

of 0 according to the Read-Shockley dislocation
model for low-angle boundaries [30]. For twist

800 boundaries,
3Cp31C3E i E, Gb

600 0 E 1 - . . In 0 (6)o 000 0 b 2ae
a MOMj---lO 6Ca D

(D 400-'AM (Cu)
40 where b is the Burgers vector and E, the core

no M % . * energy of the screw dislocations which form a
200 . network, thus accommodating the mismatch

between the two crystals: G is the shear modulus.
We assume that a similar relationship applies to0 ' " " "61V:

0 30 60 90

-6 V
0.10 -=611-V InO (7)0

0 0000 0
0.08 ot 0c

() 00 where 6 V, is some effective core volume whereas
0.06 C # * (1l) o K may be thought of as arising from a volume

EAM (Cu) change due to the strain field. The parameters of
60 004 a least-squares fit of edlns. (6) and (7) for the

op a 0 M boundaries in Figs. 3(a) and (b) in the low-angle
002 regime (0< 20 °) are listed in Table 4.

000 91 5.2. Discussion
0 30 60 90 The smoothness of the E';1(0) curves in Fig., 03(a) is similar to our results from earlier constant-

Fiig. 3. (a) GB energy ,in erg cm ') i misfit angle for the volume calculations for f.c.c. metals [7, 12-141.
,100t and iII) twist boundaries in ('wl-ANi listed in
tables I and 2 (b) \,olume expansion li)C unit area tor the Since these calculations were first presented, the
boundaries in the top half. general shape of such a curve was investigated
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TABLE 4 Values of E, 'band Gb,'2,r (in .rgcn- -), and 61 and 61 '(in units ofthe lattice parameter) obtained from the fit of
eqns. (6) and (7) to the to;%-angle portions (In <- 1.0) of the cur,,es in Figs. 3, 6 and 8 for copper, niol)bdenumn and silicon,
respectively

E¢/b Gb12r 6 1 6 V,

(111) Cu(EAM) -21.1 788.9 0.0378 0.0487
(100) Cu(EAM) 637.4 970.6 -0.0096 0.1791

(110) Mo(F-S) 251.1 2397.6 0.0140 0.0906
(100) Nlo(F-S) 1105.4 4435.6 0.0071 0.2464

(111) Si(S-W) -1016.2 2615.5 0.0048 -0.1174
(110) Si(S-W) 811.3 2985.1 0.0851 0.-148

experimentally for (100) twist boundaries in gold 1.5 0

by Chan and Balluffi [3 11. Their "rotating crystal- (29
lite" experiments demonstrated that-with the PLANE
exception of a shallow cusp near the 15 orienta- . 1.0 ,
tion-the EG8 (O) curve is, indeed, rather smooth
and that it levels off for angles above the 15 (0)

orientation. Although effects arising from re- 0.5 I
structuring and/or impurity segregation have not
been considered in the calculations, we consider
the qualitative agreement with these experiments 0.0-
rather gratifying, particularly in view of the fact 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1 .6
that the general shape of such EGB(0) curves has 2o
been predicted well prior to the experiment [7, 29I
12-14, 26, 271. PLANE 2

In our earlier comparison of the energies of .I
[13] seven different central-force potentials were N(111) and (100) twist boundaries in f.c.c. metals 1 ,(b

employed with essentially the same result. Under I

the constant-volume constraint previously
mentioned, all potentials yield roughly 2-3 times
higher energies for the (100) boundaries than for 0
ones on the (111) plane. Although by relaxing this 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
constraint all GB energies were found to decrease 5 1 (,oo) 1
substantially (see Figs. 2(a) and (b)), the ratio of £29

the energies on the different planes is still of the 4" PLANE 3 I
same magnitude. This strongly suggests an ,
important role played by the GB plane in deter- 3 I C)
mining the energy of the pure, point-defect-free 05
GBs considered here. The interpretation given 2-

for the observed large energy differences is essen- 1
tially based on the Pauli principle: Although,
owing to the volume expansion at the GB, the 0
density in tie GB region has decreased and, 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
hence, the average distance between atoms has r
increased, some atoms in a highly defected en- l'ig 4. Radial distribution funL1on, for the three planes

',ironment remain pushed more closely togeth, ncarcst to tile E29 100, tmist boundary l-ill ,rrox., indt.aC
the corresponding perfect-crystal peak positions; open

than the crystalline nearest-neighbor distance. I arro vs show the average value of r in a given shell. The
appears that in any GB unit cell there are regions widths of these shells are indiwctld by the dashed lincs.
of -very poot match across the interface which Whereas the atoll" in1 thL plane nearest to the nterfatc Ilg.

5fa)! arc very strongly affected by the presence of the iter-
cannot be sufficiently relaxed even when the flace. the atoms in the third-nearest plane [Fg. 5Ic)l are found
volume expands. This is demonstrated by tile in analmost perfect-crystal environment.
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900 sidered. Although the atomic structure obviously
- tto controls the volume expansion, once the value of
a (1oo ) 6 V is known, according to Fig. 5, so is the energy.

600 - EAM (Cu) Almost 30 years ago Seeger and Schottky [321
00

[] presented a very simple model for the energy and

w [ electrical resistivity of high-angle GBs in metals in
300 which 6V is the key parameter. Two interesting

I ,aspects of their results are (a) the fact that the
atomic structure of the GB does not enter at all

0 except via the parameter 6 V and (b) the electrical
0 00 0 03 0.06 0.09 0.12 resistivity is also controlled by 6 '.

8V/0o We conclude this section by pointing out that
in a recent rather detailed investigation of the role

Fig. 5. GB eneigy vs. equilibrium free volume for the Cu
boundaries in Fig. 3 of the interatomic potential on the predicted GB

energies, a Lennard-Jones potential for copper
gave qualitatively the same results as those in
Figs. 3 and 5 obtained for an EAM potential [291.

radial distribution function, i 'G(r), in Fig. 4 for From this it was concluded that the local-volume
the E29 (100) boundary. Figures 4(a)-(c) illus- dependence of interatomic potentials (incor-
trate the rapid decrease of the structural disorder porated only in the EAM potential) must not be a
as the atoms become more perfectly coordinated %er) important phenomenon in the energetics of
Aith increasing distance from the interface. The) metal grain boundaries. As pointed out abose,
also illustrate that, although the mean diameter of the energetics of GBs appear to be dominated by
each shell has increased (due to the ,olume the short-range repulsion betwkeen atoms in poor
expansion), a significant number of atoms are match across the interface. Howkever, since in
at distances smaller than the corresponding EAM potentials the short-range repulsion is
ideal-crystal nearest-neighbor, second-nearest- assumed to be of a central-force nature (see eqn.
neighbor distances, etc. (tallest peaks in these (2)), this agreement of the qualitative generic
figures). A closer analysis show s that a larger properties of GBs obtained for the t\wo types of
number of atoms have been pushed together to potential is not very surprising.
distances below that for nearest neighbors in the
(100) boundaries than in the (111) boundaries. 6. (110) and (100) twist boundaries in molyb-
Upon twisting ( 111 ) planes (with interplanar spac- denum
ing d((11)= 0.577at) less structural disorder is
thus created than by twisting (100) planes (wkith if, as argued in the preceding section, the
d(100) = 0.5a,). Based upon the sharp increase of energy of high-angle twist GBs is indeed
all interatomic interactions potentials foi dis- governed by the inteiplanat s pacing of the lattice
tances shortcr than that fot nearest neighbors (the planes parallel to the GB plane, then one would
Pauli principle!), the densest lattice planes (t.e. expect an entirely different selection of lowN-
those ith the largest interplanar lattice spaeingj energy GB planes in the b.c.c. lattice than in the
showk less structural disorder than the less dense f.c.c. lattice. The two densest planes in the b.c.c.
planes (i.e. those with smaller interplanar stitucture are t- (110) and (100) planes. with
spacings). As a consequence, the G13 energy d( 110) =0.70 a,, and d( 1(00) = 0.50a0, The results
incieases dramatically w\ith dtecreasing inter- obtained fot twist boundaiies on these planes in
planat spacing (i.e. deceasing planal ninss molybdcnum aic sumnmarized in Figs. 6 and 7.
density). Owing to the twofold rotation axis in the planar

Figure 5 shows a remarkable conelation unit cell of the ideal crystal on the I 10) plane, the
between the %olume expansion at a GB and its esults fol the 110) boundaries te sy mmetrical
energy. (Notice, hoNeser, that the de% iations ftom \with Iespect to 90'. The sy mmetry of the 100)
a straight line are w\ell outside the scattcl Of our planes wkith t espect to 0 45' %as atheady dis-
results.) This cot relation is even more remarkable cussed above.
if wc con-ider that the atomic structutes and unit- The qualitatic featurt-s in F igs. 6,) and )) ,u e
cell dimensions ate different fot all the GBs con- rather similar to those in Figs. 3kt and (b). The
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2400 ie appearance of this cusp is similar to the rea-
03 a 0oa O son for the existence of a deep cusp for tile Z3

2000 00D a 000 (111) (0 = 60') twin boundary in Figs. 3(a) and
0PD(100) I

1600 a 0 (10) C1 (b). Both of these GBs have the smallest planar
MO unit-cell area of any GB On the corresponding

S1200 plane. Whereas for the 13 (111) boundary this
w EN , n unit-cell area is identical to the area of the perfect

800 crystal on the (111) plane, the area of the Z3
* (110) boundary is three times as large as the

400 corresponding perfect-crystal unit-cell area. As

0 pointed out earlier [7], the sensitivity of the GB
(a) 30 60 90 energy to translations parallel to the GB plane is

0- greater for smaller planar unit cells. In the
0.12- extreme case only one atom per lattice plane is

3 Dt O IU D found in the unit cell. An optimum translational
0.10- a 3 configuration can then be found in which all
0.08- 13 ,.F C6 aatoms in the two opposing planes at the interface
00 3 (100) are simultaneously in their minimum energy state.

- 0.06- * (11o) Such is the case for all symmetrical tilt GBs and,
0Mo in particular, for the 23 (111) GB. With three

0.04- .am 0 0 =f atoms per plane in tile planar unit cell, the Z3
a n ii (110) GB is not as sensitive to translation as if it

0.02- accommodated only one atom per plane. How-
ever, its sensitivity to translation is still much

0.00, greater than that of the 19 and 1 I GBs on the
0 20 60 90 z

(b) -- (110) plane for which small cusps are seen in the
Fig. 6. (a) GB energy (in ergcm ' vs. misfit angle for 1l00) EGi(O) and 6 V(O) curves in Figs. 6(a) and (b) (for
and (110) twist boundaries in molybdenum determined by 0 = 38.94' and 0= 50.48 °, respectively).
means of a Finnis-Sinclair potential (see also Tables I and 3). As for f.c.c. Cu, the EGtt(6) and 6 V(O) curves
(b) Volume expansion per unit area for the boundaries in the
top half. for b.c.c, molybdenum show remarkably similar

shapes. Again, from Fig. 7 it appears that for a
2400 given free volume the GB energy is determined.

DIP Whether or not this is a general feature of all GBs
2000 9 in metals requires calculation for GBs on iess
1600 00 dense planes, including symmetrical and asym-

metrical tilt GBs.
ID 1200 Finally, a Read-Shockley analysis was per-800 0 00) formed for the low-angle portions of the curves in

m (110) Figs. 6(a) and (b). The parameters obtained from
Mo the fit of eqns. (6) and (7) to these EG1(O) and

40o b V(6) portions of the curves have been included

0 01 in Table 4.
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 We conclude by pointing out that in a recent,

more complete investigation of GBs in b.c.c.
metals [29] the results obtained for the molyb-

Fig. 7, G energy num . quilibriuu free volume for the denum potential of Finnis and Sinclair were
molybdenu, m boundaries in ig. 6. compared with those obtained for Johnson's well-

known central-force potential for a-Fe [331. As in
energie, and free xolumes of the boundaries on a simili Lcomparison bet.een central force and
the densest plane are significantl> loNer than EAM potentials for f.c.c. metals [291 the qualita-
those on the second-densest plane. A deep cusp ti e features of the L " 0), 61 \ 0), and IL ""k b I )
is observed for the 13 boundar on the (1 10) cui,'cs vkerc found to be the same for the two
plane (0 =70.53°; see Table 3). The reason for qpes of potential. This again indicates that the
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basic generic properties of GBs in metals are 2000
governed by the short-range part of the inter-
atomic potential employed in simulations.

7. (111) and (110) twist boundaries in silicon Co
(D 1000-

The investigation of grain boundaries in sili- W
con, with its covalent bonding, provides an _=1 now 0 urn
opportunity to study whether and how the criteria 0 (10)

for low GB energy established above for metals 111i11)

d e p e n d o n th e n a tu re o f a to m ic b o n d in g . A s 0_----_ _. ,_ _

already mentioned, the bond-bending (three- 0 30 60 90
body) part of the Stillinger-Weber (S-W) poten-
tial is responsible for the tetrahedral coordination 0.2
obtained for silicon; without this part the lattice
would collapse into a close-packed structure. The 0

bond-stretching (two-body) part, by contrast, is D 0 0 o0 03

very similar in nature to the short-range repulsive 0 0.1 0 0
contributions in EAM and F-S potentials. If the >
energetics of GBs are indeed governed by the 60
atoms in very close contact, one would expect 0
qualitative similarities between metals and cova- 00P (o)

lent systems, particularly with respect to the effect 20 i t
of interplanar lattice spacing on the GB energy. Si

As is well apparent from the silicon structure -0.1

(which, for our purposes, is best looked upon as (b) 0 30 60 90

an f.c.c. lattice with a basis of two atoms, with the
basis vectors pointing in the 1 11', directions), tile Fig 8, a Gil energy kin erg cm i, is. in .. angle for I11)

(1 11) planes form bilayers of separation and (i t0) twist boundaries in silicon deter uiried b% means of
the Stdlinger-Weber potential. (b) Volume :xpansion per unit

d( 111) = 0.433 a, and 0.1 44ao, respectively. The area for the boundaries in the top half.
laiger of these is a nearest-neighbor distance,
since each of the four tetrahedral bonds points in
a '111, direction. In oui inestigation the GBs is a result of the differing degrees of disorder in
N ere chosen to lie bet\Ncen the moic \%idely the GBs on the t\xo planes. In addition to radial
spaced planes. The second laigest interplanar distribution functions similat to Fig. 4, h u\Nexer,
spacing in the cubic diamond Structure, then, is angular distribution funtions hde to be _unsid-
that of (110) planes, Nith d( 110) = 0.354a. Our ered also. A detailed analysis of both types of
results obtained for GBs on thesL tso most distribution function \kas presented in ref. 22 foi
widely spaced lattice planes are summarized in GBs on both sets of planes.
Fig. S. As for the (110) tv.: boundaries in molyb-

Figure 8(a) shows qualitatively the same fea- denum, the values of 61' 1,.. the !9 ' twist
tures as our results for metals: Gl3s on the more boundaries in silicon are approxin . Alilt
widely spaced (11 1) planes shoss significantly (i.e. independent of 0), although t.,,. scatter is
loNer energies than GBs on the ( 110) planes. The larger than foi metals ksee Fig. 8 1b)). A particu-
difference of approximately 22% in interplanar larl interesting feature in Fig. 8, .. the fact that
spacings translates into an energy diffcreinLc Of for the 11) 1 , ist boundaries all rece %olumes are
roughly a factor of tso. Also, as foi metals, negative, i.e. the GBs i:ctually owntact. At first
energy cusps are observed xhenex ci , patticu- sight this result appCats paut doxILal because the
larl) small planar unit-cell area is approahed. pCrf Lt stacking has been dcstroyed at the G3, in
This is the case fot the 13 (1I 1l) (0 = 600j bound- both a hard- and a soft-sphei c material one
ary (see also Fig. 3(a)) and for the 13 J10)1 0) ould expect a sul)sequent expansion. The expla-
(0= 70.53°; boundary (see also Fig. 6(a)). As in nation for ihis phenonmenon is dosely connected
the metals, the difference betccn these energies kith the LalCnt I.e. 11 cCtional, bOnding ol sill-
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con: the bonds in the diamond structure point in Read-Shocklcy descril-'iun biCaks dovAn since
the (111) directions. Hence, in a (111) free the dislocation cores overlap completely. We
surface all bonds cut by creating this surface point consider these bounda, ;cs. therefoic. to displa)
in the direction of the surface normal. Therefore, beha ior "tpical" or .,cneric** for high-angle
when twisting two (111) planes relative to one grain boundaries.
another all bond lengths are stretched. Upon According to Table 5, the largei interplanar
relaxation, the atoms attempt to le(.o\er theil spacing of the densest planes C', s rise not onl
perfect-crystal bond lengths by contracting-with to significantly IoNei GB en, "I.t also to
the net result of a contraction at the GBs. The lower free-surface energies. n k -ly. how-
strong correlation between GB energy and ever, these planes arc ;,t t, the lower
volume expansion does therefore not exist when values of the ideal fract c;,. In
the directionality of the bonding becomes an fact, in all three cubic stru.t : .,3ioered this
important consideration. energy is lower for the second :ensest planes.

Finally, the parameters obtained from a fit of What this means in realit, is not. ",% ias because
the Read-Shockley expres;ons (6) and (7) to the impurity segregation is belie%.: . an impor-
low-angle portions of the curves in Figs. 8(a) and tant factor in the fracture , 1-boundar)
(b) are listed in Table 4. Although the scatter of materials.
points is larger than for metals, overall the
Read-ehokley expressions were satisfied rather
well for .w-angle boundaries. 9. Conclusions

Before comparing the results of this study with

8. Fracture energies experimental results one should keep in mind that
we have considered the properties of very simple

For the sake of complt, ness, in Table 5 we model systems at zeio temperature %1-:-h may or
have listed the energies, y, of the free surfaces may not exist in this form in nature. These model
obtained by separating the GBs considered in this systems exclude any effects arising, for example,
paper at the CP p':;ne. Surface reconstruction from point defects in the GB region, such as
was not conside .Jin these calculations. Accord- impurity segiegation and recons'ruction. For
ing to the Grriith criteria, the thermodynamic these simple model systems %ke have demon-
threshold for brittle fracture along a grain bound- strated the following properties.
ary is given by 2y- E ". Using the values of y in (a) Both th, ,3B energy and volume expansion
Table 5 and the energies presented in Figs. 3(a), depend very ,, .gly on the GB plane. In corre-
5(a) and 8(a), the related ideal fracture energies spondmg free surfaces the same effect is less pro-
can be determined for all GBs considered in this nounced. This illustrates the role of the structural
paper. In Table 5 we have included the approxi- disorder at the interface in enhancing the tenerg-y
mate energies from the flat parts of the EGr(6) anisotropies already present at the relatd free
curves in these figures. As already pointed out, surfaces.
for GBs in these misorientation ranges the (b) In metals the GB encrg appears to be

correlated with the volume expansion induced by
the destruction of perfect stacking at the inter-TABLE 5 Free-surface energies, y', and e.nergies of "typi-

cal" high-angle GBs (i.e. from the flat parts of the E'() face. This expansion is larger for GB planes with
curves in Figs. 3(a), 6(a) and 8(a)). Also shown is the smaller interplanar spacing.
thermodynamic threshold energy, 2y-EVa , for brittle bi- (c) In silicon, dte to its covalent bonding. no
crystal fracture. All energies are in units of erg cm 2. d(hkl)
is the interplanar spacing of (N.,l) planes (in units of the such correlation between G3 energy and free
lattice parameter a0) volume seems to exist. In fact, for the reasons dis-

dI(hkl)fa,, y' E6 ' 12y- E(" cussed in Section 7. GBs on the (11) plane
actually contract.

(11 I) Cu(EAM) 0.577 1012 29) 1734 (d) The planar ,a.,t-cell area appears to be of
(l00) Cu(EAM) 0.5 1125 700 1550 importance also. Whenever. on a given plane, a
(110) Mo(F-S) 0.707 1829 945 2713 twist angle is approached for which the GB unit-
(100) Mo(F-S) 0.500 2100 2170 2030 cell area is particularly small (such as for
(111) Si(S-W) 0433 1361 650 2072 0 = 70.53° on (1 10) and 0 60° on ( Ill)). a cusp
(110) Si(S-W) 0.354 1667 100 19341 in the E ("(0) curve is oberved.
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(e) In all Gls investigated, a significant fraction 3 J. R. Rice, in R. M. Latainsion and R H. Jones. (eds.),
of atoms in the planes nearest to the GB3 plane ('heinistrv and Physics~ of Frature. Martinus Nijbffi.

show interatomic separations which are less (up Dordrecht. 1987. pp. 22-4 3.
4K. L. Merkle and 1). J. Smnith, Ultrainicroscopy, 22 (1987)

to about 10%) than the perfect-crystal nearest- 57; and Pzys. Rev. Len., 39 (1987) 2887.
iieighbor distance. These atoms appear to be the 5 W. Krakow, J. T. Wetzel and D. A. Smith, Philos. Muag. A.
ones contributing most to the GB3 energy. In sili- 53 (1986) 739.
con, the distribution of bond angles Lontributes in 6 G Iliassun, J Y Boos, I Herbeuval, M. Bis..ondt and C.

addition. Goux, Surf.Sci., 31 (1972) 115.
(f) he ornnz-..i natre f aomsin ery 7 D. Wolf, J. P/v. Col. C4, 46 (1985) C4- 197.

(f) he oinn -1gnaueoatm invr 8 D. Bouchiet and L. Prieger. Scripta Mletal!., 21 (1987)
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Abstract local structure and cooperative dynamics, the

The use of the molecular dynamics simulation extent to which these results can have an impact
technique to study interfacial properties at high on experiments is still an issue to be resolved.
tecmeiques to scu d ina preoet at iThe purpose of this contribution, which is
temperatures is discussed in the context of anI largely pedagogical, is to discuss the capability of
investigation of ftermal disordering at a grain thmoeuadymisiulintcnqefr
boundary. Using a bicystal model of a high-angle the molecular dynamics simulation technique for
symmetrical tilt bondary aod an empirical iter- studying interfacial properties at high tempera-
symtricpoeal ntitb onry aod anemiricintr-t tures, through an investigation of structural stabil-
atomic potential function for alminum, results ity of a bicrystal model. Results are presented
are obtained which reveal that total loss of crystal- which illustrate the dvantaie of atomistic simu-
line order can occur in the interfacial region at lation, namely availablity & ietailed information
about 0.8 to 0.9 oft/ie bulk melting point. about particle positions and interactions which

makes it possible to examine and correlate differ-
1. Introduction ent physical properties under the same condition.

It is also intended here to emphasize the limita-
In the mechanical behavior of crystalline tions of the simulation approach, the approximate

materials, grain boundaries often play an impor- nature of the interatomic potential function ia.d
tant role because interfacial regions are general system-size effects associated with the use o' a
sources and sinks of point defects and they are finite simulation cell.
also regions where stresses tend to nucleate and
accumulate [1, 2]. 1., order to achieve a funda-
mental understanding of how grain boundaries 2. Bicrystal models
behave under condition, of high temperature and

finite stress, it has beeii necessary to consider Bicrystal models are commonly used to ana-
simpler systems on %vh 1, detailed calculations lyze and interpret physical properties of grain
can be performed. From the standpoint of atom- boundary solids [7]. In defining a bicrystal model
istic studies the bicrystal has become the standard one has to consider both the geometric structure
model for theoretical discussions [3]. of the interface (grain boundary) and the inter-

Since it is hardly feasible ',o observe directly atomic potential functions through %shich the par-
the detailed atomic structure of the interface in a ticles are assumed to interact. Moreover, any
bicrystal specimen, attempts hate been made to actual calculation in~ol'es the use of a simulation
obtain such informatirn through a discrete par- cell which means specifying the geometry and
ticle simulation approach, ei:her molecular statics dimensions of the cell and the conditions
for the determination of los, temperature struc- imposed on the cell borders.-Tese factors in turn
tures and energies [41, or molecuiar dynamics for determine the spatial extent of the crystalline
the calculation of pruperties a finite tcrmperature material on either side of the interface and the
[5, 6]. Whil. he dynamic simulations Ive pro- relation between the system under direct simula-
vided consid,;rable insight into the impuit.nce of tion and a specimen on the macroscopic scale.

Since cells of varying sizes and border conditions
of different types have been used, an appreciation

paper pre-eited at the symnpostun on Inierfacial Phei- of the cell-specific effects is helpful when dis-
nomena in Compusites. PrOCssIog, Characteri/ation. ,and clssiig the physical significance of simulation
Mechanical Properties. Newport. RI.June I 3. 1988. results
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Bicrystal models are generally based on the empiri :al potential functions such as the Len-
coincident-site-lattice concept which assumes nard-Jones (6-12) potential [5, 6, 11-14], which
perfect matching of atomic positions at the inter- is know n to be appropriate for noble gas solids,
face [8, 9]. In this construction the two halves of and the Morse potential or spline potentials fitted
the bicrystal are single crystals wh1Th have been to certain properties of f.c.c. or b.c.c. metals
rotated relative to each other about an axis which [15-17]. The latter potentials Nwere not consid-
lies either in the plane of the interface (tilt bound- ered particularly satisfactory, they were clearly
ary) or normal to the plane (twist boundary). For compromises motivated by availability and com-
reasons of computational econom), it is common putational simplicity. Improved potential func-
to consider high-angle boundaries to take advan- tions for metals have become a%ailable recently
tage of the smaller periodic structural units. This following the development of the so-called
means choosing boundaries with a low value of 2, embedded atom method (EAM) [18]. Although
where I is the inverse density of the coincident- the resulting potential is still effectively fitted to
site-lattice points. A number of tilt boundaries known properties of the metal, the variation with
have tlxen investigated on the grounds that these local electron density is now taken into account
are low-energ) boundaries and are therefore explicitly, and this eliminates the major objection
special [10]. Thus far molecular dynamics studies to the empirical potential, namely the electronic
have been concerned only with tilt boundaries, contributions are neglected. The EAM potentials
However, there are actually cogent reasons for for f.c.c. metals have given very encouraging
studying twist boundaries [10]. From a geomet- results in a number of calculations of materials
rical analysis it has been shown that a sym- properties [19].
metrical tilt boundary is a special case of the twist The development of appropriate border con-
boundary (1800 angle of rotation). Moreover, the ditions for atomistic calculations is another issue
most physical parameters governing the grain which deserves attention. The basic function of
boundary energy are shown to be the interplanar the border conditions imposed on the simulation
spacing normal to the interface and the area of cell is to keep the computational burden within
the planar unit cell in the plane of the interface, reasonable limits without introducing artificial
the boundary plane. It follows from these consid- constraints on the bicrystal system. This means
erations that studies of twist boundaries can best the borders must ensure that the inteif,:ce is
lead to a general understanding of interfacial properly surrounded by bulk matter while keep-
properties. ing the simulation cell size to a minimum. In the

While the role of the interatomic forces may two directions parallel to the interface, the peri-
not be so obvious as the structure of the interface, odic nature of the coincident-sitc-lattl.,, model
it is well to keep in mind that the relaxed config- makes the use of periodic border conditions a
urations given by molecular statics and the atomic natural choice. In the perpendicular kz) direction
trajectories produced by molecular dynamics are it is not clear what is the best choice. Early studies
direct consequences of the forces assumed to be have employed periodic borders [ 1- 13] or fixed
acting among the particles. In ascribing the calcu- borders [15-17], each with some unsatisfactory
lated properties to physical systems one is assum- consequences. Rectntly, a method which permits
ing the potential function used- is sufficientl) the simulation cell to expand oi contract in the z
realistic. Unfortunately, there is no simple direction as well as independent x-y translations
method of validating such an a.ssumption short of for the two halves of the bicrystal has been pro-
comparing predicted properties with measured posed [20J.
valu-s. The problem is made even more difficult To make the foregoing remarks more specific
by t... 'act that different properties are sensitive we show in Fig. I a bicrystal model [ 16, 17] for
to different aspects of the potential function. In which some illustrative results will be discussed in
the absence of direct validation by experiment, the following. The interface in this cast- is a Z = 5
one can investigate the sensitivity of the calcula- tilt boundary in an f.c.c. lattice with the tilt axis
tion by using different potentials. Because of the directed along [001' and the boundary plane is
effort and expense involved in repeating the cal- chosen to be 130). The misorientation or rota-
culation, such procedure is seldom follov.ed. tion angle is 53.13. The intention of this stud) is

The bicrystal models which have been studied to model aluminum using a Moise potential func-
by molecular dynamics have mostly employed tion %ith parameters determined by fitting the
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Z Z ferent sizes will be used. The smaller cell (model
B) contains 840 particles with x and z dimensions

_ o of 2 and 14 CSL units and y dimension of 3 1at-
CSL tice constants. The larger cell (model D). contain-

-x ing 2520 particles, has the same x and y
/ dimensions, but the z dimension is 3 times longer.

S ° -We anticipate that any property which is signifi-
zET3o03 cantly affected by the fixed border will show
. Cod] 1 variation with cell size; conversely, if the same

x E3103 CSL 0 property values are obtained from both models

Fig. 1. Simulation cell showing the crystallograpic orienta- this would constitute numerical evidence that the
tion of the bicrystal model of a I = 5 J601 1 t 30 symmetrical border effects on that property are not serious.
tilt boundary. Cell is periodic along the x atnd y directions
and has fixed borders along the z direction. Also shown are
the x-z and y-z plane projections of two adjacent layers of
atoms (open and solid circles) in the two CSL structural units
II CSL= a(2.5) -'21 across the boundary plane (i 30). 3. Calculation of properties

Standard molecular dynamics are employed
known vacancy formation energy [21]. One can for the simulation of the bicrystal model [5, 6].
question whether potential functions of this type New ton's equations of motion for the atoms in
are adequate in representing a metal. Certainly, the simulation cell are integrated using a Gear
more realistic results can be expected from the fifth-order predictor-corrector algorithm. To
use of the EAM potentials. Such calculations are keep the computational burden wNithin limits, the
currently in progress [22]. interatomic potential function is cut off at 1.49

In specifying the simulation cell %e choose lattice constants and a shift is introduced in the
coordinate axes such that the x direction is along energ) and the force at the cut-off *,istance to
[310], the y direction [001], and the z direction eliminate the unphlysical discontinuities asso-
[ 130]. The cell is periodic along the x and y direc- ciated Nith a truncated potential. The choice of
tionb, but along the z direction a fixed border the range cut-off is again a compromise between
condition is imposed. This means that atoms are computational efficienc and reality of simula-
placed beyond the z borders of the cell at the tion.
positions of the initial configuration and they are The I= 5 symmetrical tilt bicrystal con-
held fixed throughout the simulation. The con- structed by the coincident site lattice method is
straint on the cell imposed by the fixed border is not stable because there is a pair of atoms mhich
in principle highly undesirable, it is hoped that in are too close to each other in each of the two CSL
practice the actual effects are small so far as the units across the interface in e-ery other (001)
behavior of the interfacial region is concerned, plane (see Fig. 1,. To relieve the strong repulsion
However unsatisfactor) it may be, the fixed betwkeen this pair we first remote one of the two
border is regarded as an alternative to the peri- atoms and then allow the two halves of the bicrys-
odic border condition which gives rise to a sec- tal to hate independent rigid translations in all
ond interface in the simulation cell. The latter is three directions. The relaxed structure which
undesirable since the two interfaces %ill interact ser~es ts the initial configuration for the molecu-
and at sufficiently high temperatures boundary lar dynamics simulation is taken to be that con-
migration will be thermally acti%ated, leading figuration haing the lowest potential energy. The
eventually to the annihilation of the tw o inter- resulting structure obtained in this manner is
faces. It is possible to formulate a border condi- essentially the same as that found in an earlier
tion which does not introduce a second interface study [23J.
into the simulation ind which allows the cell to The purpose of the initial relaxation is to start
expand or contract in, the z direction according to the dynamic, simulation with a stress-free config-
the stresses produced in the cell. as w ell as inde- uration. Actuall) the precise details of the initial
pendent translations of the two halves of the bi- c-onfiguration should not matter too ,nuc. since
crystal [20]. during the simulation at high temperatures the

Since the constraining effects of the fixed atoms can hate large amplitudes of displacement,
border are a concern, two simulation cells of dif- thus facilitating the relief of local stresses.
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The basic output of the simulation runs ate the pertain to tile entire s.stem and the% will 'ar%
particle positions and %elocities at each time step \,ith time since tile particles ar. tl%%,tN.y in motion.
At. The choice of the time step size is governed Because of the intrinsic fluctuations in a thermo-
by the stability of :he numerical solution to the dynamit b):tcm it is often more useful to consider
equations of motion. Over the range of tempera- time-averaged properties. Ve %ill denote .uLh
tures studied At varies from 0.45 to averages by the angular brackets (,. There are,
2.58 x 10-  s. Roughly there are about 50 time hoxwesei, different time averages. One call take
steps in a lattice vibration period. A particular the in.tantaneous %alue (at time step t,,) of a prop-
run is specified by the Pumber of time steps N, erty such as the internal energy U Ut,,), and
and the temperature of the system which is main- calculate a cumulati~e a-,erage over the first s
tained at the desired value by rescaling the vel- time steps
ocities once every 10 steps. Since the shape and
volume of the simulation cell does not change O(t= sAt)-' U(t,'
during the run, a substantial pressure increase can S
result if the system temperature is raised from For small values of s or when the system is
one run to the next. We therefore adjust the lattice initially not in equiibrium, the time variation ofC
constant a at the beginning of each run to keep will sho%% luctuat~uns. but when the average is
the pressure more or less constant throughout the over a lare number 0f time steps during which

entire series. the system has reached equilibrium, then U will
Given the particle positions and velocities at converge to an essentially constant value which

every time step one can calculate essentially all we will denote as 'U. The significance of (, is
the physical properties of interest. In this study that it is the thermodynamic or ensemble average
we are primarily concerned with those properties in the sense of the ergodic hypothesis, the time
which are well defined at any temperature and average being equivalent to ensemble average. On
which reveal some aspects of structural order. We the other hand. the instantaneous value U will
therefore consider the following collection, the always fluctuate in time regardless of whether or
internal energy C, the internal stress tensor r, the not the system is in a state of equilibrium. The
static structure factor S(K). and the mean-square same remarks apply also to the other properties.
displacement function Ar 2. These quantities are In terms of the properties U. -r, StK), and Ar-,
defined as one can achieve a quite detailed and unified
U= Z I,, characterization of the simulation model. In ordei

to isolate the behavior specific to the interface, it
is of great value to consider a reference system
with which one can compare the various prop-
erties being calculated. Given the choice of the
bicrystal model and the simulation cell, it is clear

S(K) exp[iK(r,- iJ that an appropriate reference system is a single
N.1 crystal with the same orientation as either the

1 , upper or lower half of the bicrystal. By using the
Ar _ Z r()-r,(0)" same potential function and applying the same

N, border conditions one can make the simulation

where u,,= u(Jr,- r) is the interatomic pair cell for the reference system identical to the bi-
potential, r, is the position of atom i, Q is the crystal system except for the interface. In this
atomic volume. N is the number of atoms in the %%a). the difference in any propert% can be attrib-
simulation cell (in the case where local properties uted to the presence of the interface.
are calculated N will refer to the number of atoms Since the bicrystal s)stem is not homogeneous.
in the region of interest', k, is the Boltzmann con- it is essential to be able to identify the interfacial
stant, 7' is the system temperature, defined as region as being distinct from the bulk crstal. As
3k1 T= X,mv,2, v, being the velocity of particle i. an operating procedure %%e divide the simulation
and K is a prescribed wavevector.The pressure ' cell into equal layers along the z direction. and
is given by [Tr(r)/3]. calculate the above properties as local quantities

All the quantities defined can be calculated for each layer. The combination of layer calcula-
once the particle positions are known; the) tions and tile availabilit, of the reference system
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data for comparison makes it possible to follow -0.30

the deformation and disorderingi of the interface
at elevated temperatures.

3 -0.40-

4. Microstructural behavior at high tempera- E
tures 'C' 5 0 jo

We now describe some simulation results I
obtained using the bicrystal model discussed 6

above [171. To series of simulations have been ~ 0.60 go
performed, one in wvhich the bicrystal tem-
perature was raised in a stepwise manner and
the other in which the zemperature was lowvered -0.70'

similarly. In the heating series the range covered 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

wvas from about half the melting point of the bulk Temperature (K
T. to a temperature closec to Tm, T' being the Fig. 2. 'Variation of potential energy per particle uith tern-
value determined from a study of the reference pcr...mi of the bi,-r%5tal mo~del and the reference single-

system. In the cooling series the starting, crvstal s~stem. Trian~eics denote the results for the grain

configuration was that of a melt and the system bounday layers and-diamonds for the bulk region in' the
I bicrvstal (solid and open symbols arc for the smaller and

was cooled dowvn to various temperatures below largcterxlls rcsp-Lti% h . Singc-~r~stal results art; Jenutcd b--
T. Since the rcsults of the cooling series are con- the solid squares.

sistent with those of the heating series, they will
not be discussed any further. 1.0

The behavior of the bicrystal that is of primaryj
interest is the stability of th interfacial structure I ~ *'

against thermal disordering. Specificalw 0.801 0

would like to establish whiether the interface a
undergoes a structural transition prior to the 0 .60 j 0

melting transition occurring in the bulk system. II
We begtin with the internal energy results show~n 0.40

in Fig. 1. First we note the reference sy-stemn E04
irealse ohic iniaea -eta ier V

icesofUstarting at 500 K up to about95 0.20

where a sudden jump occurs. Examination of the
static structure factor SIX) shows that the particle oo 0.0 . . . .
configuration has become structurally disordered i 6 4 20 2 ' 6 8 1

as manifested by an essentially zero value of Distance from g0 center (CSL wilt)
S(K). Also the mean-square displacement Hie 3. Profilc; of the static structure factor Si K of the
increases sharply to a value that appear.% to be bi,_r stal ell at anou%. temperatures beksu bullk meltin

unbounded. We interpret this behavior as signify- 500 K sod triangtics. 600 K open triangles. t10 K solid
and ccodinly ~ll diamonds. $00 K open diamonds. S-50 K solid squares.

in-, a melting transition.,n codnl we Wl 0 ~pnsurs
take Tm to be 950 K. That this value turns out to
be cf. se to the knowna meizing point of aluminum
'930 K, s'io,.id be regzarded as largel% fortuitous fact that the interfacial region Is less %%ell ordered
since the 1potential function us.-d is crude and also compared to the bulk. The result.% most useful for
or. ;Vects a certain amoun: -'f ,1!,-..iheating the delineation of the interface is the static struc-
given the present border conditions. It is. hoL%- ture factor SXK. Figure 3 shows the profile of
ever, self-consistent to adopt the reference system S. K .along th-- direction at anous tempera-
result as the bulk melting point. ture.,. Because we are interested in the effect of

In Fig. 2 the bicrystal results arc sho%%n separ- thermal disorderin- and not the difference
atel% for the interfacial region and the bulk betw~een the bicrstal and th;e reference single
regions. This di~ision is basecd on the properties% cr~stal. the %%a'escboir K should bc .ht).%n s.uch
w~hich hate been calculated lacer bN layer and the thiat projections of the atomii. positionsa.lin- this
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direction are the same for the two systems. In this The profiles of S(K) given in Fig. 3 alloNN us to
case we take K along the y direction. With the extract an interfacial width L. We regard a layer
interfacial region being characterized by a lower as belonging to the n.te'f1ace if its S(K) value is
value of S(K), one has a convenient measure of less than or equal to (SB - S,,,)/2, where Sr is the
the extent of the interface. At 800 K and below, maximum Nalue of S(K) aeraged over both sides
the interfacial width L appears to be temperature of the interface excluding the interfacial region,
independent, although there is increasing dis- and S,, is the minimum value of S(K) at the
order with temperature in the interfacial region as given temperature. The layers regarded as bulk
well as in the bulk. At 850 K complete disorder are those with S(K) = SB. A plot of the variation
has set in in the interfacial region along with some of L ,with temperature is given in Fig. 4. One can
width expansion. At 900 K it is clear that the see that L is essentially unchanged from 500 to
extent of the region of disorder has increased 700 K, and within the error bars it is also size
considerably. From these profiles we can sys- independent. Up to 800 K the change is still quite
temat'cally decide which layer should be treated small, but beyond this temperature a rapid
as belonging to the interface, increase in width occurs. This behavior is quite

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the bulk region consistent with the foregoing discussion of the
energies are in agreement with the values internal energy results, and together they suggest
obtained from the reference system. This is as it a grain boundary melting transition in the sense
should be if the bicrystal simulation cell is chosen of loss of local crystalline order.
large enough so that part of it indeed behaves like In Fig. 4 the error bars are determined from
a bulk crystal. The internal energy of the inter- the time-dependent fluctuations in S(K). It is
face, denoted by closed and open triangles in Fig. reasonable that at 800 K and above the larger cell
2, shows linear behavior parallel to that of the gives higher values of L because the greater pres-
bulk for temperatures up to about 800 K. Then sure rise in the smaller cell is likely to inhibit the
its variation seems to change character, the pre- transition. This then implies that the true increase
cise details being system size dependent. Over the of L with temperature above 875 K is probably
temperature region from 825 to 950 K the grain greater than the present estimate. A logarithmic
boundary core region is found to undergo a vol- variation of the boundary width has been previ-
ume expansion, and in the case of the smaller cell
the expansion is accompanied by an apprecia-
ble pressure increase (see Table 1). The pressure 20-
increase also occurs in the larger cell at a higher
temperature. Our interpretation is that the nres-
sure increase is responsible for the energy level-
ing off seen in Fig. 2, and this is an unphysical Is
behavior caused by the fixed border condition 1 }'
used in our simulation.

-J

TABLE 1 Calculated pressure (kbar) in the bicrystal 0 10,
models and the reference single crystal cell. Values shown
are averages taken over 1000 time steps at the end of every 5
run; they are also averages over the entire cell excluding .
several layers next to the fixed bo. .ers I-

Temperature Model B Model D Ref s
(K)

500 -5.52 -494 -4.64
600 -6.25 -5.83 -5.99
700 -6.04 -6.38 -7.27 0
800 -4.14 -6.44 -7.61 400 500 600 700 800 M0o 1000
825 - 1.98 -4.96 Temperature (K)
850 -0.41 -4.03
875 4.13 -0.22
900 9.31 4.13 -7.87 Fig. 4. Variation of grain boundary width (in CSL units) with
925 12.02 8.10 emperature, smaller cell (open squares) and larger cell isolid

950 20.61 -4.71 sqt.ares). Error bars are a measure of the dynamical fluctua-
tiuns encountered in defining the interfacial layer.
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ously suggested [14, 24], but no actual results for aluminum bicrystal study discussed here. The
a liquid-like film thickness have been reported. computations were carried out at the !BM

Watson Research Center. We also want to thank
D. Wolf and ' Lutsko for useful discussions. The

5. Discussion work of on, ,is (T.N.) has been supported by a
Molecular dynamics results can provide Department Energy Fellowship in Radioactive

unique insight into local structure and dynamics Waste Management.
of material interfaces because the atomistic simu-
lation approach allows one to study in detail the
highly non-linear interactions among particles Note added in proof
distributed in any configuration dictated by the Since the writing of this paper we realized that
interatomic forces between neighboring particles the temperature 7,, referred to in Section 4 is
and the stresses mediated by their local environ- actually a mechanical instability temperature
ment. Combining this feature with the capability w hich is known to be higher than the melting
of treating entropic effects associated with point. Although the simulation results presented
thermal fluctuations, one has a powerful tool for here are not affected, the conclusion to be drawn
probing interfacial properties. The, c are practical from our w ork is that melting at the grain bound-
limitations concerning the aailability of realistic ary occurs at 0.8 to 0.9 of the instability tempera-
interatomic potential functions and the need for ture. It has been shown elsewhere (S. R. Phillpot,
flexible border conditions which do not involve J. F. Lutsko, and D. Wolf, to be published; T.
an excessive number of particles. The embedded Nguyen, Ph.D. Thesis, MIT, September 1988; to
atom method of der.1'ing potential functions is an be pub!ished) that grain boundary melting in fact
encouraging developrent from the standpoint of occurs at the melting point of the bulk solid. We
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Abstract tin, antimony, sulphur, tellurium and presumably

We discuss theoretical models of interfacial hydrogen in iron [1-3]. Sometimes the presence

embrittlement by solute segregation. Of properties of a segregant at grain boundaries may improve

susceptible to alteration by segregation, the ideal the ductility of a polycrystal that is susceptible to

work of interfacial separation, 2yi, is predicted to brittle intergranular failure. This seems to be the

have an important but probably not exclusive role case for carbon in iron that has been embrittled

in controlling embrittlenient. A thermodynamic by some of the segregants just mentioned, and
framework for estimating 2'int fron data available also for boron in the ordered Ni3A1 alloy [4, 5].ramevor fo esimaing2y~fro daa aailble Here we focus on the much studied cases of
through free surface and grain boundary adsorp-

tion studies is outlined, and relevant segregation segregants in iron. The idea is to use the results

energies are given for carbon, phiosphzorus, t, now available from extensive experiments dealing

antimony and sulphur segregation in iron. Data with that case to evaluate and test theoretical
front intergranularfracture experiments involving concepts on interfacial cohesion, and thus toroesem segrgant s fractue ep rie inlin develop ideas which may find wider application
attempt to test the idea that segregation-induced to interfacial failure in other systems, including
ebrittlem ent (or ductilization) can be understood composites.
emberi f tee(ructiiatin effecan be unerod The next section examines available theory for
in terms of the segregant's effect on a Uncer- understanding the brittle decohesion cracking of
tainties in present data do not allow a convincing interfaces in terms of parameters susceptible to
test, but it is not implausible that the deleterious alteration by segregation. That section empha-
effects of phosphos, tin, and sulphur in iroi can sizes the expected important, if not exclusive, role
be understood in this way. The effect of carbon of 2yin as a controlling interfacial property in

does not seen to be similarly understandable, ofterin ing nte ril proesin

although that nay be due to the inappropriateness determining resistance to brittle decohesion

of the only available surface segregation data in cracking. Here 2y is the ideal work of reversibly

that case, which are for a (001) surface rather thia separating an interface against atomic cohesion. It
ahgeneral polycrystallre surface created inter- is equal to the area under the stress a vs. separa-

polycrystalline sby tion distance 6 curve for the interface; Fig. 1.
granular fracture. T~ie section which follows then reviews a

thermodynamic framework which relates changes
1. Introduction in interfacial chemical composition, due to solute

Several examples are known whereby the alter- segregation, to changes in 2ynt. The reductions

ation of chemical composition of grain bound- (or increases) in 2Yn t in separations at fixed

aries, by the atomic-scale segregation of solutes composition are shown to be related to differ-

present only as minute impurities in the bulk, ences between initial and final free energies of

causes intergranular brittleness of normally segregation. These differences are between an
initial stae in which the segregants are situated onductile solids, Examples are provided by bismuth4:
unstressed interfaces, i.e. grain boundaries, and a

in copper, sulphur in nickel and a range of segre- final state in which they reside on the pair of free
gants, including arsenic, oxygen, phosphorus, surfaces created by fracture.

Although the fractures of interest generally
*Taper piesented at the s~mpositni on Interracial P'hc- occur at low temperature, when the interface is

nomcna in Composites: Processing, Characterization, and out of composition equilibrium with the bulk, the
Mechamcal Properties. Newport. RI. June 1-3.1988.
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G 2. Brittle decohesion cracking of interfaces

Here we briefly review theoretical models of
the cracking process in order to identify material

-G or interfacial properties relevant to crack growthYmax resistance.

2f 2.1. Griffith crack
In the elastic-brittle Griffith model, all plastic

flow processes are neglected. The amount G per
unit crack area by which the work done by

Fig. 1. Tensile stress vs. separation distance normal to an external loads exceeds the change in elastic strain
interface, energy, both calculated according to continuum

elasticity, is equated to the energy 2Y1 nm per unit
relevant free energies of segregation can be esti- crack area residing in the newly separated bonds.
mated from high temperature equilibrium segre- (G is proportional to the square of the stress
gation experiments. While there is substantial intensity factor for the common linear elastic
uncertainty and some inconsistency in reported model of the adjoining solids; see e.g. [6].) Thus
experimental values, data exist allowing estimates G = 2 y,, for crack growth, so that the effect of
of approximate ranges for the free energies both alteration of interfacial chemical composition
for grain boundary and free surface impurity shows only through its effect on 2y t in this
segregation in the cases of carbon, phosphorus, model. Sometimes the energy of the bonds is
tin, antimony and sulphur in a-Fe. written

Thus one has the means of determining how I, Y f.A+fB--fb+L (1)
segregation of so. *es at interfaces affects 2y,,,.
The question arises, is understanding of the alter- where A and B denote the solids that join along
ation of 2y,,, by solute segregation really relevant the interface (Fig. 2(a)) or as 2f,-fb when the
to explaining segregation-induced embrittlement solids have identical properties, where the fs
in ductile or normally dt tile systems, for which denote excess free energy per unit area for a
totai works of fractrire arc usually much larger surface (fA) or for a grain boundary interface (fi).
than 2y,,,,? A different expression, as discussed later, applies

To address this -.'e clo5e by indicating a for separation of an interface in presence of a
method of testing, with dat, from fracture experi- mobile segregant which can diffuse to or from the
mentl-. the hypothesis that embrittlemnt (or interfacial region during separation.
ductilization) by impurity solute segregation at
interfaces is explainable in terms o[ the effect of 2.2. Cohesive zone model
the segregation on 2y,,. The uncertainties .i This model incorporates more detail of the
currently available data, both for fracture pr,- separation process, but does not represent the
erties of solute embrittled iron alloys and for ffects of atomic discreteness. In it, the interfacial
thermodynamic properties of the grain boundary it.gon is represented as tmo joined elastic con-
and surface segregants, are so great that a con- tin, - ',ich interact with one another such that a
vincing test of the hypothesis cannot be made at stres.. .separation relation, a= a(6) like in Fig.
this time. The data on phosphorus, tin, antimony 1, ap)li,,s al 9ng the gradually decohering inter-
and sulphur in polycrystalline iron is nevertheless face at.,:ordwg to the local separation 6 (Fig.
such that it is not implausible that their deleteri- 2(b)). Tl, rw,, ..olids are, for the present, assumed
ous effects can be understood in terms of their to separax,. ,,;tiiout dislocation or other inelastic
alteration of 2 y,, which they decrease. The avail- processLs ,mthin tht..n and without significant
able data for carbon in iron do not fit the same shear parallel ti the interface. The latter assump-
trend, although the interpretation is unclear since tion may not genera." be reasonable for inter-
a critical surface segregation energy is a%ailable faces beteen solids ,f .trong dissimilarity in
only for carbon segregation on (100) planes in elastic Lonstants, -vt;n ,wln loaded only by
iron crystals rather than for general polycrystal tensile forces actirg pet-p..di.ular to tne inter-
surfaces formed by intergranular fracture. face (see ref. 7 and reference:., terein). We neglect
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,' ,I , , [1, 121 and Ferrante and Smith [131, then

s EO (4)

.'/t°,' .',' , o'Eo exp -a 4I ' ,, 
, 

', I , ' ', I , ',, I, ,

B I

'\" , J'"," " , ',I, ' tance between planes joining at tihe interface, and
(a) (b) is of order of the atomic spacing or a little larger,

Fig. 2. (a) Interfacial elastic-brittle crack. (b) Region of adE)i h nta o uu o n -i cso a
gradual decohiesion near tip, u~er size scale (o. tensile straining of the interface layer. It then

follows from dor/d,6 = 0 that

such effects here, although they may be important Ua'EO(5
for many types of composite interfaces. 'ea

Clearly, if the interface is initially unseparated
and if stressing is uniform all along it, then the with 65 h/a at tile maximum and
failure criterion is that U = Uma, of Fig. 1. How-
ever, there is a different result when the failure 2y, "f d=EP 6occurs within a transition region between a much a-,,= od=_~
longer crack-like zone, where tie sides of tile )
"aterface have been pulled out of interaction either of jhich determine aand, together, impl
range of one another, and an also long region omrx2= 2Ealll/e2h.
where the interface remains essentially unsep- Thus the estimate of the cohesive zone to at the

arated, ,5= 0. This defines a non-singular, crack tip as 1 to 1.5 times Ey ,/Om'.x 2 gives
cohesive crack model and a well known applica- a)= (4-6)(E/Eii) ht. For the cleavage of a latticetion of the J-integral shos that the condition for plane, considered as an interface, Le > because
crack growth reduces, in this limit, to of the Poisson effect (e.g. E = 51.35E when
[6, 8] v = 0.3) and a =y 3-4 lattice spacings. In this case

Co the separation process may be highly localized to
adf stressing is the crack tip and may bear little resemblance to0 the spread-out zone of gradual decohesion en-

ocrvisioned in the present model. By contrast, for a

where G is the energy release rate for the equiha- high-angle grain interface, w~eakened byr segrega-lent elastic-brittle crack model, Fig. 2(a). Thus the tion, it is plausible that It is a little larger than an

cohesive zone model then gives complete agree- atomic spacing and that the interfacial layer isment with the Griffith model elastically compliant so that E, < E. For example
The transition zone itself, over which the (EE,)h=.2 lattice spacings results in c-8-12

decohesion occurs, has a length along the inter- lattice spacings. Thus weak interfaces not onl

face which may be estimated from the Dugdale/ require less of it stress intensity factor for elastic-BCS model. For the isotropic material of tensile brittle crack gro th but also spread the deco-
modulus E and Poisson ratio v, this gies (see, for hesion zone out o er a greater size scale. Both
example, [9]) factors reduce the near-tip shear stresses hener-

ated during the sepration process, and henceGr EG (E)(,6 ,,,2 reduce ack tp a tendina to cause those dislo-
8(-V 2 ) o , - 4( V 2 ) G , ,'  0 .9 (3 )-cation processes that have been elected in the

mode ing discussed thus fod.
which is a lower bound to the size since it is based

onl a being uniform at on,:,, all along the cohesive 2.3. Ezffects o] h~wice discretenesszone. Guided by analogous discussion in [ t10he io While G = 2 paie t is the condition for growth f a
shall thus estimate e as (I to 1.5) Ey a. e (oing) crack according to the continuum elastic
If one now assumes its e vs. 6 relation coin- Models, lattice calculations re not in perfect

patible with the ( + xs c type fit to the energ of greement. Evn f a hn tie assumeo intelaction
the universal bondins correlation of Rose etbrittl a og t altoms is consistent dit
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allowing brittle decohesion of bonds along the ciack gr.)wth or hcaling must always satisfy [211
fracture path, without nucleation of dislocations,
one finds [6, 14-17] that loads corresponding to (G-2y, 1 )c>0 (8)
the value G ' of the continuum G must be where a= crack length. Thus 2y,, is the thermo-
achieved for the onset of crack growth, and lower dynamic threshold for growth. A similar thermo-
loads corresponding to a value G - for the onset dynamic restriction applies for growth in
of healing, where presence of a mobile solute, which can diffuse to

the interfacial region during separation, or for
crack growth in an environment which adsorbs

(The fact that 2ynt must fall in the range between onto the fresh fracture surface, provided that
G- and G' , as required by thermodynamics, 21,,,, is appropriately re-defined using adsorption
was not recognized in some of the earlier works data.
on the subject [16], due primarily to ambiguities
in defining G so as to properly agree % ith that for 2.4. Competiion between cleavage and li.slohation
the anisotropic elastic continuum limit of the blnting
adopted lattice model [18].) Another perspective on the effects of solute
The excess of G ' over 2',y.. is referred to as segregation on embrittlement is provided by their

lattice trapping, and it is G ' rather than 2y',, effect on the competition between cleaving and
which provides the correct criter'on for (non- dislocation blunting at the tip of an atomistically
thermally activated) crack growth. Unfortunately, sharp interfacial crack [15, 8, 22-27], Fig. 3.
it is not known in much detail how G' depends According to this viewpoint, an interface is
on the shape of the a ts. 6 relation, or on the regarded as intrinsically cleavable if the local
"shape" of potentials describing interatomic inter- stress concentration at the tip (here phrased in
actions, and thus there is little basis for address- terms of G) necessary for cleavage decohesion,
ing how alterations of chemical composition of namely GCkele, = G + 2y, is less than the value
the interface might affect G '. How eei, Nith an G,,,, corresponding to nucleation of a dislocation
important caveat to be discussed, recent calcula- from the crack tip. Conversely, if Gd",I < 2Y 1 tie
tions for elastic-brittle cracks in crystal lattices crack tip will first begin to blunt by dislocation
suggest that G - 2;,, is only a small fraction of emission and, presumably, a more ductile failure
2yl,,, of the order of 10% or less [ 14, 15]. Thus, to mode will result.
a reasonable approximation, the effect of segre- Some relev ant comments on this approach are
gants on G' may be expected to be similar to as follows [25].
their effect on 2y,,,. Also, the difference (a) Gd,i is not a fixed number for a given inter-
G' - 2y,,,, is ielatixelN small when the decohesion face, but depends on the direction of crack
process is gradual, extending o~er many atomic gro%th along it [23, 25, 26], because of the differ-
spacings at the clack tip, and this is the situation ent orientations of the potentially rdlaxing slip
to be expected w ith a strongl embrittled inter- planes, and on the mixity of shear with tensile
face. loading relative to the crack [ 15, 251. Thus it may

The ca,eat refers to the possibility [19, 20] that be the case the G,,, < 2y,,,, for some directions of
some incipient dislocation-like shear rearrange- cracking along giken interface, whereas
ment of atomic bonds may occur near the crack
tip in loading towards G -. Even if this does not
involve full nucleation of a dislocation, e.g. with /
the incipient dislocation structure disappearing
due to image-like attractions at the free surface
after the crack grows ahead, it still might serve to
make G - 2y,,,, significantly greater than lattice
calculations thus far reported have shown. As a G G + Y G dis
possible example, de Cellis et al. 1I 7] found an
incipient twin-like shear zone in a lattice simula-
tion of cracking of iron. 1 ig 3. Co p tiion be meo w imerfacial d co hemo n a d

Lattice trapping effects allow the possibility of ,); dslocaiuon buntim: of crack tip. System i% regarded as
thermally activated growth, and the kinetics of 11trisINIL.IIll Iflc 6d' lC if ( , fr , ,s tIlhai for b,.
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Gdi> 2y,., for other directions. Hence it o er the tip. For example, GdSI depends som,. hat on
simplifies to say that an interface is intrinsically the energy of the ledge left at the dislocated tip,
cleavable. Aiailable calculations, for that special and that is likely to have a dependence on. hemi-
set of cracking directions which are such that the cal composition along the interface [2 -]. In addi-
crack tip lies in a slip plane [23, 25, 261, suggest tion, it has recently been observed that s( ;'tes of
that large atomic size relative to the host lattice. which

retain some residual volume misfit even after
G 1,i = AEb 2 /r (9) segregating to the interface, may inhibit di.,,oca-

tion nucleation (i.e. increase GiS) through an
where b is the Burgers vector of the relaxing elastic interaction analogous to that in solute
dislocation, r, its core size, and A a factor which hardening [27]. None of these possible effects of
depends on v, the load mixity, and tl..e particular segregation on Gd,,, and on dislocation pa.ssage
orientation of the relaxing slip sy stem, and which through the interface can be quantified with much
also includes a factor representing the resistance accuracy. Thus it is not clear if cases could exist
to formation of the dislocated ledge at the crack for vhich, as an example, a solute segregation that
tip. decreased 2y,,, could have a net result of less

(b) Even when the intrinsic cleavability condi- cleavaonity of the interface.
tion Gd,,s> 2yint is met, interfaces may actually
show brittleness only if there is a mechanism to 25. Crack nucleation
nucleate the hypothesized atomistically sharp In soac cases interface cracks may pre-exist,
cracks, e.g. by stress concentrations owing to but in ductie systems it is likely that most such
local heterogeneity of plastic flow, and if stress ciacks have been safely blunted in high tempera-
levels ahead of those cracks are not so much ture heat tieatments prior to use. Thus the
reduced by plastic flow, due to pre-existing or occurrence of interfacial fracture will require a
non-tip-nucleated dislocations, so as to cause the process of ci ack nucleation. Sometimes this
local crack-tip G to fall below 2Y11r. process simply occurs by the early cracking of a

(c) Conversely, if the intrinsic cleavability con- brittle phase, e.g. a carbide. Here we consider
dition is not met, in that Gd,,j <2y,,, cleavage direct nucleation due to local stresses generated
may still occur if the mobility of tip-nucleated by the heterogeneity of flov. This is illustrated in
dislocations is sufficiently low that the) cannot be terms of a simple dislocation pile-up in Fig. 4. It is
driven out from the near-crack-tip region, so that clear that once the crack ha., become several
stresses reaching levels of order omr,, Fig. 1, atomic spacings long it is like any other interface
develop along the interface ahead of the crack. crack and hence the controlling property in 2 ynt,

Thus, while the comparison of G,, with 2Y,,nl subif.ct to the various reservations already noted.
in terms of the crack-tip competition provides When the crack is nearer to birth, other charac-
important insight on intrinsic cleaabilitq, the teristics of atomic bonding, e.g. as reflected in the
approach is not sufficient on its own to incor- peak strength , and the overall shape of the a
porate the factors mentioned in 'b) and (c) which i.s. 6 relation, are important too. Segregant effects
result in the strong observed dependence of brit- that reduce a will ease the birth of cracks at
tleness on temperature and strain rate due to the
dependence of plastic flow processes on those
same factors. To examine the effects of alterations A .
of composition of an interface on its intrinsic
cleavability, one should therefore examine ",
the effects on 2y,,, (or, more precisely, G ) and ',,,

G,,,. Thus if the effect of interfacial solute segre- %,, "
gation is the typical one, of reducing 2y,, this, in ,
isolation, would make the interface more cleav- , ; ,' ; ,
able. Similarly, an effect of increasing 2y,,,, would, , , ,
in isolation, make it less cleavable. However. the ' , , ,
segregation might also affect .,d, and the ease of , , ;
dislocation passage through the interface, as a
part of larger scale plastic stress relaxation near Fig -4. IntrfuolI .raA.k f1t.,l"LMI ,ti dL% 11i .t I1 p1iL-u).
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local stress concentrations and those that lo\ker 2 4-t J in in both cases [29]. The great dif-
2,,, make it easier for then to spread to a mature ference betveen single- and puly cry stalline v alucs
size along tie interface, has been attributed to energy absorbed in ductile

In the spirit of the sort of competition dis- tearing between the inevitably misahigncd cleav-
cussed in the las. ,ection, stiess concentration at age facets formed Nhen a Jleavage crack crosses a
the pile-up '.ip mey be relaxed [20] b) crack grain boundary. For clea'vage of the more brittle
nucleation or b) nucleating neN dislocations in of a suite of copper bicrystals [30] containing
the adjoining cr)stal and perhaps in the interface 0.003 at.% Bi, w hich segregates to and embrittles
too. Segregant effects on a,,, and 2y.... are the bicrystal interface, w1p is approximately 5
evidently relevant to the former, it is presently times the estimated [26] 2 y,, = 2 J m 2 for a Z5
unkno% n to what extent segregants may act to aid symmetric tilt about [100, with 031) boundary
or inhibit the latter. plane, in the as-grown condition, and 25 times

2y,,, for a high-angle random boundary after
2.6. Cleavage cracking iwith extenstve vacuum annealing for 96 h at 723 K and some
surrounding plasticity fatigue hardening. These values are based on

It is normally the case in ductile s)stems that loads on pre-cracked specimens at the onset of
fractures which appear to occur by cleavage, crack growth and might overestimate the w. pre-
whether of lattice planes or gr.-n interfaces, are %ailing during the rapid crack propagation which
accompanied by significant plash., flov Figure 5 followed. The same is true for polycr stalline
is intended to illustrate a tensile decoh.,ion zone mild steel, above. In contrast, copper bicrystals
that is embedded within a much larg.r plastic with symmetric tilt about [1101, with El 1 I 13)o
zone. The 'value of G, in circumstances for w hich 19 ,221) boundar planes, were not brittle after
the plastic zone is of small enough scale that G similar heat treatments and mechanical testing,
can be defined, is often written as although the latter could be embrittled by holding
G =w i+ 2y1111 (1) for 24 h in bismuth vapor at 1123 K prior to

annealing for 96 h at 723 K. Presumably, w, is a
where the plastic work term w, is frequently much greater multiple of 2y.,,, for such bound-
inferred to be much greater than 2y ,. aries.

For cleavage of ferrite grains adjacent to crack- Since wv is often much larger than 2y,,m, it is
nucleating carbides in steels [20] it1, is inferred to sometimes assumed that 2ymt is an irrelevant
be only 1.3 to 2.5 times 2y,,,,, but it is approxi- parameter for such fractures. However, various
mately 500 to 1000 times based on G at the authois have pointed out (e.g. [31]) that if the
onset of lowN temperature trmnsgranulai clea,,age mechanism of fracture is, in fact, the tensile
of polxcrystalline mild steel [20. 281. taking decohesion of atomic bonds, then wp must

depend in some way on the stress vv. separation
curve as in Fig. 1, as well as on the plastic flow
properties of the material. For example, if some-
how both 2 y,,,, and a, could be reduced to-
wards zero. it is evident that a vanishingly small
stress concentration would be required at the tip

viscoplastic for cleavage, and thus it,, would reduce towards

zero too. It is not known on what features of the a
11s. 6 relation w, depends. Presumably. iw would
decrease (increase) under segregation-induced

ti y~,alterations of the a vs. b relto wIc erae
(increased) both 2y,,,, or 0 m,.' but whether 2yi,,, or
, ,',.s, or something else, is the most important
variable is not known in general and. probably,
has no universally valid answer.

Fig 5 i'latstik.',s.op, oi /olc nrcar tip ofa r,ik groming A convincing case can be made that ll) is it
by interfacial dcoie-si,l i soine circumintances an elastic- function only of 2y... for cleaving materials which
type sire%% sntularit% renimn at a propagating crack tip. rtt
thi,1i an cnerg floit) the dtoilesion proccv, ma be exhibit a sufficiently strong rate sensitivity to
defined. plastic flow at high strain rates. This is rooted in
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previous work of Hart [32]. [h1 and Riedel [33], maximum tension of about 3 x a, lie tensile
and Lo [34], and has been dec loped by Freund yield strength) results foi a non-harden ig
and Hutchinson 12S] and Malaga et al. [35]. material, and higher multiples of u, result in
Essentially, it is found that within a continuum strain hardening materials; these factors ignore
plasticity formulation for a propagating, mathe- heterogcneities of the stress field at the disloca-
matically sharp-tipped crack (i.e. without account lion scale, .s in Fig. 4. If conditions appropriate
for a finite-sized cohesive zone), a classical to such rate-dependent plasticity models apply.
inverse-square-root stress singularity of elastic then it Nwould seem that cleaage of an interface
type is retained at the tip, provided that the plas- Nwould become much more difficult when ore.,,
tic constitutive response is sufficiently rate sensi- exceeds the maximum achievable tensile stress
tive. The plastic shear strain rate '= ep(r) must (unless a more readily cracked brittle phase is
increase with shear stress r no more rapidly than present). Thus, in such cases, the understanding
r3, i.e iP(r)/r3 -O as r- o, foi this to occur. of segregant-induced alterations of a,,,,, could be
Since an elastic singular field is then retained at ciitical to understanding embrittlement. Needle-
the crack tip, an energy flow to the tip, say G,,,), man [37] has developed a numerical modelling
can be defined. Presuming that in Fig. 5 the actual approach to interface decohesion in ductile sur-
decohesion process takes place o~er a size scale roundings which may be useful in assessing the
that is well embedded within the zone dominated effect of a,,, and the shape of a(6) relation.
by this near-tip elastic singular field, the sorts of
results discussed in Sections 2.1 to 2.3 suggest 2.7. Sumimaty
that the condition for crack propagation is that The discussion lead., us to suspect that of the

parameters susceptible to change by alteration of
G,,p = G + : 2, (11) the chemical composition of an interface, 2"y, is

an important parameter in determining embrittle-
Here G,,o is determined from the continuum plas- ment. The rest of the paper focuses on that par-
ticity analysis in terms of the history of crack ameter, but other parameters, notably or,, may
growth and load variation, as well as in terms of also be important, and there remain possibilities
the viscoplastic constitutive properties. For that segregation might affect embrittlement by
example, Freund and Hutchinson [28' and little-understood effect, on dislocation genera-
Mataga et al. [351 give results for the ratio G,,,/G tion and mobility in the immediate vicinity of the
as a function of crack speed d for steady-state interface.
growth of the crack under small-scale yielding
conditions such that there is net energy flux G per 3 Interfacial decohesion in presence of a segre-
unit crack area. That is G= wP+ G,, and G gatersole
corresponds to what would be called the fracture gated solute
energy in such a situation. What is important for A therm ,,. ,mic framework j22, 38] now re-
the present discussion is that the only parameter %iewed enable., use of results from solute segre-
entering the fracture description that is suscept- gation studi.., to estimate effects of segregation
ible to alteration by solute segregation is 2Yint, on 2y,.,.
which determines the value which G,, must attain With reference to Fig. 6, w e focus on the inter-
for the postulated crack growth history to occur. face as a thermodynamic system which is
In this model, alterations of 2 y,,, have a "valve- assumed to be in local equilibrium but which may
like" effect on the (sometimes) much larger plastic be (and typically i.s, at iowv temperatures) out of
dissipation wo. composition equilibrium with adjoining bulk

In other cases of crack growth with substantial phases, both before and after separation. Inter-
plasticity, under conditions for which the ver) facial thermodynamic quantities are defined as
large stresses of materials with strong viscoplastic Gibbs-like excesses relative to those of the two
effects cannot be generated, it may be the case adjoining phases. In defining excesses, each
that Umax of Fig. I plays a more decisive role. For adjoining phase is regarded as a homogeneous
example, rate-independent models of the plastic system having the same mass as that phase and
flow process lead to maximum achievable stress sustaining homogtwieous deformation, equivalent
levels ahead of initially sharp cracks in ductile to those prevailing a few% atomic layers away from
solids [361. Under plane-strain-like constraint, a the interface in that phase. lhus 6 is defined as
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G is increased towards indefinitely large values) as
assumed in the present modelling, then any dis-

0! tinction is neglected between the pair of free
0 , surfaces resulting from such a decohesion frac-T 0 ture and free surfaces having the same T and F',

but produced by a different thermal/mechanical
route. The latter route might for instance have
involved equilibrium solute segregation to the

Fig. 6. Interfacial region with solute segregation. treated as a free surfaces at a higher temperature and, pos-
thermodynamic system that may be constrained against sibly, a surface reconstruction.
composition equilibrium with the adjoining bulk phase; p is If 6j{ = 60( 7, r', F2, ... )} is the separation for
the chemical potential equilibrating solute of coverage r in
the interfacial region. an unstressed interface (i.e. with u=0) having

composition Fl, F2, ... then the work of separa-
tion is

the excess interfacial opening, i.e. the separation
between two points, one in each of the adjoining 2Y, = f a d6 (13)
phases, in excess of that separation which is 60
accountable by homogeneous strain of the phases which is consistent with Fig. 1. This expression
in which the two points reside. For the present does not define a unique value until one charac-
discussion, the two adjoining phases are taken to terizes the path of variation (if any) of T and the
be identical to one another (e.g. a symmetrical Fi with 6 during separation. We regard T as
grain boundary) as a simplification.

We deal exclusively with solutes which are far constant during separation and thus vork in
more abundant along the interface than in a few terms of the excess Helmholtz function
atomic layers, well removed from the interface, in f= - 7T=f(6, r', F2 ... ), omitting explicit

either adjoining phase. In that case Fi, the con- reference to Tas a variable. At fixed T

centration of segregant i per unit area of inter- d= ad6+ uidF'  (4
face, is well defined and we assume that an
equilibrating chemical potential y' can be asso-
ciated with each segregating species i as it exists Thus, when there is a single segregant of amount
at the interface. F and equilibrating potential u, one has for separ-

Thus, where t and s are the excesses of energy ation at constant F (the normal case at low T and
and entropy per unit area of interface, in a for- with non-mobile segregants)
mulation which treats the interface region as
being constrained against the necessity of solute (2y',t)r.const =f( o, F) -f(6(F), F)
composition equilibrium with the adjoining =2f(/2)-f(r) (15)
phases, one has

Here f(oo, F)= 2f(.(F/2) is the free energy excess
du = Tds + a d6+ p'dr' (12) for the pair of distantly separated surfaces, so

that f1(F/2) is the excess for a single one of them,
for reversible changes of state. Here a is the stress where the total segregant F is assumed to di,,ide
acting perpendicular to the interface and the equally between the tw&o. In the usual notation,
summation extends just over the segregants. We F, = r/2. Also, f(60(F), F) =fb(F) refers to the
do not consider wvork modes that stretch the unstressed grain boundary. One may then obtain
interface in its own plane. the alternative expression that [22, 38]

The key assumption, embedded in the above *
equation, is that all thermodynamic functions (2Y,trr.,, = (2y {;(F)., -,(F/2)} dF
referring to the interface, e.g. u, s, r and the p, 0
are determined by the values of T, 6 and F', (16)
regardless of the solute concentrations (say, x,
x,, ...) in the adjoining phases. If eqn. (12) holds where (2Ys',,)o is the work to separate a clean
throughout a separation process (one in w,,hich 6 interface mith F = 0,, uilF; is the equilibrating
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potential for segregant coxerage r on an temperature stress relief cracking of grain bound-
unstressed grain boundary and It, (F/2) for co~er- aries in steels due to sulphur segregation [20].
age r/2 on a single free surface. The r = constant and li = constant paths are

This last equation links 2 y.. for separation at compared in Fig. 7 Mhich has been dra n using
fixed composition, to quantities which can, in Langmuir-McLean adsorption isotherms .see
principle, be estimated from solute segregation below). For separations at fixed li the iele ant
studies. One expects that normally th. P l uatl thermody)namic function is =f- r yo~. I),
necessary to equilibrate r on a grain boundary and
will be larger than the potential to equilibrate the
same amount on a pair of free surfaces (as 1/2 on (2 y,., y(-O, it) - y(po(/').)
each), ti(f)>ip,(f/2). There are, apparently, (1 W
exceptions, but with this normal type of segrega- G I) - Y1(,0)

tion behavior, the segregation reduces 2yint andthus is expected to promoteembrittlement. Here we have rewritten the opening of the
If e =t(, F) denotes the equilibrating ten unstressed boundary as 6 = 6(,); y.(jp) and

tial for the interfacial region (with for instance Y,(/' denote the y function for a single free
o, F) corresponding to /,(F/2) above), then surface and for the unstressed grain boundary.

the normal type of segregation just discussed is respectively. Also, it follows that [221
such that pu(60, F)>m(o, F). If, in fact,/u dimin- ,
ishes continuously with 6 during the decohesion. (2y.),,,J, , (2 y,.,),,- f [2r,(,,)- F,(!)} dp
such that au(6, F)/06< 0, then it may be proven -

that the peak strength u, (Fig. 1) of the interface (20)
is also reduced by segregation. This is because of
the relation [22] that Here r,(/,) gives the segregant coverage on a

single free surface, and F,(/i) on a grain bound-

d [r /a( 6 F)1 ary, at equilibrating potential p.
(UM.)rco.,st = I'M, (17) Some relevant observations are as follows:

(1) Normal segregators have been charac-

where 6 = 6m(r) is the value of 6 at which the terized above as having pb(F)>t ,(I/2), and
peak strength o, occurs. might analogously be expected to show

For separation at constant composition in 2r,,(!u)> Fr(p). That is, at a given potential, such
presence of multi-component segregation, the
generalization of(16) is [38, 39]

r
2 Yin (2 yzio" f Z(ui,'-,u,') dr' (18)

While separation at fixed composition seems .....

to be the normal failure mode in low temperature '.:"i;
embrittlement, it is useful to consider an opposite P = Pb(r) ..

limiting case. This we consider for a single segre- _. , (r72)
gant of amount F at potential !i. This limit is
separation at constant potential ti, implying that - r
there is (for "normal" segregators) solute inflow to
the interface region during separation so as to
maintain y fixed, e.g. at the value for an adjoining
bulk phase with which there is composition equi-
librium. Such conditions require mobility. They rawn forI..Mct.gh r" . RT.0.1(Ag -

are probably met approximately in low tempera-
ture hydrogen assisted cracking of some inter- Fig. 7. plts of it is. r for unstressed buundar, [p i- p.FJ,
faces (e.g. prior austenite grain boundaries in high and pair uf free surfa,.es ..rcatd b, fra.Ltur, .t, ,

Paths shown for separation at constaint F and for separation
strength quenched and tempered steels). It has it constant 11. i'he p vs. I' plots, or adsorptoln isoiherms.
been argued that they may be met also in high shin ia%. tben based on th,. La gntur MNi-an modi.
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segregators are situated more abundantl) on a set of atomic bonds than those producing the
pair of free surfaces than on an unstressed grain thermodynamic minimum [401.
boundary. For both separation routes considered, (4) Embrittlement, at least as it mirrors 2y,,,,
2y,,, is reduced by such a segregator, so that the) is al%,ays seen to depend on differences between
are expected to embrittle. Nevertheless, thermo- segregant effects on the initial grain boundar and
dynamics does not preclude the existence of on the t%%o free ,urfaces created b) the fracture.
anomalous segregators for ,hich the above Thus a focus on the electronic alteratons
unequalities are reversed, e.g. 2F,(,) <r,(/,). induced by segregants in grain boundaries,
This means that an anomalous segregator tends without corresponding stud) of %what the) induce
to situate more abundantly on an unstressed grain on free surfaces, is uiikel) to prove definitive in
boundar) than on a pair of free surfaces. Such explaining solute embrittlment. Rather, the focus
anomalous segregators increase 2y,., and hence should be on the calculation uf .nergies and
are expected to decrease interfacial brittleness. It entropies of segregation for both the initiall)
is of interest in this regard that boron appears to coherent interface and for the surfaces created b)
be an anomalous segregator in the ordered alloy fracture. Specifically, the differences in energ)
Ni 3AI, and that it reduces the severe grain and entropy between the two states are of
boundary brittleness of that alloy [4, 5].. We dis- primary interest.
cuss later the possibility that carbon may be an. (5) When the grain boundary and surface
anomalous segregator in iron. coverages F entering the above formulae are less

(2) A segregant in mobile conditions, allow, ing than values corresponding to full coverage of a
separation at constant p, alw'vays reduces 2y,,,, set of adsorption sites, idealized as all having the
relative to the -value for separation at constant F. same low% energ, relative to solute sites in the
That is, 2y,n, for "slow" separation, at fixed u, is bulk, the simple Langmuir-McLean model [41,
always less than 2Yn, for -fast" separation, at 42] may be adopted. Thus
fixed F. This is because [22, 38] P(F) Agi, + RT lntr/(,, - r)

(2 Yi.)r" r - (2 yin)" "o j ,(F,) =Ag," + RT in r/j(r,% -r) (22)

2r,(Y.) p where the (inherently negative) Ago terms are

= {,uo- ,(r/2)} dF > 0 (21) referenced to a bulk phase at the same tempera-
r. ture, that is they are based on the expression

(if dz(j)/d1,>0, as reasonably assumed) for p =RT ln.x](I-x)}=RT lnx for the equili-
paths beginning at (IF0, u0) in Fig. 7. The inequal- brating potential when a fraction x of available
ity applies for normal as well as anomalous solute sites are occupied in the bulk. The Ag"
segregators. The difference in 2r, at constant r terms have the form
compared with that at constant u can be numeri- Ag,0 = Ahtb - TAsh,°  Ag ° = Ah, - TAs,0

cally significant, showing that mobility (or slow- (23)
ness of the attempted separation) is an important
factor for worsening the already deleterious effect Here the Ah terms are th: enthalpies of segre-
of a normal scgregator on 2),n,, and for reducing gation (essentially identical to energies of segre-
the beneficial effect of an anomalous one. The gation in the p, esent context since pressure times
above difference in 2?,nt corresponds to the volume terms are negligible for the unstressed
cross-hatched area between the tNo paths in Fig. boundary a:td free surface,, and the As" terms are
7, whereas ( 2Y ,, n - ,,, ) -corresponds to the entropies of segregation relating to changes in the
cross-hatched area to the left of the r F path in atomic vibrational spectrum. Estimatud values of
the figure. the Ah and As", or of the Ag" at particular

(3) In rapid separation at fixed composition, a temperatures. arc given in the next section for
thermodynamic argument drawing on the several segregants in iron.
inequality nature of the second law shows that Consider no%% a grain boundary separation at
2y,,ig of ,1I 6; and '18, gives the least possible work fixed composition. If the initial coverage r on the
to separate an interface 8. More w ork could be boundar falls within the Lanomuir -McLean
expended if, for instance, on an atomic scale, the range, then the coverage r,,2 on the separ;.,:d
cracking process acted to decohere some other surfaces is sure to do so and the equations t.- ,.e



for theyp can be used directl) in the calculation of segregation on grain interfaces ;that .an be
2y,n, by eqn. (16. The integrand of, 16, is then broken open b) fracture, and on the surfaces thus

created. However. considerable uncertainties are
Pb(Fl) - ,u,(F 2) = (Ag" - Ag,°) introduced by the eperimental conditions and

21' r. ,.assumptions which must be made in converting
+ RTIn (24) Auger peak height ratios. diagnostic of different

solutes, into coverages r, of those solutes along
the boundaries under study. Quantification of the

For representative boundary coverages r -0.2 ktchnique has not been full% de eloped %et. Also.
to 0.75F7bum , and with Fb,, = r, ', the last term, there are szveral factors %%hich affect the coverage
containing the In, varies from 0.8 to 1.6RT It is of segregated atoms on an interface or exposed
0.7RT when F = 0. Since at T= 300 K, typical of surface. Among them are the orientations of the
low temperature fractures. RT=2.5 kJ mol ', interface and the surface, the composition of the
.id since 'Ag,," - Ag, , is of order 50 to 100 kJ examined material and the existence of other

moi - t (see next section) for representative residual impurities.
embrittling solutes in iron, one is usually justified The standard metnud of analzing data, for a
in neglecting the In term. In that case I 6, reduces bounda, or free surface thought to be in high
to temperature composition equilibrium with the

S - A0) r(25 adjoining bulk phases. is to equate jib or t, to
2yl=(2 y)-(Ag-0°F (25) RT Inx. so that the data is represented in the

(Since the Ago have only mild temperature Lanemuir-MeLean form
dependence, because representative As0 vary F/(Ir' - ) = x exp( - AgOIRT) (29)
from 0 to 0.04 kU mol-I K-I (see next section),
one might set T= 0 and hence write It is necessary to first choose a value of 17- .

Then, presuming that x is known, the adopted
2yi=(27j - (Aht, -Ahi,) F (26) conversion factor is used to convert the AES

peak height ratio to an estimate of F/I" '. When
which is the form given by Rice [8]. We have a this is done at a single temperature. the results
preference for ,_5, since it is more accurate and enable calculation of a value of Ag0 at that tern-
its terms are found by a slightly smaller range of perature for the data to be represented b% t(29 .
the error-prone extrapolation in T, from a high T When results are obtained ocr a range of
at which there is segregation equilibrium with temperature. the procedure is to extract a Ah and
solutes in the bulk.) As" which enable the best representation of the

For multicomponent segregation within the results over that range with Ag0 = Ah - TA?.
Langmuir-McLean range. /1 VS. F relations incor- This is the route to the values of Ah. As" or
porating site competition may be assumed A',, g that %%e list shortl). lime'er. it is well to
e.g. recognize that the concept of the segregation

f 1 energ. particularly on a polycrystal surface. is
,u(FI, F2 ....)=g+ R nFI- -  '271 only a macroscopic average based on the Lang-M, muir-McLean segregation law. Atomistic calcu-

lations show that even for a single
Again, ihe last term. while decisive for high tern- macroscopicalz planar interface, the bonding

perature equilibrium, is neglicible for low energ.% of a segregant at. ma-, change from site
temperature fracture, in which case 18' reduces to site. Ther.- is no unique segregation energ.
to and even on ;he average, the LUngmuir-McLean

2 ( ., g(28) equation is not alvavs valid. Keeping all this in
- A mind, one is not too surprised at the large scatter

of the available data.
AES-based imostly segregation data in iron4. Auger-electron-spectroscopy-based segre- g

Auge-eletro-spetrocopybasd sere-are listed in Table I for that set of impurity
gation energies of impurity solutes in iron aelse nTbeIfrta e fiprtsolutes for which results are aailable constrain-

Auger electron spectroscop) .AES. has been ing. some%%hat. both grain boundar% and free
the primar) technique for recent studies of solute surface segregation energies. so that eqns. 25
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TABLE 1 AES-based surface and grain boundary segregation data in iron (in kJ nol-I)

Inpurity Segregation point - Ag.1b" (at T ) - AIsjb As,,,, x I K Reference

C (100) surface 84 ±0.004 Grabke [55, 56]

Grain boundary 57 0.022 Grabkc [55, 56]
38 0.043 Hinsel and Grabke [43]
793 -0.013, Papazian et at [65]

Sn Polycrystal surface 77 (823 K) 46 0.045b Seah and Lea [6 1]
Lov-index surface > 200 Grabkc [55]

Grain boundary 45 (823 K) 13 0 .0 45b Seah and Lea [611
23 0.026 Grabke [55]

" Polycrystal surface > 80 (973 K) Guttrnann [63]
75 Grabke [561

Low-index surfacec 180C Grabke [551

Grain boundary 34 0.022 Grabke [55, 56]
32 0.022 Guttmarn et a. [52]
21 0.037 Hiinsel and Grabke [43]

Sb Polycrystal surface > 105 (1023 K) Dumoulin et at. [64]

Grain boundary 20-40 (1023 K) Guttmann [661
13d Guttmann [67]

S Polycrystal surface 165 "I',uber and Grabke [57]
190 Grabke,[56]

Grain boundary 75 (1143 K) Suzuki et at. [47]

:Autoradiography data.
bfased on assur entropy expression by Seah and Lea [61], evaluated at 823 K.
'Apparently for ,v-index crystal surface; data and details of study unpublished.
dRutherford back scattering spectroscopy data.

and (28) can be applied. The elements for which task since the exposed surface of the specimen is
such are currently available are carbon, phos- easily contaminated by carbon even in an extra-
phorus, tin, antimony and sulphur. The uncer- high-vacuum AES chamber.
tainties are seen to be sufficiently large that The only available value foi surface segrega-
sometimes data obtained by the same research tion of carbon was measured on the (100) crystal-
group scatter widely. Based on these data we lographic plane, and gives - Ah;= 84 kJ mol -.
estimate values of Agb0 - Ags° at T= 300 K. There are reasons to suspect that this value may
These will be used in the next section in a com- be too high to be representative of polycrystalline
parison with fracture data. surfaces created by intergranular fracture. First,

We start with carbon. Carbon is known as a since carbon can be displaced from an iron
grain boundary cohesion enhancer in steels surface by tin [59], one expects - Ah~c to be less
[43-48]. It has been confirmed that the role of than - Ah~s (strictly, - AgUc should be less than
carbon in improving ductility of iron alloys and - Ag "Sn at the displacement temperature). The
steels is two-fold. One effect is to displace values reported in Table 1 do not support this.
harmful impurities, such as phosphorus [43, 46, Thus we have reinterpreted the 84 kJ mol- I for
49-54], tin [551, and sulphur [47, 56-58] from - Ah. c as the upper limit of a possible range,
grain bouw'aries and thus reduce the detrimental 74-84 kJ mol- 1, with a corresponding range
effectv of these impurities. Carbon is thought to allowed later for tin. Second, since the 84 kJ
be effective in this way due to its unusually large mol' is for a (100) crystal surface, it is well to
value of -Agb °, compared to other segreants, observe that with phosphorus and tin, for, which
which favors it in site competition. The other segregation energies have been estimated both
effect is an inherent one in that carbon itself for low-index crystal surfaces and for polycrystal
increases the grain boundary cohesion. To obtain surfaces, the low-index surface values are consid-
reliable AES data for carbon is a very difficult erably higher than those for polycrystal surfaces
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(Table 1). A ow energy electron diffraction study the lower limit and a range - Ag, = 77-87 kJ
[601 showed that the segregated carbon atoms sit mol I at 823 K is assumed. Also, assuming what
in octahedral sites on the (100) plane as inter- seems to be a more tpical As,°=0-0.03 k
stitials. For an average polycrystal surface the mol-I K-1 and As," =0.02-0.03 kJ mol-I K-
number of this type of interstitial site is less than to extrapolate in 7, rather than the larger values
on a {100} plane, and it is expected that the of Seah and Lea, a range of Agk, 0- Ags" at 300 K
surface segregation enthalpy for non-(100) planes for tin of 26-57 kJ mol is estimated.
might be lower than the range of - Ah, = 74-84 Grabke [55, 56] reported two contrasting
kJ mol- . However, based on that range and values of segregation enthalp of phosphorus on
other data listed in Table 1. e.g. for grain bound- iron surfaces, - Ahs = 75 k mol- as a poly-
aries, a range of Agb" - Ag," 'or carbon at 300 K crystal v lue and what, from context, appears to
is estimated to be - 2 to 35 kJ mol-'. The lower be a low-index crystal surface value of 180 kJ
end of this range is based on the AhhC from auto- mol-'. Details and supporting data for the latter
radiography measurements; AES results support are unpublished. Guttmann [63] gave - Ag, > 80
the upper end. If - Ahc has been overestimated kJ mol - at 973 K. We interpret this as 80-90 kJ
as discussed above, then the difference mol-I and selecting Ass' as 0.0 1-0.03 kJ mol-'
Ag, - AgO0 could take more strongly negative K gives a - Ah, approximately consistent with
values, consistent with carbon acting to increase the 75 kJ molP' noted above. Thus we estimate a
2yilinr range of Agt" - Ag,° at 300 K for phosphorus of

The segregation of tin on iron surfaces was 35-48 kJ mol - '.
studied by Riisenberg and Viefhaus [59] on (100), Segregation of antimony has been less investi-
(110) and (111) crystallographic planes of gated. Dumoulin and Guttmann [64] showed that
Fe-4wt.%Sn alloy single crystals and by Seah and in Fe-Sb alloys with 0.06 at.% Sb an equilibrium
Lea [61] on pol crystal surfaces of Fe-Sn alloys surface segregation could be reached with the
with much lower tin concentrations (0.001-1.0 saturation level less than 1 monolayer and the
wt.% Sn). It was found that an order-disorder segregation process could be described in the
transition occurred at high coverage lead- framework of the Langmuir-McLean theory
ing to a multilayer segregation, and the below 973 K when the evaporation rate is very
Langmuir-McLean type segregation law is then low. The surface segregation energy was esti-
invalid. No unique segregation enthalpy and mated only as - Ag,"> 105 kJ mol-' at 1023 K.
entropy could be derived. Based on the fact that We interpret this as 105-130 kJ mol- '. Using the
even at low bulk concentration saturated struc- estimated values of As" = 0-0.03 and
tures were always observed, Grabke [55] esti- As,"=0.02-0.03 kJ mo1- K- 1, we estimate
mated that the enthalpy for surface segregation of Agb" - Ag" = 58-122 kJ mol- ' at 300 K for anti-
tin on the low-index crystal surfaces mentioned mony.
must be relatively high, -Ah> 200 kJ mol - '. It has been known that sulphur is of strong
Considering that tin can be displaced by sulphur embrittlement ptential if manganese does not

from the iron surface when the bulk concentra- exist [56]. Sulphur is most susceptible to surface
tion of sulphur is much lower than that of tin [61, segregation. The polycrystalline surface segrega-
62], this value of - Ah, is fat too high to be repre- tion enthalpy, - Ah,', was reported to be 165 kJ
sentative of polycrystalline surfaces. Seah and mol - '[57] and 190 kJ mol '[55]. Ignoring the
Lea [61] obtained a much lower polycrystal value modest entropy corrections for the surface segre-
of -Ah =46 k mol-I (based on a polycrystal- gation, in view of this range, and assuming
line value of - Ag,= 77 kJ mol-I at 823 K; from ASb°=0.02  kJ moi-' K-1, we estimate
this they inferred, based on an assumed form for Ago," - Ag," 107-140 kJ mol at 300 K for
Aso (giving 0.045 kJ mol-I K- at 823 K), that sulphur.
- Ah, = 46 kJ mol -). Lea and Seah [62] found The estimated data for the Ago' quantities at
that multilayer segregation would not occur if the 300 K for carbon, tin, phosphorus, antimony and
bulk concentration is lower than 0.005 wt.%. As sulphur are summarized in Table 2. Also shown is
an impurity in steels this condition is usually satis- a measured of embrittlement sensitivity, to be
fied and Seah and Lea's value for Ag,) might be discussed in the next section.
appropriate. Considering that tin can displace To understand the order of the reduction of
carbon from iron surfaces, this value is taken as 2y,nt that is implied by the results just summar-
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TABLE 2 Summary of ranges of Ago at 300 K (in kJ substantial but possibly underestimates the actual
nool- ') and embrittlenient sensitivities, (in K/at.% in g.b.) effect.

Imntrity - Ag," - Ag 0
°  AgbO - Ag,

C 73-85 50-75 - 2-35 -20-- 10 5. Fracture tests and embrittlenient sensitivities
Sn 61-87 30-35 26-57 15-38
P 76-80 32-41 35-48 5-20 There do not seem to exist results of fracture
Sb 83-130 8-25 58-122 28-67 experiments which would enable a careful test of
S 165-190 50-58 107-140 35-45 the degree to which alterations of 2y,, control
To get - A h,, decrease - Ag," by approxiinately 0 to 9, to get solute embrittlement. What is widely available is
- A/hb, decrease - Ag," by approximately 6 to 9. the characterization of segregant effects on the

d'ictile-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) in
the Charpy impact test of iron and steels. Here

ized, we may note that Agb° - Ag ° = 50 to 100 kJ the concern is with a low temperature brittle
mol - I is repi esentative for deleterious segregants mode that involves intergranular fracture, or
in Table 2. If we consider a grain boundary with a some mixture of it with transgranu!ar cleavage,
square lietwo,'k of possible adsorption sites, that transitions into a ductile tearing mode of
spaced 0.25 -rim from one another, and suppose rupture with increase of temperature. Most com-
that only one quarter of these are taken by the monly, these effects have been reported as a var-
segregant, then F=4x 10s m-2=7X10 - 6 mol iation 6(DBTT) in DBTT associated with
m - 2. Thus for separation at this composition variations 61' in solute coverages, under condi-

tions for which microstructural dimensions and
2yi.,-(2y )' -(0.35to0.70)Jm - 2  (30) plastic flow resistance (in practical terms, as

measured by hardness at a given temperature) are
Since (2y,,)o - 3.1 J m- 2 for a typical boundary in held constant. This correlation has been reported
pure iron [29], this is a significant alteration. extensively as the linear form

The reductions from ( 2Yn,)o will be yet greater
when conditions of mobility allow separation at 6(DBTT)=7 ,617' (31)
constant p. Typically, in that case the surface ends
up fully covered (Fig. 7) according to the Lang- where the constants , are called embrittlement
muir-McLean model for surface segregation, sensitivities.
which means that the Langmuir-McLean model We give values, or approximate ranges, of the
will not necessarily apply and, instead, multilayer , later. The most reliable values of the F' are
coverage may occur. However, from the geometry determined by AES measurements on the inter-
of Fig. 7, we may expect that a calculation based granular fracture surface, as discussed earlier.
on (20) with Langmuir-McLean for the surface Unfortunately, there are several possible defini-
could only underestimate the reductions of 2 Y)nr tions of the DBTT, e.g. as the temperature at
that would be calculated from the actual surface which (a) the Charpy energy exceeds some fixed
adsorption isotherm, since -oo as F- 2F7max in value (say 2.7 J), or (b) the energy is half way
the Langmuir-McLean model, so we proceed on between its upper and lower shelf values, or (c)
that basis. Assume then, that Is ma = I71,mdIx both the fracture surface area is of half intergranular
correspond to coverage of half the network of (possibly with transgranular) cleavage and half
adsorption sites mentioned above, and that the ductile rupture appearance.
segregation energy difference is large compared In principle, if the uncertainties in all quantities
with RT. As a specific illustration, assume that the concerned were not so large, the values of the .,
fixed ,u at which the separation is imagined to could be used to test the hypothesis that 2 y, ,,
occur is such as to equilibrate F = 0.5 F m15 1x (i.e. a controls interfacial embrittlement. We recognize
quarter of the network of sites covered) on the that if the hypothesis is correct, then
unstressed boundary. This is the case illustrated
in Fig. 7. Then the reduction from (2 y,,,) 0 is DBTT= F(2y,,,, microstructure) (32)
approximately four times that in the previous
example for separation at constant r. That is the That is, solute segregation influences DBTT only
reduction would range from 1.4 to 2.8 J M- in through its effect on 2y,,t, under conditions as
the imagined separation at constant u, which is assumed above foi which "microstructure" i.e.
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microstructural dimensions and parameters like studied, embrittlement phenomena, data for
dislocation density and entanglements determin- embrittlement sensitivities for steels (and other-
ing plastic flow resistance) are unaffected by the wise "pure" iron) are available in the literature.
segregation treatment. Early data on embrittlement sensitivities of im-

Current theory is, of course, unable to predict purities in steels were summarized by Seah [68,
the above function F but, if it exists, then 69] in terms of Kelvins per ppm by mass of the

solute concentration in the bulk. These data are

6(DBTT)= c(2yint (33) irrelevant to our comparison since they are not
2(2Y , (3) based on grain boundary coverage. As quantita-

tive AES advanced in recent years measurements
in alterations of the material which leave micro- of the interfacial concentration of impurities
structural dimensions and plastic flow resistance became possible. Embrittlement sensitivities are
unchanged. In the sub-monolayer coverage range typically reported in units of Kelvins per atomic
for which the linear form of (31) is contem- % of solute coverage on grain boundaries. They
plated, one can use (28) and thus write are available for several detrimental impurities in

steels, including phosphorus, tin, antimony and
6(2y,.,)Y[ fa(2y.,)/arj6F+ [O(2,n1)/OTj6T sulphur for which there are segregation energy

data (Tables 1 and 2) and also for the important
element carbon. Published values are listed in

S (Ag&, - Ag, 01)6F - 2S,6 (DBTT) Table 3. The available data spread widely. As we
pointed out previously, the shift of the

(34) ductile-brittle transition temperature, measured
by standard Charpy impact tests, is not only

where 2Sm, - 0(2y ,..)/aT at fixed composition. dependent on the grain boundary segregation, but
The second term on the iight above arises also a function of the resistance of the steel to
because of the temperature dependence of 2yn,, plastic flow, which is determined by microstruc-
eqn. (32) is actually an implicit equation for ture. Comparisons between different steels or for
DBTT since 2y,, depends not only on the F' but the same steel under different conditions are
also on T(=DBTT, for the purposes of that inappropriate. The most strictly comparable data
equation). are those for 3.5Ni-1.7Cr steels after heat treat-

Thus, if the hypothesis is correct that solute ments to obtain the same grain size and hardness.
effects are to be understood solely through effects However, as we see from the table, data for this
of segregation on 21',, then from the last two steel obtained by different research groups are
equations

6(DBT_)=A Z(Ag,, "-Ag", )Or1 (35) TABLE 3 Embrittlement sensitivities for steels (in K/at.%
, in g.b.)

where the interpretation of A is Impurity Systemn Reference

- aF/a(2y,.,)_ 1) low-alloy steel 5.4 Guttmann 1631
A = (36) 12%Cr-Ni-Mo 6.0 Guillou etal.1701

1 + 2Sn 0F/0(2y,,) 34CrMo4 6.7 Erhart el al. 15 11
16MCND6 5.9 Guttmann [711

Comparison with (31) then shows that the hypo- 16NC6 7.3 Gutttnann [711
ZI CND12 7.6 Guttinann 17 11thesis is supported if the embrittlement sensi- Z2CND2 16 tincMahoneal 1721

tivities from fracture tests and the segregation 3.5Ni- 1.7Cr steel 10 Guttiann1[66]
energies from adsorption studies satisfy Fe-P-C 20 Suzuki el al. [46. 54]

Sn 3 5Ni- 1.7Cr steel 38 McMahon et al. 1721
= A(Agt,0 ' - Ag,') (37) 15 Guttnann [661

67 McMahon et a. [721
SI) 3.5Nj- 1.7('r steel 28 Gtuttnainet [66]

with the same coefficient A for every segregating 4( Suittina!. 161

chemical species i. S Fe-S-C 40 Suzuki el al. [471

Since temper embrittlement of alloy steels by C Fe-S-C - I0 Suzuki etal.4171

impurity segregation is an important, widely I1e-P-C -20 Suzuki et a/. [46, 541
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still scattered widely, probably owing to the That is, each 0.1 J m -2 reduction ,n 2y,,, dut. to
difference in experimental conditions and cali- segregation of solutes such as phosphorus, tin,
bration procedures for converting the Auger antimony or sulphur increases the DBT- by the
peak height ratio to the fracture surface coverage, order of 60 to 80 K.

Ranges for the embrittlement sensitivities ,, Results for carbon in Fig. 8 are inconsi,tent
based ol Table 3, have been summarized in the with the trend of the other segregants. Ytec
last column of Table 2. The plot of the ranges for Agl, - Ag," range that we give for carbon suggests
the , against those for (Ag1,0 '- Ag,"') at 300 K, that it is a mildly embrittling element. Such is not
also from Table 2, are shown in Fig. 8. These inconsistent with the net effect of carbon being
ranges are based on the values reported in dif- beneficial, because it also displaces worse
ferent studies (often as few as two, defining the embrittlers from grain boundaries by site com-
upper and lower limit to a range), and on other petition. Howvever, there is evidence that after
consideration as we have discussed, but include accounting for displacement effects, there is an
no account of uncertainties, or error bars, in any additional effect of carbon as a cohesion en-
individual study. Thus, for example, we cannot at hancer (see for example refs. 46 and 54), signified
this point be certain that correct values for the , by the negative in Tables 2 and 3. This may
and Agb" - Ag,0 actually fall within the box shoN n mean that effects of carbon segregation on
for each segregant. embrittlement cannot be understood in terms of

If there were none of the uncertainties or ambi- an alteration of 2y},,. It is, nevertheless, wel! to
guities mentioned in the values for the , and remember that we have had to use the (100) crys-
Agt, '-Ag,"', then the hypothesis could be judged tal surface segregation energy for carbon, in
as being supported if the data points fell approxi- absence of results for carbon adsorption on poly-
mately on a straight line, and not supported if crystal surfaces created by intergranular fracture.
otherwise. In the present situation there is little to As remarked, this may re.,ult in our reported
conclude from Fig. 8. The trend for the detri- range for Agi," - Ag,( being a significant overes-
mental segregants phosphorus, tin, antimony and timate. The possibility car not presently be ruled
sulphur cannot be judged as contradicting the out that a more appropriate, poly crystalline range
hypothesis, given present uncertainties, of Ag, - Ag,"' for carbon would be negative, in

The straight line in Fig. 8 corresponds to better agreement with the trend of proportional-
A=0.37 (K/at.% on g.b.)/(kJ mol-)= 1400 K/ ity of the to the Agi," -Ag," that is required
(J m -2 ) in (37). Thus, from (36) if we assume when 2 y,,1 controls embrittlement.
2si,, =(0.5 to 1.0)x 10-3 J m -2 K -' [74, 75!, that
straight line implies 6. Summarizing remarks

aFla(2 y,,. -(580 to 820) K/(J m- 2) (38) We have reviewed theoretical models of inter-
granular fracture with an emphasis on under-
standing effects of solute segregation on the
process. Of parameters susceptibie to alteration

-q 75 by solute segregation, the models point to an

I Sb important role for alterations of 2y,,., the ideal
0 work of separation of an interface, in governing

- Sn1  K I~embrittlement. Nevertheless, alterations ofthSI25 peak strength ,,,, the shape of the oa vs. 6 rela-
0 0tion and of other potentials for the interfacial

po 1g- region, and of poorly understood parameters
>. characterizingz dislocation generation at. and
' *25 _ mobility through. tie interface may also be
- 0 25 50 75. 10 2important for embrittlement.• 2 5 0 2 5 5 0 7 5 1 0 0 12 5 1 5 0A t h r o y a i f a m w k i s u l n eSFree Energy Difference ( k J/mole) A therimodynamnic fr'amework is outlined

which allows results of solute adsorption studies
F ig 8 llot of approximate ranges for embfittlement .,eli for grain boundaries and free surfaces to be used
ivintes ,. against approximate ranges for difkerence in fiee to
energy of segregation. Ags" - Ag,'.Sue lables 1-3 ,and text II[ du
for discussion of data. gation. For light, sub-monolayer coverage, the
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critical parameter giving the decrease of 2y,,, per for large or small, positive or negative (i.e.
unit increase of solute coverage is Agb0 - Ag,. cohesion enhancing), values of Ag, - Age
This is the difference in the (inherently negative) More definitive fracture experiments than
free energies of segregation from the bulk to a those pro~ided by the Charp) test would also be
grain boundary and from the bulk to a free of great help in testing theoretical concepts.
surface. That is, it is the reversible work of Ideally, one might measure the macroscopic frac-
moving a solute atom from a specific adsorption ture energy G for bicr)stal specimens, for a fixed
site along a free surface to a specific site along a set of adjoining crystal orientations and with
grain boundary. variable amounts and types of segregated solutes

For the special case of dilute temper embrit- for each such orientation, and characterize the
tling solutes in steels, or iron, we summarize data extent to which G correlates with 2y,.,, or with
giving approximate ranges of the free energ other quantities susceptible to alteration by solute
difference. This can be done, with various uncer- segregation.
tainties, for carbon, phosphorus, tin, antimony
and sulphur.
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Abstract entirely met by the volume fraction of stiff and

The intrinsic delamination toughness of inter- strong, but brittle fibers. The matrix then acts
faces between thin coatings ofSiC andsubstratesof merely to position the fibers in space and tofetweelicn tingl catins o Sitc 5 dasub of impart to the composite a minimum level of
either silicon single crystals or Pitch-55 carbon transverse and longitudinal shear properties. It is
fibers can be determined accurately in many now well recognized, however, that in such com-
ilstances from the analysis of the spontaneous posites, the evolution of sub-critical damage
delamination phenomen sion of such coatings when under stress by correlated fiber fractures is
they are under residual tension or compression, governed by the mechanical coupling between
When the thickness of such stressed coatings reach fibers through the matrix. When the interfaces
a cmtical threshold value, the elastic strain energy transmit all tractions fully and the coupling
of material misfit stored in the coating becomes a between fibers is too good, isolated fractures in
driving force for delamination of the coatings in fibers with small variability in strength tend to

quasi-static equilibrium, starting from defects on spread more reaily ingfibers, nd
theintrfaes r eges Th anlyss o ths pen- spread more readily to surrounding fibers, and

the interfaces or edges. The analysis of this poen- hasten the development of a super-critical
omenon has given delamination toughnesses for damage cluster (see e.g. Argon [1, 2]). In suchinterfaces between SiC coatings and silicon single instances, the strength of the composite is often

* crystals and Pitch-55 carbon fibers, which range less than the average strength of an unbonded

front 5.1 J m- 2 to -5.95 J m -2.Although somewhat bundle of similar fibers of equal length [2. Thus,

high, these toughness levels are well within a factor bundle fier fies often le [2]. more

of 2 of the expected true intrinsic interface tough- aligned fiber composites can often be made more
of 2 o thxeed sytem inrthe absence of any damage tolerant, by decoupling fractured fibersesses for these systems in thfrom their neighbors through controlled delami-
accompanying inelastic deformation. nation of their interfaces. Since many modern

reinforcing carbon fibers are provided with pro-
1. Introduction tective coatings, it becomes possible to tailor the

strength and toughness of the interfaces between
Interfaces play a key role in the mechanical coating and fiber to act as mechanical fuses to

behavior of heterogeneous solids. They govern decouple broken fibers from their surroundings

the mode and extent of traction transmissi,,n [3]. While considerable inelastic deformation in

between phases of different elastic and inelastic the surrounding matrix can accompany the prop-

properties. When local tractions across interfaces agation of a crack along the interface betveen the

reach a critical magnitude, the parting of inter- coating and the fiber, the intrinsic toughness of

faces initiates microcracks or voids, which trans- the interface sets the overall scale of the delami-

form a previously continuous solid into a nation toughness [4]. Thus, in controlling the

discontinuous one, and set the stage for final frac- performance of the composite through the con-

ture. trol of the intrinsic interface toughness, it

In many aligned fiber reinforced composites, becomes of paramount importance to measure

the structural service requirements are almost this toughness reliably.

Here, we will report briefly how, under special
*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phe- circumstances, the intrinsic toughness between

nomena in Composites: Processing. Characterization. and
Mechanical Propertics. Newport. Ri. June 1-3. 19,m. certain coatings and substrates can be determined

I No%% with GTE Laboratories, Waltham, MA. U.S.A. unambiguously through the analysis of the phen-
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omenon of "spontaneous" delamination of coat- 4 I 1
ings when they are residually stressed. A more 9 -

detailed discussion of this phenomenon and its -
potential for interface toughness determination 2-

0can be found elsewhere [5]. o (cis deposited

0 annealed

2. Residual stresses in vapor-deposited SiC -
coatings - -

Because of its hardness, low density, and =- 2
chemical stability, SiC is the coating of choice for , - 3 I I
carbon fibers. It adheres well to carbon fibers and 0r 0 50 100 150

to most metal matrixes in which carbon fibers are Ion Bombardment Energy, eV

used. In the cases to be discussed here, the SiC Fig. 1. Measured residual stresses in SiC coatings as a
coatings have been applied by plasma-assisted function of ion beam energy of the coating process for as-

deposited coatings in compression and annealed coatings in
chemical vapor deposition to both Pitch-55 tension.
carbon.fiber and single crystal silicon substrates
with (100) plane surfaces. In all instances, the as- the as-deposited coatings, as shown also in Fig. 1.
deposited coatings of SiC were found to entrap Coatings applied to Pitch-55 carbon fiber in
large quantities of hydrogen gas-apparently in the same manner were of uniform thickness
solid solution, resulting in significant incorpora- around the circumference of the fiber. Therefore,
tion of positive misfit in the plane of the coating, they did not produce curvature changes in the
and establishment of biaxial residual compressive fibers, but showed identical changes in thickness

stress. When the coatings were applied to thin and other delamination behavio upon annealing,

disk-shaped silicon single-crystal wafers on only which are presented belov. From this, it is con-

o n e sid e, th e leve l o f th ese resid u al co m p ressive c h a t th eys tooe w erel u nd r very i mis co n

stresses could be readily measured from the cluded that they too were under very similar sets
chaned urvtur ofthe iskfro th siple of residual stresses, which also depended only onchanged curvature of the disk from the simple ion beam energy and not on the thickness of therelation: coatings.

E,,h26(1 -vj tR 3. "Spontaneous" delamination of coatings

where R is the spherical radius of curvature of the 3.1. 7ltreshold hickness of delamination
substrate silicon disk, E, and v, its Young's modu- While thin coatings of submicron thicknesses
lus and Poisson's ratio respectively, h its thick- were found to remain intact on both silicon and
ness, and t the thickness of the coating. This carbon fiber substrates for indefinitely long times,
established that the residual compressive stresses regardless of the level or type of the residual
in the as-deposited coatings were independent of stresses, thicker coatings were found to delami-
the thickness of the coating, but were dependent nate fiom the substrates %%hen their thicknesses
only on the ion beam energy of the coating exceeded a critical level. The forms of this de-
process, as shown in Fig. 1. Upon annealing of lamination were radically different for coatings in
the coatings at 600 'C for 30 min, the entrapped compression from coatings in tension. In both
hydrogen gas producing the positive misfit could cases, it was observed that Alhen the coatings
be readily driven out, resulting in substantial excteded a threshold thickness, different in
reduction in coating thickness, but also in the tension from that in compression, the rate of
development of substantial net negatie biaxial delamination increased with increasing thickness
misfit in the plane of the coating and associated of coatings when the samples were observed in
biaxial residual tensile stresses. TI'ese tensile laboratory air. Beyond a certain thickness in
stresses could be as readily measured by changing excess of the threshold thickness, the delamina-
curvature of the substrate disks. They too %ere tion was near'y spontaneous upon rcino~al of the
found to be independent of coating thickness, but samples from the coating apparatus. and hap-
dependent on ion beam energy in a sy mmetricall) pened een in the apparatus in vacuum. This
reverse way for the levels of compres..iJe stress in suggests an element of stres.s corrosion cracking
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in the delamination process occurring in labora- crack of the orthogonal family, as shown in Figs.
tory air that needs to be investigated further. This 2(a) and 2(b). In Fig. 2(a), the extent of coating
conjecture is reinforced by the observation that delamination from the substrate is clearly -visible
coatings with thicknesses in excess of the thresh- from the darker contrast of the ribbon relative to
old thickness for long-term delamination in air its surroundings. The delaminated ribbon con-
could be maintained intact when samples were tinues to lie flat on the substra!e, clearly because
stored in vacuum, the residual tensile stress in it that has been

relieved by the delamination was uniform across
3.2. Delamination of coatings with tensile misfit the thickness. Figure 2(b) shows a gap at the end
strain of the ribbon between it and the upper portion of

In annealed coatings with tensile misfit strain the surrounding coating which still remains
on silicon single-crystal substrates, the first form attached to the substrate. These gaps, which
of delamination was the formation of columnar could be readily measured at many places, when
cracks in the coatings, parallel to the '110, direc- divided by the length of the delaminated ribbon
tions of the silicon single-cr)stal substrates. These furnished an independent measure of the initial
directions are 16% stiffer in the (100) surface of material misfit strain cra. These misfit strains,
the crystal than the corresponding orthogonal set when divided into the r,sidual tensile stress in the
of '100) directions. Upon cracking, coatings were coatings prior to the onset of the delamination,
found to delaminate in ribbon-shaped slabs, permitted the determination of the Young's
starting from the free ends where parallel coating modulus of the coatings from eqn. (2) below:
cracks were arrested by a previously established E = 1 -v) o (2)

where the Poisson's ratio of the coating was taken

to be 0.3, since it could not be measured inde-
pendently. These measurements established that
the Young's modulus of the annealed SiC coatings
depended uniquely on the initial ion beam energy
of the coating process, as shown in Fig. 3, and
indicated that the ion beam energy governs the
structure of the coating.

The observations of a well-defined delamina-
tion threshold in the thickness of the coatings
with tensile misfit indicate that this delamination
is driven by the elastic strain energy stored in the
coating. In such problems of biaxially stressed

400
0

o300

o 200

o

0
w

0 50 Io 150
Fig. 2. Example of a ribbon-like delamination of an Ion Bombordmenl Energy, eV
annealcd SiC coating in tension: Cai low magnification view
showing extent of dclnaminated ribbon. b, high magnifki.ation I ig. 3. ).pund.i, t, of the. Yiung's modulus of Si( coatings
view showing the initial tensile material misfit displa.e.me.n, in tI.nsion. on lit; ton b1,an cnergy Of the .o.ttng pruccss.
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thin coatings resulting from a constant material 8

misfit independent of thickness, the elastic strain E
energy almost entirely resides in the coating, "
with only a negligible contribution coming from
the much thicker substrate [5]. Thus, for very thin
coatings where the elastic strain energy per unit 4

area of the interface is less than the interface U_
toughness, the coating remains intact indefinitely. 0 2
As the thickness of the coating increases, the
available elastic strain energy per unit area 0

increases monotonically until it becomes equal to 05

the intrinsic interface toughness* (or energy Ion Bombardment Energy, eV

release rate) G,,.Then, the coating can delami-
nate a\a) from the substrate undei quasi-static Fig. 4. Intcrfatc tuughcsun trndlion of ion bean energy.

conditions, starting from any interface defect or
pre-crack. For thicknesses greater than the criti-
cal thickness, the delamination will occur with
increasing velocity. From elementary considera-
tions, the G,, is given by [5]:

Gee -02(1 - i')t, EmEtc

where a, e,, E, v, t, are respectively the biaxial
residual tensile stress, the biaxial material misfit
strain, the Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio,
and the critical (threshold) thickness-all of the
coating. This interface toughness, determined
from evaluation of eqn. (3) is shown in Fig. 4. It is
found from here that the interface toughness is
constant, within experimental error, and does not
depend on ion beam energy. Its average value is
5.1 J m-2 for coatings in residual tension.

3.3. Delamination of coatings wvith compressi'e
misfit strain

In the as-deposited coatings, the residual stress
is compressive, as stated above. There too, the
elastic strain energy stored in the coating per unit
area of the interface increases monotonicall with
thickness of the coating. The delamination of Fig. 5. Delamination blisters in an as-deposited coating in
these coatings from the substrate, however, ex- bhiaxi,d -Lorpressiun. kA .smillest size blister just lifting off.
hibits a ,er) different form. Here. it is found that I. ladrge blstirs gru%%lng r.tdwtll, uutv,,rd. v,,th . sdf-snilar

coatings of considerably greater thickness remain and regular circumferential buckled form, (C) a blister just
lare cn,gh to .assumlle a regu~lar circurriferential buckled

attached intact to tie substrate. When they reach lhape.
a new critical thickness in the range of 1.0 tim.
they are found to separate by forming a blister
v% hich lifts off tile substrate in a regularly btcklcd ters in ,arious stages of separaition can be s.cn.
form, as shown in Fig. 5, where a number of blis- At ,A,. tile blisters ,tie just large enough to pro-

duce two half waves of vertical buckling; at (B),

*Although unconventional, we use the word toughness large blisters have settled into a form where they
here for 6 , i prekr cn ., t , p L.itie ,rk ul lrdt .tr . , propagate rad iallN outw ard in quasi-static equilib-
"critical energy release rate" rium. with a self-similar circumferential buckling
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wavelength L This wavelength appear:, just estab- difference is attributed to the additional and pos-
lished in the small blister shown at (C). sibly different dissipative work of slippage

Detailed observations of the growth of the blis- betvween coating and substrate during the release
ter with Nomarski interference contrast microsc- of the radial stress.
opy showed that, as the blister front advances
radially outward, first the radial residual stress is 3.4. Delinination of coatings from Pitch-55 t, -
relieved, appar- tly by slippage of the coating bonfibers
radially inwai,. er a process zone of several pm The same phenomenon of spontaneous delam-
in width. This is followed by the partial relief of ination of SiC coatings with tensile misfit was
the circumferential stress by the formation of the found also with Pitch-55 carbon fibers. When
circumferential buckles, with a wavelength 1, that such fibers vere coated folloed by the annealing
depends on the initial biaxial residual compres- treatment of 600 'C for 30 min, the coatings were
sive stress o given by eqn. (4) below [51: found to remain stable and intact, if their thick-

nesses were less than 0.33 um for coatings de-
l=E t E 1/2 (4) posited at low ion beam energy. When coatings

-v)a( -with thickness slightly exceeding this thickness,
having the above process history, were left in

In eqn. (4), E is the Young's modulus of the coat- laboratory air with the usual relative humidity of
ing, t its thickness, and v its Poisson's ratio, which 60% for several months, they were found to
we take to be 0.3. Since the residual compressive undergo copious and complete delamination by
stress can be measured independently from the cracking and flaking, as shown in Fig. 6.
curvature of the substrate attached to the coating, The initial biaxial misfit strain f,, between
and 1 can be measured from the micrographs, coating and fiber could again be determined from
such as Fig. 5, the modulus of the coating can be the ratio of the average gap size between flakes to
calculated from eqn. (4). When this was done for the average dimension of the flakes. With this
a coating of 1.1 pm threshold thickness with a information, and the assumption that the modu-
measured 1 of 20 um, and residual compressive lus of the coating in tension is given uniquely by
stress of 2 GPa, E was found to be 116 GPa. Fig. 3 as being a function of only the ion beam

Further elementary analysis of the remaining energy, and the further assumption that the
elastic strain energy U, per unit area of interface Poisson's ratio remained at 0.3, the threshold
in the post buckled shape of the coating estab- elastic strain energy of the coating per unit area
lishes it to be [5] could be calculated and equated to the fracture

r Et' toughness of the interface to simply result in [51

U f= 9(1 V2)214 (5) G ,, = Et (8)
V)8

In the same fundamental parameters, the initial
strain energy per unit area of interface prior to
the formation of the blister is [51

x4 E
U =9(1 - v-)"(l - v)l ( )... .....i _

At the critical threshold thickness t , the differ-
ence between (6) and (5) should provide for the
intrinsic toughness Gc, of the interface, i.e.

I9(1 - V2)' - v)1 4  (7)

Evaluation of typical cases already referred to
above gave an interface toughness of G,,, = 5.95 J
m- 2 , which is 14% higher than the value deter- Fig. 6. Flakes of delamiriated SiC coating on a Pitch-55
mined for coatings in residual tension. This carbon fiber
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for coating thickness to fiber radius ratio tIR < 1. compressive misfit, the delamination remains in
Evaluation of these results for a typical case of the plane of the interface. A clue to this unique
coating with a modulus of 16 GPa threshold behavior is likely to be the Nomarski interference
thickness of 0.33 um, and misfit strain of contrast microscopy observation noted above
2.7 X 10- 2 on a fiber with a radius of 5 pm, the and discussed in more detail elsev, here [5] that, at
interface toughness was calculated to be least in the case of the enlargement of the com-
Go = 5.47 J m-2 .This is quite close to the value pression blister, the delamination may be pre-
of 5.1 J m- 2 determined for the SiC/Si pair. ceded by some slippage in the interface prior to

lift off of the coating. This may also account for
4. the magnitudes of the interface toughness that

4.Discussion 1
have been obtained. Thus, in the absence of any

The phenomenon of spontaneous delamina- dissipative vork, the toughness of an interface
tion of coatings under residual stress from more must be:
massive substrates occurs quasi-statically when
the elastic strain energy of misfit per unit area
equals the intrinsic work of separation of the where XA and yu are the surface energies of com-
coating from the interface. The analysis of the ponents A and B, and YAB the specific interface
conditions of such delamination provides the energy between A and B. Although good mea-
much-needed informaton on the intrinsic tough- surements of either thL- surface energies of silicon,
ness of the interface. Apart from small differ- or SiC, or their interface energy do not exist, a
ences between the various modes of separation simple estimate can shov that the measured inter-
presented above, the interface toughness is face toughnesses are considerabl) in excess of
independent of the state of stress in the coating. what could be expected. The surface energy of
Furthermore, the toughness of the interface silicon measured by Gilman [10] in cleavage
between SiC coatings and carbon fibers is also experiments is 1.24 m . If the surface energy of
quite close to that measured for the SiC/Si pair. SiC is estimated to be higher in the ratio of the

Observation of such delamination events is not Young's moduli of SiC to silicon, i.e. by a factor
new. Evans and Hutchinson 16] have reported of 2.04, it should be 2.53 J m -2. Thus, consider-
somewhat similar delamination phenomena for ing the interface energy betveen silicon and SiC
interfaces between surface layers and substrates to be somevhere of the order of 1 m -, it is
in microelectronics components, but observed a clear that the measured interface toughnesses are
rather different process in the delamination of the about t%%ice %%hat might be expected from eqn.
layers in compression, which was less informa- k9;. Clearly, therefore, even in this very short-
tive. range crack tip stress field, as it propagates along

It must be noted 'hat the simplicity of the the interface, additional dissipative .,,ork is done
phenomenon reported above results from the %%hich vwe propose is expended by some relative
sharply defined nature of the interface, and the slippage betvveen coating and substrate prior to
condition that the interface toughness is evidently lift off of the coating.
less than the toughness of either the coating or the On the vhole, ho%%ever. %%e conclude that the
substrate, so that delamination cracks remain in interface toughnesses that %ve have reported are
the interface and do not wander into either of the quite meaningful and that the spontaneous
two adjoining materials, delamination experiment can be used within

Under these conditions, furthermore, %%here these limitations to monitor changes of interface
the elastic strain energy of misfit is overvhelm- adhesion in tailoring the properties of interfaces
ingly stored in the coating, the nature of the stress in the quest of making tougher and more damage-
intensity at the tip of the interface crack must be tolerant composites.
even more complicated than the complex stress
intensities and their associated oscillatory trac- Acknowledgments
tions that have been extensively discussed in the
literature [7-91. Clearly, in this case, the singular This research has been supported by DARPA.
component of the stress field ahead of the crack ONR. and Naval Air l)evelopment Center under
must be of very short range Ind. vhile it must be Contract No. N00014-84-K and IST/SDIO
of opposite sign for the two cases of tensile and under Contract No. N00014-85-K-0645. Addi-
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On Microstructural Evolution and Micromechanical Modelling of
Deformation of a Whisker-reinforced Metal-Matrix Composite*
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(Re-eived June 1, 1988)

Abstract to as discontinuously reinforced metal-matrix

The precipitation characteristics, the mecha- composites, constitute a large portion of

nisms of accelerated aging, and the variation these advanced materials. Particle-reinforced

of uniaxial tensile stress-strain behavior in metal-matrix composites are both machinable

response to controlled variations in matrix micro- and workable using conventional processing
structure were investigated for a 2124 A-SiC techniques, and the manufacturing of these mate-
wistuuere isigateeyied fore h a f 24 Al-C rials can easily be scaled up to production quan-
whisker composite. The yield strength of the corn- tiesExrmnal eutso srs-tan

posite was found to be independent of matrix aging tities. Experimental results of stress-strain

condition. However, the ove-all ductility decreased relations for these materials have been reported

monotonically with an increase in aging time. A previously [1-5], although the effects of syste-
matic variations in the matrix microstructure onfinite element analysis of te coinstitutive response the overall composite properties have not been

of the composite is presented. The results of these examined. Recent work has demonstrated that
calculations, as well as the predictions of severalmodels for composite strengthening available in aging-induced precipitation and microstructural

evolution in the matrix of whisker-reinforced
tie literature, were compared with the experi-
mental results. The presence of brittle whiskers in composite maerials can be significantly accel-
aluminum leads to a significant build-up of hydro- erated compared with those of ihe unreinforcedstatic stre~sses in the matrix during plastic deforia- matrix material subjected to identical heat treat-ton. Void formation in the matrix of the com osite ments [6-8]. These results indicate that conven-tional heat treatments for unreinforced com-
as well as at thi whisker-matrix interface appears
to p',.y .. , important role in controlling the overall mercial aluminum alloys should not be directly
fail.. .- nechanisms. Transmission electron applied to the microstructural design of com-
microscopy observations of void formation a, posite materials although this is often the practice
whisker ends are described for composiie speci- [1-5, 9, 10]. A thorough examination of micro-
mens strained in tension to room temperature anda structural evolution in the matrix of the composite
at 300 °C. A detailed discussion of matrix deforma- and its effects on omperall mechanical behavior is
tion and interfacial debonding is presented in an critical to a more complete understanding of the
attempt to identify the origins of low ductility ii constitutive response and to the evaluation of
discontinuously reinforced metal-ceramic corn- composite strengthening theories. The low duc-
posites. tility exhibited by discontinuously reinforced

metal-matrix composites is the primary obstacle
preventing their introduction into many structural

1. Introduction applications. Yet the influence of controlled

With recent advances in processing tech- matrix microstructural variations on the strain-to-
nology, the ability to produce, in economically failure of whisker-reinforced metal-matrix com-
fesible quantities, a wide range of metal-matrix posites remains poorly understood. This report
compositcs is increasing dramatically. Metals, will focus on experimenta! observations and finite
reinforced with brittle particles, often referred element analysis of the effects of matrix micro-

structural variations on the uniaxial stress-strain
*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phie- response of a discontinuously reinforced

nomena in Composites: Processing, Characterization, eid metal-matrix composite in an attempt to better
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI, June 1-3, 1988. understand the failure mechanisms.
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Tile material selected for this study was a and control alloy used in this study, utilizing
2124 AI- 15 wt.%(1 3vol.%)SiC Nhisker reinforced analytical transmission electron microscopy tech-
metal-matrix composite obtained from ARCO niques, matrix microhardness measurements and
Chemicals, Greer SC, produced using powder conductivity measurements. The aim of the work
metallurgy techniques. The 2124 Al matrix mate- reported in ref. 6 wNas to examine the effects on the
rial had a nominal composition, in weight percent. matrix of tile composite ploduced by the intro-
of 4%Cu-2%Mg-0.4%Mn, with the balance Al. duction of the whiskers in controlled micro-
For comparison where appropriate, an unrein- structures by a comparison of reinforced and
forced alloy of 2124 Al, that was identically pro- unreinforced materials.
cessed from the same powder batch and The composite and control alloy were received
subjected to identizal solutionizing and aging in the as-extruded condition. solution-treated at
treatments, was also studied. The whiskers used 504 'C for 4 h, water quenched, and subsequently
in this study were the highest quality available aged at 177 °C for various times. The micro-
and were classified as F-9. The average dimen- structural condition of the matrix material was
sions of the whiskers before processing were 0.5 determined by microhardness measurements
/um in diameter and 25 pm in length. However, (Fig. 1(a)) and by analytical electron microscopy.
due to the severe deformation involved in pro- With the addition of the SiC whiskers, the peak
cessing of the composite material, significant aging time of the matrix of the composite is drasti-
breakage of the whiskers occurred and the aver- cally reduced from 12 h (for the control alloy) to
age length of the whiskers in the as-extruded about 3 h. Another interesting feature of this
material was about 2.5 pm. A systematic micro-
structural characterization and aging study of the
same extruded bars of the composite and control
alloy was performed by Christman and Suresh [61 I2o (a)

and will be briefly reviewed in a later section (the
reader is referred to the original paper for a more 1
complete discussion). Furthermore, composite 9100 -.---.

damage mechanisms operative during uniaxial A ".
tensile tests at high temperatures will be dis- A - -

cussed and compared with damage mechanisms W.0
at room temperature. 80

A finite element unit cell model was used to _ • Re,,foced 2,24

predict the uniaxial stress strain response of the 70 r Urernforcd 2124

composite material as a function of matrix mic-
rostructural variations. The model approximates . ...... I L......20 25
the stress-strain response of a single, rigid cylin- AGING TIME (hours)

drical inclusion in an elastic power-law hardening
viscoplastic matrix n,,ierc 1. The matrix and 04

whisker parameters m , taken directly from (b)
experiments (when poss..e), thereby minimizing Reinforced 2124

the number of adjustable variables. The experi- A 3

mental observations were compared with the
Wnumerical predictions and the implications of the L

results are discussed in the context of the , 02-

mechanisms responsible for the high values of -A

yield strength and the low values of ductility dis- G I
played by the material. 0 Of -

2. Microstructural evolution 0 - 30
0 5 0 15 20 25 30

Recently, Christman and Suresh [6] conducted AGING TIME (hours)

a study of the microstructural evolution and aging Fig. 1. The variation of (a) inicrohardness and (b) precipitate
kinetics in the 2124 Al-SiC whisker composite size with aging time (after ref. 6).
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graph is that there is no appreciable -vertical shift (1) TEM studies of the composite material and
in the microhardness values, that is the composite um einforced alloy rev eal increased dislocation
matrix is not significantly harder than the unrein- density in the matrix of the composite.
forced material. This result suggests that it would (2) TEM studies also reveal that the strength-
be possible to use the bulk mechanical properties ening precipitates nuclteate preferentially along
of the control alloy for the matrix properties of dislocation lines.
the composite in theoretical calculations of the (3) Little preferential precipitation or precipi-
constitutive response of the composite, with tate free zone at or near the whisker interfaces
proper adjustments for changes in the aging was observed.
curves. This inference has a strong bearing on the (4) Quantitative analysis of the growth kinetics
evaluation of composite strengthening theories of the strengthening precipitates for both the rein-
which will be discussed in a later section. forced and unreinforced materials shows a shift

The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in nucleation time but not in growth kinetics.
results showed that the age-hardening precipi- (5) Measurements of changes in electrical con-
tates, S', evolve into corrugated sheets after ductivity are consistent with the proposed model.
nucleating on dislocations and growing in the (6) Cold working of the unreinforced material
three preferential (001) directions. This type of also produces an accelerated aging effect.
precipitation sequence is typical of Al-Cu-Mg (7) Recent in situ TEM experiments have
alloy systems and is well documented in the liter- demonstrated dislocation punching at whisker
ature [11-13]. There is little preferential precipi- ends during cooling of the metal-matrix com-
tation or precipitate-free zones at or near the posites [15].
whisker-matrix interface. The rate of nucleation (8) Calculations of dislocation punching dis-
of the precipitates, however, was different tance agree well with the observed dislocation
between the reinforced and unreinforced materi- distribution.
als. The reinforced material showed evidence of
S' nucleation after less than 1 h of artificial aging 3 Experimental method
at 177 °C, whereas the unreinforced material
required up to 4 h of aging at this tempeiature The composite material selected for this inves-
before any S' could be detected, Fig. I(b). tigation was the same material used in the previ-

The accelerated aging of the composite matrix ousl', mentioned characterization study [6] and
material is aided by a decrease in the incubation was a 2124 powder metallurgy aluminum alloy
time for the nucleation of age-hardening precipi- containing 13.2 vol.% SiC whiskers. In order to
tates. The large thermal contraction mismatch form a basis for comparison, a control alloy with
between the aluminum matrix and the SiC an identical processing history from the same
whiskers gives rise to residual stresses upon cool- powder batch containing no reinforcement was
ing from the solutionizing temperature. Disloc- also studied. The material was receixed as-
ations are punched out from whisker ends during extruded, in bars measuring 12.74 mm X 127
cooling to relieve part of the residual stresses at mm x 1500 mm in size. The heat treatments were
the interface. For 2124 AI-13.2vol.%SiC compo- designed to achieve identical values of micro-
site, the dislocation punching distance (calculated hardness in the unreinforced control alloy and
from ref. 14) is sufficiently large to cover the in the matrix of the reinforced material. The heat
majority (approximately 75%) of the matrix with treatment schedules were chosen to obtain two
excess dislocations. Transmission electron mic- underaged conditions, the peak aged condition,
roscopy studies by Christman and Suresh [6] and two overaged conditions as outlined in Table
indicate that the dislocations in the matrix of the 1. After heat treatment, the samples were stored
composite serve as nucleation sites for the forma- in a commercial freezer in ordej to piexent any
tion of S' precipitates during the aging of the aging at room temperature.
composite. This facilitates the attainment of peak Tensile tests were performed on an Instron
matrix hardness at much shorter times than in the screw-driven testing machinc at room tempera-
control alloy. ture using samplcs conforming to ASTM stan-

The theory for accelerated aging listed above dard E8-83 foi sub-size specimens. The samples
is supported by a wide ariety of evidence were machined prioi to heat treatment because
(Christman and Suresh [6]): machining has been shown to alter the aging state
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TABLE I All samples solutionized 504 °C for 4h and isater y3

quenched

Aging time (h) at 177 *C

Condition Reinforced Unreinforced

UAI I IY
UA2 2 4
PA 4 12
OA1 12 16
OA2 16 24 r

2b0

of the material [16]. The strain rate applied to the
samples was 2.7 x 10-  s -I and strain was
monitored with a clip gage type extensometer
mounted on the sample. Load and strain output
were recorded directly on a HP model 7044A
XY recorder for subsequent analysis. Micros-
copic examination of the fracture surfaces was
performed with an AMR model 1000A scanning
electron microscope.

4. Finite element formulation and material Fig 2 A schematic diagram of the finite element model. The
tensile axis, the y3 axis, is taken to be the centerline. Because

model of symmetry conditions, it is only necessary to analyze one
quadrant of the unit cell.

The finite element analysis is based on a con-

vected coordinate Lagrangian formulation of the
field equations with the initial unstressed state equilibrium path due to the discrete time step.
taken as a reference. All field quantities are con- The nominal traction components, T', and the
sidered to be functions of convected coordinates, Lagrangian strain components, Ey, are given by
y', which serve as particle labels, and time, t. This
formulation has been employed extensively in
previous finite element analyses, see, for E=( u. + +I.,+ ut., Il,,) (3)
examples, refs. 17-19. where v is the surface normal in the reference

Attention is confined to quasi-static deforma- Configuration, it are the components of the dis-
tions and, with body forces neglected, the rate Icnurati on ae ecpes f the dis-
form of the principal of virtual wvork is written as placement vector on base vectors in the reference

configuration, and ( ), denotes covariant differen-
tiation in the reference frame.

AtJ [t"6E,+ T"tij c uAjdV A cylindrical coordinate system (r, O,z) is used
where the identifications y! =r,y2  0 and ),3 =z
are made. As shown in Fig. 2, we consider

'6dS - ,, "4 circular cylindrical fibers of radius r, embedded=AtJ , IdS-[ r6E,dV-J' " i"i,dS1 in a circular cylindrical cell of radius R0 and
s 1 S s length 2L o, and with an initial spacing of 2b,

Here, r" are the contravariant components of the betvkeen fibei centers. Attention is confined to
Kirchhoff stress (v = Jar, with cr being the Cauchy axisymmetric deformations so that all field
stress) on the deformed convccted coordinate net quantities aie independent of 0 and vithin each
and V and S being the volume and surface, cell symmetry is assumed about the center line.
respectively, of the body in the reference con- Furthermore, the circular cylindrical cell sur-
figuration: (-) =a( )/Ot at fixed y' and the second rounding each fiber is required to remain a
term on the right-hand side represents an eqtuilib- eiieulatr clinder throughout the defurttun hi.-
rium correction term that is used in the numer- tor. As discussed by T,eigaard [201, this
ical proccdure to reduce drift from the axisymmetric configui ation can be considered an
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approximation to a thiee-dimensional array of effective strain rate, E is the Young's modulus, v
hexagonal cylinders, is Poisson's ratio and

The boundary conditions for the axisymmetric 2

region analyzed numerically are: j (10)

i3=0 '1 =0 on z=0 (4) E= [ug()]J/ g(g)= a0(e/e 0 + 1 )N

l3= 3 = e.(bo + U3) 1'=0 onz=b 0) (5) -°= °°/E (11)

= .Y3 Here, =fldt and the function g(g) representsS Gt  i'= 0 on r =R o (6) the effective stress vs. effective strain response in

Here, i is a prescribed constant while 0, is a tensile test carried out at a strain rate such that
determined . in the condition that the average E= C0. Also, a, is a reference strength and N and
lateral traction rate vanishes, i.e. in are the strain hardening exponent and strain
11o rate hardening exponent, respectively.
fP dz=0 ont=Rj. (7) Combining eqns. (8) and (9) and inverting

o dgives,

In addition to the boundary conditions (4) to (7), r- 1 [D+ v I(I D)l3_.Z: (12)
there is the requirement that displacement corn- I+ [ -I-2v : 2J,
ponents vanish on the surface of the rigid fiber.

In some calculations, a second set of boundary For use in eqn. (1), standard kinematic rela-
conditions was employed consisting of (4) and tions are used to express eqn. (12) as a relation
(5), but with (6) and (7) replaced by 'I = 0 on between the contravariant components (on the
r =R, so that every point along = R, is stress current base 'ectors) of the convected rate of
free. Undei these conditions the outei sidewall of Kirchhoff stress, t", and Lagrangian strain rate,
the cell does not remain straight and vertical. Of /2,
course, for the entire tension specimen, "'1 = 0 on The deformation history is calculated in a
the outer boundary of the specimen. However, linear incremental manner and, in order to
when, as here, the fibers are much smaller than increase the stable time step, the rate tangent
the specimen, the condition that the circular modulus method of Peirce et al. [21] is used. This
cylindrical cell remain a circular cylinder comes is a forward gradient method based on an
from enforcing geometric compatibility (within estimate of the plastic stiain rate in the interval
the axisymmetric approximation) for a uniform between t and t +At. The incremental boundary
array of fibers perfectly aligned with the tensile kalue problem is solved using a combined finite
axis. Relaxing the boundary condition (6) and (7) element Rayleigh-Ritz method, Tvergaard [19].
permits, in a highly approximate manner, con-
sequences of deviations from this highly con-
strained fiber distribution to be explored. In 5 Experimental results
subsequent discussion, predictions based on (6) Representative stiess-strain curves for the
and (7) are referred to as results "with constraint" unreinfoiced contiol alloy and the reinforced
and predictions based on "' = 0 on I= R4, are composite material are shown in Fig. 3. The addi-
referred to as results "without constraint". tion of the whiskers causes an increase in the

The material is characterized as an isotropi- elastic modulus, 0.2%, offset yield strength and
cally hardening elastic viscoplastic solid and the ultimate stiength, and it decrease in the strain to
total rate of deformation, D, is written as the sum failure fo: the composite material. These effects
of an elastic part, D1, and a plastic part, D"', with al e well documented in the lite ature [ 1-5, 9, 10].

What is more surprising, however, are the effects
D= 1 - (- : I)I (8) of aging state on the stress-strain behavior of the

E E composite mateiial. Though the aging curve for

the unreinforced control alloy (variation of 0.2%
DP= (9) offset yield strength as a function of aging time)

2j Z
exhibits the well known "bell-shaped" curve, the

w herC " is th,. Jummnn rate of KircLhhoff stic ss. I compostc yield Stl ength is independent of aging
is the identity tensor, A. B denotes A "13,, i is the time kFig. 4(a)). The ultimate strength of the
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10 as-quenched condition to about 1.5% in the

Peak Aged Condition severely overaged microstructure, Fig. 4(b).
08- Microscopic examination of the fracture

1,% surfaces revealed a dimpled fracture surface for
0 both the reinforced and unreinforced materials.

06- The fracture surface of the unreinforced material
contained a rather even distribution of large

S 04 . ....................... ............ dimples connected by sheeis of smaller dimples
indicating a pattern resulting from ductile void

02] growth, coalescence and failure, Fig. 5. The frac-
o2 ture surface of the reinforced material contained

only small dimples similar to the small dimples on
0 the fracture surface of the unreinforced material,

0 04 Stra006 008 010 Fig. 6(a). The aging time had no detectable effect

Fig. 3. Representative stress-strain curves for the on the appearance of the fracture surface.

material (labelled 13%) and the unteinforced control alloy Whisker pullout was sometimes observed;
(labelled 0%) The increase in the Young's miodulus. }ield although, the pulled-out whiskers were coated
strength, and ultimate strength and decrease in the ductility with matrix material, Fig. 6(b). This demonstrates
for the composite material should be noted. that the failure of the composite was pre-

dominantly through the matrix and not along the
,00oo- matrix-reinforcement interface. Similar conclu-

sions were also obtained in the fracture studies on
800- SiC whisker and particulate reinforced 2XXX

and 7XXX alloys 1221.
6000-

6. Observations of void formation at elevated
4000-

0 temperatures

2000 One mechanism that appears to contribute to
the unusually low ductility of Al-SiC whisker

001 composites involves the formation of voids at

Aging Time fiber ends. Nutt and Duva [231 have observed
100- voids forming at room temperature in a 6061

alloy reinforced with SiC whiskers strained to
various amounts. Nutt and Needleman [24] have
developed a quantitative description of the void
nucleation process at fiber ends and compared

. 6o the predicted and observed modes of failure
. ! initiation. While further studies are needed to
. 40- establish the link between void formation at

whisker ends and overall failure mechanisms at
20- room temperature, our recent work indicates that

cavitation at whisker ends plays a greater role in
101 0controlling the overall constitutive response of

00 160 260 360 460o 5oo Al-SiC composites at elevated temperatures than
Aging Time (hours) at room temperature.

Fig. 4. The variation of (a) the yield strength and (b) the The initiation of voids at whisker ends was
ductility with aging time. studied in the same 2 ! 24-SiC whisker-reinforced

composite described earlier. When the test tern-
composite (about 650 MPa) is also independent peratute is increased, the tensile ductility of the
of aging time. However, the strain-to-failure of Al-SiC composites increases significantly 125J.
the composite is a strong function of aging time, We have explored this temp eature-dependent
decreasing monotonicallv from about 5% in the phenomenon thi ough TEM observations of spec-
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strains ranging from 3% to 12.5%. The voids during the high temperature test, although the
generally formed at the corner on the fiber end, as high local stresses still produced large plastic
shown in Fig. 7(a), and intense plastic deforma- strains in this region. With increasing strain, addi-
tion occurred in the vicinity of the fiber end, as tional voids formed at othei corner sites of the
evidenced by the high dislocation density in that same fiber end (Fig. 7(b)), and eventually the %oids
region. Glide of the dislocations was inhibited b) coalesced to form one large %oid equal in width to
the coarse age-hardening precipitates that grew the fiber diameter.

After macroscopic tensile strains of 12.5%,
elongated cavities were often observed at fiber

-ends, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The salient features of
the cavitation mechanism are: (1) the cavity width
does not exceed the fiber diameter, (2) there is no
apparent separation along the fiber side, and (3)
the tip of the cavity has retained the same basic
shape displayed by much smaller cavities
associated with lower strain levels. Furthermore,
similar elongated cavities were observed at fiber

- breaks, as shown in Fig. 8(b). These observations
indicate that large amounts of shearing at or near
the interface can occur after decohesion at the
fiber end, and that the load-bearing capacity of
the fibers can be severely reduced.

Patterns of void evolution observed in 2124
AI-SiC composites tested at 300 C resemble the
observations from room-temperature tests in
other composite systems in that voids nucleate
near the corners of fiber ends and subsequently

0.2 Pm coalesce to form a single void. However, the dis-
tribution of voids differs in that voids nucleate
throughout the gage length during the high-tem-
perature tests, while in room-temperature tests

the voids are confined to regions very near the
fracture surface. Thus, one effect of temperature
is to allow the damage to accumulate in the com-
posite microstructure prior to failure, thereby
increasing the ductility. These observations
suggest that one path to improving the room-
temperature ductility of AJ-SiC composites
would be to identify microstructural parameters
that could control the development of cavitation.
Toward this end, calculations based on an inter-
face decohesion model are being carried out to
determine the effects of microstructural param-
eters on void formation.

7. Discussion

0.2 pm The results of the tensile tests conducted in this
study are useful for the evaluation of composite

Fig 7. Void nuchlurt at fiber ends in 212-\I Si Mluskr strengthening theot its. The Modified 'T,.,tr Lag
composite deformed at 300 *C to a tensile strain of 0.12 'a, Model 1261 predicts tile yield strengtn of the corn-
Void at corner of fiber end surrounded by dislocated matrix.
kbj Coalescence of .oids formed at differnt sites on the fiber posite material using a model base] on simple
end. transfer of shear across the whisker-matrix inter-
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ela - tihe yield strength of the matrix. The Enhanced
Dislocation Density Model [27] attempts to
predict the yield strength of discontinuously rein-
forced metal-matrix composites based on a mod-
ified shear lag model taking into account the
differences in dislocation densities between the

_.. ,reinforced and unreinforced materials. The quali-
tative predictions of this theory, however, arc in
contradiction with the experimental observations
of the present study. If the yield strength of the
matrix of the composite is significantly different
from that of the unreinforced alloy, then one
would expect to see this difference reflected as a
uniform increase in the microhardness values for* "the matrix of the composite material. Figure 1(a)
indicates that tile matrix of the composite mate-

* g* ~ rial has about the same hardness as the unrein-
forced alloy. Also, this theory would predict that

02the yield strength of the composite material will
0.2 pm mirror that of the unreinforced alloy as a function

of aging time, although this is not observed
experimentally. Thus the Enhanced Dislocation
Density Model is not in qualitative agreement
with the experimental results and therefore is of
questionable value for identifying the strengthen-
ing mechanisms for the present material.

In ref. 28 a self-consistent formulation for the
hardening behavior of discontinuously reinforced
metal-matrix composites was developed, in an
attempt to predict the yield strength and harden-
ing exponent. The analysis in ref. 28 is based on a
path independent deformation theory of plasticity
and depends on the use of llyushin's theorem
[291. In this formulation the hardening exponents
of the reinforced and unreinforced materials are
identical. This is contradictory to the present
experimental observation that there is a differ-
ence of about a factor of three bet cen the har-
dening exponent of the reinforced and

0.2 pm unreinforced materials. In view of the lack of an
adequate, analytically tractable model for the

Fig. S. Void growth in 2124 Al-SiC whisker conmpoite yield and hardening behavior of materials rein-
deformed in tension at 300C. (a) Elongated cavity at the
fiber end surrounded b dsl n.p C dnal forced with discontinuous fibers a finite element
the iber break. method was used in this study.

The finite element method possesses several
inherent advantages over many of the more ana-

face %sith an additional term used to aLcount foi h tical methods. First, geometrical effectssuch as
load transfer across the ends of the %% hiskers. This cOI ners at fiber ends. can be handled in a straight-
theory, as %,ell as the v, idely knon rule of fors a nnd aunci. The simplification iequired in
mixtures theory, arc not in qulitatiL agrtclmcnt mn1,111 thCorCti a deselopmentS, of reducing the
%vith the experimental obserations as thcN xsouid inclu.sion frTm a ,y)lindcr to an ellipsoid is not
also predict that the yicld strength of the compo- ncCSS.ary. Second. the calculation of strcss and
site material xs ould incrcasc %ith an increase in stain a cuntoui s S %ithin the nali ix an1d ilt the
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matrix-reinforcement interface are possible. The finite element model correctly predicts that
Third, complete stress-strain responses, as the yield strength of the composite material is
opposed to certain portions of the stress-strain independent of matrix variations due to aging
curves, are predicted. Therefore, a finite element and that the strain-hardening exponent of the
approach is appealing for this application. Here, composite be quite different from that of the
an axisymmetric finite element unit cell model is unreinforced material.
employed where the aspect ratio of the %N hisker is The quantitative predictions for stress-strain
the average aspect ratio observed experimentally response, howvever, are not within acceptable
and the aspect ratio of the unit cell is taken to be bounds of the experimental results. Figure 10
approximately equal to the whisker aspect ratio. shows the predicted and experimental
A similar finite element model, but using a full stress-strain curves for an underaged condition
three-dimensional cell geometry, is described in in the composite material. The calculated curves,
ref. 30. with a traction-free lateral side and with the side-

The finite element method predictions for %%all constraint representing the periodic array
uniaxial loading are qualitatively in agreement imposed, bound the experimental results,
with the experimental results. Figure 9(a) showvs although, they are not sufficiently close to be of
the predicted stress-strain curves as a function of use.
the volume fraction of reinforcement for vhisker- The analysis of the effects of the sidewall con-
reinforced 2124 Al in an underaged state. The straint on the response of the unit cell is useful in
effects of matrix aging condition on the attempting to understand the underlying strength-
stress-strain response are plotted in Fig. 9(b). ening mechanism for these materials. Without the

imposed constraint, there is little increase in the
yield strength of the composite over that of the

,o_ unreinforced control alloy. The increase in yield
strength of these materials appears to originate

0 .. not from direct load transfer to the reinforcement

phase but from the constraint of geometrical
06 .-" compatibility.

/....... ....... ............ The distribution of hydrostatic stress within
OA- the unit cell, with and without the sidewall con-

ii straint, elucidates this mechanism further for
identical geometries and aging states at similar

02
values of far-field axial strain, Fig. 11. The differ-
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from the aligned end-to-end fiber geometry
assumed in the calculations would be expected to
lead to reductions in the hydrostatic tension
levels achieved. Indeed, preliminary analysis of
this effect by the authors indicate significant
reductions are so attained.

In the calct'-ations discussed so far the fiber
has been taken to be rigid. A few calculations

01 0.6 were carried out accounting for fiber elasticity. In

0.2 0.8 Q0.4 these calculations Young's modulus for the SiC
.1 fibers was taken to be 450 GPa and Poisson's

0.2 ratio, v = 0.17 [31]. Compared with the rigid fiber
00 0analysis, there is a reduction in the Young's0.0 modulus of the composite of 8%-10%. Also, the

peak hydrostatic tension is reduced by 5%-10%
-0.3 when fiber elasticity is accounted for. These

calculations show the quantitative magnitude of
effects associated with fiber elasticity and indicate
that in the Al-SiC system investigated there is no
qualitative difference in behavior arising from the
assumption of rigid fibers.

Fig. 1I. Distribution of hydrostatic stress (in GPa) within the The present finite element model makes no

unit cell. with and without the sidewall constraint. The values
of far field axial strain is almost identical in both cases. The attempt to prtcdict ductility. However, the predic-
shaded portion of the figure represents the whisker. tions, in conjunction with the experimental

results, provide some insight into possible failure
modes at room temperature. The failure of the

ence in far-field axial stress is about 300 MPa, composite appears to be strongly dependent on
which is approximately equal to the difference in the matrix material. Recent work b, Christman
the values for hydrostatic stress within the upper and Suresh [321] on the response of the composite
region of the cell. As far-field strain accumulates, material and control alloy to fatigue loading
the sidewall in the upper portion of the cell demonstrated that under these conditions the
attempts to contract at a greater rate than in the behavior of the composite is controlled by the
lower portion of the cell. The sidewall constraint failure of the matrix material. The lack of exposed
forces the lateral side to remain straight, thereby whiskers on the fracture surface and the strong
generating large compressive hydrostatic stresses dependence of the ductility on aging raise ques-
within the lower portion of the cell and large tions as to the relative roles of voids at the
tensile hydrostatic stresses within the upper whisker-matrix interface and those within the
portion of the cell. It is these tensile hydrostatic matrix of the composite.
stresses which appear to increase the yield The large amounts of local deformation
strength of the composite material rather than observed on the fracture surface in the form of
direct load transfer to the reinforcement phase. dimples suggests that a void formation mech-

The cell model, "with constraint", i.e. based on anism is present. This is consistent with the high
the boundary conditions '6) and ,7, represents le,,cls of hydrostatic stress predicted by the finite
an ideal regular arraN of perfectly aligned fibers element model. E-,en though the existence of the
and appears to o~erpredict the levels of hydro- high levels of hydrostatic tension predicted by the
static stress generated within the material. In finite element model is uncertain, the existence of
certain regions of the cell, the tensile hydrostatic significant tensile hydrostatic stresses %ithin the
stress component reaches three times the )icld matrix material appears plausible. The generation
strength of the matrix material. At the present of these localized tensile hydrostatic stresses, in
time, it is not clear that such high leels of hydro- the matrix slightly abo',e the whisker, may be a
static tension are actually achieved and there are driving force for %oid formation in the matrix
a %ariety of mechanisms that could act to reduce material at relati~el) low %alues of far-field axial
the hydrostatic tension. For example, deviations strain.
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The Influence of Hydrostatic Pressure on the Ductility of Al-SiC
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Abstract work serves to delineate some of the critical
Tensile tests wit/h superilposed hydrostatic damage processes which limit the ductility of

pressures were perforned on two ypces of metal metal-matrix composites.
matrix composite: 2014 Al with 20% SiC particles
atid 2124 AI with 14% SiC whiskers. in the mater- 2. Materials and experimental procedures
ials with SiC particulate, the ductility increases Mechanical tests were performed on two types
rapidly witi pressure antd i/e mode of damage of SiC-reinforced Al-matrix composites and

initiation is by particle fracture. Materials contain-

ing SiC whiskers exhibit a different fracture mode compared with the results of tests performed on

iolving whisker matrix decohesion, amid strain the matrix materials without the reinforcing

localization which results in shear fracture, phase.
One composite w,-as a coummercial 2014 Al

alloy containing 20% SiC particles. This; material
1. Introduction was heat treated to the T6 condition (Fig. lha)).

The mechanical response of metal-matrix The average particle size w-as 13 pim and the

composites can be considered in terms of various average aspect ratio was 1.23 measured in the
microstructural features, such as the par- plane containing the tensile axis. Approximately

5% of the SiC particles were greanter than 40 unm
tide-matrix interfaces and the work hardening o
characteristics of the matrix, and the process of in size and had aspect ratios of the order of 4.

damage accumulation which precedes fracture. The second material wvas a 2124 Al alloy con-

Much of the work in the present conference taining 14% SiC whiskers which were I um in
relates to the detailed characterization of inter- diameter and 5 to 10 !m in length (. l(bP.
facial structures and their role in the process of l\vo ageing treatments were undertaken in order
load transfer in metal-matrix composites. The to examine the influence of precipitates located at

the pressure dependence the SiC-matrix interfaces on the ductility of the
present paper explores com were dependenceof flow and fracture in both particulate- and oposte. [he ageing times were selected to
whisker-reinforced Al-matrix composites. The maintain constant matrix strength (.as determined

results suggest that a combination of studies of from microhardn - measurements ! as showr in
the mechanical response under superimposed Fig. 2. Transmission electron microscopy !TEM
pressure, detailed nietallographic and fracto observations indicated many more intermetallic

graphic studies. and micromechanical analyses compounds precipitated at the interfaces in the

can yield information which is complementary to overaged conuion than in the inderaged
the detailed structural studies of interfaces. The condition.Tensile tests were conducted in a Harwo<od

*Paper prescntcd at ihc symposium on Interracial l'hc- pressure unit with superimposed pressures up to
nomena in Composites. Proccssing. Characicnization. and 1(0 MlPa. The tensile samples had a gauge
Mechanical Propertic,.Ncvwipr. RI. Junc I 3. 198S. length of 15.2 mm anti a gauge diameter of 3.2

0921-5093iS9S3.50 C itl.cicr SquotaPrintcd in rhe Ncthcr1and,
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~ 12C Solution treatment 4 hours at 5000C

x&~ Ageing temperture 1750C

47 01 100 g

UUnderoged Overaged

3 -U11 80-

A 601 10 15 20
stuy.Ageing time (Hours)

Fig 2. Va'riation of matrix microbardness A-Ii ageing time.
Ageing times of 2 li and 8 li wcre seled.ed for the present

x2014 Al[ 20% Si C
Ail~4 02 m(T6 condition)

1.5

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1230
Pressure (MPa)

Fig. 3. Influence of nyorostatic pressure on the fracture
strain of th~e part iculate-rein forced composite.

metaliographic studies and TEM studies of inter-
faces in these materials are currently in progress
and wvill be reported elsewhere.

3. Results

F~or clarity, the results are repo.-tecl in separate
sections dealing with particulate- and whisker-.. 'rr reinforced t-omposites.
3.1. J'articuiate-i-eintforcedcomiposites

Fig. 1, U.ndeformed microstructures of (a) parnculat. - The influence of superimposed hydrostatic
reinforced anid (b) whisker-reinforced composites. pressure oil the diuctility of the particle-rein-

forced composites is shown in Fig. 3. The
mm. Detailed metallograph) was performed bL th ductility is strongly pressure dependent over the
on fracture surfaces and on longitudinlal sections efltii range. The frac-ture stu faces at all pressures
taket, through fractured samples. Addiional %.ere iiijined at about 45' to the tensile axis.
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The origins of fracture in Al-SiC particulate imposed pressures. Figure 5 shows that the yield
composites have previously been suggested to be stress .,nd ultimate tensile strength of the unrein-
either the fracture or decohesion of the SiC par- forced matrix material is essentially independent
ticles [2] or failure within the Al alloy matrix [4]. of pressurc. Tlis is in contrast to the marked
To distinguish between fracture and decohesion pressure dependence of the flow behaviour of the
of the SiC particles in the present study, matching composite shown in Fig. 6 together with the flow
fracture surfaces were carefully examined. Figure curve obtained in compression. It is evident that
4 shows an example of matching fracture the tensile flow stress at a given plastic strain
surfaces, where the corresponding letters on the increases with superimposed pressure until it
micrographs show matching halves of fractured approaches the behaviour in compression.
SiC particles; particle-matrix decohesion was Similar flow behaxiour has been observed in iron
rarely observed. Longitudinal sections through compacts with various initial porosities [3]. The
the fractured samples also revealed a number of results can be interpreted in the following way.
fractured particles below the fracture surface.
Particle fracture was often associated with the 700 , ,
more elongated particles which were aligned with 2014 Al
the tensile direction. ( T6 condition)

In order to gain further insight into the prob- 600
lem of damage accumulation during deformation
it is useful to compare the flow curves of both the 5t
composite and matrix materials at various super- : 5 - A Ultimate

j 4 0 0  oYield

2001 0 200 400 600 800 1000Pressure (MPa)

Fig. 5. Influence of hydrostatic pressure on the yield and
ultimate tensile strengths of the unreinforced 2014 alumin-
ium alloy.

800 ,
2014 Al . 20% SiCp

( T6 condition)I 700
Un.'xtai ¢ompressio

IS90 Wa

L600 .- . . .
-- ---- -- 517 3ha

T 500 ,,- -=.. 172MPG

t400

30

20 001 002 003 004 005 0.06
Plastic strain

Fig. 6. Variation of the tensile I w behaviour of the par-
ticulate-reinforced composite with hydrostatic pressure.

Fig 4 Matching fracture surfaLCs of the partiulat,-rci- Als o shorwn is thu Loimpressiv flov Lurc ,i ,mnusphern.
forced composite. pressure.
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During deformation of the composites, the dif- 0-7 .
ferences in elastic and plastic properties of the 2124 Al .14. SiCw
matrix and the reinforcing phase result in a rapid 06 0 Underaged
increase in the stress supported by the reinforcing * Overaged
phase. This is reflected in the high work harden-
ing rate of the composite at small plastic strains. 0.0
However, the stresses borne by the reinforcing
phase can cause fracture or debonding of the . 04

reinforcing phase which significantly lowers the W
work hardening rate of the composite. The frac- 03
ture events are pressure dependent and thus the
pressure dependence of the flow curves in Fig. 6 " 02
indicate in a quantitative manner the pressure o
dependence of the damage accumulation rate.

This process can be considered in terms of 0.1
a simple model of damage accumulation by S I , I I .

expressing the flow stress of the composite a as 0 200 400 600 800

0a= 
0 (1 - D) Pressure CMPa I

Fig. 7. Influence of hydrostatic pressure on the fracture
where o0 is the flow stress achieved in the strain of the whisker-reinforced composites.
absence of damage and D is a damage parameter
which can vary from 0 at the onset of flow to 1 at
fracture, i.e. it reflects the loss of load bearing from the matrix. Longitudinal sections also

capacity. The net work hardening rate can then revealed evidence of whisker-matrix decohesion
be written as (Fig. 10).The sheared regions of the fracture result from

do =0 (1 - D)- o aD the presence of localized shear bands of the order
d- ' of 5 um in width in which the whiskers are

rotated away from the tensile axis until a critical
The damage accumulation rate, OD/aE, decreases point at w.hich shear failure occurs (Fig. 11).
with hydrostatic pressure and thus the flow Similar behaviour has been observed in direction-
curves of the composite are pressure dependent. ally solidified AI-AI3Ni eutectic alloys in which
At sufficiently high pressures the damage rate will localised shear bands are observed to initiate at
be suppressed so that the behaviour is similar to the surface [5]. The surface initiation may be
that in compression. associated with the organization of surface rugo-

sities in accordance with some recent continuum
3.2. Whisker-reinfotcedcomposites models, but further detailed metallographic

The influence oi pressure on the ductility of studies are required to quantify this process.
whisker-reinforced composites is shown in Fig. 7.
There was no apparent influence of ageing treat- 4. Concluding discussion
ment on the ductility of the composites. The frac-
ture surfaces at all pressures were inclined at Although the mechanical response of com-
about 45' to the tensile axis. At atmospheri. pres- posite materials under pressure does not yield
sure the fracture surface exhibited an equiaxed direct structural information regarding the local
dimple structure similar to that usually observed properties of interfaces, it provides a useful
in ductile fracture. As the pressure was increased framework for delineating competitive processes
a greater proportion of the fracture surface con- of fracture and instability for a variety of stress
sisted of elongated shallow dimples characteristic states. In addition, the experimental observations
of shear failure (Fig. 8). may be compared with the results of micro-

The failure mechanism associated with the mechanical models which attempt to infer local
dimpled regions was revealed b examining propei ties within the reinfoicing phase and at the
matching fracture surfaces. An example is shown interfaces.
in Fig. 9. This figure illustrates that failure Let us consider first the mechanical response
involved the decohesion and pull out of whiskers of 2014 Al containing particulate SiC. The
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11 Liongated particles and in clusters of particles.
This suggests that refinement of particle size and

_homogenization of the particle distribution may
improve the fracture resistance of the particle-

reinforced composites. The beneficial effects of
particle homogenization ha~e previously been
reported by Hunt et al. [1 .

The rapid increase in ductility with super-
imposed pressure suggests that control of the
stress state may be of value in producing
formable composites. In addition, the pressure
dependence of the flow curves gives a direct

0.2 MM indication of the magnitude of damage accumula-
tion due to particle fracture and its importance
relative to strain hardening.

The stresses responsible for the fracture of the
particulate phase are difficult to estimate. The
local stresses operative at the particle involve
transformation stresses due to differences in
thermal expansion coefficients and elastic
moduli, the unrelaxed stresses due to inhomo-
geneous plastic flow around the particulate phase
and the influence of the superimposed hydro-
static pressure. However, the response of the
material to hydrostatic pressure suggests that this
may be a quantitative method of elucidating the
local fracture events by varying the magnitude of
the transformation stresses and monitoring their

(b) o0 . M interaction with the superimposed pressure.Turning to the whisker-reinforced composites,
the results indicate a more complex fracture

g, WM *process involving whisker-matrix decohesion
and strain localization. The data do not, however,

"J provide any conclusive evidence regarding the
role of interfacial precipitates in the dc,ormation
and fracture behaviours of the composites.
Further detailed studies will be required to delin-

A -eate such effects.
At high superimposed pressures, where the

ductility of the material increases but the overall
work hardening rate decreases, the dominant

_mode of failure is by shear. The occurrence of the
shear faiure can be considered in terms of the

10 Pm following sequence of events. When whisker frac-
ture or debonding occurs, there is locally a loss in

rig 8 raoturc surface ,fth ,hkr-rfrL~d oftmpe btitc both load bearing capacity and work hardening
tested at a pressure of 690 MPa. The shear and ductile rate resulting in localization. The localization is
regions which are shown at higher magnification in (b, .'iid (c)
should be noted, accentuated because the strains in the shear band

are sufficiently large to caum- rotation of the
whiskers away from the ten, is. The whisker

results indicate that fracture is initiated by brittle rotation is itself a foi m of , .n softening %hiLth.
fracture of the particulate phase. Furthermore, together with the dilatat,,. ,,ocess of debonding.
the fracture appears to occur first at the most leads to shear failure.
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Abstract effects can be important. The cast ingot is then

When metal matrix composites are produced by fabricated to its final shape and may be heat
molten metal methods there are some unique treated. At this stage, the phenomena occurring in

factors which have to be considered. In this paper, the cast and powder composites are expected to

the microstructure of SiC-reinforced aluminium be very similar.

alloys produced by this method are considered. It In this paper, some of these factors are con-
is shown that the stability of SiC in the melt is sidered for SiC particulate reinforcement in alu-dependent on the matrix alloy involved and that minium alloys. It will be apparent that some of theonly alloys with high silicon contents uave a low effects are specific to SiC reinforcement while

reactivity with this reinforcement. With other alloy others are of a more general nature. The com-
matrices, SiC reacts to form A14C 3, and the nature posites have been produced by a molten metal
of this reaction and its kinetics are considered in mixing technology developed by Dural Alumi-
this paper. Initially, the reaction rates are very num Composite Corporation (DACC).
rapid but almost saturate after about I h. It is also
shown that the distribution of the reinforcing par- 2. Reactivity
ticles is dependent on the solidification rate Several studies [1-3] have shown that SiC will
because particles are rejected and pushed ahead of react with molten aluminium to form A14C3
the meniscus. At low solidification rates, and according to the reaction
hence for large cell sizes, the reinforcing particles
are clustered and form a network which delineates 4AI + 3SiC - A14C3 + 3Si (1)
the cell walls. Because the SiC particles are in the
intedendritic rcgions they will be associated with This reaction has several detrimental effects
any coarse iflteirctallit, particles present and this which are as follows: (a) it produces the reaction
can influence the fracttre behaviour, product AI4C.3 at the interface between the rein-

forcement and the matrix, which could result in a
1degradation of the reinforcement strength and the

Introduction interfacial strength; (b) the reaction product

When composites aie produced by a molten AlC 5 is unstable in some environments, so it
metal method, the phenor)mcna encounteied are increases the corrosion susceptibilitq of the alloy,
rather different from those occurring wNhen the c, the reaction increases the silicon content of the
composites are produced b the more usual alloy and hence the matrix composition of the
powder metallurgy method. The contact time allo) may be changed significantl) if extensive
between the reinforcement and the molten metal reaction occurs.
can be quite long, so the reacti ity between the The increase in silicon content can be seen
two has to be consikldicd. The molten composite quite casily in the case of extreme reaction,
is then solidified which inean. that solidification because increasing the silicon content usually

results in a decrease in the melting point of the
alloy. An example is shown in Fig. I where the

*Papcr presented at the symposium on Interfacial Plhe- C)
nomena in Compos.es. Processing. Characterization. and differential scanning calorimeter (DSC trace of a
Mechanical Properties. Nevport, RIJunc 1 -3.19h8. 6061 composite in the as-cast condition is coin-

0921-5093/89/S3.50 © l-lsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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Fig. 1. Influence of remelting on thle DSC trac. 601 C 00 0000
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Fjo. 2. Extent of SiC converted to AI4C., in
6061 -20vol.%/SiC after holding for I h at different tenipcra-
ttlres.

pared with the trace of the same composite after
remelting and holding at 900 0C. The DSC trace 20

of the as-extruded composite shows a large
endothermic peak owing to general melting at 0

633 *C and two small incipient melting endo-
thermic peaks at 570 and 611 0C. In the 6000
series alloys, the following invariant reactions a
may be associated with the peak at 570 0o

Al + Si + FeSiAI5  at 575 0C0

AI+Si at 577 0C 000 o 0 .0 .1 100 440 00 040Z

The peak at 611 *C is very close to the melting
temperature for the invariant reaction

Al + eSiAl., at 612 C 000

After remelting and holding for I hi at 900 *C, t
the DSC trace is qluite different with a major
enlthermic melting peak at 577 'C, which is the
temperature for Al-Si eutectic melting. This
shows that holding for I h at 900 *C increased
the silicon content to close to the binary cutectic 1
silicon content for this alloy, and this silicon can0*......
only have been produced by the conversion of 0 .040 ,.*7*4-700000

SiC into AlC3 and silicon. As pointed out by Jun Nb

and Lloyd 141, changes in the liquidus p~rov'ide a H-.3. Rate of reaction to rorrn A\l.(, in 00tb I-SiC: i
method of quiantitativcly measuring the extent of AI,( . )Ldlk HIInt% for AA600i I _'O% l. .,Si( aot hthth 1.t,

the reaction. provided thle effect of silicon on the %tCnpa net u \~) hISCa tt C
liquidus of the alloy is known. Figure 2 shows the
extent of uinprotected SiC converted to AI.C;,
after holding the 606 1 -SiC composite at differ- 1,. monitoring the intensit% of the AI. 1C; 01 sili-
enit temperatures. con diffraction peak.% indicates the progress of the

In p~ractice, the kinetics of the reaction are reC,tlton. Figizw 3 shim~s the extent of reaction
important and these can be follo%%ed M~ a ' ariet% u~ith time in aI 6061I mattrix. InitwIllN. the reaction
of methods including X-ray diffraction. lI -I111l eqn. ML1.urS '0erN rapidl% but it isa4lniost saturated after
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60 min and the extent of reaction increases vith silicon content increases. Hox\e,,ei, proided the
increasing temperature. The kinetics are not temperature is kept sufficiently lo%, or the SiC is
parabolic but are best represented by two linear protected, only a limited amount of A1C 3 is
regions with the region after 60 min having a formed.

much lower rate constant. The reaction rate is DACC uses a proprietary surface treatment
expected to decrease Nwith time because the local and processing route to inhibit A 4C, formation.

Under optimum conditions, clean interfaces are
formed (Fig. 4). When reaction occurs, a thin
reaction product layer is first formed along the
interface (Fig. 5). Energy-dispersive X-ray

. analysis in scanning transmission electron micro-
" - scopy of this layer showed aluminium, silicon and

% -magnesium peaks, indicating the presence of
A1IC 3 and MgSi. As more extensive reaction
occurs, A1,C 3 crystals grow out from the interface
(Fig. 6) and eventually large crystals of AlIC 3,
which are often faulted, are formed (Fig. 7). In a
6061 matrix the Al4 C3 is often associated with

S ," -- the intermetallic Mg Si (Fig. 7) which is formed
by reaction between the magnesium in the matrix
and the silicon produced by the reaction.

Therefore, it is seen that process control is
critical if degradation of the reinforcement is to

Fig. 4. Clear interface in 6061 -SiC.

Counts Counts

M A S KeV MAS KeV
(b) G L I G L I

Fig. 5. a Thin re.-action l it r along incrfact and i thi I ig. 6. a AIC r %, i t%), L I mL.wti at ilt: tlerf.tc ,and b
EIDS trace. the I:I)S irace.
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0.3//M

IM Fig. 8. N'tinin-.uni silicont content level requtired to prevent
AI4C, formation in aituinlin at different temperatures.

Counts lperatttres are shown in Fig. 8 [6]. These results
show that casting alloys with high silicon contents
will have a high resistance to AIC.. formation.
At temperatures below 750 *C no detectable
A14C3 formation occurs during up to 2 h in
A356-]I vol.%SiC containing 7 wt.% Si, which is

L slightly below the optimum silicon content level
M S KeV for complete stability. The interface between the

(b) G I reinforcement and the matrix in this composite,
cast at 710' 0C and solution treated and aged
according to standard practice, shows little evicl-
ence of a reaction product (Fig. 9).

From this discusson. it is apparent that there is
Counts more flexibility in processing casting alloys, as

comp~ared with thle wrought alloys with low
silicon contents.

3. Solidification

MAS KeVAfter the reinforcement is incorporated into

Mig 7. a I tile melt, the composite is cast into a mnould. Dur-
Fig 7.-a arg AIC..crvtal moiatd wth fiSi.and inmz solidification, thle SiC particlcs are rejected at

(bIj. i the IEtS traces. tiemeniscus and pushed ahead of thle solidifica-
tion front to be trapped finally by convergingz
dlendlrite arms in the intercellular regions. This
means that thle solidification cell size. and hence

he asoided. The particular reinforcement uised is thlt -Solidificationl rate. i.e. thle cooling rate during
obviousl% important butl so is thle matrix Atlo%. solidification, influences thle distribution of SiC in
Fromi edqn. , 1 . SiC reacts with alumiinium to form thle finial ingeot.
Al.4C, and silicon. This mean., that there is at Fioure 10 %siox~s thle mnicrosiructure at t5o

silicon content le~el in thle miatrix ss her,: equilib- cooling rates in 6061 -2t)%ol.%,SiC and inl
rium conditions will inhibit AlP;, formation. V-,56 I15- ol.".,SiC solidified %,er% slov* l% in a
The silicon content le~ el requlired can be calen- ca'sting-. The comlposite Inl 1ig. lOt'. olidified
latecl from thle exce%% mnolar free energ for thle Matacooling ralteof20 'C s v ihge oi,
reaction and thle actis it% coefficient. The fiaincl ieapoImtl utlothSi

silicon content Ic' el% requiredl at different tern- particle si/c. As a result. %cr little particle pUShl-
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Figp. 9. Interfaces in rcnicitcd A356-SiC. 7

ing occurred durin-g the solidification. If thes'olid- I iig. 1 0. M;lrustru%.turL an.11Si( %h~trahLtional itldt MIingI 66-20voM.SiC at a colin~ fCo 1 C~ification rate is slower. e.g. solidified at at cooling _g ande of. a~'.I 20iifc A356 % bvi .
rate of 1.0 *C s - I as in Fig. I10(b). the solidifica- LT adt~vl~ldfe ~61io"SC
tion cell size is several times larger than the par-
ticle size, particle pushing is more extensive and
the reinforcement distribution is more clustered, because the SiC is in the interdendritic regions.
At extremely low solidification rate., the solidifi- any~ coarse constituent particles will alko be
cation cell _e can be an order of magnitudc associated with the reinforcement.
larger than tile SiC particle size. and then particle Secondar% fabrication, much as extrusiotn. can
pushing during- solidification results in an SiC m1odif% the particle distribution [,ul complete (le-
particle network delineating the cell boundaries%. clusturin-, cdnnot bea1 cie~cd e~en at the highest
as in Fig. 10O(c). It should also be noted that. extrusion ratios.
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Fig. 1I. Fracture path in 6061-20vol.%SiC in T4 temper.
Fig. 13. Extent of SiC particle cracking vs. distance from the
main crack. The broken line i- for 6061 -0%,ol%SiC and the
solid line for 6061 -20vol.%Sik.

Some SiC particles are associated with coarse
intermetal particles and, during straining, these

__ intermetallics crack and the crack then prop-
- . .4's agates through both the intermetallic and the SiC

particles (Fig. 12). The extent of SiC fracture
__ -away from the main crack depends both on the

extent of aging and on the volume fraction of
reinforcement. In the solution-treated condition,

Fie. 12. Crack extending through SiC and associated where the fracture strain is about 7% at 20 vol.%
intermetallic particle, and over 10% at 10 vol.%, extensive particle

fracture and voiding occurs over the whole gauge
length. In the peak aged condition, where the
tensile elongation is about 2%. the damage is

4. Fracture more localized, particularly in the composite with
the higher volume fraction. Figure 13 shows the

For brevity, a detailed consideration of the extent of SiC particle fracture with distance from
mechanical properties of cast composite will not the main crack in 10 and 20 voli.% composites in
be entered into. However, it is appropriate to the T6 temper. Examination of the different
consider briefly the fracture processes involed, fracture surfaces in the scanning electron micro-
because fracture of particulate composites made scope showvs that the extent of ductile dimpling is
by powder metallurgy have been studied '7, 8. decreased progressiely %%ith increasing SiC con-
Tensile fracture of extruded 6061 -SiC in various tent and %%ith the extent of aging kFig. 14,. In the
heat treatments shows a mixed fracture path 'Fig. composite materials, fine dimples occur in the
I 1) with the crack propagating through reinforc- regions of matrix bet'een the particles ' hich

ing particles, through the particle-matrix inter- have undergone ductile tearing %Fig. 15,. From
face, and through the matrix. This material %vas these observations it is apparent that the fracture
extruded at 450 *C with an extrusion ratio of process in these materials is quite complex.
20:1, ,vh~ch results in there being verN f6t, involving several different phenomena. Voids
cracked SiC particles after extrusion. Hove\,er. associated wvith clusters of particles %%ilI open up
there is the occasional void associated vith and grov during straining. It is not clear vhether
clusters of SiC particles. These voids are the the failure obserxed in the particle-matrix inter-
remnants of voids present in the as-cast billet face is due to the opening up of incipient %oids or
which have not been closed during extrusion. to intrinsic failure of the interface. In addition to
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voiding, some SiC particles, and any coarse
intermetallics associated with them. crack during
tensile straining. Cracks produced by voidin,- or
by particle fracture then link by ductile failure of
the matrix. To optimize the tensile elongation it
will be necessary to limit particle clustering. to
eliminate any voids associated with the particle
clusters, and to control the alloy composition and
heat treatment so that no coarse intermetallics are
present in the microstructure.

5. Summarizing remarks

When metal matrix composites are produced
by the casting method. several factors have to be
considered which differentiate them from com-
posites produced by the powder metallurg% route.
With SiC reinforcement, the technology has to
limit AI.C, formation. which can be done by
process control or by a suitable choice of matrix
alloy. The distribution of the reinforcement is a
function of the solidification rate: in general the
higher the solidification rate. the more uniform
the distribution. Because the SiC is situated in the
interdendritic regions. the alloy metallurgy has to
be controlled carefully to prevent brittle inter-
metalits being associated with the reinforcement
and this. of course, is also a consideration in conm-
posites made by the powder metallurgy route.

There are still many aspects of the behaviour
of particulate composites. especially those a.so-m ciated with fracture. which are not fully under-
stood. However. the progress made to date
indicates that these composites have considerable

Fig. 14. Fracture surfaces in ,6061. ,I) 6061 - ! 0voI.NSiC potential as general engineering materials.
and (c 6061-20vol.%SiC all in T4 temper.
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Abstract structure, intermetallic alloys tend to have smaller

Nickel aluninide marrco s reinforced self-diffusion coefficients than those of dis-
with continuous fibers, di.mcontinuous fibers and ordered alloys. The restricted atomic mobility

particulates are attractive materials for high tern- generally results in excellent corrosion and creep
resistance [3]. Also, nickel aluminide is the mostperature structural applications. They possess important strengthening constituent of commer-

excellent high temperature strength, good creep cial nickel-based superalloys and is responsible
and oxidation resistance, as well as lower density for their high temperature strength and creep
than superalloys. A variety of alloys based upon resistance. The yield strengths of various conven-
Ni3Al have been successfully produced and are
reported to have improved properties over stoichi- tional alloys and advanced intermetalic alloys as
ometric Ni3AI. These alloys are all candidate afunctionof temperaturest reshown inFig. 1[1].matrx mteralsfor ntemetlli matix ornpo- The high temperature strength of advanced inter-matrix materials for intermetallic matrix compo- metallic alloys at 850 °C is superior to that of
site3. This paper provides a comprehensive over- nickel-based superalloys. However, the appfica-
view of the recent development of nickel aluminide tions of polycrystalline aluminides as engineering
matrix composites. Various processing techniques materials has been limited primarily because of
such as hot pressing, diffusion bonding, hot extru-
sion, reactive sintering, and liquid infiltration have
been employed to consolidate the composites. The
interface compatibility between various reinforce- -A 130

ments and nickel aluminide matrices are exam- -- '0
ined. Finally, the mechanical properties and the NAVA

directions for future development of various nickel 1,0
alurninide matrix composites are discussed. -AVANC ,, 90

i. Introduction

Ordered inte'metallic alloys such as nickel alu- -0
minides are attractive materials for high tempera- *0 I

lure st, uctural applications due to their high I I :
strength retention at elevated temperatures, com- -0
bined with low density and ood oxidation resist- ,t , ' 
ance [1, 2]. b-ecause of the long-range ordered ,

0 00 lo o

TEMPERATURE ( C

*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Plic-
nomena in Composites, Processing, Chctracterization. and Fig. 1. Yield strength of Iarious alloys and advanced inter-
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI, June 1-3, 1988. metallic alloys as a function of temperature 1I

0921 -5093/89/S3.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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the severe problem of poor ductility and brittle much better specific properties than nickel-based
intergranular fractuie at ambient temperatures. superalloys.
Factors which may lead to the brittle failure of Recently, extensive work on developing pro-
intermetallic alloys include a limited number of cessing techniques, optimizing the interface com-
easy slip systems, large slip vectors, restricted patibility and characterizing the mechanical
cross-slip and difficulty of transmitting slip across properties of composite based upon Ni3Ai
grain boundaries [4]. Nevertheless, significant matrix alloys are being conducted in many
improvement in the ductility and toughness has laboratories. The purpose of this paper is to pro-
been achieved through various metallurgical tech- vide a comprehensive overview of the recent
niques such as processing control, grain refine- development of nickel aluminide matrix compo-
ment, microalloying, macroalloying, and rapid sites based upon Ni3AL. NiAI will be excluded
solidincation [5, 61. For example, it has been from our discussion because of its poor high tem-
found that the addition of a small amount of perature strength and low ductility at room tem-
boron into Ni3AI increases the grain boundary perature.
adhesion, thereby inhibiting brittle intergranular
fracture of polycrystalline Ni 3AI [7]. A tensile 2. Design of Ni3AI matrix alloys
elongation greater than 50% with virtually Current efforts on alloy design of Ni 3AI have
100% transgranular failure has been achieved in been fos on o y es o im AI of
Ni-24at.%Al containing about 0.5 at.% B (8-101. been focused on four areas: (1) improvement of
A comprehensive discussion of the toughening of ductility at ambient temperatures, (2) enhance-
various intermetallic alloys is summarized in refs. ment of high temperature strength by solid
4-6. solution effects, (3) alleviation of dynamic

The breakthrough in intermetallic alloy tech- embrittlement in oxidizing environments, and

nol3gy has also opened up a significant opportu- (4) fabrication improvement [1]. Based upon

nity for developing a new class of intermetallic these efforts, a variety of matrix alloys have been

matrix composites. The incorporation of particu- developed including IC-15 (Ni-24.0at.%Al-
lates, whiskers or continuous fibers into the inter- 0.24at.%B), IC-50 (Ni-23at.%AI-0.5at.%Hf-
metallic alloy matrix should produce a composite 0.2at.%B), IC-218 (Ni-16.5at.%AI-8.Oat.%Cr-
which possesse, a lower density, improved tensile 0.4at.%Zr-0. Iat.%B), and IC-221 (Ni-16at.%Al-
strength and creep resistance. Potential applica- 8.0&t.%Cr-lat.%Zr-0.1at.oB) [1]. Another type

tions of these novel intermetallic composites of alloy is represented by nickel-iron aluminide
include hypersonic aircraft, space vehicles, and with composition ranges (at.%) of: Ni-18.5

jet engines, etc., where light weight and sufficient + 1.5%AI-13.5 ± 2.5%Fe-5.5 ± 2.5%Cr-0.25 ±

specific stiffness and strength at elevated tem- 0.15%Zr(Hf)-0.1 ±0.04%B. These alloys have

perature are required. Figure 2 shows the calcu- also been developed for potential structural use

lated specific strength of various alloys and at elevated temperatures.
aluminide matrix composites as a function of In these aluminides, chromium is added for

temperature [11]. It is clear that the SiC fiber- reducing dynamic embrittlement in oxidizing

reinforced aluminide matrix composites have environments at elevated temperatures, and zir-
conium or hafnium is added for improving high-
temperature strength via solid-solution hardening

.EMPOATURE , effects. Microalloying with boron enhances grain
200 400 O $00 000 boundary cohesive strength and increases duc-

2 SIM =- tility at ambient temperatures. Addition of iron to
,'0 0 'I nickel-iron aluminides is to improve hot fabrica-
,' oility. Excellent tensile and creep properties as

-X - I well as oxidation resistance have been achieved in
Ni3AI alloys which serve ar, attractive matrix

0materials for composite development.

, " ,goo ,, 3W 2 3. Processing development
T (MJDOATU t((-f)

Fig. 2. Calculated specific strength as a function of tempera- Various processing methods have been
ture for various alloys and SiCalumninidc .ompositcs[ i1. employed to consolidate the nickel aluninide
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matrix composites with continuous and discon- unidirectional tape. The precollimated fiber tape
tinuous ceramic fibers, as well as particulates. can also be made by plasma spraying. The nickel
The most representative processes are discussed aluminide matrix alloy can be fabricated into the
in the following, form of a thin sheet. The treform tape can then

be sandwiched between layers of thin nickel alu-
3.1. Hot pressing/hot isostatic pressing minide matrix foils and consolidated into fully

Hot pressing or hot isostatic pressing of mix- densed composite by applying heat and pressure
tures of prealloyed matrix powders and rein- in vacuum or in an inert atmosphere. Nieh et aL
forcements has been used extensiveiy to fabricate [11] have made reaction couples for compatibility
metal matrix composites. This method is particu- studies by diffusion bonding IC-50 sheets (0.5
larly suitable for particulate, whisker and short mm) and SiC (SCS-6) fibers at 700-1100 'C for I
fiber reinforced nickel aluminide matrix compo- to 6 h under vacuum (10- Pa). To our knowl-
sites. Povirk et aL [12] used a hot pressing tech- edge, no nickel aluminide matrix composite
nique to consolidate both IC-15 and IC-218 plates with continuous fibers have been produced
matrix composites with short alumina fibers. to date. The optimum processing conditions ,uch
Composites were fabricated by mixing the nickel as temperature, pressure, atmosphere and time to
aluminide powders (normally 100 mm diameter) produce void-free nickel aluminide matrix com-
with up to 20 vol.% alumina fibers (3 mm in posites need to be developed.
length) in a hexane slurry with a high shear mixer.
The mixtures were dried and then hot-pressed in 3.3. Hot extrusion
graphite dies. The IC-15 matrix composite was A hot extrusion technique has been used to
consolidated at 1300-1350 'C for 1 h with a fabricate TiC and A120 3 particulate-reinforced
pressure of 20 MPa; a temperature of 1250- IC-221 composites [15]. In this process, the gas
1300 °C using 20 MPa pressure for 1.5 h was atomized matrix powders were mixed with TiC
sufficient for IC-218 matrix. The lower pro- or A120 3 particulates. The mixtures were then
cessing temperature for IC-218 was mainly due vacuum hot pressed to ingot and subsequent)
to the addition of chromium which disorders the HIPed at 1162 °C/105 MPa/3 h to 97% density,
material at high temperatures and enhances the then hot extruded to rod at 1150 °C to form t
diffusion kinetics. In both cases, high density with fully dense composite billet. Direct hot extrusion
low porosity were achieved in the composites. from loose powder mixtures is also being studied
However, some fiber clusters and a substantial at various laboratories. Temperature and extru-
amount of fiber brLakage occurred during the sion ratio are the important processing param-
processing of the composites. eters which must be optimized.

Bose et al. [13] have successfully consolidated
an IC-218 matrix composite with 5 vol.% short 3.4. Reactive sintering
alumina fibers by hot isostatic pressing at Reactive sintering has been developed by Bose
1100 °C for I h and at a pressure of 172 MPa. et al. [161 to consolidate nickel aluminide matrix
However, fiber alignment in the composite can- composites with discontinu, , alumina fiberb. In
not be achieved by HIPing, if directional proper- this process, the elemental nickel and aluminum
ties are desired. In addition, it appears that the 5 powders were mixed in the stoui.hiometric ratio,
,,ol.% of alumina fibers is tco low to provide ade- along with 3 vol.% of short (3-5 mm) aklmina
quate mechanical properties for structural usc. fibers and boron. The mixtures were then cold
An initial effort to align the short alumina fibers isostaticall, compacted into rods and encapsu-
in IC-218 matrix by using injection molding and lated in stainless steel under vacuum ,5 x 10
subsequently HiPing has been attempted, but the Pa) and hot isostatically presse:d. Th-s is a rela-
results have not been reported [13]. tively new process to fabricate composites. The

major advantage of this process is that the reac-
3.2. Diffusion bonding tion to form the compound may occur at tem-

Diffusion bonding is one of the most popular peratures far below the melting point of the
methods to fabricate metal matrix composites ,ompound. The lowest-melting eutectic forms in
with continuous fibers [14]. The fiber array is the Ni-Al system at 640 'C. At moderate tem-
generally made by win'ing the fibers on a drum. pcratures, the elemental aluminum povders eact
and then spraying them with a binder to form a and form the desired compund. usually in a
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highly exothermic reaction. Once the reaction is summarized in Table 1. It is shown that, even at
starts, the heat of reaction causes the lower-melt- 1500 'C, the angle of contact between i' '1203 and
ing constituent to form a liquid to produce a rapid liquid nickel is 125', i.e. no w etting occurs. How-
densification. For example, reactie sintering of c~er certain alloying a Iditions such as titanium
Ni3Ai + B with alumina fibers has been carried could chaagt the Ni-AI20 3 systems from non-
out at 800 °C for 30 min at a pressure of 104 wetting to wetting [201 and can also improve the
MPa. This is in contrast to 1100-1300 'C for hot wetting between A103 fibers and Ni3AI [17].
pressing or HIPing. However, the actual tempera- Similar studies need to be performed to under-
ture at the reaction front has no: been measured, stand the wetting of Ni3AI alloys %Nith various
but was estimated to be around 1500 *C. As a potential reinforcements.
result, one must consider the high reaction front In addition to the abo,,e-mentioned processing
temperature and duration which might play techniques, several other methods have also been
dominant roles in determining the interface com- used to strengthen the nickel aluminide matrix.
patibility. Sintering temperature, heat rate, par- For example, mechanical alloying followed by
ticle size, composite dimension and reaction HIPing was used to fabricate oxide (Y.03, A120 3,
environment are the key processing parameters or ThO,) dispersion strengthened IC-50 alloys
controlling the quality of the composite. Reactive [211. In this case, a dramatic increasL. in yield
sintering of the Ni3AI + B with Y'0 3 coated SiC strength at room temperature was achieved. This
fibers has been made at 750 'C for 10 min. A was attributed to the influerce of fine dispersoids
post reaction heat treatment at 1300 'C/1 h was on the refinement of the matrix grain size during
also used to homogenize further the matrix consolidation, rather than the Orowan streng-
microstructure. However, it is clear that the fiber thening mechanism.
volume content in the composite needs to be
increased in order to obtain the desirable 4. Interface compatibility
strengthening effect from the reinforcements.

The nature and properties of the interface are
3.5. Liquid infiltration/pressure casting of paramount importance in determining the per-

Liquid infiltration/pressure casting has been formance of the cc .1 osite. Although the
used to fabricate a Ni3AI (IC-50) matrix com- development of reinforcemert/matrix interaction
posite with alumina fibers [171. The precollimated zone of some thickness is desirable for establish-
fibers were placed into a mold, and the molten ing sound interfacial bonding, overgrowth of the
Ni3A1 matrix was infiltrated into the pre-evacu- interaction layer will be detrimental to the com-
ated and preheated mold followed by a solidifica- posite properties [14]. Also, the selection of an
tion process. The casting process was carried out appropriate diffu.sion barrier material to prevent
at temperatures between 1400 and 1700 °C deleterious interaction relies on a detailed knowl-
under 2.7 MPa of argon gas pressure. The key edge of the interaction betveen the reinforcement
issue in solidification processing is wetting and the matrix. Therefore, it is of considerabk
between the reinforcement and the liquid matrix importance to understand the compatibility
[181. Wetting of the fiber surface with a liquid between the nickel aluminide matrix and various
matrix is necessary to promote the formation of a reinforcements.
chemica! bond at the interface. Extensive work has
been conducted to study the wetting behavior of 4.1. Interface chemnical reactions
various carbides, oxides and borides with nickel 4.1.1. AI,Od/NiAi
[191. The wetting angle at a specific temperature The interactions between AI,O, fibers and
between Ni and various potential reinforcements both IC-15 and IC-218 matrices have been

TABLE I The icning Ietseen nickel and %arious potential reinforcements 1191 (temperature °(-contact angle)

SiC BC TiC ZrC I I(C
Ni 1459-65 1460-88 1380-23 1380-24 1380-23

AI,O, SiO, ZrO., "' ZrB.
Ni I 500-15o 150b- 125 1506- 130 1480-40 1500-42
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TABLE 2 Reaction betweent A1203 and sarious nickel-based alloys and nickel alumninides [12, 16,20, 22- 271

Fiber Matrix Reaction piducts Remark

Single-crystal A1., Ni NiAI,04  Heat treated at 1300T0 for 100 It in helium
Single-crystal A1203  Ni-20Cr Ni-Cr-Al Spinel Heat treated at 1300 TC for 100 It in helium
Single-crystal Al203  Hastelloy-X No reaction products Heat treated at 1300 *C for 100 ht in helium
Single-crystal AIA0 NASA Nifeco 5 No reaction products% [-feat treated at 1300T' for 100 1 in lieliun

Single-crystal Al,O, Inconel-718 No reactiont products Heat treated at I I00'C for 100 It it vactium
Single-crystal AI,03  Ni- I OCr No reaction products Heat treated at I 100 TC for 100 h it % acuium
A1203 powder Ni NiAI3  H-ot pressed at 1350T', 2 ht

Polycrystallinte AI,03  IC-I15 No reactiont products I lot pressed at 1300T', 0.5 Ih
Polycrystalline A1203  lC-2 18 No reaction products Hot pressed at 1250 TC, 0.5 h
Polycrystalline AIA0 NiAI + B No reaction products Reactive sintering at 800T', 0.5 I

studied [121. The chemical interactions of various -

types of AlO-3 with nickel-based alloys and
nickel aluminides are summarized in 'hble 2 [12,
16, 20, 22-271. No continuous reaction phases
between the alumina fibers and both IC-I15 and ~
IC-218 nickel aluminides were observed from
TEM micrographs and microdiffraction patterns.
Concentration profiles measured across the inter-
face by EDS also revealed no evidence of inter-t
face reaction in the composite. The TEM results
did indicate, however, that the matrix was in
intimate contact with the fiber surface, suggesting
that bonding betwveen the A1203 fiber and the 1. I
matrix had occurred 112]. Metallographic exami--
nation also showed no apparent attack of the amu- F'ig 3 Brigt field TEM MiLrugrdph uf an dnnealed IC-

matrix~ afe 18 /ALO. composite showing ZrO, particle% on ait aluntinamina fibers by Ni3AI ±B (IC-IS) marxafe iber. Arrows point to the zirconia particles.
reactive sintering [ 16]. However, previous studies
had indicated that the single-crystal A110 3 fiber
reacted cxtensi~ely wvith Ni and Ni-20%' Cr to Zirconia particles, 1 -2 pim in diameter, were
form MiA, spinel and Ni-Cr-Al spin-l, oLker'ed along the fiberi'matrix interface in an
respectively, after heat treatment at 1300 *C for AI,O IIC-218 composite (Fla. 3) [121. Trhe for-
100 h in a helium atmosphere [22;. It was mation of zirconia particles resulted from the
belie'ved that the reaction %%,ts the result of nickel reacton of Lirconium in solution in the matrix
reacting ;&ith AI,0 3, in the presence~ of sufficient with excess oxygen that %%,s present during hot
free oxygen. Onl the other hand, by alloying the pressing. Similar Lireoflia particles were also
nickel matrix v ith 1 00N Cr. it wa s found to be obser, ed at grain bou~ndaries in the hot pressed
possible to present the spinel formation Lcten IC-218 alloys. owvrthe size of the particles
after a 100 h '.acuum anneal at 1100 'C t26 "JS mu1lch smnaller '1 50-300) rn in diameter) in
Thus, even though h vrcse lOnIcl li, unreinforccd alloys. Zirconia particles in the
aluminidc cornpositc does not shiow any chctic ti 1(7-218 matrix aw ty from the int~rfac %%ere the
reaction, a reaction mig~ht tatke place during highi Same -ZL as those in the unri-inforeed alloys. The
temperaturc %er,.ict en-vifonments. It is apparent unusually, larg~e si/A. of zirconia particles wais
that more work is nece:ssary to understand attributcd to enhanlcd nuclecation at the fiber sur-
thoroughlyv the compatibility betweeni 'arious ahj- fac 12;. Cracks %vere obscrcd bet-ween the
mina fibers and nickel aluminide miatrix urder ZrO. paiticles and thc 1(C-218 matrix. indicating
arious thermo- mechanical cn-. i ortmctts. rela' ely poor bonding at the interface. Th*1e
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presence of the ZrO, particles w, ill hae a detri- after high temperature heat treatment, while no
mental effect on the mechanical properties of the silicon .r carbon wvas detected at the aluminide
composite. It is possible to eliminate the presence reactiot, surface. This suggested that nickel is the
of zirconia particles by reducing the zirconium dominant diffusing species responsible for the
content or by replacing the zirconium with haf- overall reaction. Severe reaction between SCS-6
nium in Ni3AI alloys, fibers and Ni 3A! + B matrix after reactive sinter-

ing at 750 °C for 10 min was also observed [161.
4.1.2. Ti]NiM3AI Again, this might be due to the effect of high reac-
The interaction between TiC and nickel pro- tion front temperature as stated earlier. The

cessed by internal carburization has been investi- chemical reactions of various SIC with nickel-
gated [281. It was found that TiC particles were too based alloys and nickel aluminides are summar-
soluble in the nickel matrix and coarsened too ized in Table 3 [11, 16, 29-371.
rapidly at temperatures above 800 *C. It was sug- It has further been shown that the reaction
gested that a highly alloyed matrix might be more between SiC fiber and IC-50 is -very similar to the
effective to decrease the solubility of TiC in the reaction between SiC and nickel-based super-
matrix and to lower the diffusion rate of titanium alloys, except the reaction rate for the former is
and carbon. In the case of TiC/IC-221, it was also about five times slower than the latter [11, 291.
found by SEM/EDS that zirconium and boron Since the nickel-based superalloy contains a large
diffused to the TiC particle surface after heat amount of y' (which is primarily nickel alumi-
treatment at 1100 °C for 100 h [151. However, nide), the overall chemical reactivities for the
the detailed reaction has not yet been studied. superalloy are expected to be similar to those of

the nickel aluminide. The rate difference is con-
4.1.3. SiC/NiAI nected with the fact that nickel aluminide is
The interface reactions of AVCO's SCS-6 fiber essentially a stoichiometric compound. In order

with both IC-50 and IC-221 matrices have been to react with SiC, chemical debonding of the
investigated. The reaction between SCS-6 fibers compound must take place prior to the reaction.
and IC-50 matrix resulted in the formation of In the case of the nickel-based superalloy, nickel
multilayer reaction products at the interface [11]. is not only present in the y' precipitates, but also
Similar results have been observed for the solid- in the solid solution matrix. It is the nickel in the
state reaction between SiC and A.ous nickel- solid solution matrix that leads to the faster reac-
based alloys [291. Elemental analysis using tion in the SiC/superalloy than in the SiC/nickel
electron microprobe indicated that the hafnium aluminide system. It has been shown that the
and boron in IC-50 were not present in the reac- carbon-rich layer outside the SiC fiber is not an
tion layer, nor did they segregate to reaction lay- effective diffusion barrier to prevent the chemical
ers during the reactions. A significant amount of reaction between the SiC fiber and nickel alumi-
nickel was detected at the reaction surface of SiC nide matrix [ 11]. Thus, it is apparent that a diffu-

TABLE 3 ReactionsbetieenSiC and %ariousnickel-lased allosand nickel aluininides[I 1. 16.29-371

SiC Ni-based alloy Reactions Remark

SiC Ni 6-NiSi + graphite I lot pressed at 10010 C. 100 I

SiC Ni-20Cr 6-Ni.Si + graphite + i,'-CrNiSiC I lot pressed at 1150 *C, 100 h

SiC I lastelloy-X Multilayer reaction products I lot presed at I 150 C. 100 I

SiC Rene "77 Multilayer reaction products I lot pressed at I 150 *C. 10) I

SiC fiber Fla;telloy-X Multilayer reaction products I IlPed at I 150 C. 100 h

SiC fiber Waspallov Multilayer reaction products I IlWed at I 150 *C. 100 h

SiC fiber NiCrAI Multilayer reaction products I llPed at I I 5)C. 100 t

SCS-6 fiber NiAI + 1 Mnultilayer reaction products Reactive mintcring at 75t C 10 min

SiC IC-50 4-layer reaction products l)iffusion bonded al 900*('. I I

SCS-6 fiber IC-50 .- layer reaction proiticts l)ffuson bonded at II htt) C. I I

SCS-6 fiber 1W-221 Multilayer reaction product, I lot pressed at 980'(. I h
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sion barrier must be developed for the SiC/Ni3AI pared by hot pressing at temperatures of 780 °C
composite system. and 986 *C are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respec-

The reaction between SCS-6 fibers and IC- tively [37]. It is clear that even at a low process-
221 in a composite prepared by hot pressing at ing temperature (780 °C), extensive reactions
980 'C is shown in Fig. 4. Below 980 'C, multi- occurred between the fiber and the matrix. Even
layer reaction products formed at the interface. Nvith B4C coating, nickel can still diffuse rapidly
The thickness of the reaction zones increases as into the fiber and react with boron to form NiB
the composites were subjected to longer time or Ni3B2. At higher processing temperature
exposure. However, when the composite A as sub- (980 °C), the whole fiber reacted with IC-221 as
jected to thermal exposure at 980 °C for more shown in Fig. 8. Previous studies had shown that
than 3 h in vacuum, a rapid increase in reaction boron reacted extensively with nickel at tempera-
zone thickness has been observed as shown in tures above 700 'C [381. Thus, the B4C/B fiber is
Fig. 5. The elemental distribution across the reac- not a suitable reinforcement for nickel aluminide,
tion zone is shown in Fig. 6. The detailed chemi- unless an effective diffusion barrier coating is
cal composition and microstructure of the used.
reaction products will be reported elsewhere [371.

4.1.5. TiB.,/NisAl

4.1.4. B4C[B-NiAI Titanium diboride is one of the most promis-
Optical micrographs of as-processed BC/B ing candidates as reinforcement and coating

fiber-reinforced IC-221 matrix composites pre-

Vg 6 ,lmna ditibto from0 theraon aes

,- 4

-|x

AW,1

-A Al

Fig. 6. Elemental distribution from the reaction layrs of
Fig. 4. Chemical interactions of SCS-6 fiber with IC-221I SCS-6/IC-22 I after heat treatment at 980 *C for 6 h.
matrix after hot pressing -it 980 T for 2 It.

Fig. 5. Chemical intLraction- of SCS- , re)Lr with IC-221 Fig. 7. Chemical interaction% of B,/B fiber ,.ith IC-221
matrix after heat treatment at 980) C for 6 h. matrix after hot pressing at 780 '( for I I.
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phases at the interface and fiber degradation. The
- .coating layer also provides wetting for a molten

matrix alloy if a liquid-phase fabrication method
is used.

" - .Based upon the results obtained from the
Z 74 above studies, it has been identified that nickel is

, ... the dominant diffusion species during the inter-
- - action between SiC and ,arious nickel aluminides

I. [11]. Therefore, an obvious way to restrict the
n" -interaction is by selecting a bailer to slow down

4. - the diffusion of nickel. Comparing the diffusion

coefficients of nickel in 'various materia!s, oxidesare one of the most effective diffusion barriers for

nickel. Nieh et aL studied the interface interaction
Fig. 8. Chemical interactions of B.3C/B fiber with IC-221 between the SiC fiber and IC-218 matrix foils
matrix after hot pressing at 980 *C for I h. which were preoxidized to form an A120 3 film

[11]. The results show that there is no or little
material for titanium aluminide matrix compo- interaction between the preoxidized IC-218
sites due to its chemical stability 139]. However, a matrix and SCS-6 fibers even at 1100 'C. How,-
distinct intergranular phase bet\meen TiB, and ever, preoxidizing the matrix foil might result in
Ni3AI has been observed in a TiB,-Ni. A! speci- poor bonding during the composite consolida-
men processed by hot pressing at 1550 °C for 2 h tion.
under vacuum (10-2 Pa [401. The intergranular Bose et al. have shown that by coating a thin
phase has been identified as boride tau phase- layer of YO 3 on the SCS-6 fiber by CVD can
(NiTi,).3B, by using Analytical Electron Mi- protect the fiber from the matrix during the reac-
croscopy. Aluminum was not detected in the tive sintering cycle [16]. The fact that Y,0 3 pre-
intergranular tau phase. The formation of this %ents the destruction of SiC fiber during
interphase is attributed to the high processing processing is consistent with the findings of
temperature during liquid-phase sintering. Ho% - Mehan et al. that Y,0 3 protects SiC in contact
ever, the boride tau phase may not be present in vith nickel-based alloys [34]. It has also been
the TiB,-reinforced NiAI composites produced found that HfC is an effective diffusion barrier for
by solid-phase processing techniques. The inter- preventing the deleterious reaction between SiC
face reactions of TiB,/Ni and TiB,/Ni.,Al sam- fiber and the nickel-based superalloys (Hastel-
pies processed at 1200 *C are being investigated loy-X and WaspalloN, [36]. These prelimina
[41, 42]. Meanwhile, it has been reported that no results have confirmed that oxides and carbides
reaction occurred between TiB. particulates and are good diffusion barriers in inhibiting SiC"
NiAI matrix processed b) XD synthesis followed nicktl aluminide reaction. Ho%%eer. it is neces-
by hot pressing [431. The lack of reaction in TiB,,' sar% to develop a reliable, continuous and
NiAI composite is pre.,umably due to the fact that cost-effective coating technique, and to under-
the chemical activity of Ni in NiAI is three orders stand the influence of the interface layer on the
of magnitude lower than that of N;,AI [44]. composite strength and the stability and relia-

bilitv of the barrier under various service envi-
4.2. Controiofinterfce reactions ronments. A thermodynamic code-FACT (Facil-

A substantial amount of research on control- itN for the Analysis of Chemical Thermo-
ling the interface reaction has been performed dynamics,-has bLen developed recently by 3aal
,201. In order to minimize the excessive reinforce- and Palton to study the compatibility among
ment/matrix interaction and to achieve rea.on- fibers, matrices and coatings [45;. This code cal-
able service life, it is necessar to suppress the culation can be used as a general guideline for
formation of undesirable compounds or to -ontrolling and predicting the interface reactions.
reduce the diffusion rate at the interface. Fiber Recently. a nev% technique to coat a thin layer
surface coating has been shown as one of the of A1,01 on the SCS-6 and B C/B fiber surfaces
most effective methods to provide a diffusion from an organometallit precursor solution has
barrier to arrest possible forming of un'nanted been investigated ;46). The fibers %%erc passed
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through solution followed by hydrolysis or p)ro- between the large ZrOz particles and the matrix
lysis of the organometallic compound to form at the interface, as discussed above.
AIO 3 on the fiber surfaces. Preliminary experi- Moore et aL. [13, 161 have also found that the
mental results show that the solution-coated incorporation of random alumina fibers in
fibers can reduce the interaction with nickel alu- Ni3AI+B produced no strengthening and
minide matrix. Further work is unde. ,ay to actually caused a decrease in tensile strength due
explore the potential of this promising process. to the sharply loNered ductility of the composite.
Preliminary study on CVD-coated B4C/B with Howvever, the heat-treated IC-218 containing 5%
A12O3 has proven to be successful in preventing random AI_0 3 short fibers processed by reactive
interface reaction between the BC/B fiber and hot isosttic pressing had 61% elongation at room
IC-221 matrix [461. temperature [16]. SEM fractographic analysis of

the composite fracture surface showed that
matrix fracture is mainly transgranular, although

Mechanical properties the ductility of the composite was low. The poor
The combination of high strength, high stiff- mechanical properties are generall) attributed to

ness reinforcements and the high temperature the randomness of the fiber orientation, fiber
strength, low density matrix should result in corn- ,lustering, relative poor bonding, and the brittle-
posites with attractive mechanical properties. ness of the alumina fibers. Recently, IC-221
However, onlv very limited mechanical property matrix composites reinforced with 25 vol.% of
data for the Ni.AI matrix composites have been A120 3 and TiC particulates produced by hot
reported. Table 4 summarizes the preliminary extrusion have sho%n a substantial improvement
results of the yield strength, and the breaking in specific modulus over the matrix alloy [151.
strain of some nickel-aluminide-based compo- The inferior properties obtained in the AIO 3-
sites. It is shown that by adding 20 vol.% of reinforced composites seem mainly due to the
random AI,O short fibers into IC-15 and con- poor fabrication processes. The mechanical
solidating by hot pressing, has resulted in a yield properties of composites are strongl) affected by
strength 'four-point bending , of up to 550 MPa their constituents as well as processing condi-
and more than 5% of strain-to-failure '12,. The tions. It is apparent that the optimum processing
annealed AI,OJ]IC-15 composite shoved an conditions for incorporating any of the potential
elongation to failure of 10% under uniaxial ten- reinforcements discussed above have not been
sion. The fracture surface show-ed that the cracks developed. A nickel aluminide matrix composite
often deflected along the fibermatrix interface with superior performance can only be achieved
generating matrix microcracks. These results sug- with controlled microstructure and optimum
gest that, at room temperature, a nickel aluminide interface bonding.
matrix is sufficiently ductile to resist crack., intro-
duced from fiber breakage. The results for 6 Dirctions and future outlook
AIO/IC-218 under bending showed brittle fail-
ure with a maximum strain of less than 1% and NihAI matrix composites are promising ma-
fracture strength of less than 200 MPa. The low. terialk for various high temperature structural
ductility w:'s attributed to the weak bonding applications. Hovever, their potential has not yet

TABLE 4 Mechanical properties of nickel aluminide and composites 12. 13. 161

Material Test temperature Yield strenth UTS Strain Remark

IC-218 25 663 1408 23.5 As lilPed 1 150C

AI_,INi A!+B 25 474 548 1.0 A- liPed 800 C

AI.o,/IC-218 25 663 893 3.5 Asa I i1'ed 1150C

AI,O/IC-2i8 25 199 756 6. A HiPed and heat treated at I 150 'C

AIOS,/1C-2 I S 600 814 849 1.0 A% I ilPed at 1150 °C

AIO IC-15 25 500 - > 5 As hot prc.-,sed 13(11 C. bending

AI. /IC-2 !8 25 - 170-100 < I As hot pressed 1250 C. bending
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been full) explored. Considerable research effort face reactions. It is therefore recommended that
is still needed to address the scientifi, and tech- more effort be concentrated on the understand-
nological issues concerning the de~elopment of ing of the reactions and kinetics betwseen AI,O.
this novel high temperature structural composite. and %arious nickel aluminide alloNs. The deelop-
Some of the critical issues are summarized as fol- ment of an AlO2 coating to present the reaction
lows. degradation of continuous B.C/B and SiC fibers

is also needed. In addition, matrix alloy modifica-
6.1. Development and optnization of processing tiuns to promote the %%etting betwseen Ni3AI and
nethods various reinforcements for liquid infiltration

The processing techniques for fabricating the manufacturing processes are required.
nickel aluminide matrix composites are in the
early stages of development. In this regard, much 6.3. Development of neit niatri.t allois
can be learned from the aluminum and titanium The nickel aluminides recentlN de~eloped are
r'atrix composites which have been studied certainl% promising for structural appli.ations at
extensively. Essentiall%, all of the processing elevated temperatur's, Net additional de.lop-
methods used in the fabrication of the aluminum mental work is needed for further impro% ing their
and titanium matrix composites are adaptable to mechanical and metallurgical properties. These
the nickel aluminide matrix composites. Due to include: a, optimize the microstructure and
the unique properties of nickel aluminides, the properties of the allo through control of the rela-
development of novel processing methods tive amounts of Al. Cr. ZreHf,; %bi improve cold
together with modifying the existing techniques and hot fabricabilit), (c, improve the %%eldabilit.
should be pursued. Optimum processing condi- and corrosion resistance through control of
tions should be developed by concentrating on a minor alloy additions.
selected processing approach and relate the It must be noted that the mechanical propertq
properties of the composite to interfacial and improvements achieved in the ne%%er nickel alu-
microstructural features. Hast) judgements based minide alloys should not be the onl) considera-
on preliminar data to eliminate or include an) tion in the selection and design of composite
material or process should be discouraged, matrices s)stems. This is due to the fact that the
especiall% in vie%% of the unique beha ior and properties of a composite are often dominated by
rapid advancement or monolithic nickel alumi- the properties of the reinforcements, particularl)
nide alloys. for continuous fiber-reinforced composites. In

the selection of matrix materials, the chemistry
62 Optihization ofreitforcemenct,'iatri differences betw een the various nickel aluminide
interface alloys is obviously a more important factor in

It is %%ell established that the interface plays a controlling the interface reactions, therefore, the
dominant role in controlling the load transfer effi- service life of the composites.
ciency, as well as the failure behavior of the com-
posites. The understanding of the interface 6.4. Charm ierization offratture and deformation
reaction products and their growth kinetics are mechanisms
necessar% in order to optimize the process para- Mechanical propert% measurements on a com-
meters during fabrication and service en~iron- posite system are essential, but the failuredefor-
ments. The selection of chemically compatible mation meChanisms and fracture modes need to
reinforcements is desirable but is often unachic - be inestiiated simultancou.i. It is preiature to
able during the ser ice conditions. When exces- abandon a s%:tem based .impl% on prelimina
sive reactions occur at the interface as in the case mechanical properties data. It Is felt that micro-
of SiC and nickel aluminide allo~s. a diffusion analyses .,ui as interfacial and microstructural
barrier is needed. An efficient diffusion barrier characterization must be correlated %%ith both
material must be able to bond %%ell %%ith the rein- static and dynamic propertie., in order to estab-
forcement and matrix, and possessc. adequate lish the potential usefuhes. of the nickel alumi-
strength. nide composite systems. A database containing

In the case of nickel aluminide, work per- information on processing;.microstructure,.prop-
formed so far seems to indicate that aluminum erties relationships is needed for design and life
oxide is probabl% a miterial %%ith minimum inter predic.tions. Particular attention should be paid to
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the understanding of the strength, deformation twon of Coniposite3. North-Holland. Nex% York. 1985. P.
mechanism, and failure modes of the composites 221.

aelevated temperatures. 20 A. Gi. Metcalfe, in A. Gi. Metcalfe (ed.), Interfaces in Metal
at Matrix Composites. Academic Press, New York, 1974. p.

65.
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Abstract can affect the properties and interfacial charac-

Metal matrix composite materials which utilize teristics of the final material. The processes used
discontiuouts-typ~e reiforcenent undergo tit for producing composite billets will be discussed

operations associated with ingot, powder or cast first. To facilitate discussion, these processes have
been subdivided into three categore:mle

metal manufacturing in addition to their onl bensbiie notrectgories: moltenmeta mattfcttrin bz ddiionto he&own metal processing, powder processing and deposi-

unique operations. An attempt is made to stum- mr
marize the scope of operations for both cast- and tion processing. Fabrication processes for these
powder-based processing and identify processing composite billets will then be considered.

issues which cause inatrix-reinforcement interface
and property variability :n discontinuous netal 2. Billet processing
natrix comnposites. 2.1. Molten metal processing

1. Introduction Of the three categories, this one encompasses

Of all the variable factors contributing to the the widest range of variations. Three papers [2-4]
have reviewed and summarized the body of

properties of metal matrix composites (hereafter knowledge regarding molten metal processing of
MMCs), probably the single most important one DMMC. Considering the recent date of these

is the interface between the matrix and the re- reviews. there is little value in paraphrasing them.
inforcing phase. Considerable effort has been Instead. we will provide a brief description of
devoted to interface characterization of .MMC molten metal processes that have been commer-
materials. However, it is very difficult to make cialized or appear to be moving in that direction.
unambiguous correlations between interface Other molten metal processes which have been
structure and MMC properties because the latter explored, but do not appear to offer much prom-
are influenced by a myriad of other factors- ise of being commercialized, will imply be cited
many of them quite subtle-which need to be with rather terse commentary.
carefully controlled. Conventional casting [2-151. compocasting

It is from this perspective that MMC process- [16-291 and standard squeeze casting [30-371
ing, properties and interfaces are described in this methods for makina DMMC. including some

paper. interesting hybrids, have all been thwarted by oneAlhuh several processing methods haveAlthough smajor problem: the extreme difficulty of simul-
been used to produce MMC [1]. the focus of this taneously obtaining sufficient wetting of the re-
paper is on discontii "ious metal matrix com- inforcement by the molten matrix metal without
posites (hereafter DMMCs) which are reinforced incurng excessive or disastrous reactivity
with whiskers, chopped or milled fibers, or par- between the components.
ticulate of ceramic materials. Processing of com- Only two cases of apparent success in making
mercial DMMC materials generally involves at DMNlC billets by molten metal processes without
least two operations-production of the compo- the use of reinforcement preforms are known to
site material itself and fabrication of this com- the authors. Of course this status is subject to
posite into useful product forms. Both operations rapid change.

*Paperpresendat the sposiu on rfia Phe Magnesium alloys seem to have an inherent
apr presnted a ,oability to adequ?;ciy wet AI.0; and SiC reinforce-

nomcna in Composites: Processing. Charactenzation. and I -
Mechanical Properti s. Newport. RI. June 1 3. 1 9m. ment 14;. C( mmercial production of molten

0921 -50931S91S3.50 -Eikcvicr Scquoiati'rinicd in The NcthcranLh,
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metal processed magnesium-based DMMC is carbide particulate hereafter SiCz,, 15;. Mechan-
imminent. Othervse, successful production of ical properties of these and other DMMC pro-
DMMC material b casting is dependent on the duced b) less promising processe. are given in
use of a proprietary process for coating silicon Table 1.

TABLE 1 Mechanical properties of cast/deposited DMMC

Matrix Reinforcement Process Yiehl Ultimate FIon- Moithhs Ref
(vol.%) stress stress gation (GPa)

(MlIa) (MPaj (%)

o06I-T6 Tokaifi-SiCw (171 Squeeze infiltration at 100 MPa 421 529 4.8 110 50
Slip cast preform + cxtr. 25:1 at 530 *C. I mnrinm:

HT 1 H/530"C + WQ + 8,/i 75"C

As above As above Squeeze infiltration at 100 MPa - 460 - - 50
as cast

As above 0 Squeeze infiltration at !00 MPa 274 309 16 70 50
extr. 25:1 at 530 *C. I m/min

AS7GO3 (AI-7Si + Chopped Nicalon Compocast +.squecze cast at 200 - - - 29
0.25-0.4 Mg) fibers (I5) 25 MlPa

As above 0 As above 100 - - - 29

As above Chopped Nicalon As above + HT 8H,/540 "C 225 - - - 29
fibcrs (15) +4H/160 "C

As above 0 As above 170 - - - 29

A357 casting alloy SiC particulate Permanent (steel) mold 386 393 - !00 I
(20) cast+ IP

As above 0 As above 214 283 - 72 I5

AZ91 Mgalloy SiC particulate (20) Dic cast 217 - 0.7 - 14

As above 0 As above 161 - 3 - 14

2024-T4 142 pm AI:O Compocast + squeeze cast at - 207 0.3 - 21
(20 wt.%) 200 MPa

As above 16 um AIO, As above - 139 0.4 - 21
(206%vt.%1

As above 5 !im AI-O 3  As above - 165 0.5 - 21
(20 a.*/)

As above 5um AlO As above 249 345 3.4 - 21
(5 vwt.%)

As above 0 As above 268 398 8.2 - 21

AI-3 Mg 125-180i pm zircon Vortex-stirrcd casting 68 82 3.8 - 5
particles (20 wt.%) + forged 20% at 475 'C

As above As above Vortex-stirred casting 63 73 3.7 - 5

As above 0 Vortex-stirred casting 83 166 38.5 - 5
+forgcd 20% at 475 C

AI-I2Si-I Cu- Saffil-RF fiber Squeeze infilt. 750 C/ 50MPa 283 312 - 95.2 46
1 Ni (20) preform + stabilized -1h/235"C

As above 0 As above 210 297 - 71.9 46

As above Tokamax SiC,,. As above 298 384 - 11I 46
(20) preform

Commercially 120 pm. spherical Modified spray roll - 94 5 - 83
pure Al sand I S8 + 50% H.R. + 0.5 H1500"C

-,- 0% C.R" + 0.5 i/500"C
As above 120 pm wedge As above - 145 3 - 83

shaped sand (20
As above 80 1 iedge As above - 110 8 - 83

shap, SiC(22i

As above 0 Asabove - 127 22 - .3
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Squeeze infiltration, in its most successful form ever, may require specialized and expensive
for MMC production, involves placing a pre- conversion techniques. Many titanium alloys, for
heated preform of reinforcement into a preheated example, are produced using PREP (Plasma
die or mold, filling the die with molten matrix Rotating Electrode Process) atomization in order
metal, squeezing the molten metal into the pre- to minimize contamination [62].
form using a hydraulic press with a preheated The matrix and reinforcing powders may be
ram, holding the pressure during solidification, mixed together using a variety of techniques,
releasing the pressure and ejecting the resulting these include dry blending in a tumbler [59], wet
composite. This process typically has a cycle time blending in a slurry [63, 641 or co-milling in an
of a few minutes, maximum. Preforms can be attritor [56, 65, 66]. Either coated [59, 64, 671 or
made by stacking fiber bundles or woven fibers, uncoated reinforcement may be used. As in
or they may be formed from whiskers or chopped powder metallurgy, the ease of mixing will
fibers by blending them with fugitive organic depend on the size (and size difference) of the
binders and inorganic binders (e.g. SiO 2 ). The two phases, the morphology of each powder, the
organic binders provide shape-making ability and density difference between the two materials and
the inorganic binders provide strength (after the resilience of each phase [681. In wet blending
firing) for machining and handling. Although applications, surface chemistry effects may also
other terms, such as liquid metal forging [32] and be important [691.
pressure casting [33], have been used to identify The blend of the matrix and reinforcement
this process, we prefer the designation "squeeze powders is then outgassed and consolidated using
infiltration" for processes which employ re- conventional powder metallurgy techniques.
inforcement preforms. Since composite powders often compact less

Fukunaga and colleagues [38-40], and others readily and densify more slowly [70] than their
more recently [41-53], have examined the unreinforced counterparts, most DMMC materi-
squeeze infiltration process. Several aspects have als are consolidated using pressure-assisted tech-
been analyzed, including thermal parameters [38] niques such as vacuum hot pressing [55, 71], hot
elastic deformation and fracture behavior of pre- isostatic pressing [58, 72] and direct powder
forms [43], melt infiltration characteristics [43], extrusion [56, 73]. Reactive phase sintering [74]
heat flow and solidification [43], critical pres- and reactive phase hot isostatic pressing [75] have
sures for infiltration [41], interfacial structure [52] also been used for some materials. A number of
and infiltration kinetics [53]. composites have been prepared by conventional

Squeeze infiltration provides good as-cast pressing and sintering [59, 76], but these materials
properties but it may be limited in the sizes and generally do not exhibit full theoretical density.
shapes of product that can be produced. Toyota
[54] has commercialized this process to make 2.2.1. Powderproces.ingofcommetcial
MMC diesel pistons. Representative mechanical ahminum-SiCcomposites
properties of squeeze infiltration produced Since powder processing has been used to pro-
DMMC are included in Table 1. duce such a variety of composite materials using a

variety of synthesis routes, it would be futile to try
2.2. Powderprocessing to discuss the processing methods used in each

Powder processing has been used to fabricate system. Rather, it appears more appropfiate to
materials in a number of composite systems, outline some of the processing techniques used in
including Al-SiC [551, Al-Glass [56], Al-Met- one particular system-we have chosen commer-
glass [57], Cu-B 4C [58], Cu-TiO, [591, stainless cial SiC-reinforced aluminum composites-in the
steel-Al 20 3 [60], and tool steel-VC [61]. The hope that this may illustr.,te some of the issues
techniques used for producing these materials are involved in processing other composites.
similar to those used for powder metallurgy (PM; Silicon carbide reinforced aluminum compo-
processing of unreinforced materials, they sites fabricated using powder techniques have
involve converting the matrix alloy into a powder, be.-en reviewed by several authors, including Nair
blending this powder with the reinforcing phase et al. [55] and Divecha et al. [77]. In commercial
and consolidating the composite blend into a materials, the reinforcement is generally either
solid billet. Most matrix alloys can be converted SiC, having a size of approximately 3 to 5 pm or
quite readily into powder. Some materials, how- SiC whiskers (SiCv) hav ing a diameter of approx-
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imately 0.5 pm. The matrix material is frequently because the form of hydrated oxide on tbe matrix
inertly-atomized - 325 mesh powder having a particles varies with composition.
composition similar to wrought 6061 or 2124. After outgassing, the blend is heated to a tem-

According to the patent literature [63, 78], the perature just above the solidus of the matrix alloy
aluminum and SiC powders are blended using a and pressed. Consolidation, under pressures of
slurry-based technique which involves suspend- 15 to 20 MPa [63], generally results in billets
ing both powders in an organic solvent such as having densities from 98% to 100% of full theo-
toluene or alcohol. This solvent may contain a retical density. The microstructure of a typical
polymeric binder such as polystyrene, polyisobu- billet is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of discrete alu-
tanol or acrylic res;n. The wet blending is needed minum regions completely embedded in a con-
to assure complete deagglomeration of the re- tinuous brittle "cermet" network rich in SiC. The
inforcement, even though it may cause some aluminum-rich regions are remnants of the orig-
degradation of the reinforcement and may intro- inal aluminum powder particles; the cermet
duce organic contaminants into the material. A network is the remnant of the tangled SiC exo-
micrograph of a well-mixed blend is shown in Fig. skeleton which encased each aluminum particle
1. Note that both the SiC whiskers and the spheri- in the blend. The structure illustrates why many
cal aluminum powder particles appear well dis- composites are fabricated using - 325 mesh
persed. powder. Billets produced from fine powders

After drying, the blend is cold compacted into exhibit a finer distribution of aluminum-rich
a die and placed in a vacuum hot-press. The press regions and require less mechanical working to
chamber is evacuated to about 25 Pa and heated attain a uniform reinforcement distribution.
to about 430 °C [63]. This outgassing treatment
volatizes any remaining additives from the blend- 2.3. Deposition processing
ing operation and removes residual moisture Deposition is a recent DMMC processing
from the aluminum powder [79]. It may, however, development. As such, few detailed charac-
also change the mechanical characteristics of the terizations of the structure or properties of depo-
surface oxides on the aluminum powder [80] and sition-produced material have been reported. A
alter the surface chemistry of the powders. low-pressure plasma deposition (LPPD) process
Organics from the blending additives or volatile is being developed to make DMMC (82). Both
alloying elements from the aluminum powder, for matrix and reinforcement are injected with an
example, may deposit on the SiC. Such deposi- inert carrier gas into a plasma jet which is con-
tion could contribute to the Mg enrichment of the tained in a low-pressure (4-8 kPa) chamber.
Al-SiC interface which has been reported by While entrained in the high-velocity plasma
Nutt and Carpenter [81]. The degassing cycle stream, the individual particles melt or become
should be tailored to the alloy composition very soft. When the molten or softened particles

strike a substrate, circular splats are formed. The

Fig. 1. A well-mixed aluminum-SiC blend containing
20 vol.% SiCw. Note that both the whiskers and the alumi- Fig. 2. Microstructure of an as-pressed 2124-20 vol.% StCw
num powder particles appear well dispersed. billet.
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process continues until a bulk product has been potential for producing DMMC with uniformly
deposited. The resulting near-theoretically dense dispersed reinforcement.
composite consists of a uniform distribution of
reinforcement which is well bonded to the fine- 2.4. Sources of interface andproperty variability in
grained, rapidly-solidified matrix. Heat treatment billet processing
increases the density to 100% of theoretical. There are rr ny interdependent "ariables to

Singer and Ozbek [83] have experimented with consider in designiiv. n effective DMMC mater-
a modification of the spray rolling process [84] ial. Since the upper bound on DMMC properties
(precursor to the Osprey process [85]) which is established by the properties of the matrix and
allows them to inject reinforcement particulate reinforcement material, careful selection of these
into an atomized stream of molten matrix metal. components is necessary. However, the full
In their method, a homogeneous mixture of potential 0f these composites cannot be realized
matrix and reinforcement is created in flight. This urlc.;:; the effectiveness of load transfer from
homogeneous stream is directed onto a preheated matrix to i-einforcement is maximized. This is
moving substrate to form a coherent strip consist- only possible when the pre-selected size and
ing of uniformly distributed reinforcement shape of the reinforcement is retained by the final
embedded in rapidly solidified matrix. After a hot product and when an adherent interface is devel-
roll, anneal, cold roll, re-anneal cycle, the strip oped between the reinforcement and matrix.
product was free of porosity. However, interfacial In the following sections, the effects of re-
bonding was primarily mechanical as illustrated inforcement, matrix, and processing method on
by the fact that DMMC made with spherical par- DMMC properties and interfaces are discussed.
ticulate was weaker than the unreinforced matrix
while composite made with irregular particulate 2.4.1. Reinforcement
of the same material at about the same size was Two choices must be made regarding re-
stronger as indicated in Table 1. This process is inforcement: one is the type of material and the
being developed for commercial use [861. other is the supplier.

A wire-fed flame spraying process has been When selecting the reinforcement material, its
used [87] to build up a DMMC deposit of pure chemical compatibility with the matrix and the
aluminum reinforced with SiC whiskers. An air following aspects must be considered:
cap, which included a modified nozzle with two
whisker injection ports, was attached to a flame size-iamed a se atio;
spray gun so that whiskers, propelled by N2 gas, irregular particulate, flake, etc.;
could be sucked into the flame spray by the nega- surface morphology-smooth or corrugated
tive pressure generated by the flow of com- and rough;
pressed oxyacetylene fuel gas. Molten aluminum and rug
droplets, propelled from the feed wire by the poly-or single-crystal;flam an copresed-ir trem, cmbied ith structural defects-voids, occluded material,
flame and compressed-air stream, combined with second phases [88, 89];
SiC whiskers to produce composite preforms in sechase [88, 89];
flight. The preforms accumulated to form a rela- surface chemistr-e.g. SiO2 or C on SiC or
tively thick deposit on the substrate. This deposit other residual films;
was stripped off the substrate and then forged at [90];
600 *C. Five minutes were required to build up a
deposit over 5 mm thick containing 13.6 vol.% nherent properties-strength, modulus, and
SiCwv. Forging reduced the porosity to 1.7 vol.% density.
but caused whisker breakage. The forged com- Even ..... n a specific type has been selected
posite tensile strength was 90% greater than the (e.g. beta Si,:w) reinforcement inconsistency will
unreinforced matrix alloy which had been pro- persist because many of the aspects cited above,
cessed identically. plus contamination from processing equipment

Since deposition processes for making DMMC and feedstock [91], vary among producers.
are only in the exploratory stage, it is difficult to Most of the reinforcement %ariability is elimi-
comment substantihely on their relative merits. nated once a particular type of reinforcement and
However, under proper and controlled operating its producer are chosen. However, on a caution-
conditions, these new& process.s promise excellent ary note, if reinforcement is obtained from a
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given supplier over a period of time, it would be This selection is understandable but not neces-
prudent to verify that the reinforcement charac- sarily the best one. For example, commercial
teristics have not changed as a result of process wrought alloys generally contain relatively high
modifications. solute concentrations. As a result, coarse, brittle

Ceramic reinforcement material is often constituent (intermetallic) particles form during
coated, generally with a metal. These coatings are solidification and, sometimes, during heat treat-
applied for three purposes: (a) to protect re- ment or hot working. These constituent particles
inforcement from damage in handling and from can be tolerated to a degree in unreinforced
excessive reaction with the matrix metal; (b) to matrix material, but the presence of brittle re-
promote wetting; and (c) to improve dispersibility inforcement greatly reduces this tolerance in
prior to addition to the matrix. Coatings are DMMC material; ductility and toughness [97, 981
applied in a variety of ways including CVD, become very sensitive to additional brittle parti-
several forms of PVD, electroplating, cementa- cles. In fact, the recognition that brittle inter-
tion, plasma spraying [11 and by sol gel processes metallic particles limit fracture toughness [99] led
[92]. Factors such as strength, ductility, adher- to the development of "cleaner" aluminum alloys
ence, porosity, contamination, reactivity and (2124 and 7475) to replace the standard 2024
coating uniformity can vary substantially with and 7075 alloys in toughness critical applications.
coating method. Sometimes the choike of coating Since the reinforcement is added to the matrix
material dictates the method of application; in metal to provide added strength and stiffness for
other cases, the coating method should be evalu- most DMMC, it seems unnecesary to sacrifice
ated in terms of cost a',I performance require- ductility and toughness by maintaining the solute
ments. level used in commercial unreinforced alloys for

Choice of coating material involves compro- strengthening.
mises [93] between cost, wettability, excessive Commercial wrought alloy compositions also
reactivity with the matrix, and effects of dissolved include solute additions to control grain size. In
coating material on the properties and heat treat- the case of aluminum alloys, manganese and zir-
ment responses of the matrix itself. To enhance conium are used for this purpose. These elements
wettability, an alternative to metallic coatings is to combine with aluminum during elevated temper-
coat the reinforcement with an oxide fluxing com- ature treatments to form dispersoid particles
pound to eliminate the oxide film often associated which inhibit grain growth. Although these grain-
with molten matrix material [94). growth-inhibiting dispersoid particles are not as

In addition to the coating material and its deleterious to toughness as constituent particles,
method of application, coating thickness is also a their presence is not required in DMMC because
potential source of interface and property varia- tue reinforcement itself gcnLraiiy inhibits grain
bility. Excessively thick coatings may not permit growth [100].
effective load transfer to the reinforcement or One very crucial issue to consider in selecting
they may debond due to stresses developed the matrix alloy composition involves the natural
during the deposition process [951. If coatings are dichotomy between wettability of the reinforce-
too thin, they may be abraded off too easily or ment and excessive reactivity with it. Good load
they may dissolve too quickly to provide ade- transfer from the matrix to the reinforcement
quate protection in molten matrix metal. depends on the existence of a strongly adherent

interface. In turn, a strong interface requires ade-
24.2. Matrix material quate wetting of the reinforcement by the matrix.
Because it is much more than a dispersing glue However, the attainment of wetting and aggres-

in DMMC [96], the matrix alloy should be chosen sive reactivity are both favored by strong chemi-
only after giving careful consideration to its cal bonding between matrix and reinforcement.
chemical compatibility with the reinforcement (or Obviously, the desired compromise permits suffi-
coating), to its ability to wet the reinforcement (or cient reactivity for wetting without vigorous reac-
coating), and to its own characteristic properties tion which can seriously degrade the
and processing behavior, reinforcement [95, 101]. Adjusting or controlling

Historically, commercial DMMC producers chemical composition to accomplish this delicate
have elected to use commercial wrought or cast- compromise i difficult-many subtleties are
ing alloy compositions for the matrix material, involved. To illustrate the complexity. several
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examples concerning alloy additions to aluminum to require a strong, high-integrit) matrix-
matrix metal relative to Al-SiC DMMC are item- reinforcement interface and a uniform micro-
ized below: structure free of internal discontinuities which

lithium [93, 102] and magnesium [20, 43, 52, might cause premature failure of the material.
93] pn Attaining ore without the other is of limitedpromote wvetting and interfacial bonding value. Accordingly, the processing methods de-
without producing excessive Al-SiC reactivity; veloped for these materials seek to balance the
indium, lead and thallium [103] reduce the sur-
face tension of molten aluminum; two, sometimes contradictory, requirements. The

tantalum, vanadium, zirconium, titanium, primary causes for failure to achieve these
hafnium and niobium enhance molten alumi: requirements during DMMC billt production

num's ability to wet SiC but the extent of reac- processes are discussed here.
A uniform reinforcement distribution is essen-

tion is limited to a thin, stable carbide reaction t ia o ei e utliaio f the lod-arengprodct t th inerfae[14];tial to effective utilization of the load-carrying
product at the interface [ 104];caaiyothrenrem t.N -ufrmds
silver, as a coating, does not react with SiC but capacity of the reinforcement. Non-uniform dis-
is readily wetted by aluminum [ 105]; tributions of reinforcement in the early stages of

gold, copper, and palladium react relatively processing tend to persist to the final product in

virorously with SiC [1051; the form of streaks or clusters [47] of uninfiltrated
aluminum reacts with SiC to form A14C3; reinforcement with their attendant porosity [1151,

silicon additions mitigate the formation of all of which lower ductility, strength and tough-
A14C3 [106-109] without affecting wettability ness of the material. Several sources or causes of

[106]. (Similar alloying effects on the suppres- non-uniform reinforcement distributions may be
sion of interface reaction have been noted identified as follows.
[110] in Ti-B MMC.) (a) Inadequate deagglomeration of the re-

As a note to interface analysts, A14C3 reacts with inforcement before mixing with the matrix mater-

moisture in the air or in sample polishing media ial; this is especially troublesome vith whiskers

to form A110 3 [1061. Consequently, care should and other high-aspect-ratio forms of reinforce-
ment.be exercised wvhen examining Al-SiC interfaces (b) Inability to disperse the reinforcement in

for A14C3. molten matrix metal due to sedimentation (den-
Additional factors to consider relative to the sity differences) and surface tension of the melt;

matrix metal and its interaction with the re- this is a major reason that several molten metal
inforcement are illustrated by other sistems: processes have not been successful.

low concentrations of impurities in the matrix (c) Compocast and PM processed DMMC
can interfere %vith matrix-reinforcement bond- billets have inherent non-uniform reinforcement
ing [90]; distributions which arise from the fact that the
with oxide reinforcement, oxygen in the matrix reinforcement is confined to the boundaries of
assists [20], and may be essential [111], to the solid matrix particles. The nature of this non-
matrix-reinforcement bonding; uniform distribution, shown in Fig. 2, has also
dissolution of the reinforcement may affect the been revealed in compocast [ 1151, squeeze cast
matrix properties significantly [112, 1131. [21] and hybrid squeeze cast [29] composites.

These are just examples of the subtleties invol,,- Despite the importance of a uniform reinforce-
ing the matrix metal, including its intentional ment distril-ution, too much exuberance for
alloying additions and the insidious impurities of achieving this goal can cause reinforcement
various origins, damage or breakage. Stirring [20, 26], squeezing

[35, 41, 43, 47] and blending operations have all
.4.3. Billet processing method caused reinforcement breakage, especially when

The properties of most composites are deter- the reinforcement aspect ratio is high. Aspect
mined by a complex interplay betvveen the inter- ratios of N hiskers and chopped fibers have been
facial and microstructural characteristics of the reduced by factors three or more [35, 471.
material. Production of high-strength DMMC It is appropriate at this point to return briefly
with high ductilit) and toughness such as to the issue of wetting versu.s excessive
described by Niskanen and Mohn [114j appears matrix-reinforcement react, iti as it relates to
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process selection. Since interface reactions con- the matrix and reinforcement pow ders is always a
tinue well after the time wetting has occurred, the concern, since both can introduce heterogeneities
potential for a process to produce excessive reac- into the final microstructure. In powder pro-
tion product and its undesirable consequences cessed DMMC this problem is aggra~ated by the
can usually be correlated with time at higher tem- abrasive reinforcement particles w-hich readily
peratures, particularly at temperatures above the create and collect %%ear debris during cleaning,
liquidus of the matrix material. Assuming the pro- pretreating kif used' and mixing operations. This
cesses are conducted properl., the following debris is difficult to detect and remove, especially
process hierarchy for avoidance of excessive from blends of reinforcement and matrix parti-
reaction product is suggested. cles. Enumerable premature DMMC fractures

(a) Deposition processes, while employing were traced to the presence of debris in test(a) epoitin poceseswhie eploing samples of finished product during the earlier
high temperatures, involve rapid solidification same of hed pdt drint el
and high-temperature matrix-reinforcement development of these materials.
durations of milliseconds typically.

(b) Squeeze infiltration processing permits 3. Deformation and thermal processing
control of superheat by proper adjustment of pre- Most DMMC billets intended for engineering
form and tooling temperatures [38, 43) while thehig applications receive some sort of thermal andlor
high pressures are conducive to rapid heat extrac- deformation processing before use. Like many
tion; t*hese factors combine to hold solidification dfrainpoesn eoeue iemn
duations tsetos, wrought materials, billets processed using liquid-

(c) During partial-liquid-phase hot-pressing of phase or partial-liquid-phase techniques are fre-
quently given a high temperature homogenization

PM billets, temperatures barely exceed the soli- t me Tentiotreatment. The objective of this treatment is to
dus but time at high temperatures can be substan- minimize solute concentration gradients in the
tial depending on pressures and equipment composite without inducing excessive coarsening
design, of dispersoids, constituent phases or reaction-

(d) Conventional, compo-and squeeze casting product layers. Because of differences in both
all involve relatively high temperatures, generally billet microstructure and coarsening kinetics,
well above the liquidus (except for compocast- appropriate homogenization cycles for compo-
ing), and rather extended cooling times. sites may be quite different from those used for

While this hierarchy clearly reveals the process unreinforced materials. Since cast DMMC mater-
of choice in terms of interface reactivity, this i. by ials exhibit a smaller dendrite secondary arm
no means the only basis for selecting a DMMC spacing than unreinforced alloys [1161, for exam-
process. ple, they may require shorter homogenization

Only recently has the effect of reinforcement times. With appropriate schedules, homogeniza-
on solidification structures become apparent. tion may be quite benficial. Skibo t117] found
There is now a convincing body of e%idence [29, that homogenizing 2024 aluminum matrix com-
40, 43, 116] that reinforcement modifies dendrite posites for 72 h at 510 C produced improved
structure and that solute-rich zones engulf the response to heat treatment and higher strengths.
reinforcement particles. This solute-enriched Similarly, Lia%% and Gungor [ 118 showved that a
zone solidifies eutectically to produce a network 2124-25 vol.% SiC1, DMMC containing copper-
of brittle intermetallics and brittle reinforcement rich eutectic could attain a 50% improvement in
encompassing solute-impoverished matrix grains, ultimate tensile strength through control of
This probably explains, in part at least, the billet homogenization.
structure in Fig. 2 and the observations of inter-
metallic phases observed in DMMC products 3.1. Deformation processing
[81, 1001. At least one producer [1141 has sought After homogenization, DMMC materials for
to modify the matrix chemistry of aluminum- structural applications are frequently given .some
based DMMC material in order to minimize the sort of deformation processing. Most SiC-re-
intermetallics. inforced aluminum DMMC billets are first

A final issue worthy of mention is contamina- broken dovn by extrusion. This extrusion is typi-
tion of powder processed billets. As %%ith all PM cally done using a streamlined extrusion die 1! 9;
materials, contamination and variability of both and an extrusion ratio of at least 10 or 20 to 1.
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Although fe%% extrusion temperatures are quoted broken up the prior SiC-rich cermet network in
in the open literature, Di% echa and Fishman :120; the billet, producing a more uniform SiC distribu-
did report extruding material containing tion. As in wrought materials, extru-,ion ma% also
15 vol.% SiCks. at 480 *C. After extrusion, the help heal residual porosity and other defects in
composite may be foiged or hot rolled (either the billet microstructure.
perpendicular or parallel to the original extrusion Additional meLanical working can improve
direction [551' into final shape. Hot rolling tern- microstructural uniformity een more. Figure 4
peratures of 450 'C 11201 and 427 *C to 510 *C shows the microstructure of the same material
[121 have been reported. after it was subsequently hot rolled down to 1.8

One of the major purposes of deformation mm sheet. The structure is now% fairl) uniform.
processing is to improve the strength and ductility Figures 2 and 4 also illustrate why some compo-
of the composite. It has been recognized for some sites-especiall) PM-based composites-often
time r77, 1221 that improving reinforcement dis- require a substantial amount of mechanical ork-
tribution uniformity should impro~e the strength ing. Most - 325 mesh aluminum powders hae a
and ductility of DMMC materials. In 1982, mean particle diameter on the order of 20 jim. As
Harrigan et al. [1211 demonstrated that hot rolling show n in Fig. 4, an aluminum-20 vol.%SiC,
billets of SiC-reinforced 6061 alloys to rolling composite with a uniform reinforcement distribu-
reductions of at least 80% both improved the tion has an interparticle spacing on the order of 2
SiC. distribution and dramatically increased the im. Assuming uniform deformation, a 100 to I
ductility and strength of the materials. Similarly, extrusion ratio would be required to reduce the
Nieh and Karlak f,123 found that hot roling of Om dimension down to the required 2 .m

SiCV-reinforced 2024 and 6061 alloys at 27.8 *C spacing.
above the solidus temperature of the matrix pro- In addition, mechanical %%orking-especiall
duced significant increases in elongation, and extrusion-tends to align whisker and ciopped
they attributed this increase to the increased fiber reinforcements parallel to the %orking
uniformity of the rolled microstructure. direction. This alignment can strongy affect the

Hot working clearly does improve the micro- mechanical properties of the material. Table 2,
structural uniformit. of DMMC materials. Figure for example, .shos tensile properties obtained on
3 shows the microstructure of a PM-processed two 2124T6-20 voi.% SiCw composites contain-
2124-20 vol.% SiC, billet 'the same billet as ing different degrees of whisker orientation. The
that shown in Fig. 2 after extrusion. The top corresponding whisker orientation distributions
photo represents an L-LT section 11 1 241 , the right for the materials are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Both
photo shows an L-ST section and the left photo composites exhibited the same mear: SiC,, aspect
shows an LT-ST section. Extrusion has largely ratio. The) were cut from the same extrusion.

Fig. 3. Microstructure of a 2124-20 oL SIC, extrusion. i -1. Microstrucure of a U mm gatie hot rolled
Trhe material %as obtained b) extruding ihc billet ,lhotn U1 2124 20 %ol].",, SIC ,,hee. -1 It. nlitirlil .i% obtahined h)
Fig. 2 using an extrusion ratio of 11: 1. rolling the extrusion showrn in Fig. 3.
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TABLE2 Tensile properties of 2124-20%SiC composites 49pum was blended wjh alLminum powder,

Composite A Composite B pre-sed into a billet and then extruded using a 16
to 1 extrusion ratio. After billet compaction, the

Long. Trans. Long. Trans. mean length of the whiskers was found to be 33

0.2% yield strength 517 530 646 495 ,um; after extrusion, this mean length was reduced
(MPa) to 9 pim. Since the amount of reinforcement
Tensile strength 652 691 817 595 damage in a DMMC material is likely to vary with
(MPa) a number of process variables, including re-
Youngs modulus 116 121 130 106 inforcement content, extrusion schedule and die
(GPa) design, these data should clearly not be consid-
Total elongation (%) 5.0 6.8 3.7 4.5 ered typical of all DMMC, or even all SiC,-
Each result represents the mean of triplicate tensile tests. reinforced, materials. Nevertheless, they at least

illustrate the magnitude of the problem.

Discontinuously-reinforced metal matrix com-
20 posites are also somewhat more difficult to hot

work than unreinforced materials. At hot working
temperatures, for example, SiC-reinforced alumi-

enum alloys generally exhibit higher flow stresses,
and sometimes lower elongations, than their
unreinforced counterparts [126]. These higher
flow stresses increase both the amount of
mechanical energy required for deformation andF the local heating of the workpiece. Accordingly,

01 ,0, 2, W. 4. ST , M W W DMMC materials must generally be hot worked
VO1SKERfAIION at both lower strain rates and lower temperatures

Fig. 5. SiC whisker orientation distribution observed in (or with tighter temperature control) than un-
Composite A. reinforced materials to avoid incipient melting

and hot cracking problems. Workpiece lubrica-
7 tion also appears to be more critical for the com-

posites.
The effect of hot working on the metal-

reinforcement interface in DMMC materi-
als has not been widely investigated. Most

2 Iauthors agree that this deformation does not dis-
t 30 rupt the SiC-matrix bond in SiC-reinforced alu-

minum alloys [55]. Indeed, the deformation may
improve bonding by -smearing- nascent metal

1 - across the surface of the reinforcement particles.
In other composite systems. however, defor-

IV s. 6V 70. &V W mation may cause local tearing near matrix-
WHISKERO R"TATION reinforcement interfaces because of strain

Fig. 6, SiC whisker orientatin disibutin observed in Incompatibilities. As in unreinforced materials,
Composite B. the working is also likely to alter the grain struc-

lure of the matrix alloy. In addition, the elevated
temperature exposure required for working may

hot rolled using the same practices and gKen the promote dispersoid coarsening and interfacial
same heat treatment. Composite A, however, reactions.
received a proprietary working treatment before
rolling to modify whisker alignment. 3.2. Heat ireanent

Deformation may also crack or fracture some After %orking, DMMC composites. particu-
of the reinforcement particles. Webster -' 251 larly commercial aluminum-SiC composites, may
cited one study in which 0.5 pim diameter SiC, be heat treated to attain optimum properties. The
reinfoi cement having an initial mean length of heat treatments used are generally similar to
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those used in unreinforced alloys of similar com- TABLE 3 Tensile properties of 2124-15%SiC. rolled

position. Indeed, some investigators have used sheet

the same heat treatments for DMMC composites 191!(120Y 1911 141
as for the unreinforced alloys. Aging kinetics in Long.
DMMC materials, however, are generally quite Long. Trns.
different, and usually much faster, than in un- 0.2% yield - 573 386
reinforced materials [127-132]. The difference is strength (IMPa)
particularly dramatic for heat treatment Tensile strength 442 718 559

sequences such as T8 alum;inum tempers which (OPa)
incorporate stretching or other forms of plastic Young's modulus 95.8 114 95

deformation. The distribution of matrix phases in (Gl'a)

DMMC materials also appears to be more heter- Total elongation 0.006 5.3 8.5

ogeneous than in unreinforced materials [811. (%)gFracture touc,.h- - 59 64

Some aluminum-SiC composites, for example, ncess (MoP- -59)

exhibit precipitation ,fr phases at the SiC-matrix
interface [811. Heat treatment may also introduce 'Matrix allo) actuall. 2024 rather than 2124.
vastly different residual stresses into the matrix of
the composite than into the matrix of an un-
reinforced alloy [133]. Nevertheless, effects of microstructural vari-

ables on the performance characteristics of
DMMC materials, and the associated microstruc-

4. Concluding comments tural variability of these materials, are likely to
remain as important technical issues for a number

In this review, we have attempted to outline of years. At present, for researchers who are
some aspects of composite processing which can seeking to reduce the effects of these microstruc-
affect the interfacial and mechanical properties of rural variable., on .,omposite behavior, we can
metal matrix composites containing discontinu- only offer the follo~ving suggest.ns.
ous reinforcement. We have also tried to touch on 1, Whenever possible, use reinforced materi-
some of the interrelationships between interfaces, als is both control and experimental samples.
microstructures and mechanical pro l zrties which B,- "ause of the different consolidation, mechani-
exist in these mater:als. Clearly, the processing of cal working and heat treatment characteristics of
these DMMC materials has not yet evolved to the reinforced and unreinfoiced materials, it is
point where one can study the effects of inter- extremely difficult to produce unreinforced
faces on structure-sensitive properties 'such as materials which are metallurgically equivalent to
tensile properties) without making detailed refer- the matrix of the reinforced materials.
ence to the microstructure of the composite. (" Carefully eval.ate and, whenever possible,

In the last decade, great strides have been quantify differences in reinforcement distribution
made in processing of DMMC materials such as and morphology between experimental and
aluminum-SiC composites. In 1979, Di% echa and control samples. Reinforcement distribution can
Fishman I120, reported mechanical properties on often be assessed using quantitatMe microscopy
some of the first laboratory samples of rolled 1134j. Morphology may have to be assessed by
2024-15 vol.% SiCv sheet which they produced extracting the reinforcement from the composite.
using whiskers obtained from Silag Inc. These (3; Verify that observed differences in mater-
properties are shown in Table 3. In 1988, Nis- ial behavior cannot be attributed to unintentional
kanen and Mohr. [1141 reported mechanical extrinsic factors such as porosity, reinforcement
properties they obtained on hot rolled agglomerates, large constituent particles or for-
2124T6-15 vol.% SiC,, sheets fabricated using eign contaminants. Generally, this means that
state-of-the-art processing technology and bulk material should be tested after extrusion or
current-generation whiskers from Silag no%% other mechanical %%orkingand that all medianical
Advanced Composite Materials, a division of testing should be accompanied by roiae frac-
Tateho America). These data are also shown in tography.
Table 3. The improvement, especially in ductility (4; When reporting data on experimental
and toughness, is quite dramatic. composites, try to report the date the material
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was produced in addition to the source and corn- 13 It. G. Iluchiteit. W Ruch and L.E_ Wawncr. in E. A.
position of this material. If the composite wvas no Starke and '11 if. Sanders 'cds.,. Coif. on Ahaninuin

obtained from a standard commercial source, A Bos. Their P'hysical and Me1chanical Properties. %'oI. 1.
Engineering Materials Advisorv Services. Ltd.. %Vest

also include a low-magnification micrograph Midlands, UK. 1986, p. I1S1.
(100-400 X) of the material. This information 14 T. Cnsafulli. Anzeriuon %ftaul Mariee,M1cdwuvrking
will aid in differenitiating the composite from Newi% Nla 27j 1985, and Anon.. .1/dall. Ens.. Sept.
other generations of material having a similar (1986) p.60.

composition. 15 D. MI. Schuster. M. Skibo and F~ Yep. J. .llet.. 39t1 987,
60 and Anon.. high- Tech .taterialsAlert (April 1988).

These suggestions are clearly not a panacea for 16 R. Nichrabian, R. C. Rick and MI. C. Flenmings. Mtetall
all f te poblms asocate wih stdyig mtalTrans., 5(1974) 1899.all f te pobles asocatedwit stdyin meal 7 I. Mebrabian. A. Sato and NI. C. Flemings. in Light

matrix composites containing discontinuous re- 5/etas. V;ol. ii. INIS-AINIL. Warrendale. PA. 1975. p.
inforcement. But they may at least help identify 177.
what aspects of composite beha~ ior are due to IS R. Mebrabian and mI. C. rleniings. in Net Trends in
processing limitations rather than to inherent Mtaterials Processin. American Socict% for Metals.

metallurgical characteristics of the material. M9Netals Park. 011. 1976. p. 9..
19A. Sato and R. Mebrabian. .1Ierall. Trans. A1 7 11976)

443.
20 C. G. Levi. G. J. Abbaschian and It. Niebrabian..letal.
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Abstract The ductility decreases sharply at temperatures

Research into the fabrication of interm eta/tic greater than 600 'C [3]. One solution to this prob-
m atrcompsintoe 'isabreti o intei lem is to add chromium to the system [4]. Thus,matrix composites is presented using the the advanced nickel aluminides contain various

Ni3Al-AiO s system as the baseline. The approach alloying additions to overcome earlier problems
combines reactive sintering, powder injection and improve properties.
Molding, and hot isostatic compaction to form an The current effort is directed at high tempera-

aligned fiber composite. The individual compo- ture structural materials fabricated from the ligbt
nents to this process are described with example weight corrosion-resistant high strength compo-
micro strucctures and mechanical properties. The sites, via the use of intermetallic compounds as
initial successes and problems are described. 'The the matrix phase. This paper reports on a fabrica-
paper concludes with a description of the major tion route applicable to Ni 3Al-based composites.
remaining processing challenges in the fabricatiot Casting is one possible route, but it has several
of intermetallic matrix composites. problems, especially for composites. Alterna-

tively, powder metallurgy based fabrication has
1. Introduction some obvious merits. This paper presents the

Intermetallic compounds are emerging as the logic and problems associated with a powder

next generation of high temperature, oxidation- metallurgy based fabrication of an Ni3AI matrix

resistant materials. Among the intermetallic com- composite with alumina fibers as the reinforcing

pounds, Ni3A1 is the most popular and forms the phase.

basis for our efforts. An important attribute of
tbis compound is its anomalous thermal harden- 2. Fabrication logic
ing behavior, where the strength increases with The fabrication logic for the Ni3Al-A120 3
temperature up to approximately 800TC. Thus, composite involves three initially parallel efforts.
alloys based on Ni 3AI offers a strength advantage First, matrix faocves to fully iael er
over other high temperature alloys at tempera- Firs gy pbrication to full density via powder
tures around 600 to 900 TC. Additionally, Ni3AI metallurgy processes is needed. Two approaches
exhibits advantages in terms of creep resistance, are available for this: reactive sintering elemental
stress rupture resistance, and fatigue crack powders and h e isostatic compaction of pre-
growth rates in comparison with superalloys []. alloyed powders. The former was selected for this

In spite of all the advantages, the initial com- research because of powder availability,mercial interest in Ni3Al was low because of its especially small particle sizes; there are fiber
intrinsic brittleness. However, alloying with borcn alignment problems with the coarse pre-alloyed
improves the ductility of Ni3AI; the addition particles. This is evident in Fig. 1 which contrastsimprvestheduciliy ofNi31; he ddiion the fracture surfaces of molded samples using
of 1000 ppm of boron imparts up to 50% elonga- the acture urfaces fo e aple us
tion at room temperature in an otherwise brittle small and coarse particles. The fiber alignment is
compound [2]. Another concern is the environ- superior with the smaller particle size matrix
mental stability of Ni3AI at high temperatures. phase.The second parallel research effort was in fiber

*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phe- incorporation and alignment in the matrix. For
nomena in Composites. Protessing, Charaicterization. and this research, powder injection molding with an
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI,June 1-3, 1988. organic binder was identified as most viable. This

3921-5093/89/$3.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netheilands
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Fig. 2. A sketch of the fiber alignment possibilities using
binder-assisted molding and either an expanding flow oi
contracting flow to induce specific fiber orientations from a

S -random mixture.
100 lan

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs contrasting the frac-
ture surfaces for molded fiber-powder composites with
differing particle sizes (alumina diameter was 20 pm in both ."- ,
cases): (a) coarse 70 pm powder %,ith 5 vol.% alumina fiber
showing poor alignment, and (b) small 5 Im iron powder ..m .- . "-
with 5 vol.% alumina fiber showing good alignment. . . -

process allows incorporation of the fibers and
powders into a viscous mass that can be subjected - -
to extrusion or injection molding. With proper 00- U
tooling design and flow, the fibers can be aligned
in the molded structure. Fiber alignment is then Fig. 3. An optical micrograph taken from a sectioned
dependent on the elongation flow of the mass as it sample of iron particles and alumina fiber showing the align-
undergoes sheai in passing through a cioss- mcnt possible %kith clongation flos In th' preFCnce of a bin-
sectional area change. To maximize fiber align- der.
ment, it is most desirable to have long, thin fibers
with a lo% mass. Furthermore, as the flow Nelocity tive sintering mixture. Figure 4 shows the
and fluid %iscositq increase, the fiber orientation microstructure after reacting a compact contain-
improves. The final fiber alignment dt-pends on ing alumina fibers. The large porosit) is charac-
the flow conditions. Figure 2 shows how expand- teristic of the densification restraining effect from
ing flow% leads to perpendicular fiber orientation the fibers. Conscquently, a third research area
"hile contracting flow gi'es longitudinal orienta- was initiated that combines the attributes of hot
tion. As a demonstration of this concept, Fig. 3 is isostatic compaction and reacti,,e sintering. By
an optical microgiaph taken from a molded mix- this process, termed reactivC hot isostatic press-
ture of iron powder and alumina fibers formed by ing JRI IlP), full densi Ni3AI-AI,0 3 composites
binder-assisted molding, have been fabricated. Full density composites

Finally, it is e-vident that full densificattion is not hatc also been ftbricatd b) conventional hot
possible 'ia pressureless sintering when reinforc- isostatic compaution of a pie-alloycd Ni.AI
ing ceramic phases are incorporated in the reac- powder mixed with Al2 O3 fibers.
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"" -"Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph sho%%ing tihe nickel and
0.. L3aluminunm powders used in tihe reactive sintering cxperi-

Fig. 4. A metallographie cross-section taken through a reac- merlits.
tively sintered compact containing alumina fibers. In this case
the fibers prevented significant densification during reactivesintering. The stoichiometric Ni3AI composition was

formed with 86.7% Ni.
Mixing of the loose powders was carried out in

TABLE I Po% der characteristics a turbula mixer for 30 mi. Compaction pres-
sures near 300 MPa were typically applied to thelProperty Nickel Minmum mixed powder, giving green densities equal to

Vendor INCO Valimet 70% of theoretical. Reactive sintering was per-
Designation 123 1--3, H- 10, H- 15, formed in a horizontal laboratory tube furnace.

H-30 and H-90 For vacuum sintering a pressure of less than 10 - 2
Powder type carbonyl gas atomizedPurity(%) 99.99 99.7 Pa was typical. The sintering temperature was
FSSS size (jim) 2.8 3, 10, 15, 3095 750'C, with a heating rate of 30 K min -I and a
Apparent density (gecm "-3)  2.2 - hold time of 15 min. Figure 6 is a schematic dia-
Mvajor impurities (ppm) Ca = 10 Fe-- 1200

Fe-30 volatiles = 200 gram showing the general fabrication process and
key variables.

Chopped Du Pont FP alumina fibers 20 prm in
diameter and initially 40 mm long were used to

As detailed in this paper, there are problems form the composite (after mixing the fibers were
remaining with the overall fabrication approach. roughly 3 to 5 mm long). A scanning electron
In spite of these problems, sufficient progress has micrograph of this fiber is shown in Fig. 7. Addi-
been made to isolate possible benefits and key tionally, -32.5 mesh boron powder from Cerac
research areas. A remaining problem is with the vas added to some compositions to improve du-
interfacial character of the composite. Improved tility.
bonding between the fiber aird matrix is needed A pre-alloyed nickel alurninide powder "a,,
and an organic binder is needed that does not also used to provide a baseline material. The
contaminate the reactive sintefrng, powder was produced at Homogeneous Metals

by gas atomization, giving an average particle size
3. Experimental materials and procedures of 70 jim. As seen in Fig. 8, the particles were

spherical in shape. The composition of the pow-
The research relied on reactive sintering of ele- der was 7.67% Cr, 8.18% Al, 0.80% Zr, 0.02%i B,

mental powders to form Ni.AI The nickel pow- balance Ni, which is close to the allo designated
der was type 123 from ]NCO. Various aluminum IC-218.
powders were obtained from Valimet, designated For fiber orientation in molding, a lo\w-densitq
as H-3, H-10, H-15, H-30 and H-95 with nomi- polyethylene wax was selected. The wax was a
nal particles sizes of 3, 10, 15, 30 and 95 u m. homopolymer designated A6, from Allied, with at
Table 1 gives the characteristics of these powders softening temperature of 90 'C. The polyehylene
and Fig. 5 provides scanning electron micro- % ax was melted and combined with the powders
graphs. Prior experiments have determined that and fibers in a double planetar mixer under
the 15 14m aluminum particle size w~as optimal. vacuum at 130'C, w~ith a final mixing time of 30
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Reactive Sintered Ni.AI

,87wt% 13wt./%

3pm 15pm > ('>7' mill

( 0 to 30min
W ,mix

compact reactive Ni
330 MPa sintering Ni Ni Al Ni mixed

3NiA .->Ni3Al Ni At Ni Ni powders

Al Ni Al Ni

ANV~vVAWsinter
750"C --> increasing temperature->

u~M W '30 -C/mmn Ismpound

97% dense I 
Ni3AI initial solid eutectic final

state state liquid densifiedheat treat 1350"C, 1h, Ar reaction spreading compound

Fig 6 A schematic diagram of the processing sequence de%,eloped in this research for the fabrication of dense N13AI through
reactive sintering of the component powders.

20%IlMI IO10- )IM

'Fig. 7. A scanning electron micrograph of the alumina fiber Fig. 8. The pre-alloyed IC-218 atomized Ni3 AI based
used in the fabrication of the composites. powder.

min. For injection molding, a sample of I kg of machine at a pressure of 7.5 MPa and a tempera-
the IC-218 with 5 vol.% alumina fiber was mixed ture of 125°C. The mold produced two different
with polyethylene wax. The wax was initiallv types of tensile bars: one is shown in Fig. 9 as
melted in the heated basket of a double planttary molded and after presintering. On cooling, the
mixer, and the fibers introduced into the melicd samples were carefully released from the mold
wax Subsequently, the particles were added to and the tensile bars were cut from the gates. The
give a final composition of 66 vol.% solids, com- binder was thermally removed from the compacts
posed of 5 vol.% fiber. This mixture was molded by a wicking treatment where fine alumina pow-
in a reciprocating screw type injection molding der is used to soak out the wax during heating.
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wt.% Ni
__ T'C 20 40 60 80

1600
IC-218 + 5-vio -Alumina Fiber

Injection -Molded

NiAl Ni3AI

1200

1C.218 + 5 io Alumina Fiber Ni2
Debinded and'Pre.sintered at 1200"C, I hour

800 NiA13
ig. 9. A photograph of two injection molded tensile bars

formed from the IC-21 8 intermetallic powder with 5 vol.% of
alumina fiber, molded with polyethylene wax as the binder.
The upper bar is as-molded, while the lower bar is debinded NiAI3
and pre-sintered at 1200 *C for IIt.

400-

4. Pro -essing routes

4.1. Reactive sintering .

Reactive sintering of Ni3AI involves the forma- AI 20 40 60 80 Ni
tion of a transient liquid phase [5, 6]. The initial at. % Ni
compact is composed of mixed nickel and alumi- Fig. 10. The mckel-aluminum binary phase diagram [7, 8].
num powders in the 75:25 atomic stoichiometry
which are heated to approximately 700 °C where
they react to form Ni3AI. Heat is liberated the reaction is controlled, then the compound will
because of the thermodynamic stability of the be nearly dense and suitable for containerless hot
compound. Consequently, reactive sintering is isostatic compaction to full density. Boron is
nearly spontaneous once the liquid forms. The added at concentrations up to 0.1 wt.% to
liquid provides a capillary force on the structure improve the final ductility.
which leads to densification. The liquid is tran-
sient since the process is conducted at a tempera- 4.2. Injection molding andfiber alignment
ture below the melting temperature of the Injection molding of a 5 vol.% alumina fiber
compound, typically near the eutectic. reinforced nickel aluminide has been performed.

Figure 10 shows the Ni-Al binary phase dia- Injection molding is important in attaining the
gram [7, 8]. The system is characterized by five desired fiber orientation in the matrix while form-
intermetallic compounds, with particular interest ing complex shapes. Full density has not yet been
in this study on Ni3AI. For this system, reactive achieved with this process, but it is expected that
sintering near 640'C (the lowest eutectic tem- final densification will probably involve hot iso-
perature), is most appropriate. Nickel and alum- static pressing using the hot glass envelope tech-
inum powders are randomly mixed in a nique.
stoichiometric ratio. This mixture is sintered Molding was performed in various heated and
under precise conditions of atmosphere, heating chilled die cavities, using packing pressures up to
rate, time and temperature. At the first eutectic 14 MPa. No significant problems were encoun-
temperature, liquid forms and rapidly spreads tered in either mixing or molding. However, the
throughout the structure. The liquid consumes removal of the polyethylene wax from the molded
the elemental powders and forms precipitated component proved to be difficult, hence various
Ni3AI behind the advancing liquid interface. debinding conditions were studied. Initial debind-
Interdiffusion of nickel and aluminum is quite ing was carried out on the mixture without fibers.
rapid in the liquid phase and the compound gener- Considerable slumping and shapt, distortion was
ates heat which further accelerates the reaction. If observed when the binder was removed without
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any support, even with slow heating rates. By elemental nickel-aluminum mixture was fabri-
embedding the compact in loose alumina powder cated under similar conditions. In a s.parate set
(1 pm particle size) the rate of binder removal of experiments, RHIP was performed at 1100'C
was improved by wicking of the binder from the for 60 min under a pressure of 172 MPa.
compact into the alumina by capillary action. As To get a fully densified composite, reactive hot
an example of the rapid debinding cycle, the pel- isostatic pressing was carried out using randomly
let was embedded in alumina powder and heated mixed particles. One composite was fabricated
in dry hydrogen with the following cycle: 1 K with 3 vol.% of randomly oriented alumina fiber.
min= to 150°C, hold for 60 min, 2 K min- to In another experiment, 20 vol.% of yttria powder
400'C, hold for 120 min. was incorporated in the boron-treated mixture of

Some problems with slumping and shape dis- elemental nickel and aluminum powders. The
tortion were encountered when a mixture of the reactively hot isostatically pressed composite was
pre-alloyed IC-218 was prepared without fibers. dense and test bars machined from the HIP can
However, for the composite mixture (powder plus were mechanically tested.
fiber) this was significantly reduced. The fibers Finally, compacts of the pre-alloyed IC-218
and supporting alumina wick provided sufficient powder were formed by hot isostatic compaction
support to offset the low viscosity condition dur- with and without alumina fibers. These compacts
ing debinding. A major difficulty was encoun- provided the baseline against which the other
tered in that the polyethylene wax binder fabrication approaches could be evaluated. For
contaminated the test samples and impeded den- these samples the consolidation took place at
sification in reactive sintering. This is a major 1 100°C and 172 MPa for 1 h.
problem that is being addressed in our current
research. 5. Results

4.3. Full densification With the successful development of reactive
In spite of near full densification via reactive sintering for the fabrication of Ni3AI, some

sintering, pores often form near the center of mechanical property assessments were per-
large compacts after the reaction, leading to formed. Transverse rupture strength and tensile
reduced mechanical properties. The formation of specimens were tested, giving strength estimates
large pores relates to the heating conditions; the of 470 MPa (transverse rupture) and 230 MPa
liquid first forms near the surface and the reac- (tensile), which agree with the published values
tion motion is toward the center. The result is a for unalloyed Ni3AI [4, 9]. The samples gave
void due to mass depletion at the center of the some ductility, with the elongation being in the
compact. It was hypothesized that the residual range of 1%. The bulk hardness was 52 HRA and
porosity could be removed by pressurizing the the microhardness was measured as 264 Knoop
compact during the reaction. This process is (100 g load), which agrees favorably with a value
termed reactive hot isostatic pressing (RHIP). of 240 measured on hot isostatically compacted

Experiments involving simultaneous reaction and extruded pre-alloyed powder compact.
and hot isostatic compaction were performed Furthermore, preliminary oxidation tests on the
near the Ni3AI stoichiometric composition. Com- material indicate good resistance up to 900 *C.
pacts were prepared with and without boron The compacts formed by reactive sintering
additions, and with either alumina or yttria were largely free of pores and represent better
phases. The powder mixtures were cold isostatic- comparison specimens with cast alloys. The
ally pressed at 208 MPa into rods of approxi- mechanical properties of the RHIP samples are
mately 20 mm diameter with a length of 160 mm. listed in Table 2. Also, the properties of the pre-
The pressed green density was approximately alloyed powder consolidated by hot isostatic
70% of theoretical. These rods were inserted in compaction are given in Table 2. Generally, the
thin walled stainless steel tubes. The tubes were strengths are comparable to prior reports for cast,
evacuated, sealed, and hot isostatically pressed at unalloyed Ni3AI [10]. However, the ductility with
800 *C for 30 min at a pressure of 104 MPa. boron is lower in the RHIP material than in the
The heating rate was 10 K min - ' to the maxi- HIP material. The addition of alumina fibers
mum temperature. To compare with th-, propcr- increased the yield strength and decreased the
ties of the boron-treated alloy, an unaloped ductility. The hot tensile properties (600 0C,
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TABLE 2 Tensile properties of RHIP compounds at 25 °C

Composition RHIP conditions Yield Ultimate Elongation
strength strength (%)
(MPa) (MPa)

Ni3AI 800 °C, 30 min, 104 MPa - 363 0
NiAI + B 800 °C, 30 min, 104 MPa 265 722 10
NiAl+ B/AIO 3  800 °C, 30 min, 104 MPa 474 548 1
Ni 3AI + B 1100 °C, 60 min, 172 MPa 494 677 2
NiAI + B 1100 *C, 60 min, 172 MPa + heat treat 1050 *C, I h + 591 827 5

800 *C, 24 I, vacuum

Fig. 12. Optical micrograph showing the microstructure
u . after RHIP processing of the Ni 3AI matrix con .osite con-

taining randomly oriented alumina fibers (3 vol.%'.

in the initial powder mixture, which is re Th.cted in
the final RHIP properties. Polycrystallinc Ni3AI is1intrinsically brittle, yet the addition of boron
results in a ductility increase [4, 10]. Uniform
segregation of boron to the grain boundaries
results in improved ductility in cast and pre-

Aalloyed powder products. In the RHIP product,
-5 the boron is initially inhomogeneously distri-

AIM -buted. The short processing time does not allov.
Fig. 11. Fracture surfaces for reactively hot isostatic com- the boron to enter solution and attain a uniform
pacted NiAI specimens fabricated a, without boron and b, distribution along the grain boundaries during
with boron at 0.06 wt.%. The untreated sample has lower cooling. Instead, there are local areas rich in
ductility and intergranular fracture.coln.Isedthraelclaesrihn boron which contribute to thf -luctility, whereas

other areas fracture intergranularly. "his explains
3 x 10' Pa) of the boron-treated Ni3AI-AI'0 3  the mixed mode of fracture shown by th,. i . -

were measured. The yield strength and the ulti- treated Ni3AI samples.
mate tensile strength were 544 and 617 MPa, The presence of either the yttria particles or
respectively, with a ductility of 0.4%, the higher the alumina fibers sharply reduced thc d , tiiit) of
strengths at the elevated test temperature are both the RHIP and hot isostaticall compacted
typical of the Ni3AI-typc alloys. pre-alloyed materials. The samples were fully

Figure 11 compares the fracture surfaces for densified, as illustrated in Fig. 12 for the Ni 3AI
the RHIP specimens fabricated %kith and without containing alumina. Note that the alumina fibers
boron additives. The RHIP Ni3AI failed by an % ere not aligned. Both ceramic phases increased
intergranular mode vhereas the bcrn-treated the RHIP yield strength to some extent, but not
RHIP Ni3AI displayed a mixed mode of failure. the HIP pre-alloyed. rhe randomly aligned fibers
This may be explained by the boron distribution vere poorly bonded to the matrix and initiated
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failure at low strains. Figure 13 shows a scanning ties (97% of theoretical) with low apparent sinter-
electron micrograph of the fracture surface of the ing temperatures (the reaction can be initiated as
alumina-fiber containing sample. low as 550 °C) and short sintering times. The high

The optical micrograph of the RHIP boron final density results from the presence of a liquid
treated Ni3AI shown in Fig. 14 displays no during a portion of the sintering cycle. Any pro-
retained porosity. However, there are areas of a cessing conditions which influence the reaction
second phase which is aluminum-rich. This phase between the constituent powd will alter the
can be partially removed by high temperature amount of liquid, length of ., . liquid is
heat treatment, resulting in improved strength as present, and its distribution i,, .. structure.
illustrated in Table 2. The heat treatment has not In transient liquid-phasc .... " . liquid
been optimized. We suspect that these aluminum- quantity, distribution &at- al- ,: ate the
rich regions result froin the short duration of the final sintered density and !net_ a - ai properties
liquid during RHIP. The applied pressure [11-13]. The role of the various .jrocess param-
removes the residual porosity, but also causes the eters can be explained in terms (- t'eir effects on
aluminum-rich liquid to fo - into pores, leaving a the liquid-phase formation and ioutior, dur-
nonhomogeneous microstructure. ing sintering.

Control of the processing coi- itions and par-

6. Discuzsion ticle sizes of the elemental pow.lers allows the
intermetallic compound to be synthesized at tem-

The 'eactivity of the nickel and aluminum peratures less than h.. of its melting point
powders results in relatively high sintered densi- (1385 °C) and in times less than 15 min. This suc-

cess can be attributed to the following factors: (1)
the reaction is exothermic and spontaneous once
initiated, due to the heat liberated at forming
Ni 3Al; (2) the proper particle size ratio of the ele-

.1 % mental nickel and aluminum powders ensures
that an interconnected network of liquid can form

Sduring the reactive sintering protcoss; (3) rapid
heating minimizes solid-state interdiffu ion which
inhibits the reaction; and (4) sintering in vacuum
prevents heat i',-.5 and gas entrapment within the
pores.

0A liquid is formed by heating mixed elemental
powders through the lowest eutectic temperature
in the Ni-Al phase diagram (at 640"0C). This alu-

Fig. 13. Scanning electron micrograph of the fracture sur- minum-rich liquid reacts with the nick.l and
face of the Ni 3AI-AI0 3 composite fabricated by reactive hot
isostatic compaction. generates heat which melts (within seconds) the

remaining aluminum. Under proper conditions,
densification and compound formation occurs

A, ., simultaneously.
In injection molding, major problems were

associated with removal of the binder after mold-
A ing. The interparticle friction is a key to dimen-

. ' . sional control during the debinding process. A
major problem was slumping which occurred

?. R -with the coaise spherical pre-alloyed powder
- -. ,',i during binder removal. Fiber additions and

embedding in alumina greatly increased the
7 0Oli resistance to distortion, allowing rapid debinding
" - by wicking with shape retention. Samples formed

Fig. 14. An optical micrograph of the reactive hot isostatic- from the composite were successfully processed
ally ompactcd NiAI treated with boron. but not subjeutd using emb,.dding alumina and slow heating rates.
to heat treatment after reacting. With a higher volume fraction of alumina fibers
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the system will be stiffer during debinding and param:ers be carefully controlled to optimize
distortion will be minimized, the sintered density. By reacting the material

Reactive hot isostatic compaction gives near under an applied stress, reactive hot isostatic
full density Ni3Al from inexpensive elemental compaction, full density composites ha~e been
powders. The product strength is comparable fabricated from simple elemental po\,der blends.
with previous reports for wrought Ni3 Al. Further The process outlined in this paper for forming
efforts are needed to optimize the microstructure interrnetallic matrix composites may ha, e genera!
(fiber alignment and homot,,ieity). Howevc, a applica' ility to other systems. Elemental powders
major benefit is that compositional -ariations can are relatively inexpensive, widely available, easily
be explored rapidly by this route. Furthermoi e, mixed to adjust composition, can be alloyed using
processing temperatures are low and times are other additives, and are easily compacted. The
short. This may be of most benefit in the fabrica- lo", processing temperature contributes to the
tion of high-performance composites since the novel nature of the final matL.ial. Consider the
small particles (5-8 ym in this case) needed f,. relatively low processing temperatures that are
fiber alignment are available in the elementa: being applied to the f .orication of high tempera-
powders. ture materials. The total processing time is short

'I he future activities m.ist focus on some key and the product is dense with good strength and
issues as isolated by thi- research. First, fiber ductility. By peform~ng the reactive sintering
alignment techniques have been mastered based process under an imposed external stress via hot
on uL ,- of binder-assisted molding. UiJfortunately, isostatic compaction, full density composites have
the -eactivity of the compacts is degraded by been fabricated. The remaining challenge will be
residual binder i hen the reaction begins. A new to combine fiber alignment via injection molding
binder is needed to provide the lubrication and with the reactive hot isostatic compaction pro-
flow characteristics for fiber alignment, while cess. This requires attention to the dcvelopment
simultaneously not contaminating the interfaces of nev, binders and interfacial strengthening
in the mixture. When this problem is cured, agents.
then debinding can occur at temperatures below
the initiation temperature for reactive hot iso-
static pressing. Finally, then, specific attention Acknowledgments
can be addressed to improving the final micro-
structure, boron distribution, and interfacial This investigation w,,4 sponsored by Defense
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Abstract Although dramatic, these strength levels can-

Reaction bonded ceramic matrix composites not be approached as design stresses. Even pre-
offer the potential of improved, reliable high tern- suming that parts could be reliably made withperature properties witm near net -shape processing maximum flaw dimensions limited to 5-15,pm, itReaction bonded CMCs co. solidate by filling te is unlikely that this level of perfection would bevoid space within tie green part wvithr reaction retained when parts were subjected to normalproduct, rae than shrinking as OCitrs during impacts and chemically active environments.
conventional sinternhg, so sintering aids are rnot Thus, strength and reliability remain compro-
retidto relieve stresses through particle/rein- mised by service exposures, even though we haverequired relie e abse celein- now learned enough about processing to make
forcerent rearrangements. Tire absence of sinter- defect-free parts in many cases. Attaining higher
ing aids in tire grain boundaries gives superior high fracture toughness values is the key for achieving
temperature and corrosion properties. Even adequate reliability with ceramic parts used at
though processing temperatures are lower than high stress levels.
those used in conventional sintering processes, igf t ly levels.
tinres are long and tire internal atmosphere is Significantly improved toughness values in
active with respect to the reinforcement phase. It is monolithic ceramics, like Si3N4 and ZrO, based
particularly critical to avoid degrading tire load- materials, have been achieved by materials scien-
bearing reinforcements or their protective coatings tists. Although K1c values have been improved

for these ceramics when used at low to moderatein the porous, low moduhis nratrices. Recenrtly temperatures, there have been no solutions that

developed high strength, oxidation resistant, reac-

tion bonded SiN 4 that reacts to completion in apply for high temperature applications. The
unttslally short, lots, temperature nitriding cycles, metastable phases responsible for the high tough-
unakes these copositesfeasiblefor thfirst tie. ness values in the ZrO, based materials are lost

with exposures to even moderate temperatures

1. Introduction (500-600 C) [2]. High fracture toughness values
are achieved in Si3N4 by optimizing the alpha/

Recently, the perfection of ceramic materials beta ratio in high density materials [3, 4] that
has been improved dramatically as researchers employ large quantities of liquid-phase sintering
have sought means of improving property values aids, typically these sintering aids limit the
and making parts with adequate levels of relia- service temperature to a maximum of 1200 'C.
bility. This research has focused on eliminating All of the more refractory monolithic materials,
defects th. ,gh the use of improved powders and such as SiC, have fractur toughness values
processing wchniques [1]. Strengths exceeding (K1c- 2.3-3.5 MPa m' that make them so sen-

700 MPa with low fracture toughness materials sitive to damage incurred during service that
(K1 - 2.0-3.0 MPa in'-) are being reported, design stresses must be limited to levels far below
indicating the achievement of very high levels of the strengths of defect-free, as-processed
microstructural and surface perfection. samples.

Composites represent an important opportu-

nity for improving the toughness and reducing the*Paper presented at the syml~osiumn on interracial Phe- lwsnstvt fcrai aeilsue ttm
nomena in Composites. Processing, Characterization. ani flaw sensitivity of ceramic materials used at tem-
MechauliLal Prupcrtci. N,,,pvrt. RI.Jun 1 .. 9m. peratures ranging from lovk to high values. rigure
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FURTHER MATRIX mental problem for crystalline matrix composites.FRACTUREICRACKI
/DEFLECTION AT Stresses that result can arrest the densification

I si MATRIX INTERFACE process and/or cause cracks to form in the matrix
CRAI FIBER FRACTURE [10]. Stresses have been relieved by using liquid-

(FF) phase sintering aids that permit rearrangement of
powder particles, a feature that severely limits

STRESS service temperature levels. With or without
COMPOSITE BEHAVIOR liquid-phase sintering aids, most researchers have

SFIEresorted to hot pressing or HIPing to achieve high
UNREINFORCED FULER densities. These pressure-induced densification
BEAOR processes are costly, cannot easily produce com-, I plex shapes, and do not provide precise dimen-

sional control; also, the high pressures frequently
I- OVERLOAD damage the fibers.USEFUL

TENSILE STRAIN Reaction bonding, or either reaction sintering

Fig. 1. Ideal stress-btram behavior of ceramic matrix com- or reaction forming as the process is sometimes
posite reinforced unidii.,.tionailN %,ith long. %%eakly bonded called, circumvents these issues that have
fibers [5) BMC denotes before matrix cracking and AMC remained primary obstacles to successful applica-
after matrix cracking regions of the stress-strain curve. tion of crystalline matrix composites. Reaction

1 is an idealized stress-strain curve [5] for a uni- bonding is particularly applicable for cases where

directionally reinforced, uniaxially loaded net shape formation and high temperature capa-

ceramic matrix composite. The toughening repre- bilities are important. In the most highly

sented by the area under this idealized developed reaction bonded material, a green

stress-strain curve has in fact been observed in body made from silicon powder is nitrided to

many cases. Significantly increased fracture form a reaction bonded silicon nitrite (RBSN)

toughness values have also been observed with part. Consolidation in the net shape fabrication

random, short fiber reinforced crystalline- and process occurs by filling the void space between

glass-phase ceramic matrices [6, 7]. Toughening silicon particles with the Si3N, reaction product.

in these ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) Reaction bonding of silicon carbide (RBSC) is

results primarily from a combination of matrix also an established process. Other reaction

microcracking and crack deflection with short formed borides, carbides, nitrides, oxides and sili-

fiber and whisker reinforcements and a combina- cides can be contemplated. Two important

tion of fiber pull-out and crack bridging mechan- advantages of this type of process for crystalline
isms with continuous or long fiber reinforcement CMCs are the absences of both shrinkage during

[8, 9]. Tough composite ceramics are tolerant of reaction bonding, and liquid-phase sintering aids.
overstrains, they can be made insensitive to
matrix flaw size, and they are resistant to impact, 2. Reaction bonded ceramic matrix composites
machining and thermal shock damage. Properly
designed composites should extend useful 2.1. General background
properties to very high temperatures. Research with reaction bonded ceramic matrix

Ceramic composites based on crystalline composites has been limited despite their poten-
matrices have not achieved the same level of tial advantages. Low strength and only moderate
improvement as those based on glass matrices [6]. resistance to internal oxidation have been the
Although these crystalline-matrix composite principal sources of hesitanty about using this
materials should exhibit superior mechanical and matrix material for CMCs. Fortunately there is
thermodynamically controlled properties, pro- important related research with SiC fiber rein-
cessing issues have n- "de it virtually impossible to forced hot pressed and sintered Si3N.. kHPSN and
fabricate high density parts without resorting to SSN; that defines both the potential as %vell as
combinations of liquid-phase sintering mechan- difficulties that can be anticipated ,ith the
isms, high consolidation pressures and high pro- RBSN/SiC composites [7, 11, 12]. The best
cessing temperatures. HPSN matrix samples used short, randomly

Shrinkage of the matrix around the rigid, oriented, small diameter whisker type fiberswhile
dimensionally stable fibers is a persistent, funda- the most successful RBSN matrix samples
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employed large diameter, unidirectional, continu- indication of the property levels that are acces-
ous fibers made by the CVD technique. sible with RBSN/SiC composites if they are pro-

In the United States, research with reaction cessed correctly. Further improvements ,will
bonded matrices has beer done primarily at almost certainly be athieved with optimizations
Georgia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory, of the fiber-matrix bonding, the fiber architec-
MIT, NASA-Lewis, Norton Co. and Rutgers Uni- ture, and processing details.
versity. These studies have used RBSN matrices The RBSN/SiC composite system introduces
in combination with SiC fibers or whiskers as several additional issues that must be resolved
reinforcements because of the modulus differen- successfully in making these materials. Pores
tial and probable thermal expansion coefficient throughout the RBSN matrix must remain open
and thermodynamic compatibilities up to and connected with the ambient atmosphere to

-1450 *C. Recently, there has been some achieve complete nitridation of interior regions,
interest in sintered or HIPed reaction bonded bili- but must close off quickly to prevent internal oxi-
con nitride matrices that add a sintering aid for dation. One important consequence of the rela-
SiN, to the silicon/reinforcement mixture [13, tively high matrix porosity levels is that loads are
14]. After the silicon powder is nitrided, parts are largely carried by the SiC fibers since the matrix's
densified with normal Si3N, densification heat modulus of elasticity decreases (rates varying
treatments. These latter processes may achieve between linear and exponential) with increasing
superior dimensional control through reduced porosity. Consequently, it is critical that the fibers
shrinkage, but the resulting parts will not enjoy and their coatings not be degraded appreciably
any advantages with respect to their high tem- either by the nitriding process or by service expo-
perature properties or in terms of other charac- sures. The absence of matrix shrinkage makes it
teristics, like corrosion resistance, that are especially important to achieve defect-free green
dominated by grain boundary phases. microstructures since no void-filling rearrange-

Very significantly improved fracture toughness ments occur during consolidation. Historically,
levels (up to 12.5 MPa m '2) were achieved using the low density levels have also resulted in poor
uncoated VLS SiC whiskers to reinforce HPSN matrix strength and uncertain resistance to oxy-
[7] in one of the first investigations of the Si3N/ gen penetration to the matrix-fiber interfacial

SiC CMC system. Demonstrating K,, values that region. While nitriding is undertaken at tempera-
are approximately twice the levels normally mea- tures as much as 400 *C below hot pressing or
sured for highly optimized HPSN, clearly indi- sintering temperatures used for Si3N, (typically
cates that this ceramic composite system has 1650-1800 *C), the times are long (up to 200 h)
merit. More recent studies with the same type of and the atmospheres are chemically active [171.
composite materials have also demonstrated The fibers and their coatings have proven vulner-
difficulties that are inherent to these high modu- able to interactions with the silicon particles, at
lus, high temperature materials. Using rice hull least during the initial stages of the nitriding pro-
derived whiskers in HPSN [101 .ave maximum cess. Despite these additional problems, the
Kic values (up to 6.5 MPa M1n2 ) that are less than initial results with RBSN/SiC CMCs are very
state-of-the-art levels [3, 4] for HPSN (up to 8.9 promising and they provide clear directions for
MPa M112). Using a different (unspecified process) future research.
SiC whisker in sintered Si3N, (SSN), other
authors [12] observed only degraded toughness 22 Results with RBS,/SiCconiposites
and strength values. Creep rates for T > 1200 'C Two of the most thorough investigations of
observed for similar CMCs were unimproved or RBSNjSiC CMCs were undertaken simultane-
degraded by SiC whisker additions, effects that ously and independently by NASA-Lewis
were attributed to liquid-phase in the grain 118-211 and the Norton Co. [22-24]. These pro-
boundaries [15, 16]. It is likely that the differences grams initially focused on the use of the large
between the initial and the latter results arise diameter tabout 144 um, CVD SiC fibers pro-
largely from the strengths of the reinforcement duced by the AVCO Co. These fibers %%ere
fibers that were used; however, other factors such selected because of their high strength. thermo-
as purity of the constituent materials and amount dynamic stabilit) and Iow surfa,_e-t,-%ulume
of sintering aid would certainly play important ratio. Unidirectional and cros.-pl composites
roles. This first result should be viewed as an were made by hand layup and pressing. Using
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unidirectional as-receied. SCS-6 tpe SiC fibers and shear strengths. For this reason and factors
that had coatings about 2-4 im thick %%ith a ari- relating to formability, small diameters %%ill likely
able Si/C ratio on top of an amorphous carbon be fasored o'er large diameters for %%eakl%
layer, NASA achie'ed %er) impressihe improse- bonded reinforcement fibers. The use of small
ments relatihe to the %alues mleasured for mono- diameter SiC fibers %%ill accentuate processing
lithic RBSN made from the silicon po%%ders used issues that must be resolhed before they can be
in this stud%. Ultimate flexural surface stress at utilized to ad% antagt, in RBSN matrix composites.
failure ,3 and 4 point loading; increased up to 9.5 Norton has also demonstrated the feasibility of
times, the flexural stress at %%hich the matrix first using lng, uncoated and coated polymer deri ed
cracked increased up to 2.7 times, and the fail- SiC reinforcement fibers in an RBSN matrix. The
ures %%ere not brittle, e'en in tension. Thermal ke to this success %%as using nitriding schedules
shock:.ig b) quenching from 1200 *C into %water that had been reduced from 100-140 h to either
had no effect on room temperature properties. 8 or 48 h at 1350 *C because each of the five
Work of fracture %alues for the Norton compos- fiber tpes studied still %%as at least partial) amor-
ites improsed 10-20 times ,elatihe to monolithic phuus. The means b) %%hich this reduction nsas
RBSN: otberwise, the results sere similar to accomplished "as not resealed; ho%%eser, both
those reported by NASA. Properties generally Ncr:on and Rutgers '25; indicated that nitriding
impro'ed "%ith increasing %olume fraction of the kinetics are enhanced b% the presence of the SiC
fibers. fibers. Postulated mechanisms include enlarged

Microstructural analysis indicated that channel dimensions into the interior of the matrix
debonding during fracture occurred by splitting and the presence of accelerators such as Fe and
along the carbon rich coating-matrix interfaces. SiO.
Hence, the dL..elopment of reduced nitriding Using the uncoated NicalonTM Ceramic Grade
schedules through the use of small, high purity and Do%% Coming MPDZ grade polymer-deri ed
silicon powders vas one of the important accom- SiC fibers, Norton obsersed non-brittle failuresplishments of both research programs NASA when the shorter h, nitriding cycle was used.

showed that properties degraded %%ith longer All other combinations gate completel brittletime and higher-temperature nitriding schedules failures at stress !ecels that %%ere belo%% strengths

and with thinner coatings on the fibers. The of monolithic RBSN. Any toughening should bc
mechanisms responsible for the degradation %%ere %ie%%ed as highly encouraging since only a %ery
not completely identified, but increasing bond small range of process conditions %%as accessible
strengths between the fiber and matrix appear that achieed complete nitridation "ithout
likely, damaging the polymer derived fibers. Subsequent

Cross-plied laminates made at NASA also studies "ith different coatings on Nicalon"'
showed great promise. The strains at first matrix fibers sho%%cd that the thickest carbon .oatines
failure \\ere unchanged from the unidirectional gate the best properties. All of 1.z inMetigated
composites, indicating that the same lesel of coatings AI.O,. SiC. SiN and C, reacted to
matrix perfection had been achieed %%ith the some extent during nitriding, tending to bond the
more complex architectures. Because the modu- fibers to the matrix. The carbon coatings reacted
lus was reduced. the strength at first matrix crack- %ith thL unreacted silicon. forming SIC. Thicker
ing vas lo%%er for the cross-pli.d composite. as carbon coatings ,orked because they %%ere thick
%s%.I the ultimate strength. NASA indicated that enough to sur ie the nitriding schedule and also
impr.nsed properlP. in cross-plied composites formed a ueak region at the location %%here sili-
would crm,. from improsed matrix strength and con "as first detected in the reaction zone
fiber-mat. ix bonding; "e would also suggest the betueen the coating and matrix.
usc of'smaller diameter fibers. Four groups have studied short. randomly

No trans'erse or shear data %ere reported for oriented fiber reinforced RBSN. a CMC that
either RBSN study. It is likcly that the transxersc should hac the potential of matching the results
and shear strengths of the unidirectional RBSN achiesed by Los Alamos with the tIPSN;'SiC.L.
composites also "%ould be loer than those of the C.MCs. Georgia Tech ,26; inestigated the use of
RBSN matrices. %Wakly bonded fibers act as se.eral t~pes of fibers in RBSN matrics.. includ-
flass to stress components aligned perpendicular ing polymer dcrkcd Nialon and rice, hull-
to the fiber axes. thereby degrading trans'ersc deried wisker Silar"M SiC fibers. lhc nitriding
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schedule employed by Georgia Tech was so complete nitridation without any evidence of
severe (150 h with temperatures up to 1400 °C) attacking the uncoated fibers [27]. The SEM
that all of the fibers wert. degraded or completely micrograph of a fracture surface shown in Fig. 2
converted to Si3N4. As a consequence, the shows pull-out lengths equal to many fiber diam-
mechanical properties were poor even by com- eters. The use of high purity materials would
parison with monolithic RBSN. Rutgers [25] appeal to eliminate any fundamental barrier to
investigated SiC whisker reinforced RBSN corn- making these composites.
posites made by colloidal pressing. Their best In combination, these results with the RBSN/
materials achieved nearly complete reaction w ith- SiC system demonstrate the feasibiity of making
out damaging the SiC whiskers in parts with this composite and achieving improved proper-
reasonably high matrix densities ( < 59 %) and ties. They also make clear several issues that must
corre'ft volume fractions (20-40 %) of whiskers. be resolved to make them practical. Most im-
Though strengths were 2.4-4.0 times higher than portantly, the nitriding temperature and time
would be expected for the achieved matrix densi- must be minimized without using nitriding
ties, they were not improved over conventional, accelerators to avoid damaging the fibers. Matrix
good quality RBSN. Fracture toughness and work strength must be improved to avoid premature
of fracture measuremcnts were not made. Los matrix cracking, thereby exposing the reinforce-
Alamos [27, 28] has studied RBSN/SiC compo- ments to damage from the ambient atmosphere.
sites that are based on the high purity, high Similarly, related research shows that the inherent
strength SiC whiskers made by the VLS process oxidation resistance of the RBSN matrix must be
at that laboratory. Using conventional nitriding improved.
schedules, the small diameter whiskers were com-
pletely converted to Si3N4, precluding any hope 2.3. RBSN improvements
of reinforcement. Los Alamos found that the As part of an extensive ceramics processing
nitriding accelerators such as iron oxide actually research program, MIT has synthesized nearly
enhance the attack of the SiC whiskers even ideal silicon powders from laser heated silane
though they reduce the severity of the nitriding (SiH 4 ) gas [29-31] and has developed powder
schedule. In collaboration with Los Alamos, MIT handling, dispersion, shaping and drying tech-
incorporated the VLS SiC whiskers into very high niques that permit defect-free, green parts to be
purity Si powders (final matrix density - 70 %) made without introducing contaminants [32]. The
and subjected the parts to the nitriding schedule green silicon bodies have been made into high
in use at MIT at that time (1 h, 1400 °C). These quality RBSN parts.
results showed that the combination of high Many of the RBSN properties have been mea-
purity and reduced nitriding conditions permitted sured already [32, 33]. A ball-on-ring biaxial

strength test was used to determine the room
temperature strengths of the nitrided samples in
the as-processed condition and after exposures to

4-'---1000 and 1400 °C air (with and without post-
.- . " , oxidation etching); fracture toughnesses were

measured using a Vickers indenter and by analy-
sis of fracture surfaces and measured strengths;
hardness was measured by the Vickers technique.

jOxidation resistance was measured for 1000 and
1400 'C exposures to air for 1 and 50 h. Nitrid-
ing kinetics ha~e been modelled experimentally
aad meLhanistically [34]. Results show that
RBSN's deficiencies as a CMC matrix have been
largelv ccrrected.

_____ If th? powders remain free of contaminants
through all of the fabrication steps, parts nitride

Fig. 2. SEM fracture surface of SiC VLS-whisker reinforced to completion at unusually low temperatures and
RBSN part made from laser-derivcd sihlwon. Extensive pull- in shor' times [321. Our standard nitriding sched-
out and an absence of fiber degradation are illustrated. ule emplys a 1 °C min ramp to 1200 'C fol-
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lowed by a 0.5 'C min -I ramp from 1200 to deviations in density (+ 2-3 %) and strength
1400 'C and a 1 h hold. The total exposure of 7 h (± 55 MPa). Fracture sources were usually either
to nitriding temperatures (T> 1200 °C) repre- 5-15 um diameter voids, or occasional lenticular
sents a major reduction from normal schedules. cracks le than 50 /tm deep. Recently improved
More recent results [34] show that this time process, -chniques have yielded - 75 % dense
period can be reduced dramatically. If as-synthe- RBSN sa. ,les with strengths up to 695 MPa. For
sized purities are maintained until the nitriding comparison, Fig. 3 also includes three different
step, these silicon parts will react to completion in lines representing least-square fits of exponential
much less severe combinations of time and tem- functions to RBSN, SSN and HPSN strength data
perature, such as 1 h at 1150 °C or 10 min at from the literature [17, 36, 37]; these data repre-
1250 *C. The use of a pre-nitriding nucleation sent both laboratory and commercial samples
step Jlows complete conversion in 1 h at with all surface finishes. Silane-originating RBSN
1050 *C. Preliminary nitriding studies, of these specimens, that were diamond lapped to 4 um,
high purity silicon powders in the presence of exhibit average sirengths that are 2.5 to 5.0 times
high purity SiC powders, indicate that the SiC the average reported values at both correspond-
enhances the reaction rate [35]. Beyond a simple, ing density levels. The more recent 75 % dense
important corroboration of 'he Norton and samples exhibited by far the highest strengths
Rutgers observations, these results do not yet ever reported for RBSN. Exposure to 1000 and
provide any basis for mechanistic interpretation. 1400 °C air for 1 and 50 h had no measurable
However, it is evident that nitriding times and effect on the room temperature strengths [33] of
temperatures can be reduced by using high purity, etched and unetched samples. These room tem-
small diameter powders "..d correct processing perature strength levels are well into the range
techniques. previously observed only with high density, high

Figure 3 shows average fracture stresses for purity Si3N4 [4, 38]. The absences of both liquid-
lapped, as-processed MIT RBSN samples having phase sintering aids in this material and oxidation
densities of - 65 % (300 MPa) and = 75 % (,31 induced defects should result in the highest
MPa). The error bars correspond to the standard strength Si3N4 at elevated temperatures.

Vickers hardness values were determined on
polished surfaces using 300 and 500 g loads.

Fractional density of Si3N4  Observed hardness values ranged from 3.5 to
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 11.0 GPa, as density increased from 60 to 80%

1 1 I 1 150 [32, 39]. The hardness of 77 % dense RBSN
03 - (= 10 GPa) is higher than that of 85 % dense,

.. 100 highly optimized commercial RBSN (= 8.3 GPa)
[40]. Calculated from analysis of flaw-size

. -50 strength results, the Kcs are 2.35 and 2.70 MPa
m i /2 for the 67 and 77 % dense RBSN respec-

, ZI 2...tively [33, 41]; these values are higher than opti-S "..U,. - 20 mized commercial RBSN (= 2.0 MPa mi1/ 2) [40]
102  "- and approach those of high density, high purity! ". ' -L Si3N 4 [4). As is typical, the indentation technique

0 o. 0 gave slightly lower values (2.1 MPa m I/2, [39]) for
5 77 % dense RBSN.

' .. Figure 4 summarizes the results of the oxida-
tion studies [33] for the 77 % dense RBSN, along

2 with the results reported by others for RBSN [42]
o . .. I I I and HPSN [43]. The 77 % dense SiH 4-originating

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 RBSN exhibits up to two orders of magnitude
Fractional porosity of Si3N4  lower weight gain than results for two more dense

Fig 3. Rouom temperature strength of silicvn nitridc . RBSN materials, and up to an order of magnitude
density. Experimental data points were derived for MIT better behavior than HPSN. The high purity
RBSN having two density levels; standard deviations arc
shown. The hnes are drawn from literature .surveys cited i RBSN samples formed protective films less than
ref. 36. 1 pm thick for all combinations of investigated
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OI MIT RBSN, by MIT forming processes offer important opportunities
o HPSN NC 132, by MIT for structural ceramics that must exhibit reliable,
.4 HPSN NC 132, by superior properties at temperatures extending to

- 4 -- Cubtcclottl & LauU high levels. Composites, more than monolithic
V RBSN, by Thummier

A =21% porosity ceramics, are likely to achieve high fracture
E B = 14% porosity- otoughnesses that can survive high and cyclic tem-0) E300 A V I hour

M-6 -0 A V 50 hours perature exposures because they do not depend
"- B on metastable effects or on intergranular micro-

Y-- A cracking through impure grain boundary phases.A .Although high purity crystalline CMCs should
A "exhibit the best properties based on thermo-

0_A 4 dynamic characteristics and other properties,

these materials have not been made successfully
by conventional ceramic powder processing
routes because of excessive stresses that result

100 from shrinkage and differential thermal expan-
1000 oc 1400c sion coefficients. Reaction bonding may resolve
Oxidation of Silicon Nitride these issues because consolidation occurs without

Fig. 4. Oxidation weight gains for RBSN and HPSN samples shrinkage as the reaction product fills ine void
at -1000 and 1400 *C for 1 and 50 h. MIT measurements and space between particles and there is no need to
data- cited in the literature are shown. Procedures and cita- employ additives that concentrate in grain bound-
tions are given in ref. 33.emlyadtvstacoenreinginbu -

aries. The absence of shrinkage has obvious

times and temperatures. Previous results with the economic importance by permitting net-shape
SiH4-originating RBSN show that our low density fabrication of complex parts.

specimens undergo significant internal oxidation Reaction forming by the reaction bonding

before saturation is attained at 1250 0C [32], as route appears to have significant advantages! ela-
was anticipated from Thummler's results [42]. tive to the related chemical vapor infiltrationAlthough our results have not been analyzed (CVI) type processes. In the CVI processes, verymechogha c itr wosuls hape n t he snamze critical levels of supersaturation, temperature andmechanistically, it would appe v that the same

microstructural features that give high strengths pressure must be maintained that allow deposits

for the SiH4-originating RBSN als( give it to grow deep within a porous part having a com-

improved oxidation resistance relative to more plex pore structure. The deposition processes are

dense RBSN. This superior performance very slow (weeks to months), and the outer surfaces

likely results from a combination of our samples frequently close off, terminating further internal

having very small pore diameters, uniform micro- deposition until the part has had its exterior sur-

structures, and an absence of impure grain face removed by machining. Reaction bonding, as

boundary phases. The impure grain boundary practised with Si3N4, permits rapid, full penetra-

phase is responsible for the surface defects that tion reactions without surface closure, if done

cause strength reductions in HPSN after high correctly.
temperature oxidizing exposures [441 and allows Reaction bonding does introduce new, difficult

rapid transport of oxygen into the interior of the processing issues that must be resolved to make

parts. them feasible. Although the processing tempera-

At least on an experimental basis, these results tures for Si3N4 matrix CMCs are reduced, the

indicate that the principal deficiencies exhibited combination of longer times, free silicon and fre-

by RBSN as a composite matrix have been quently employed nitriding accelerators, tends to

resolved. Nitriding kinetics, matrix strength, and degrade the fibers, whether coated or not. This

oxidation resistance have all been improved to potential degradation is critical because fibers

needed levels, must be load bearing in the reduced-modulus,
porous matrix. This degradation is particularly
serious for the small diameter fibers that must be

3. Saimmary and conclusions employed to achieve adequate shea- and trans-
If processing issues can be resolved, ceramic verse properties. The solution to these problems

matrix composites based on reaction bonding appears to be one of lessening the nitriding sche-
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Abstract failure origins in the conventionally processed

SiC whisker-reinforced Al03 composites, with composites and a dispersion-processing/pres-
enhanced strength and creep failure strains, have sure-filtration/hot-pressing technique was devel-been fabricated by dispersion processing, pressure oped to fabricate composites devoid of strength-filtration andihot pressing. This method minimizes limiting flaws [2]. The creep experiments re-flaws that otherwise cause premature failure. High ported here for the dispersion-processed com-flshat c reep mea use dremoate irue ig posites show that existing models for composite
stres creep measurements deeonstrate that trite creep are inadequate to explain the observedsteady-state creep does not develop in these co i- c e p r s o s n e o c p sb h n o e
posites for whisker loadings above some critical creep response and ne r concepts behind a model
level; creep rates continue to decrease with increas- A secondary conse uence of the dispersion
ing creep strain. Also, an anelastic strain recovery q
is observed on load removal at creep temperatures. processing approach is that oxidation rates at
Existing creep models are inadequate to explain creep temperatures are reduced in the absence of
these observations. The development of new processing flaws. The reactions observed on
models for composite creep requires measurements composite oxidation are presented later.
on composites with systematically varied micro-
structures, which currently are being prepared. 2. Processing

The processing procedure has been described
1. Introduction previously [21 and related experiments have

recently been described by Sacks et al [3]. Coin-
Whisker-reinforced ceramic-matrix compo- posites were fabricated from SiC whiskers (Silar

sites have potential applications as high tempera- SC9, ARCO Chemical Co., Greer, SC) and high
ture structural materials in, for example, purity A1,0 3 powder (AKP30, Sumitomo Chemi-
advanced heat engines. In previous experiments, cal America, Inc., New York, NY). Similar SiC
a 15 vol.% SiC-whisker reinforced A1203 was whiskers, characterized in detail by Nutt, are typi-
shown to creep up to two orders of magnitude cally < 0.5 pm in diameter with an aspect ratio up
more slowly than a control fine-grained poly- to 100 [4, 51. Figure 1 shows a scanning electron
crystalline A1203 [1, 2]. The stress exponent for micrograph of whiskers sedimented from a
creep, n, in the expression 9 =A a", where t is the suspension in water; most whiskers lie, as
steady-state outer-fiber strain-rate, aF is the outer- expected, approximately parallel to the plane of
fiber stress and A is a constant, was = 5 in the the micrograph. The whiskers are randomly
composite compared to = 2 for the A120 3.How- oriented within that plane but there is clearly
ever, premature failure limited the total outer- short-range texture and whiskers tend to align
fiber strains observed in these composites to approximately parallel to their nearest neighbors.
- 1%. This arrangement of whiskers is likely to be

Processing flaws were identified as the creep reproduced in the composite.
No sintering additives, such as MgO, are used

*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phe- in
nomena in Composites. Processing. Characterization. ,and in the fabrication of the composites. Normally,
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI, June I -3, 1988. MgO additions to monolithic polycrystalline
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where A120. particles were observed sticking to
the surface.

It is interesting to note that if dispersed SiC
whiskers in a dilute slurry (after "nest" removal)
are allowed to settle, a sediment with = 20% solid
fraction results. The implication for these particu-
lar whiskers is that it should be possible to pre-
pare a fully dense composite with up to 20 vol.%
whisker loading without significantly damaging
the individual whiskers. For greater whisker load-
ings, whiskers would have to be either more pre-

Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscope of SiC whiskers after cisely aligned, elastically deformed or broken
during hot pressing if full density is to be

obtained.
Al0 3 prevent abnormal grain growth; in this Composite green bodies are produced by mix-
case the wlfiskers appear to perform a similar ing dispersed slurries in selected proportions
role. (using both mechanical and ultrasonic agitation),

As-received whiskers and A203 powders are adjusting pH and consolidating into a disc by
known to contain soft and hard agglomerates, pressure filtration. After mixing, the pH of the
These can be removed from dilute, aqueous dis- resulting slurry is essentially neutral (pH = 5-7).
persions by ultrasonic agitation, which breaks up Parameters which can be varied prior to pressure
the soft agglomerates, followed by the sedi- filtration are (1) the ratio of Al20 3 to SiC (deter-
mentation of remaining hard agglomerates and mined by desired composite whisker loading), (2)
whisker "nests". A120 3 can be dispersed in water the pH of the mixed slurry, and (3) the solids
it pH = 2 and subsequently flocculated when the loading of the mixed slurry.
pH is increased to pH > 5. In contrast, SiC is dis- During pressure filtration, the filtration pres-
persed at high pH (pH = 9-11) and is flocculated suie is only adjustable within a limited range:
when the pH is lowered to pH K< 5. Adjustments above 20 MPa tends to result in filter cake crack-
to pH are made by additions of nitric acid (to ing on removal from the die and less than 5 MPa
lower pH) and ammonium hydroxide (to raise results in a dilatant filter cake, containing excess
pH). moisture, which cannot support its own weight.

Particles are dispersed in water by mutual Hot pressing times, temperatures and pressures
electrostatic repulsion. For Al,03 particles in a are variable. Recently reported work suggests
low pH dispersion, excess H' ions adsorb onto that the hot pressing temperature may influence
the exposed 02- ions, giving each of the particles composite fracture toughness, presumably by
a net positive charge. For the SiC whiskers, dis- modifying the whisker/matrix interface structure
persed at high pH, excess OH- groups adsorb [6]. In the present work, all hot pressing has been
onto exposed Si4 l ions giving each whisker a net performed at 1650 'C, 24 MPa and typically 1
negative charge. Flocculation occurs when these hour, sufficient to complete densification.
dispersing charges are removed and van der Composites with a 15 vol.% SiC whisker load-
Waals forces provide a net interparticle attrac- ing were routinely made with a uniform green
tion. Heteroflocculation, whereby Al2 3 particles color, indicative of a homogeneou. distribution of
become electrostatically attracted to the SiC whiskers. Light microscopy of such composites
whiskers, may be anticipated if slurries are mixed demonstrated that whiskers were textured and
at a suitable pH. Empirically, high green densities tended to be oriented in a plane normal to the fil-
and homogeneous composite microstructures tration'hot pressing axis. Energy dispersive X-ray
have resulted from mixing slurries at pH =2. To line profiles (obtaincd in a scanning electron
verify that heteroflocculation is occurring at microscope using a defocused probe; across the
pH =2, a single, large P SiC whisker (provided by thickness of disc cross-sections confirmed that no
J. J. Petrovic, Los Alamos National Laboratory) gross segregation occurred during processing,
was immersed in a dilute Al203 slurry ( - 1 vol.%) % hith may have been expected if differential sedi-
at pH = 2 for 10 min, gently removed, dried and mentation had occurred in the mixed slurry.
examined in a scanning electron microscope, More extensie localized texturing occurs in
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composites with lower whisker loadings. Figure 2 train-rate data, namely (1) that strains are sm.
shows two discs of the composite with a 5 vol.% (2) that the material behaves similarly in tension
whisker loading after hot pressing. One disc was and compression, (3) that true stead, -state condi
pressure filtered at pH = 2 and the other at tions prevail, and (4) that the standard creep rela-
pH=5. Although microchemical analysis line tionship e= Ao" holds.
profiles indicatL a homogeneous distribution of The 5 and 15 ,ol.% whisker loadings result jt
SiC within the A1,O3 matrix, the marbling of the significant)l different creep responses in the com
color suggests domains of whisker texturing, posites. Figure 3 shows typical creep curves for
presumably as a result of flow within the slurry. each loading. The 5 vol.% loading case exhibited

The results suggest that on mixing the dis- stead)-state creep behavior immediately upon
persed slurries heteroflocculation does occur and
as a result gross segregation of the whiskers 008

within the slurry is not observed. However, on 5% C 69.5 MPa 15000C

slurry mixing and during pressure filtration, liquid 000
flow appears to promote some localized whisker _
texturing. strazrate"2 19x 10'7&'1

3. Creep 002

Creep tests have been conducted on compo-
sites with both 5 vol.% and 15 vol.% SiC whis- oco
kers at 1500 *C in air. 1500 'C, while above the 0 imo(s) 200o

anticipated maximum operating temperature for (a)
these materials in structural applications, allows 0020
tests to be conducted in reasonable times. The 1S .0 MPa I50O°C
processing method eliminated the flaws which 0015, ( 9

would have induced premature failure, allowing z
samples to be deformed to large flexural strains. 0010
During creep testing, a topochemical reaction
scale developed on the samples; the reaction
sequence is addressed in the next section. oom

Creep testing was performed in four-point
flexure using sapphire pivots. Load/load-point- 0oo0
deflection data are converted to outer-fiber (b) tim(s)
stress/outer-fiber strain using the analysis on Fig. 3. Creep curves: (a) 5 vol.%. (b) 15 vol.% SiC whis-
Hollenberg, Terwilliger and Gordon [7]. How- ker-A120 3 composite.
ever, this analysis invoked four assumptions
which affect the accuracy of the reduced stress/ 10

15% SiC 1500'C

10 " •

, 10 .7 .  n

10
.9

pH -- 2 P H- 5 0.00 0 0t.02

rig. 2. Hot pressed discs of 5 vol.% SiC whisker-AIO3 outer fiber strain
composite showing marbling due to localized %;.hisker textur- rig. 4. Creep data for 15 vul.". SiC whisker -AI201 f-ompu-
ing. pressure filtered at pH 2 and at pH 5. site (Fig. 3b) plotted as In i vs. c-. a. 50.5 M11a; *l, 33.0 MVPa.
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loading whereas the 15 vol.% composite exhi- vol.% loadings. The measured creep-rates were
bited a continuously decreasing creep rate during lower than predicted by Kelly and Strect and
deformation, which is more clearly depicted in there was clearl a change in slope for the 15
Fig. 4, a plot of e vs. -. Since the Hollenberg vol.% composite not predicted by the model.
analysis does not st ctly apply for such non- Similar modelling, but incorporating a deforming
steady-state behavior, the actual values of stress whisker network, is therefore proposed to model
and strain, calculated for an assumed stress expo- the whisker composites.
nent of 2, are inaccurate. However, the calculated On 5 vol.% whisker loading, creep rates are
values still allow comparative behavior to be reduced by approximately two orders of magni-
investigated. Figure 5 shows a creep curve for a tude, but the creep stress exponent is essentially
15 vol.% composite which was deformed at a unchanged from that measured in the fine-
nominal 50.5 MPa for 50 000 s at which point grained polycrystalline AI,0 3. Kelly and Street
the load was removed. The sample exhibited an allowed for load to be transferred to the fiber rein-
anelastic response whereby approximately 15%
of the total accumulated strain was recovered
within 10 000 s of load removal. Figure 6 con- 10-3

sists of creep curves for 0, 5 and 15 vol.% SiC
plotted as In 9 vs. In a from which values for the 15000C
creep stress exponent, n, can be c'tained. The
data for unreinforced A120 3 were corrected for
an error which was present when previously 10-  n 1.5
reported [1]. For the 15 vol.% samples, minimum
strain-rates observed during each test were
plotted.

Significant creep rate reductions result from -0.
the whisker reinforcement of AI203. However, 1 0,
the different creep responses of the 5 and / -
15 vol.% SiC composites suggest that different c a"/
mechanisms for creep operate in each case. The /
creep response of fiber-reinforced composites E / ,

has been modelled by Kelly and Street [8], but 4 10 - / n =2.7
their modelling assumed aligned, non-deforming -

fibers in a deforming matrix such that the fibers 0 "
carried a fraction of the load, thereby reducing =
the load on the deforming matrix. The dotted and ,
dashed lines in Fig. 6 correspond to the predicted o 10 -7
reductions in creep rate of the A1103 matrix using 0

the Kelly and Street model for non-deforming
fibers with an aspect ratio of 50 for 5 and 15

0012 10 8  A

15% /SiC 5O.5MPa 1500 C = 7.9
0010, A

Z008 load remval

S000. 10-9

o.oo,- 10 100 1000
/" outer fiber stress (MPa)

00M2. Fig. 6. Composite creep curves for 0 (0), 5 (6) and 15 A)
o0 vol.% SiC whisker-Alz0 1 composites. Minimum observed

0 10000 20000 300-00 4000 50000 strain rates are plotted for the 15 vol.% SiC material. Kelly
I.Me(S) and Street predictions for 5 (dotted line) and 15 (dashed line)

Fig 5 Strain recovery after load remoal in IS ,l.% SiC vol.% short fiber kaspect ratio= 50, reinforcements of the
whisker-AIO, composite. matrix AI:O, are included for comparison [8].
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forcement but did not consider -A :hange in the The anelastic behavior observed in the
creep mechanism for the matrix it,tff. One pro- 15 vol.% SiC composite requires a different
posed creep mecnanism applicable to A120 3 is interpretation. For the higher loading whisker
diffusion-accommodated grain boundary sliding composit, a more appropriate model requires a
limited by the rate of creation or annihilation of network of interconnected whiskers which are
point defects at grain boundaries [9]. Whisker not free to rot :,te about their points of inter-
reinforcement at 5 vol.% may simply inhibit this section (nodes), possibly as a result of whisker
mechanism by either (1) mechanically restrict- entanglement. Such a network would have a
ing grain boundary sliding oi (2) further limiting lower modulus than an indMdual whisker in ten-
the sources and sinks of point defects. The sion. To sustain the observed 15% strain recovery
change of slope observed for the composite at 70 on load removal, strain would have to be accumu-
MPa may indicate a transition to another creep lated in the whisker network by the elastic bend-
mechanism. ing of whiskers. Presumably, the high whisker

An alternative explanation, however, utilizes loading partially inhibits non-recoverable strain
the idea of a whisker network deforming in paral- accommodation by whisker rotation. This be-
lel with the matrix. Now, with a 5 vol.% SiC havior is shown schematically in Fig. 7(a), where
whiker loading, steady-state creep conditions the angles between whiskers at nodes remain con-
prevail and there is no strain recovery on load stant during creep and some non-recoverable
removal. This result would ensue if, during creep, deformation results from whisker failure. To a
the whiskers, while" not 'deorming, are isolated first approximation, such a model is simply an
and free to rotate towards alignment with the anelastic Voigt element (a spring and dashpot in
applied stress. Kelly and Street identified a model parallel) in series with anothei dashpot (repr.-
originally developed by Riseman and Ullman for senting the non-recoverable deformation), as
the increase in viscosity of a Newtonian fluid on shown schematically in Fig. 7(b). Mathematically,
the incorporation of rigid tibers [8, 101. While such a system would exhibit the response:
attractive, this model requires extremely dilute
loadings to be valid and therefore is not appropri-
ate for this case and new modelling is required. 6 =-E 1 - exp I B,

where E represents the modulus of the whisker
network and B and T are constants. This simple
representation approximates the measured re-
sponse but needs to be refined. Since the
modulus of the whisker network is clearly not
constant with strain, replacing E with E=f(e) will
be required.

,__If the hypothesis of a deforming network of
whiskers is con.'rined, then the implication for
composite design is that a uniaxially aligned
whisker-reinforced composite would be more
creep resistant in a direction parallel to the whis-
kers than the two-dimensionally aligned compo-
sites fabricated to date.

4. Oxidation

Oxidation of the composite is a multistage pro-
-I cess involving the reaction between SiC, AI,O1Eand 02 ultimately to produce mullite (AI6Si2O.J

and CO, 11 . The dispersion-processed compo-

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic of deformation model for 15 vol.% SiC sites exhibit oxidation kinetics a factor o' six
whisker-AI,0 3 composite. tbj Spring-dashpot model for times slower than the dry-powder-processed
observed anclastic response. composites previously investigated [ 11 ]. Figure 8
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0.10 forced, polycrystalline alumina. A model for the
15% SIC 1500'C composite consisting of an interconnected

0.08- whisker network in a deforming matrix has been
proposed. If verified in future work, the implica-

E 0.06. tion of the model is that significant further
improvements in the creep response can be

0.04- 2.11xI0it (mm) expected if uniaxially aligned composites can be
fabricated.

0.02. Oxidation of the composites durihg high tem-
perature exposure to air urges the development

00of a suitable proective coating. The observation
100000 2000000 3000000 that no reaction occurs in the core regions of

time(s) samples demonstrates that the system is indeed
Fig. 8 Scale thickening kinetics for composite oxidation at stable if the composites can be superficially pro-
1500 *C. tected.

is a plot of the square of mullite scale thickness vs.
time at 1500 *C for the 15 vol.% SiC composite.
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Abstract on ar. interface of dissimilar materials is often
A crack lying along one interface on an elastic mixed. Differences between elastic properties

sandwich stncture is analyzed. When the thickness across an interface will generally disrupt the
of the middle layer is small compared with the symmetry even when the geometry and loading

a universal are otherwise symmetric with respect to the crack.otherMoreover, an interface between dissimiar
relation is found between thre actual interface stress materials is frequently the weakest fracture path
intensity factors at the crack tip and the apparent
mode I and mode stress intensity factorsbody, and a interface crack will

associated with the corresponding problem for the tend to stay in the interface even when subject to
crack in the homogeneous material Therefore, if loading combinations which give rise to shear

stress as well as normal stress on the interfacethe apparent stress intensity factors are known, for ahead of the tip. Some potential applications of
example calculated froi the applied loads as if the interface fracture mechanics, such as fiberstructure was homogeneous, this imformnation can debonding from a matrix due to pull-out, involve
be immediately converted into the interface stress tiintensity factors wvith the universal reltion. This substantial shear contributions. Thus, in general,
observation provies the theoretical basisfor deei el- the interfacial fracture mode is inherently mixed,

and a complete characterization of an interface
oping sandwich specimens for measuring intetface requires toughness data over the full range of
crack toughness. The universal relation reveals the mode combinations. Recent efforts in this direc-
extent to which the asynmetry inherent to a
bimaterial interface induces asymmetry in the near A special class of sandich specimens have

tip crack field. In particular, the result of the study bAeen devised recently for experimental deter-

can be used to infer whetfher stress intensity factors mination of interfacial toughness [3, 4], or for

for a homogeneous body can be used with good oe lat erp c hal uatio o

approximation in place of the actual interface other related purpos such as evaluation of the

stress intensity factors. A proposal for simplifying toughness of adhesive joints [5, 6]. The common
the approach to interfacial fracture is made which feature of these specimens is that each of them is

homogeneous except for a very thin layer of
plays down the role of the so-called oscillator)' s en eris wch is adihd tn he
interface singularity sreses, second material which is sandwiched b~etween the

two halves comprising the bulk of the specimen.

The thickness of the layer is typically a hundredth
1. Introduction or even a thousandth of the length scale of the

Cracks in homog,.neou, isotropic material overall geometry ',Fig i1. A pre-existing crack lies
tend to propagate under mode i conditions in along one of the interfaces. With such specimens,
v hich oil)% normal stre.ss .cts on lhe plane of it has generall% been the practice to use the stress
•N pration ahead of the tip. ru, r this reason. the intcnsit) factor :or factors if mixed mode condi-
development of fracture mechanics for Nuch tions pertain, determined for the homogeneous
materials has tended to place hea'.y emphasis on specimen uith no layer to cha.acterize the inter-
mode 1 conditions. B) contrast. the fracture node face cr.,k in the presence of the layer. In this

paper we determine a universal relation between
aper prsenzedl at ihe synposium ,n Interracial Ph- the stress intensity factors for the homogeneous

uumcna in Compn,site.. Processina. (.haracteriton. and specimen or body and the actual interfacial stress
Mechanical Prtlertiea. NL.port. RI. June I 3. 1988. intensit) factors for the crack betmeen the layer

021 -5093189/S3 5o 0 Elsevier Sequoia/Prinicd in The Netherlands
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and similar arguments can be found in [7J for a
-- s crack parallel to, but slightly displaced from, an

I interface.
in cb-ence of oyef. With the universal relation in hand, we outline

K " ,-- in Section 3 the procedure to convert the experi-
-, zmental data (e.g. the critical external loads) to

''.  of ._.-k lip interfacial toughness using two particular
specimen configurations as illustrative examples.
A proposal for simplifying the interpretation and

0, F On 'presentation of interfacial toughness will be
a) FINITE GEOMETRY discussed in Section 4.

- 2. The universal relation

_ ,*,Z- As observed in 18] the non-dimensional elasticT - moduli dependence of bimaterial systems, for

traction prescribed plane elasticity boundary
value problems. may be expressed in terms of two
(rather than three) special combinations. The

b) ASYMPTOTIC PROBLEM FOR SEMi-MiNI-T CRCe Dundurs" parameters adopted in this work are
defined as

Fig. 1. Schematic of asymptotic problem.

-r(K-.+ I)-H, + 1)

and the material bonded to it. The universal rela- r(K. + 1) + (K + 1)
tion is asymptotic in that it requires the thickness r(K,- 1)-(K1 - 1)
of the layer, h, to be very small compared with the P -

crack len~h and to all other in-plane length
scales of the specimen. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two materials in

The mathematical problem analyzed is intro- Fig, 1. K=3-4v for plane strain and (3- v)/
duced in Fig. 1. A thin layer of material 2 is sand- (1 + v) for plane stress. F =r!'_, i, is the Poisson
wiched in a homogeneous body of material 1. ratio, and I is the shear modulus. The physically
Each material is taken to be isotropic and linearly interesting values of a and fP are restricted to a
elastic. Attention is restricted to the plane parallelogram enclosed by a = + 1 and

problem, either plane strain or plane stress. The aarallelogram ince . Ti l b of
crac lis aongoneof he iterace fte uper a - 416= + I in the a. Pl pane. TFhis %%ill be of

crack lies along one of the interfaces (the upper advantage later on when discussions of any func-
interface in Fig. 1) coincident with the x-axis tions depending on material moduli are made.
with the tip at the origin. As indicated in Fig. I, Both a and fi vanish when the dissimilarity
the asymptotic problem for the semi-infinite between the materialsdoes.

interface crack will be considered, as is appro- Two other bimaterial constants. _ and c. may

priate when the layer thickness, h, is very small help undertand the roles that a and .play

compared with all other in-plane length scales. respectively. i.e.

The crack tip field of the homogeneous problem r i

(with no layer present) is prescried as the far =c. I + C I I -i 2
field in the asymptotic problem. Thus the far field c, I= -T I+P
is characterized by the mode-l and mode II stress
intensit) factors, K, and K,,, induced b% the loads %hcre the compliantc paramctc t is related to
on the reference homogeneous specimen. The Young's modulus E by
interface crack tip field is characterized by a
different set of interfacial stress intensity factors. K + 1 8/E for plane stress
K, and K,, which will be defined precisely in See- c = -- f=r laneist ,i"8 -+ v'i/E for plane strain
tion 2 below. The universal relation developed in
the next section connects these t,,o sets of the From .2, a can be readilh interpreted as a
stress intensitm factors. An analogous problem mctsure of the disinilaritm in stiffness of the tuo
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materials. Material 1 is stiffer than 2 as a > 0 and
material 1 is relatively compliant as a < 0. The
parameter e, and thus P, as will be clear soon, is X
responsible for the oscillatory behavior at the
interface crack tip, and it will be proposed in
Section 4 that taking P= 0 may be a sensible #2
simplifying approximation in many cases.

With K, and K2 as the two interface stress a)
intensity factors and with K= K + iK2 as the
complex interface intensity factor [i=(-1)112],
tle traction in ne interface a distance r ahead of #1

r..kt" tip is given by .

U2+2 10r12 = r (4) - _

The associated crack face displacements a b)

distance r behind the crack tip are Fig. 2. Two basic interface crack configurations.

c1 +c2  /2
+ i6=2(27r)1 /

2( -+ 2iK)cosh(e) K (5) When fP $0, and thus by (2) e$0, K, and K 2do not strictly measure the normal and shear trac-
The energy release per unit of new interfacial tion singularities, respectively, on the interface
crack are- , related to the complex stress in- since the two traction components do not
tensity factor by decouple independent of r due to the term

+r
ie = exp[ie In r] in (4). Moreover, crack face inter-

c + c2  I K 2  (6) , penetration is implied by (5) at sufficiently small r
16 cosh 2 rI (usually exceedingly small r) when e 0, as has

These results for the interface singularity field been discussed in [91. However, when P= 0, K,
were contained in a number of papers in 1965 and K2 do measure the normal and shear traction
[9-111. The present normalizaticn of the inter- singularities on the interface ahead of the crack
facial stress intensity factors follows [1] and [7]. tip with the standard definition for the intensity
The interfacial stress intensity factors for various factors. The utility of taking fP = 0 as a pragmatic
crack configurations have not been well approximation will be discussed in Section 4. At
documented, yet some important problems have this point we simply note that interpretation of
been analyzed. Two examples are depicted in Fig. the interface intensity factors is much clearer
2. For a semi-infinite crack along the interface when fP = 0, interpenetration is no longer an issue,
between two elastic half-spaces loaded by equal and it will be argued that little of physical con-but opposite tractions 022 + i ade = - T(x) on the sequence is lost by taking fP to be zero in most
crack faces, instances.

The far field for the asymptotic problem in
(2 )1/2, T(t) Fig. 1 is characterized by mode I and mode II

K= Jcosh fdt (7) stress intensity factors, K and K11, for the homo-
- geneous specimen. With KW =K+iK,, as the

In the case of a finite crack of length 2a on the apparent, or applied, (complex) stress intensity

interface between two half-spaces which are factor, the traction a distance r far ahead of crack

subjected to ecw'il but opposite tractions tip is

022 + ia12 = - T(x1) on the crack faces, the stress K
intensity factor at the right-hand side tip is 022 + i 02 = (2.7r)"/2  (9)

K= The energy release rate computed using the far

cosh;7r(2a)- + at 1/2+, T(t)dt field is

(8) g -8 1K (10)
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By elemtntary energy arguments, or by appli- The basic relation (16) can be expressed
cation of the J-integral, one notes that the energy another way. Noting I Khi = K, one can write
release rate in (6) and (10) must be equal and thus Kh't = K I e i'P (17)
IKlplg'l (11)

as in [1), where V is a real phase angle. With
where ¢ = tan -'(KIl/K) so that

(iI-a /2 (12) K O = IK iei' (18)
' Equation (16) can be written equivalently as

Following an argument simiar to that used in ref. I KI =p K' =0 + o(aqf) (19)
7, dimensional considerations (cf (4) and (9)) and
linearity require that In words, the complex interface stress intensity

factor combination Khit has magnitude scaled by
Khi= aK" + bk'"  (13) a factor p and phase angle shifted by ot with

where (-) denotes complex conjugation and a and respect to the far field stress intensity factor.
b are dimensionless complex constants depend- For material combinations with f = 0 and thus
ing only on a and fi. Equations (11) and (13) e=0, K1 and K2 have conventional inter-
imply pretations, as already emphasized, and (16)

becomes
1a1 2+Ib12=p2  db-a=0 (14)

The solution to (14) which gives K=K * in the K (1-a)12 K-exp[it(a,0)] (20)

limit a=fl=0is independent of h. Now, ?p=tan-'(K 2/K,)
_ c measures the relative proportion of "mode II" toa = pe b = 0 (15) "mode I" on the interface. By (19), the shift in the

where w is a real function of only a and fP. Now it relative proportion in the applied (remote) field
is possible to rewrite (13) as to that in the interface field is given by &)(a, 0).

Khic=pK-~eiO (16a) From Table 1, it is noted that this shift is not large,
varying from 4.4 for a = -0.8 (when the layer

6r material is stiff compared with the bulk material)

K1 + iK 2 = p(KI + iK1 )h ieiw (16b) to -14.3 for a = 0.8 (when the layer material is
relatively compliant). Thus, for example, a mode I

The universal relation (16) thus has been fully specimen with a sandwich layer will not be "mode
determined apart from co(a, f). An integral equa- I" at the interface crack tip, but the shift will not
tion formulation of the interface crack problem is be large. Much to the expectation of the designers
given in Appendix A. The function co(a,fl) of these kind of specimens, the fracture mode at
extracted from the numerical solution to the the crack tip is essentially the same as that
integral equation is presented in Table 1. As dis- induced for the crack in the corresponding homo-
cussed in Appendix A, the error is believed to be geneous specimen under the same external load-
within a few tenths of a degree. ing, but with a scaling factor p.

TABLE 1 wo(a, P) (in degrees)

fl\ -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

-0.4 2.2 3.5
-0.3 3.0 4.0 3.3 1.4
-0.2 3.6 4.1 34 2.0 -0.3 -3.3
-0.1 4.0 4.1 3.3 2.0 0.1 -2.3 -5.5 -10.8

0.0 4.4 3.8 2.9 1.6 0.0 -2.1 -4.7 -8.4 -14.3
0.1 2.3 1.1 -0.5 -2.3 -4.5 -7.4 -11.6
0.2 -1,3 -3.0 -4.9 -7.3 -10.5
0.3 -5.8 -7.8 -10.4
0.4 -I 1.1
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3. Applications hit " -;(.r) to'!."Sill Oexpli(O' 1 f-2n

The apjilication of the universal relation to a With/ it 0, the interface stress intensity factors al
particular sandwich specimen is straightforward. K, ... )r( I ( ) aP',sin 0cos((/4 (j)
OteeI may start with any specimen which has been
swu,~csAl'uly used for homogeneous crack fracture K.,-r.-(1 - (1)a hsnll (sin(0 4,, ) (231
tc:,. Proper techniques are required to sandwich Obseive that (23) implies the toughnes'+ I K+ I can
a +-cond material layer into the bulk of the s peci- be measured using this specimen over a wide
m,1n11 and ensure that the crack stays along one of p sing VflcImbc
the interfaces, as discussed in [4]. Critical external rangofsy angle irectan if Khe by 0,
loalds i,,re recorded as the crack starts to prop- tinuously varying the direction of the load 0,

aate. he apparent stress intensity factor, K", Next consider thc double cantilever beam

is then calculated from the critical external lods (I)C1) specimen proposed in. 14 ', consisting of ais hencacultedfrm te ritcalexernl oads thin film of medium 2 bonded be'twcen substrates

as if the specimen were homogeneous. The actual of medium 2 bFi de etween stres

iwterfacial stress intensity factors are readily of medium I (Fig. 4). he apparent stres in-

evaluated using the universal relation (1.6), or its tensity factor associated with the corresponding
sip)lified version (20). Two particular specimens homogeneous specimen. determined from the
are discu:sed below for purpose of illustration, previous numerical solution [13] in terms of

Fristcsdbelofor th pme show inFig.t3.nA applied load per unit thickness P, crack length a,First consider the specimen shown in Fig. 3. A adha-egtli

laver of material 2 with thickness Ih is sandwiched and half-height 1, is

in a large plate of material 1, with overall length K K = I1 = P-1/2a[3.467 + 2.315(1/a)] (24)
sct0e L. A crack of length 2a is introduced at the Substituting (24) into (16) gives the interface
center of the specimen along the interface. To st itnsity4facto of th e tp as

apply the universal relation, the specimen should stress intensity factor of the crack tip as

be devised such that I is very small compared Khi =pPl-/ 2 a[3.467+2.315(1/a)]ei" (25)
with the crack half-length a. We will also assume If the simplifying assumption is made, i.e. fl = 0,
that L > a so that the formula for the infinite
plane applies, but any formula which accounts for (25) becomes
the influence of L on the intensity factors for the K=(1 - a)1/2P-'/ 2a[3.467+ 2.315(/a)ei) (26)

* homogeneous problem could be used. A uniaxialtomgenseorss pliecod at anuanle. 0 th Since o) is typically very small according to Table
desieo te risaplayer a crack Thge appar1, this is essentially a mode I specimen, as antici-direction of the layer and crack, The apparent ptd[]

stress inteisity factor is simply that of an internal
crack in an infinite homogeneous plate due to
remote stress [12], i.e. 4. On the virtues of taking = 0

K*= AI + it' = u(,ra)/ 2 sin Oei" (21) By conducting fracture tests over a full range
of external loading (i.e. a full range ofThe interface stress intensity factor is then € =tan-1(Kjj]Kj), one generates a locus of the

, btained by substituting (21) into (16). That is ta '( 1/),oegnresalcsfth
bcritical combinations of the interface intensity

factors, K, and K,. A thorough discussion of
several approaches to recording and using inter-

, , * . facial fracture data is given in [I]. In '"articular, if

#1

4!

I' i L. 3. 5-ndvith layer and inilrlact' crack iii Iinitc plant at Ii.. 4. I)mhie-eenltihevcr h+Itlnl 'e.'m.n I ,.imdwih
an.gle 0 to aptlied [(.I-donf, a;vtel N,.
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full accounting for the --effects is made, then a have been overemphasized. In any case, at this
critical value of K = K +iK2 must be reported in stage in the development of the subject it seems
units of stress a and length L as sensible to take P3 = 0, especially when P3 is small,

(27) in view of the clarification in interpretation and
simplificatiop in approach which thereby follows.

where A is a dimensionless complex number. A A safe procedure would be to report data in a
peculiar consequence of (27) is that the phase, i.e. manner which would permit conversion to an
the relative proportion of K, to K2, changes when --based scheme at a later date if that turns out to
length units are changed. Moreover, from (4) it be necessary. Guidelines can be found in ref. 1.
can be seen that the relative proportion of shear
to normal stress acting on the interface directly
ahead of the tip is not constant but varies (weakly) Acknowledgments
according to rif = exp(iEln r) when E # 0.
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Appendix A. Integral equation formulation where the first integral is the Cauchy principal

and solution value integral.
In this Appendix we set up and solve the The crack face displacements are related to the

integral equation for the plane elasticity problem dislocation distribution by

specified in Fig. 1. Similar solution procedure can 0

be found-in refs. 7, 15, 16. A layer of material 2 is 61(x)+ i6.(x)={ [b1(.)+ ib2( )Jd4
sandwiched in an infinite medium of material 1.
Each material is taken to be isotropic and linearly 0
elastic with the xl-axis coincident with the upper iB(-)d for x<O
interface. The thickness of the layer is set to be 1 + a "
unity since the h dependence is known. A semi- X (A6)
infinite crack lies along the x1 -axis with the tip at The relation between the complex stress intensity
the origin. The external loading is prescribed in factor K and the dislocation distribution B can be
the far field as the standard crack tip field of a derived by combining(5)and (A6). That is
homogeneous crack characterized by the classical

stress intensity factor B(x)
K K(Al) I=(2,7)(1- pa)'/ali-.m (-x)I- -  (A7)

Let bj( ) be the xi component of an edge dis- The behavior of B( ) as " - -o can be specified
location located on the interface at x, =. The to give the correct far field loading (Al), i.e.

stresses at point x, = x on the interface induced

by the dislocation are given by B(a)=(2n) 31 2 -a -,/2- as -- o

U22(x)+ ia 1 2(x)= -+ 2.r i6(x -(8))() 1-(

Notice that with asymptotic behaviors (A4) and
+ B( )F,(x - )+ P( ) F2(x - ) (A8), the integrands in (A5) are integrable.

(A2) Make the change of variables

where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function and -1 -u-1<
l+a 1 x -~~

B()= l_ + a I [bj( )+ib,()] (A3) u+1
t2(1(A9)-1

and the complex-valued functions F ) are con- = - 1 <t < 1 (A9)
t+1

structed in Appendix B. The functions F, and F2
are well behaved in the whole range and let
- 00 < < + 0, with asymptotes

F,()= O Fz()= O as -- o x 1(ul)(1 +A)
(A4) Then with A(t)--B(4), the integral equation

The semi-infinite crack is represented by a dis- (A15) can be reduced to
tribution of dislocations lying along the negative
x-axis such that the traction vanishes along the d t +_rtiA (i)
negative x1-axis. That is, the distribution B( ) for u - t
S< 0 must be governed by

0(.2 +F 2 (_ )) I()d + Fj( )A(t)+[I+t+F 2( )]A
4t)

f (1) + t) dt=0

0 for -1 <u<l (All)
+ f F (x- )B( )d +2;flil3(x)=O where the first integral is the Cauchy principal

for x <0 (A5) value integral. With the asymptotic behaviors
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(A7)and (A8) in mind, one can take the approxi- between 10 and 20. The consistenc) check was
mation for A(t) as satisfied to better than 0.3%. It is believed that the

error of co is within a few tenths of a degree.

A~) i[ao (.'
Appendix B. A dislocation in the sandwich

N ] structure
+ (1+ t) Z ak-it (A12)

k-1 J .It)( The dislocation solution used as the kernel in

the integral equation (A) is summarized here.
where The plane elasticity problem is specified in Fig.

1-a 13 5. An edge dislocation with components b, and
ao1(2;r)- 2 13 K (A13) b2 at the origin lies on the upper interface of the

bonded sandwich structure. The solution to the
and T(t) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first problem in Fig. 5 is obtained by the similar super-
kind of degree j, and the a values are complex position technique used in [16]. Only the final
coefficients which must be determined in the results are reported below. The stresses at (, 0)
solution process. When substituted into (Al1), induced by the dislocation at the origin are given
the representation for A leads to an equation of by
the form 022( ,0)+ io,2( ,0)

Z [akl(u,k) +dk2(u, k)] +aoI3(u' ) 0 (A14) 2
k-I - 2.ri6( )+ + BFJ ) (1 )

where the terms I, for 1 1, 3 involve integrals where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function and
such as

l+a 1
= (m' _2t B/2-, B = - (b,+ib2) (B2)11(u,k)= f Fj( )Tk_j(t)(1 +t)-' - dt Bc2(1-_f#2) Mi

-1 (A15) The complex-valued functions F( ) are deter-

These integrals must be evaluated numerically for mined by
given values of u and k. F, I Q2( ) -R ( )] + i[Q ( ) + R

The solution procedure is as follows. Let a set (B3)
of 2N real unknowns be the real and imaginary F 2()=[Q2()+Ri(C)J+i[R,(C)- QI( )]
parts of ak for k = 1, N. This set of 2N unknowns
is used to satisfy the real and imaginary parts of where the Q and R are defined by Fourier
(All) at N Gauss-Legendre points {uj} on the integrals
interval - 1 < u < 1. Once the a values have been
determined, the complex stress intensity factor
can be computed, using (A7) and (Al 2), from Q,() = J (W - A, ) cos C2dAt

/(2;r)3/2 (1 _f2)1/2 a.0+ 2 Za k  (AI6)
kI /R,(U) =f ( - A + A2 )sin d02

The general expression for K in (14) applies to (

the present case with K, = 1 and K,, = 0, or equi- (B4)
valently, with K' = 1, and h = 1, so that .0

K =peiw (A17) Q2(0)= f (- B,)sin C;LdA
0

which yields sin wv and cos (9 independently. The
relation sin 2 0) + cos 2cv = 1 provides a consistency
check on the accuracy of the solution. The results R2(C) = f (BI - B2 )cos d).
reported in Table 1 were computed with N o
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D=-l [ xa j

r- 2(a -P) a-fiJ
#11-

Fig. 5. Geometry for dislocation solution used in construct- a-
ing the integral equation. P2 = -- e- (86)1-a 1-a 2

cc p a-fl
The A and B are solved from the linear algebraic ( A)
equations 1- a

A, B2 j , - _0 0 where := (I +a)/( - a), and
A2 B2 0- 4afl(-li 0

[aIP2 ) Ia -(135) -[PtP, N (B5) X, A -]e-

A 3 B3  X, y, L-a 1-a
A 4 B4  X, Y2

where P, =CD and x2 =afl+)2]ea

e) -_Ae"  e-). _ e . 1-a J
-el (1+A)ea e-1 (1-A)e- (B7)

Zea Ye "  y [_. fl(a-fl)(1-a) ] _A

C=- 0 -e; 0 - e 1-a '
2 2

0 2 2
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Elastic-Plastic Analysis of a Collinear Array of Cracks on a Bimaterial
Interface*
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Abstract ligament plasticity) and geometry on the near-tip

In previous studies, we found that although the fields ar' adequately accounted for by the J inte-
near-tip fields of cracks on a bimaterial interface gral. Furthermore, the near-ip fields appear to
do not have a separable form of the possess a structure which is similar to that already

Hutchinson-Rice-Rosengren (HRR) type, they presented in pkevious publications on the snall-to be nearly separable in an annular region scale yielding problem. Over the full range of loads
appearconsidered, the relation between the crack opening

well within the plastic zone. Furthermore, the fields donplaeent (eredat bteent t he crack )displacement (measured at ihe center of the crack)
bear interesting similarities to mixed mode HRR and the J integral is not sensitive to differences in
fields for homogeneous media. Over length scales geomety associated with widely different crack-
comparable to the size of the dominant plastic gthwdey ifeent rrtco-
zone, the stress levels in both materials are set by length-to-ligament ratios.
the yield strength of the weaker (lower yield
strength) material. Over distances which are small 1. Introduction
compared with the smallest dimension of the plas- Aspects of the structure of small-scale yielding
tic zone (or distances comparable with the crack fields at bimaterial crack tips have been inves-

tip opening displacement), the behavior of the tigated independently by Shih and Asaro [1, 2],

stresses is governed by the strain hardening charac- and by Rice [3]. The form of the structure is suf-

teristics of the more compliant (lower hardening) ficiently general that the fields for two plastically
material. Asymptotically, as the crack tip is deforming materials or an elastic-plastic material
approached, the material system responds like that bonded onto an elastic (or rigid) substrate can be
of a plastically deforming solid bonded t9 a rigid accommodated. In refs. 1 and 2 numerical solu-
substrate; in particular, the stress and the strain tions have been presented for a boundary layer
fields in the more compliant material behave like small-scale yielding formulation and for a full
those of a material with identical plastic properties boundary value problem which corroborates cer-
bonded to a rigid substrate. Guided by this obser- tain features of the structure. It was shown that
vation, our attention is directed to the plane strain the extent of plasticity and the stress and deform-
problem of a deformable material bonded to .I ation fields within the dominant plastic zone are
rigid substrate. The bimaterial interface is popu- determined primarily by the response of the
lated by a row of collinear cracks. The body is weaker (lower yield strength) solid. The dominant
loaded by remote tension so that the cracks remain plastic zone develops in the weaker material.
effectively open over size scales that are physically Thus, over length scales comparable with the size
relevant. Contained and large-scale yielding solu- of the dominant plastic zone, the stress levels are
tions for cracks with crack-length-to-ligament set by the lower of the two yield strengths. In con-
ratios that differ by more than two orders of magni- trast, our numerical solutions suggest that the
tude are obtained by finite element analysis. Tie form of the near-tip fields is governed by the
solutions reveal that the effects of load (or finite strain hardening characteristics of the more com-

pliant (lower straiin hardening) material. If the

*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phe- stres-strain behavior of both materials can be

nomena in Composites. Processing, Characterization, and characterized by piecewise linear elastic power
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI, June 1 3, 1988. la% relations, the numerical solutions support an

0921-5093/89/$3.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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observation that, as r- 0, the stress and strain A r
fields in-the material with the lower strain hard- I
ening capacity asymptotically approach those of a
material with identical plastic properties MATERIAL

bonded- to a rigid substrate. The near-tip stress %, (0,

levels -achievable in the material with the higher "
hardening capacity are limited to those levels
attained in the lower hardening material.

In this paper, our objective is to elucidate the
effects of crack geometry and of small-scale and
finite ligament plasticity on near-tip fields. ,- MATERIAL 2

Guided by the results of our previous studies, our (O'X" (°xx)z

attention in this investigation is directed at the
plane strain problem of an elastic-plastic material
bonded to a rigid substrate. The boundary value
problem considered is that of a row of collinear Yy

cracks lying along a bimaterial interface. Crack- Fig. 1. Infinite row of collinear cracks on a brnatenal Inter-
length-to-ligament ratios which vary by more face.
than two orders of magnitude are considered.
The full range of solutions from contained yield- infinite slabs of isotropic elastic solids with differ-
ing to fully yielded conditions are obtained by ing material moduli. The shear moduli and
finite -element analysis. For the most part, the in ' ratio are sha mdl and

Poisson's ratios are jut,/112 and VD, V2 respectively.
calculations use a small strain isotropic J2 defor- The Young's moduli will be denoted by Et and
mation theory. This was done to make contact E2.We confine our attention to the right-hand tip
with an analytical investigation of asymptotic of a crack. Let r and be the polar coordinates

crack tip fields which is in progress [4] and to centered at this crack tip. At small distances from
facilitate the connection between the numerically the crack'tip, the in-plane stresses have the sing-
determined near-tip solutions for interface cracks
and existing solutions for crack tip fields in ular form [3, 5-9]

homogeneous media. Since deformation theory [Q (Lie )(
solutions are sometimes suspect, we have re- ai =Re (2;r) 1I2 rz j,(O;
analyzed the same boundary value problems for I
selected load combinations of interest using a where i = - 1/2, Q is the complex stress intensity
small strain and a finite deformation version of J2  factor, and L is a relevant dimension of the crack
flow (incre andtal)itheory. geometry. For the geometry depicted in Fig. 1, L

For moderately and lightly hardening mater- can be taken to be the total crack length 2a. The
ials, the solutions from deformation and flow bimaterial constant e is given by
theories show good agreement over length scales
which are physically relevant. More importantly, 1 -f(
the full field solutions reveal that the effects of e=- In -(2)
load (or finite ligament plasticity) and geometry 2-r l+I

on near-tip fields are adequately accounted for by where
the J integral. Throughout this paper, geometry
refers to the ratio of the crack length to the liga- I uu( -2V 2)-,:( 1 -2v,)
ment length since this is the only geometric para- = - (3)
meter of the problem.

The angular variation d,/(0; e) is complex and
2. Review of elasticity and small-scale 3.elding depends only on e (see. for example, Appendix I
fields in ref. 1). It should be noted that I (rlL)if I = 1.

2.1. Linear easticity solutions It is convenient to express Q in terms of its2.1.Lhtarelstiitysh~tonsmagnitude I Q I and phase 0, namely
Figure 1 shows a periodic array of cracks 2a

long lying on the interface between two semi- Q= Q1 +iQ 2=IQ1exp(i) (4)
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Thus, tractions on the bond line are given by advancing along the interface [10, 11]

_ Q ((rlio -=AQQ=AKR (8)
-'y+i.)oo-(2sr),- \ where A is a material parameter of the system,

defined previously.
-1 [expi{+ eln(r/L))] (5) The linear elasticity solution for the displace-

ment jumps (eqn. (6)) predicts that overlapping of

and displacement jumps across the crack faces crack faces always occurs, though the zone of
take the form overlap is extremely small compared with L for

load states in the range -45° <0<45', i.e.
Q1 >IQ21 (see, for example, refs. 2 and 3). With

8A I Q Ir"2  regard to the present boundary value problem,
(18+48)2 (2)II exp[i{ - 9+ + e In(r/L)}] the cracks are open over length scales of physical

relevance for the entire range of loads con-
(6) sidered.

where 0 =tan-1(2e) and for 'plane strain
A {( 1- v l)/q + (1- v 2)/U2/4 cosh2(;re). 2.2. Structure of the small-cale yieldingfields

The ratio of Q1 to Q2, i.e. the phase of Q as In the small-scale yielding formulation, the
defined in eqn. (4), does not depend on the rele- actual crack problem is replaced by a semi-
vant- length L of the crack geometry. As an infinite crack in an infinite medium with the
example, the relation between Q and the remote asymptotic boundary condition that, at large
traction T ( T= a,'0 + iar') for an isolated crack values of r, the field approaches that given by eqn.
of length L lying on a bimaterial interface is (1). Let oo0 and 002 denote the yield strengths of
Q-(1 + i2E) T (.rL/2)1t2 [9]. In this case, the con- material 1 (top) and material 2 (bottom) respec-
nection between the phase 9 of the stress inten- tively (see Fig. 1). It is convenient to denote the
sity factor and the phase V of the remote load lower yield strength by oo(ao = min(o1, 02)) and,
(T= ITI exp(i 0)) is simply = p+tan 1(2e). with no loss of generality, material 1 will be taken
Thus, changes in crack length at fixed V (I T is to be the weaker (lower yield strength) material in
free to vary) do not change the phase of Q. Dif- this discussion. The numerical solutions of Shih
ferent normalizations of the singular crack tip and Asaro [1, 2] demonstrated that the small-
fields, which result in stress intensity factors that scale yielding fields are members of a family
differ by scaling constants involving e, have parameterized by an intrinsic phase parameter ,
appeared in the literature on interface cracks. In the form of these solutions was in fact suggested
ref. 3, a particularly convenient definition of the by dimensional analysis. A similar form for the
stress intensity factor K was introduced. The plastic zone of the interface crack was also sug-
relation between Kand Q is gested by Rice [3] through dimensional analysis

Q-KLiC IQI =K QQ=KK (7a) and by an examination of the soultions in ref. 1.
Zywicz and Parks [12] developed an approximate

and analysis for the interface crack plastic zone based
on the linear elasticity solutions (eqn. (1)) and also

p+ elnL (7b) arrived at a similar conclusion regarding the
where q is the phase of K. It should be noted that dependence of the plastic zone on a parameter
K uniquely specifies the crack tip fields whereas similar to .

both Q and a relevant crack dimension L are Under small-scale yielding, varies linearly
required for the same purpose. In other words, K with the phase of Q(or K) and varies slowly with
fully characterizes the effects of load and geo- its magnitude as given by
metry on the crack tip field. Consequently, the
phase of K depends weakly on the relevant length Q=+l -=+e ln (9)
of the crack geometry. The results contained in q)O)
eqns. (1), (5) and (6) can be restated in terms of K
by using the relationships in eqn. (7). In the second equality, L has been absorbed in

A relation which will be of use later in the the phase of K. The phase parameter o [121
analysis is the energ) release rate for the crack differs inconsequentiall) from the second expres-
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sion in eqn. (9) by a constant involving e. Dimen- 2.3. Plausible form of asymptotic fields (r-0 0)
sional considerations, the linearity of the It has been noted that, over length scales which
equilibrium and strain-displacement relations, are comparable with the size of the dominant
and the structure of the elastic fields (eqn. (1)) plastic zone, the stress levels in both materials are
suggest the stress field in the small-scale yielding set by oo, the yield strength of the weaker mater-
formulation of the form [2] ial. To understand the behavior of the stresses
0,- aofa near bimaterial crack tips (as r-0), we con-sider materials with a Ramberg-Osgood-type
[a2 f(r 02iE1 stress-strain relation. The hardening exponents

0, phase [ ; dimensionless of the material 1 (top) and material 2 (bottom) are
t and n2.We shall denote the larger of nI and n2

material parameters (10) by n, i.e. n = max(n , n2). Shih and Asaro [2] have
observed that as r-- 0, the stress and strain fields
in the material with hardening n asymptotically

The material system parameter 2, as yet undeter- approach those of a material with the identical
mined, involves dimensionless combinations of plastic properties bonded to a rigid medium. A
plasticity parameters A similar result in ref. 3 can plausible form of the asymptotic crack tip fields
be manipulated into the above form. (in the plastically deforming material) for the

A rearrangement of the result in eqn. (10) leads small-scale yielding problem is
immediately to the following expression for the
radial distance from the crack tip to the IAn+ I1)

elastic-plastic boundary [1,2) h,(0r), i; (13)

KKrp(O) = 2 R(O;4) (11) It should be noted that, in eqn. (13), a0 and n are
00 the plastic properties of the more compliant

where R(0; ) is a dimensionless angular function material, namely the material with the lower
which depeqds strongly on 4 and weakly on strain hardening capacity. In this equation we
dimensionless groups of elastic and plastic mater- have introduced a convenient normalized dis-
ial parameters. The angular function R has a tance i= r/(Kk/uo 2) and the implicit dependence
periodicity of ;r with respect to 4 such that of , on material parameters is understood. The
R(O; )=R(O;4+ mr) m= 1,2,3,... (12) dimensionless function h has a periodic depen-

' dence on 4 (with period 2;r) and the arguments
An equivalent implicit expression for r, is given leading to eqn. (13) require that h,, be bounded as
in ref. 3. It follows from eqn. (11) that the extent i-0. In other words, relative to i- ,(,,+ 1, ht, is a
of the dominant (larger) plastic zone is deter- slowly varying function of .The form of the
mined by the yield strength of the weaker mater- linear elastic fields (eqn. (1)) can be rearranged in
ial and, therefore, over length scales comparable the form of eqn. (13); then the dependence of hY
with the size of the dominant plastic zone, the on Fis given by phase{(r/L)iL}.
stress levels in both materials are set by the lower Under small-scale yielding, J= W and, noting
yield strength. Various aspects of the fields are the relation between $9 and KK (eqn. (8)), the
discussed in refs. 1, 2 and 13 for different material asymptotic singular fields can be restated as
combinations.

The function R(0;4) has been determined [ J
directly from the plots of small-scale yielding 0,=10 h,(0, i; 4 (14)
plastic zones which have been obtained for a
range of phase angles 4 and several material where a, uo, c, and n are the plastic properties of
systems [1, 2]. Alternatively, an estimate of the more (plastically) compliant material. In eqn.
R(O; 4) can be obtained by approximating f, in (14), J is Rice's [14] J integral and its role in non-
eqn. (10) by the linear elasticity fields (eqn. (1)) linear fracture mechanics is the subject of a
and assuming that the elastic-plastic boundary is review article by Hutchinson [151. As it is our
the locus where the effective stress a, equals a,. intention to examine near-tip fields under large-
The latter procedure has been adopted in ref. 12 scale yielding, it is desirable at this juncture to
to estimate plastic zone sizes and shapes. rescale the dimensionless distance i in h.. A
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length which has relevance in both small- and from 2 to 20 are available in a report [19]. In
large-scale yielding is J/a o. In homogeneous large-scale yielding problems, the relation
media, the crack tip opening displacement scales between M and the phase and magnitude of
linearly with J/ao . Hence it is convenient to the remotely applied traction must be deter-
define the dimensionless radial distance in eqn. mined for each load combination and for each
(14) as 9= r/(J/ao). The asymptotic fields in eqn. crack geometry. Finally, it may be noted that J
(14) nearly scale v, J since h depends on 4 and MP completely characterize the effects of
and, under small-scale yielding, 4 is a slowly vary- load and geometry on the crack tip field. J and
ing function of KK/u, 2 and therefore of J. To have analogous roles for the interface crack.
develop this line of argument a little further, we
consider a body stressed by tractions whose
directions remain fixed while their magnitudes 3. Problem description and numerical pro-
are always linearly proportional to a monotoni- cedures
cally increasing single load parameter. Under
these conditions, the asymptotic crack tip fields 3.1. Materiallaws
scale precisely with J if I does not depend on The deformable media are described by a J,
or if 4 does not depend on KK/ao2. It may also be deformation theory with a Ramberg-Osgood
noted that the stress levels achievable in the stress-strain relation. In uniaxial tension the
stiffer material are limited by the stresses in the material deforms according to
more compliant material, as required by the con- E/o= a/ao+ a(u/ 0)" (16)
tinuity of traction across the interface.

The form of the fields in eqn. (14) has been where or, and % are the yield stress and strain, a
corroborated by finite element analyses of the is a material constant (taken to be 0.1) and it is
small-scale yielding boundary layer formulation for the strain hardening exponent. Under multiaxial
several material combinations [2, 131. Large-scale stress states, the strain is given by
yielding solutions to full boundary value prob-
lems which we have obtained to date also support 1 + v 1-2v _ 3 " 1J= l s.+ or 6,: +-2 / - (17)
the form of the fields in eqn. (14). Of course, the _o E 3E ' 0  \ o E
small-scale yielding relation for 4 (eqn. (9)) is no
longer applicable to this case. In large-scale yield- Here s ,,is the stress deviator, a = (3s,1s,,2) 2 is
ing, the relation between 4 and the phase and the effective stress, and v and E are the isotropic
magnitude of the remotely applied traction must elastic constants. In eqn. (16) the connection
be determined for every load combination and o, = Ez, was used. Numerical solutions for the
for each crack geometry. range of the strain hardening exponent n cor-

At this point, it is instructive to make contact responding to i = I (linear elastic) to n = 10 have
with plastic crack tip fields in homogeneous been obtained. However, in the present paper
media. Under mixed mode loading, the Hutchin- only results for it = 5 and selected results for
son-Rice-Rosengren (HRR) singularity [16, 17] n = 10 are presented. Numerical procedures which
for homogeneous media has the form [181 are %%ell suited for solving deformation plasticity

theory problems (or non-linear elasticity prob-
=o,, 0 6,,(O;MP) (15) lems) are discussed in refs. 1 and 20. The non-

Ca ja';eoM( linear boundary value problem is solved by the
Newton-Raphson method and the initial estimate

where M is the mixity of the plastic singular of the solution is generated by parameter track-
fields based on the relative magnitudes of u,, and ing. Near-incompressibilit associated with fully
a,o along the crack line 0=0 as r -0. For the developed plastic deformation is handled by
small-scale yielding problem, the relation selective-reduced integration. The solutions
bet% een MP and the mixity of the elastic fields A" presented in this paper are largely based on the J,
(the ratio of K, to K,,) has been given in ref. i 8. It deformation plasticity theory above.
may be noted that the mixit) of the elastic fields is Fot selected pi oblems, small strain and finite
related to the phase angle of K by deformation analyses based on a J, flow theory

I - l1 -r,-2. The plane strain angular func- implemenlation of the stress-strain relation in
tions 6,, for selected values of M and i ranging eqn. 16, have been carried out. The finite cle-
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ment solutions are obtained by a semi-implicit
method which can handle large plastic deforma- I I
tion as well as finite elastic deformation and r
which can accommodate the near-incompressibil-
ity associated with fully yielded plastic flow [211.
For the range of material strain hardening con-
sidered in this paper (1 < in < 10), we find no dif-
fertnce of any consequence between the three I
sets of solutions. Only in Lhe vicinity of the inter-
face did we observe some differences between the
shear stresses obtained by deformation and flow Y r 8
theories and between the small strain approxima- r

tion and finite deformation. A full account of the
small strain and finite deformation solutions
based on J2 flow theory and particulars of the \ \ /
material description and analysis is given in refs. r
13 and 22.

3.2. Boundary conditions and mesh design , -
A schematic diagram of an infinite row of

collinear cracks on a bimaterial interface is shown
in Fig. 1. Cracks 2a long are spaced at constant Fig. 2. Finite element model of strip and crack tip region.
intervals w. Uniform tension ao .is applied at
yI-" co. Normal stresses parallel' to the bondline accomplished by exponential scaling of element
(o=')1 and (0.,,,), are applied to confer the size in the radial direction. Each decade of radial
boundary value problem with reflective symmetry distance is spanned b, four annular strips of
with respect to the vertical planes through the elements. As laid out in this manner, the domain
center of the ligament and the crack. Continuity a X 10-'< r< a is spanned by 24 strips of ele-
of the extensional strain c= across the bonded ments. Within each strip, 12 equally sized ele-
interface imposes a constraint between the three ments span the interval 0 < 0 '- r. A t) pical mesh
remote stresses. The loading constraint, when has about 400 elements and 1700 nodes. A more
both materials are elastic, is giien in ref. 9. In the complete description of a similar finite element
present investigation, the lower material is taken mesh and the element arrangements can be found
to be rigid. Thus only the sha-led strip indicated in an earlier publication [1].
in Fig. I needs to be considered in the analysis. (It
should be noted that the sym.netry conditions
which we have invoked are more stringent than
the conditions associated with periodicity.; Finite element solutions hase been obtained

The discretized strip, bounded by the sym- for a range of strain hardening exponents %%ith
metry planes or. the left and right vertical edges v = 0.3. In the case of it = 1. %%e used the inter-
with the boundar) conditions on the zop and action integral method il; to extract the %alue of
bottom horizontal edges, is sho%%n in Fig. 2. With K from the finite element solution. For all the
the lo%. er material taken to be rigid, the s)mmetr) ceometries considered, the numerical %alues
conditions on the left and right %ertical edges can agreed %%ith the exact solution of Rice and Sih 9;
be enforced in the manner indicated. The finite to better than 1%. To keep the discussion to a
element mesh is constructed %%ith nine-node bi- reasonable length, %%e present det,ilied results for
quadratic Lagrangian elements. An arrangement the i a 5 material only and include some key
of wedge-shaped elements is employed at the results for n= 10. Certain features of the solu-
crack tip, the innermost ring of elements has tions for the non-hardening material ,it- 00, tre
linear dimensions of a x 10- '. The upper-half of discussed in the concluding section.
the near-tip mesh is sho%%n in Fig. 2. Accom- Plane strain analhses %,sere carried out for fi'e
modafing six orders of magnitude in element size ratios of crack length to %idtth. ai/t = 2;3. 1;2.
while still preserving the shape of the element is l,'3. 1;9 and 1;100 rcspectisel or a'b =2. 1.
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1/2-; 1/8 and 1/99). Over the range of loads
considered, the fields for the a/w= 1/100 geom-
etry are almost identical to those for an isolated 9"=0
crack. To study the effect of geometry and liga-
ment plasticity on near-tip fields, solutions for the
full range of deformation conditions are obtained. 1.0

We compare solutions for different geometries
with the identical J value to explore the possible ,2
role of the J integral as a characterizing param- (a)
eter. The value of the J integral is extracted from
the numerical solutions by the domain integral -U0 -o 00, ,2 ow

method which is naturally suited for finite ele- X/a

ment analysis [231.

4.1. Effective and hydrostatic stress contours
Solutions pertaining to contained yielding con-

ditions for the n = 5 material are examined first.
Specifically, the stresses for J/(ooe0a)= 1.0 are
compared. At this J value, the remotely applied .0
stress cra/or0 for the five geometries are 0.61, 12
0.72. 0.78, 0.83 and 0.83 respectively. Effective
stress contours &,= oa[o = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2, for (,
three geometries, (ali,=2/3, 1/2 and 1/100) are o . -ge -OM -025 0.W00 5 01plotted in Fig. 3. The cartesian coordinates x and -, ,
y have their origin at the crack tip and the plane
of the crack is y= 0. The contour labeled by 1.0 is 8
the elastic-plastic boundary. It can be seen that
the plastic zones in the geometries considered are
identical in size and shape. Contours -)f higher °
vahes of ojq0 are also identically sized and
shaped. In Fig. 3(a), the right-hand vertical boun-
dary is also the symmetry plane; the qjro = 0.8
contour emanating from the crack to the left of 12

the symmetry plane has connected with the cor- (c)
responding contour which originates from the 1c I
crack to the right of the symmetry plane. The , - 0,o 0Z .0

plastic zone, as estimated by the small-scale yield- Xi

ing result (eqn. (I I)) for J(cr0e0 a)= 1.0 and for j
appropriate to the a/w= 1/100 geometry, is
shown in Fig. 3(d); the contours for aqau = 0.8
and 1.2, which are also estimated by the small-
scale yielding solution, have been included. It
should be noted that, while the size of the extra-
polated plastic zone is only slightlv smaller than 30
the actual plastic zone in Fig. 3(c), the protusion
along the interface in Fig. 3(d) is more pro- 12.

nounced than that in Fig. 3(c). This is because the (d).
small-scale vielding solution predicts shear
stresses near the interface which are larger than -0$0 -6Z Go 6Z1 0:4
those for contained yielding. X,.

At J(qa0 0a,=6.0. the ligaments of the three Fig. 3. Lffectie stres coniours for in= material for ..t
ahw=2V3. b avi= '2 and c aw-! 1011 goneitriccrack geometries a/w= 2/3. 1/2 anti 1/3 have fully under coniamcl %tcddng. and & in v.)[ated crack under

yielded. In the remaining two geometries snial-alce yielding: 6, a i.
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X/a
Fig. 5. Effective stress contours for n = 5 material foi (a)
a/w=2/3 and (b) a/w= 1/100 geometries under large-scale
yielding; &,= aoeo.

(a/w= 1/9 and 1/100) the length of the plastic

1.2 zone exceeds the crack length but is shorter than
the half length of the ligament between two neigh-Pboring cracks. At this J level, the applied stresses

1.5 ao/ao for the five geometries are 1.20, 1.50,
L1.68, 1.80 and 1.81 respectively. Effective stress

(C) contours for alw= 2/3, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/100 are
0. plotted in Fig. 4. Contours for the a/w= 1/9

-100 -025 050 125 00 geometry are identical to those for a/w= 1/100.
The right vertical boundaries of Figs. 4(a), 4(b)

o _and 4(c) are also planes of symmetry. For these1 geometries, the plastic zone emanating from the
right-hand tip of a crack has linked up with the

I=.0 plastic zone emanating from the left-hand tip of
the neighboring crack. While the size and shape
of the plastic zones under large-scale yielding are
different, a close inspection of the contours for

2/ /higher stress levels indicates otherwise. The
contours of aJao = 2.0, 2.2, 2.5 and 3.0 for the(d) a/w=2/3 and 1/100 geometries are plotted in

-10 30 30 50 7 Fig. 5. These contours of high values of aua o
x/a reveal no dependence on a/w ratios.

Fig. 4. Effective stress contours for n=5 material for (a) Hydrostatic stress contours as determined
a/wf=2/3. (b) alv= 1/2, (c) alw= 1/3 and td) a/w= 1/100 from full field solutions for J/(aoena) = 1.0 for the
geometries under large-scale yielding, 6 = o,/o o. a/w = 2/3 and a/w = 1/100 geometries are shown
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A, in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) respectively. Contours,
based on the large-scale yielding solutions for J1
(ooeoa)=6.0, for the a/w=2/3 and a/w= 1/100

°00=.o geometries are plotted in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)
respectively. Comparison of the hydrostatic stress
contours for these widely different a/w geom-

1.5 etries shows no dependence on the a/w ratio.

s (4.2. Stresses near the bond line
.(a) 3.. The behavior of the hoop stress under small-

-005 000 00. 010 05 scale yielding conditions (J/(aoeoa)=0.1) is
X/d examined first. A plot of log(coo/ao) vs. log(r/a)

(along 0 = 1.7) is shown in Fig. 7 for a/w= 2/3
and 1/100; 0 is measured from the crack plane.
In both geometries, the plastic zone reaches a
maximum radial extent of 0.04a at 0 = 70. The
dotted line is the linear elasticity solution accord-
ing to eqn. (3). The asymptotic K field agrees with
the full field solution for the n = 5 material in the

.0 [interval 0.01 <r/a <0.1; the interval of agree-
,] ..0 ment, referred to as the zone of K dominance, is

30 indicated in this figure. We may conclude that K

-005 005 010 (or J) does characterize the effects of load and
X/a geometry on the near-tip field for this particular

configuration under small-scale yielding condi-
tions.

2-5

30 
Cq

4.0 K field
L° 0.5 Zone of K

-005 0.00 005 010 015 .oe.f.

x/a0
/a Dominance

h=2.0 F Full field

25 O

83.0 4.0 a/w=1/l00

() 0

-05 000 005 010 015 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0
x/a o oro

Fig. 6. Hydrostatic stress contours for n = 5 material for (a)log(r/a)
alw = 2/3 and (b) a/wi = 1/100 geometries under contained Fig. 7. Hoop stress variations near the interface for n 5
yielding, and f 3r large-scale yielding for (c) a/iv= 2/3 and (d) material for a/iv=2/3 and 1/100 geometries, JiJ
a/w 1/100 (&,= oh/oa,). (a,,eoa)= 0.1. The K solution is indicated by the dotted line
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To study the structure of the crack tip fields,
we introduce normalized stresses defined by

J=3016U /'qt, (18)1. 0 =6.0
6Q=(Ja-oeor)(+1) (18)=1.0

If the numerically determined fields possess an
HRR structure of the form in eqn. (15) as r- 0, +
then plots of 5 .vs. r (for fixed 6) will show that
the curves approach their respective asymptotes
as r-O. In appropriately normalized plots, e.g. -
600 vs. r/a (at fixed 0), curves based on solutions Z
for different values of J/( 0 e0a) and different J=O.1
geometries should converge towards a single
curve as r-0 since the effects of load (or liga-
ment plasticity) and geometry on the near-tip
fields are fully characterized by J. On the other
hand, if the numerically determined fields are of
the form in eqn. (14) as r-- 0, then plots of 60 vs.
r/a will show a weak dependence on r. Addition- o
ally, the normalized plots could reveal a weak - 4 - 2 10

-6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1O 0.0
dependence on geometry and load level since log(r/a)
load and geometry effects cannot be fully charac-
terized by J alone. Fig. 8. Hoop stress variations near the interface for Pt = 5

material for a/w=2/3, 1/2, 1/3, 1/9 and 1/100 geometries;The soultions for the n = 5 material at three J J/=J(aoea)= 0.1. 1.0,6.0 and 30.0.
levels and for all five geometries are compared.
Specifically, curves of 600 vs. log(r/a) (with 0 fixed
at 1.70) for J/(aoe1,a) = 0.1, 1.0 and 6.0 are shown indicated by a single broken line. At the latter J
in Fig. 8. As noted previously, these J levels value, the ligaments of every geometry, except
correspond to small-scale contained and large- that -f a/w= 1/100, have fully yielded.
scale yielding (relative to the crack length) The normalized shear stress 6,, near the inter-
respectively. At J/(que0 a) = 6.0, the ligaments of face is plotted against log(r/a) in Fig. 9 (0 is fixed
the geometries a/v= 2,'3, 1/2 and 1/3 have fully at 1.70). Again, the curves show that the effects of
yielded. It should also be pointed out that the geometry are adequately scaled by the J integral.
stresses plotted in all the figures are the actual At higher values of J, 6,o varies rather gradually
values computed at the quadrature points - no with n/a. It is of interest that the relative magni-
smoothing was applied to any of the numerically tude of the shear stress (compared with the hoop
determined fields. It can be seen that the curves stress) decreases as the size of the plastic zone
based on solutions for different geometries but increases and becomes comparable with the
for the same value of J/(o ,a) merge into what is crack length (or the relevant crack dimension).
essentially a single curve. Furthermore, the curves This can be seen by comparing the normalized
for J/(a0eoa)= 1.0 and 6.0 are reasonably close shear and hoop stresses for J/ou,)eoa=0.1, 1.0,
together for r/a<0.01. At J/(aoe0a)=0.1 the 6.0 and 30.0 in Figs. 8 and 9. In contrast, shear
plastic zone extends a distance of about 0.01a and hoop stresses are comparable in magnitude
ahead of the crack tip; hence it is to be expected under small-scale yielding conditions.
that those stresses normalized by the singularity Solutions for the n = 10 material (which is
of the plastic fields should form a curve which is representatie of moderate-to-lov, hardening
quite distinct from other curves associated with materials) for the full range of deformation condi-
finite ligament plasticity. At very high J levels, tions were obtained for the five geometries.
curves of 600 vs. log(r/a) are practically indis- These solutions, when plotted in the form as in
tinguishable from the curves for t/(octa) = 6.0. Figs. 3-9, exhibit precisely the same trends. For
For this reason, the radial Nariation of the stresses this reason, similar plots foi the n = 10 material
for J/(aoe0 a)= 30.0 (for the five geometries) is will not be shown.
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Fig. 9. Shear stress variations near the interface for n = 5
material for a/w=2/3, 1/2, 1/3, 1/9 and 1/100 geometries; (b) 0.o.
J=J/(qoeoa)=O.1, 1.0, 6.0 and 30.0. 0.0 0.6 1.0 1.5 2.0

4.3. Relations between J, 6 and ' eroc. :-
The dependence of J on the remotely applied Periodic: b-a/ -

stress au° is of interest in fracture analysis. Plots Periodic b-2a

of J/(o eoa) vs. the applied stress for the n = 5 6.0 n=5.0
material are given in Fig. 10(a). Up to the maxi- (0
mum load indicated in the figure, we did not find 4.0

any difference between the J solution for the .

a/w = 1/100 geometry and the solution for a Isolated Crack
geometry with a ligament 'which is five times 2.0
larger. Hence, the a/w= 1/100 geometry is
labeled as an isolated crack and the solution is (c) 0o.0. .
shown by the solid line. The normalized J solu- 0.0 10 2.0 3.0 4.0 o0 6.0
tion for the alw = 1/9 geometry is quite close to 6/Eoa
the solution for the a/tv= 1/100 geometry and is Fig. 10. Effect of the ratio of crack length to ligament length
therefore not included in the figure. It should be on relationships between J, 6 and a' for n = 5 material.
noted that the curves rise rapidly for ao'/a 0
greater than about unity, which indicates the
beginning of large-scale yielding. The same series of plots for the n = 10 material

The crack opening displacement 6 measured is shown in Fig. 11. It should be noted that the
at the center of the crack is plotted in Fig. 10(b). curves exhibit trends similar to those in Fig. 10.
The trends of the curves are similar to those for J
in Fig. I0(a). The plots of J vs. 6 in Fig. 10(c) are 5 Discussion
obtained by simply replotting the curves of Figs.
10(a) and 10(b). It is quite remarkable that the For selected geometries and three material
curves of normalized J vs. normalized 6 show characterizations (n = 5, 10 and co), solutions
little dependenceon ihe a/w ratio. based on a small strain J2 flow theory have
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8.od. Peridic: b-a2 the development of an unloaded elastic wedge-
Periodic: b-a like sector bounded by the interface (0 = 0) and
Perio./c.I02:_// 0 ir/6. The presence of unloaded elastic sectors

n=100 / / in elastic-perfect-plastic materials has also been
/ / noted by Zywicz [241. In contrast, solutions for

. 4.0- the hardening materials (n = 5 and 10) reveal no
elastic unloading or indications that elastic

2.0" / unloading may develop. However, the stresses in
/*.', Isolated rack the vicinity of the interface do show moderate

departure from proportional stressing under
o.o1- increasing plastic deformation or remote load. It

0.0 0.6 1.o 1.5 2.0 appears that elastic unloading (under increasing
aremote load) is a behavior which is peculiar to a

6.0: non-hardening material perfectly bonded to a stiff
Periodic : b-a/2 -s / /7 stbstrate. A slight relaxation of the perfect bond~~~~~Periodic :b-a -, i../Periodicb-a . / assumption and/or a small amount of material

4.0P /ii.b2 strain hardening appear sufficient to prevent its
n=00 / development.

./ Solutions for the boundary layer small-scale
/ yielding formulation, which take into account

2.0/ Isolated Crack fininte geometry changes associated with blunting
at the crack tip, have also been obtained. The
plastic zones are somewhat similar to those

0. .. shown in Fig. 3. However, the protrusion of the
00 0.6 1.0 1.6 2.0 plastic zone along the interface is only about half

aoo/bro of that shown in the plot in Fig. 3(d). The shear
8.0o stress in the vicinity of the interface is also lower

Periedic : b-e/2 than that predicted by the small strain solution.Periodic : b-a ... //
Periodic .b-2a These aspects, including the crack tip fields for

16.0"  n=10.0 /Y/" the hardening and non-hardening material, are

1oo //taken up in ref. 22. A numerical investigation of
0
-0 the process of decohesion along an imperfect

interface, which takes into account finite geo-
Isolated rack metry changes, has been carried out by Needle-

2.0 man [25]. He has reported that, under certain
conditions, the plastic zone size scales with the
value of J.0.0 , ,,0.0 10 2.0 3.0 40 6.0 6.0 It is known that, at vanishingly small distances,

0 6/E0a  the elastic interfacial crack solutions (E 0O) pre-

Fig. 11. Effect of the ratio of crack length to ligament leng dit interpenetration of the crack faces. If the
on relationships between J, 6 and a' for n = 10 material, interpenetration zone is much smaller than the

crack length, crack face contact can be treated as
a small scale non-linear effect and K is still the

recently been obtained [131. The plastic zones for characterizing parameter for the near-tip stake. In
th n = 5 and /h = 10 material, and the hydrostatic any case, the actual situation is somewhat more
stress fields are practically identical to those optimistic than that suggested by the elasticity
obfained from the corresponding deformation solution. The results obtained to date indicate
theory solutions. Near the interface, %e did find that material non-linearit) has a mitigating effect
small differences bet\meen the solutions. A~a on bimaterial crack tip fields in these respects.
from the interface, the fields based on flou and Under load states that are tension dominated, i.e.
dMfd'ination theories are hardly distinguishable o .' >I a, ' , the plastic neat -tip fields of inter-
ftfoii one another. For the elastic-perfect-plastic face cracks resemble HRR fields for homo-
m'at&ial (n - oo), the flow theory solutions show geneous materials because h, is practically
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independent of r over the range of distances 5 M. L. Williams. The stesses around a fault or crack in

which are physically relevant (eqn. (14)). We find dissimilar media. Bull. Setsmol. Soc. Ain., 49 (1959)
199-204.no indications of crack face contact over any 6 G. P. Cherepanov, The stress state in a heterogeneous
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strain and finite deformation solutions for the full Mekh. Mhtm/nnostr., 1 (1962)131-137 (in Russian).
range of deformation conditions show that the 7 A. H. England, A crack between dissimilar media, .

crack tip opens smoothly and that the amount of AppL. lech., 32 (1965) 400-402.

opening scales nearly linearly with the J integral. 8 F Erdogan, Stress distribution in bonded dissimilar
s s tfmaterials with cracks, J. Appl. Mlech., 32 (1965)

Furthermore, the shear stress in the vicinity of the 403-410.
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Abstract certain rate is recorded and is used for joint

The peel test is a simple mechanical test used by design and quality control purposes.
microelectronics industries to measure the ad- The first theoretical analysis of the peel test

thin films bonded on d'electric sub- was presented in 1953 by Spies [1] who con-

strates. When the film deforms elastically during sidered the 90* peeling of a thin strip and repre-

peeling, the peel force is a direct measure of the and the bonded part as an elastic beam on an
adhesive fracture energy. However, when inelastic
deformation takes place, the interpretation of the elastic (Windler) foundation. Several elastic
experimental data is not as straightforward. A analyses of the peel test appeared in the literature

genera! formulation of the problem of peeling is since then [2-11]. The effects of plasticity were

given and solutions for metallic and polymeric discussed in refs. 12-14 where several approxi-

films are presented. The results of the analysis mate models were used to study the plastic defor-
reveal the effects of several parameters of the peel mation of the strip. An elastoplastic analysis of

test, such as the mechanical properties and the the peel test has been presented recently by Kim

thickness of the film, and provide a systematic way and Aravas [15] who studied in detail the plastic
for the determination of the adhesive fracture deformation of the strip and calculated the energy
energy from an experimentally measured peel dissipated in a peel test. The effects of the speedforce o of peeling on the peel force were considered by

Kendall [9] who presented an approximate analy-

sis of the peeling of viscoelastic films.

1. Introduction An analysis of the peeling of elastoplastic and

The peel test is a simple mechanical test which viscoelastic films bonded on rigid substrates is

has been extensively used to measure adhesion presented in this paper. The deformation of the

strength. The test was originally developed by film is studied in detail using slender beam theory.

aerospace companies as a method of quality con- An energy balance is used to relate the experi-
trol of bonded aircraft components [1]. More mentally measured peel force to the adhesive
recently, the same test has been used by micro- fracture energy. The results of the analysis show

electronics industries to study the adhesion of that plasticity effects can be very important and
thin metallic or polymeric films bonded on di- that careful interpretation of the experimental
electric substrates. In a peel test, a thin flexible data is required when the strip deforms plastically
strip that is bonded to a substrate is pulled apart in a peel test. A general formulation of the prob-
at some angle to the underlying substrate. The lem of peeling a linear viscoelastic film from a

peen frigid substrate is presented. The example of apeeling force equired to separate the strip at a standard three-parameter viscoelastic solid film is
*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Ple- considered and an asymptotic solution for the

nomena in Composites. Processing, Characterization, and curvature of the film during steady-state peeling
Mechanical Propertie, Newport, RI, June 1-3. 1988. is obtained in the form of a perturbation expan-

0921-5093/89/S3.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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sion in a small parameter c which depends on the width of the film, and dl is a virtual crack ad-
speed of peeling and the viscosity of the material. vance. In a steady-state situation, the peel bend
The adhesive fracture energy is also determined remains constant in shape and d We is due to the
in terms of the peel force and the other para- extension of the film. In most cases d We is small
meters of the test. and for an inextensible film is exactly zero. There-

fore, eqn. (1) reduces to

2. Energy balance y=(1 -cos O)P (2)

A schematic representation of the peel test is where P= F/v is the peel force per unit width of
shown in Fig. 1. The peel force depends on the the film. The above equation shows that, for the
adhesion strength as well as on several para- case of elastic peeling, the peel force is a direct
meters of the test such as the mechanical proper- measure of the adhesive fracture energy.
ties and the thickness of the film, the angle of However, the interpretation of the experi-
peeling, etc. An energy balance is often used to mental data is not quite as simple as the above
relate the adhesive fracture energy to the experi- analysis would indicate because, in general, there
mentally measured peel force [16, 17]. is inelastic deformation in the film; in such cases,

If the film deforms elastically during peeling, one has to take into account the energy dissipated
then part of the work done by the peel force is as well as the strain energy that remains in the
stored in the elastically deforming system, and the film due to any residual stresses generated in the
rest is used to provide the energy required to film after unloading. The energy balance now
break the interfacial bonding and create the new becomes
fracture surface. In steady-state peeling the (1 - cos O)F dl= ywdl+ d Wd + d Wr (3)
energy balance can be written as

(1 -cos )F dl=d We+ ywdl (1) where Wd is the energy dissipation and W' is the
residual strain energy. Equation (3) can be also

where F is the peel force, 0 is the peel angle (see written as
Fig. 2), Wc is the elastic strain energy of the
system, y is the adhesive fracture energy, w is the = (1 - cos (4)

where

FIP [(dWd dWr)
F=Pw 7 -P =_ -- _+  d (5)

is the work expenditure per unit width of the film
per unit crack advance. The above equation
makes it clear that experimental determination of
the peel force is not enough for the calculation of
the interfacial fracture energy; one needs, in
addition, to be able to determine the work

'Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the peel test. expenditure V, during inelastic peeling.
If inelastic deformation of the film is taking

place during a peel test, energy is dissipated in the
p region near the interfacial crack tip, where

singular strains develop, as well as along the
LO 4 inelastically bending part of the film. Elasioplastic

finite element analysis of the peel test, however,
indicates that the effects of the crack tip singu-

9 larities are limited to a small region near the crack
zoo_ tip and that bending is the predominant mode of

~8 deformation of the film [15). Therefore, we con-
sider the near tip dissipation to be part of the
fracture energy y and identify ip with the energy

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of peeling, dissipated due to inelastic bending.
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In the following, we analyze the deformation of
the unattached part of the film during a .peel test
and present- a systematic way for the determina- M
tion of the fracture energy y in terms of the peel
force and the parameters of the test.

Z

3. Formulation of the problem T
In this section we use slender beam theory to .1..

analyze the deformation of the film. The govern- W--

ing equations of equilibrium and moment balance Fig. 3. Beam under pure bending.
are

dT The axial and shear forces N and T cause
KN=0 (6) additional strains which are small in metallic films

but they can become important when certain
dN polymeric films are peeled [18]. The effects of

+ KT= 0 (7) such additional strains are ignored in the presentds
analysis and they will be addressed in detail in a

and future publication.
Under these assumptions the work expendi-

dM ture can be calculated as
-+ N=0 (8)

ds
d1 f M-K ds (12)

where T and N are the axial and shear forces of IV ds
the beam, K=dO/ds is the curvature of the
middle surface of the beam, tan 0 is the slope of The above equation shows that 7p, and therefore
the middle surface of the beam, M is the bending y, can be easily determined once the moment and
moment, and s is the arc length along the deform- curvature distributions are known.
ing film.

Using overall equilibrium we find that 4. Elastoplastic analysis of the peel test

=Ptcos(O- 0) and N= Pwsin(O- 0) (9) In this section we analyze the deformation of
the unattached part of an elastoplastic film during

The equilibrium equations (6) and (7) are now peeling. The material is assumed to obey the von
automatically satisfied and the remaining moment Mises yield condition with associated flow rule. In
equation (8) becomes this paper we consider a perfectly plastic material

with yield stress a0 . The results of the analysis
dM +Pwsin( -0)=O (10) however can be easily extended to include
ds hardening[15].

We study first the deformation of an elastoplas-
Figure 3 shows a typical section of the deform- tic beam under pure plane-strain bending. When

ing film subject to a pure bending moment A. We the material is elastically incompressible (Pois-
choose the coordinate axes as indicated and sign son's ratio v = 0.5) the moment-curvature rela-
conventions sc that the indicated moment and the tions (see Fig. 4) are of the following form:
corresponding curvature are positive. The width
w is always much larger than the thickness h s (a) elastic loading (0-A)
that plane-strain conditions prevail. With the 2
usual assumption of beam bending theory that m =3 k for 0 k < 1 (13)
plane sections remain plane and normal to the
central axis, the bending strain at any point along (b) plastic loading (A-B)
the film is given by 1

E(s, z)= -zK(s) (11) k(
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3k 3 3

for kB-2 < k < kB (15) crack tip and it decreases as the point separates

from the interface and moves away from it. As the
(d) reverse plastic loading (C-D) point approaches infinity the curvature must go

1 8 to zero. Once a material element deforms plasti-
cally, it is clear from Fig. 4 that some reverse

3k1
+ 3(k - k11)2  (negative) moment is necessary for the curvature

for - kB k<<k -2 (16) to become zero again. This means that the film
"overshoots" the load axis as shown in Fig. 5,

(e) complete reverse plastic loading (D-E) when plastic deformation is taking place during a
1 peel test. Finally, the region marked E-F on Fig.

n -1 + - for k< - kB (17) 5 is an "end effect" so that the moment reduces to
3k zero as the point of application of the load is

In the above equations the dimensionless approached.
As mentioned above, we ignore the effects of

moment and curvature are defined as the axial and shear forces, and determine the

MM and k= K (18) work expenditure as
M0 Kc3P

where =lf M(K)dK=-- fz(k)dk (21)
MIV 1.?1

1 h2 (19) where L indicates the path O-A-B-C-D-E on
2(3 the moment-curvature diagram shown in Fig. 5,

is the fully plastic moment of the beam, and

312 "o3Pwv 6EP
3qa- =_ - TKc (20) 3PKM _ tE (22)

is the curvature at which yielding first occurs at is the dimensionless peel force. Using the above
the outer fibers of the beam, and E is Young's equation and the moment-curvature relations
modulus. (13)-(17) we find that

A schematic representation of the peel test
together with the corresponding moment-curva- 0 for k. s< 1 (23)
ture diagram is shown in Fig. 5. The curvature at
any material point reaches a maximum, kA, when 3P (2 + I k24- 1 for 14 k,) 4 2 (24)the material point passes through the interfacial 3 3
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and case, however, the film overshoots the load axis,
there is a residual curvature kF, and OF is in

ip=f2k -5+ -_ )I fork 8 k>2 (25) general different from the peel angle 0.
1 -fk> (Finally, if kB> >2 reverse yielding is taking placeand eqn. (27) becomes

Th6 key factor that determines the work expendi-
ture ip is the maximum curvature k. A method 2k dk
for the determination of kB is given in the follow- k + sin(- 0)=0
ing.

Using the dimensionless quantities defined by along B-D where k8 -2 - k-<< k8 (31)
eqn. (18) we can write the moment equation (10) 16 dk
as (k-5k )2 dO- 0)= 0

dm + 1 nsin(9 - 0)= 0 (26) alongD-E where 0K k4 kB -2 (32)
dl 3

where 1= sK, is the normalized arc length. If we 2k- + n sin(- 0)=0
consider the curvature k to be a function of 0, dO
eqn. (26) can be written as along E-F where 0 < k-< kF (33)

dm dk 1 Integration of eqn. (31) yieldsk-- + - r/sin(J- 0)= 0 (27) k[1-(cs'- )os5-011/
dkdOk = [k2 - [cos,4 - 0)- COO - 0B)1] '

where dm/dk is a function of k and can be deter- along B-D (34)
mined from eqns. (13)-(! 7). Equation (27) is now Equation (32) also implies that
a first-order non-linear differential equation
which can be used together with the boundary kB[k I(1 -cos(i- 0))1 1/2

condition k = 0 at 0 = 0 to determine k(0). k = 2312 + [kB 17( _ cos(0 _ 0))]I
If kB < 1, the film deforms elastically and eqn.

(27) becomes along D-E (35)

kdk where the boundary condition k=0 at 0=0
2k + r1 sin(J- 0)= 0 (28) (point E) has been used. Finally, integrating eqn.

(33) and using the boundary condition at E we

integration of which yields find that

k))2 Ls--_0 ck =[77(1 - cos(9- 0))]112 along E-F (36)
k = [17(1 - cos(I-) 2 (277)I2 sin - (29) Matching the solutions (34) and (35) at point D

and taking into account that kD = ksl- 2 we can
The maximum curvature is given by easily find that

kB = [17(1 -cos( - 08 ))]' /2  (30) cos(- 0)= - 2 (kt -2)2 (37)

where 0 is the base angle (see Fig. 2) and k13 i,

depends on the properties of the film and the sub- and
strate as well as on the strength of the interface. In
this case, the film does not overshoot the load k = I + I q(l-COO
axis and both in and k vanish at the point of 12
application of the load. 1/

If I < kB <2, reverse yielding does not take + 11+ 1 ]I 0 24 (8
place and points D-E and C-F coincide on the 1 2 I -cos(J- 01))]- (38)
moment-curvature diagram shown in Fig. 5. The

in-k relation is given now by eqn. (15), and the Summarizing, we mention that the wvork
solution given by (29) and (30) is still ,,alid. In this expenditure Vp is given by eqns. k23 )-k2 5), where
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too tension is given by

Q(c) = R(e) (39)
0.80-

0 o. 0o- where Q and R are linear operators of the form

060 d0..... d"
000 /jQ= q"t R= Z r,t.

90070 n0 dt11- dt~
0.40 6 (40)

q, and r,, are constants and t is time.
The bending moment M on any cross-section

of the deforming film is given by0.o
100 5.00 10.0 15.0 20.0 h/2

6EP r Id 41)
croh M(s) - w z dZ

Fig. 6. Normalized work expenditure ip/P and normalized - hr-

fracture energy yP vs. normalized load q for different values Operating by Q we find that
of the difference 0- 01s.

hr- hr-Q(M)=-V f zQ(o)dz=-iv f zR(E )dz
the maximum curvature kB is defined in terms of - f Q d - hr. f
0 by eqns. (30) or (38). The base angle 0B can be (42 -)2
either measured experimentally or determined by (42)
modelling the attached part of the film as a beam Finally, making use of eqn. (11), we firid that -
on an elastic (Winkler) foundation [19]. The
normalized work expenditure ip/P and the Q(M) = IR(K) (43)
normalized fracture energy yIP are plotted in Fig. where I = 11iwh3 is the moment of inertia of the
6 as functions of the dimensionless peel force I cross-sectional area of the film. During steady-
for different values of the difference 0 -01 .  csatep tinal are t, the r i s th s eady
Figure 6 shows that there is a strong dependence state peeling ds , dt, where , is the speed of
of the work expenditure ip on O which, for a peeling, and therefore the above equation can be
given adhesion strength, depends on the proper- written as
ties of the film and the substrate as well as on the tp dK
thickness of the film. Figure 6 also shows that, Z q,, = -- I (44)
when the dimensionless load ij=6EP/( 'h) is d-0 - ds
large, the adhesive fracture energy y is only a
small fraction of the peel force , and that P is Taking into account that K = dO/ds and using the
mainly a measure of the plastic deformation of moment equation (10) we can eliminate M to find
the film rather than a measure of the adhesive
strength. - , ,, d"[sin(5 - 0)]

5. Analysis of peeling of viscoelastic materials =. d,+20

In this section we analyze the deformation of r Z r,. d - (45)
the unattached part of a viscoelastic film during ,-

peeling. The effects of the axial and shear forces which is the goierning differential equation for
are ignored and the film is assumed to be inexten- 0('s. The corresponding boundar conditions are
sible. We also assume that the substrate is rigid so
that the deformation of the attached part of the 0 = 0 at s= 0 (46)
film is negligible and that viscous deformation and
occurs at material points on the film only after 0= at s= o (47)
they separate from the substrate.

We consider a linear viscoelastic material, the The last boundar cunjlition also implies that all
stress-strain relation of which under plane-strain derivatives of 0 with rcspe.t to .s are zero at in-
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finity. We also have a set of initial conditions at and
the interfacial crack tip (s=0) related to the '=E 1IK ats0 (53)
instantaneous elastic response of the material
model. Taking into account that K=dO/ds and using

Once the solution 0(s) is known, we can calcu- eqns. (48) and (49) %Ne can %write the initial condi-
late the curvature K-- d Olds and the moment 1' tion (53) in terms of 0 as
integrating eqn. (10). Finally, the work expendi-
ture ip is determined using eqn. (12). hEvdO - 'E + VPsi(-)=

The method is demonstrated in the following 12 ds2  121 ds
section where we consider the peeling of a thin
viscoelastic film the constitutive behavior of ats=0 (54)
which is described by the standard three-param- Introducing the dimensionless quantities
eter viscoelastic solid model shown in Fig. 7.

vI I 1=i-i~h
5.1. Peeling of a three-parameter iscoelastic soliMI 1 )h E1 _h)
filmh d

The governing equations in this case are and E - (55)

dM we find that the governing equation and theds corresponding boundary and initial conditions

become
and

d3 0 d20 dO
El dM IE1E, dK -y+ EE-costg-0)-

M + v--= " K+IE, v- (49) d/
u ds pv ds + r(1 + E) sin(o- 0)= 0 (56)

where E,, E2 and p are the material parameters 0= 0B at I=0 (57)
shown in Fig. 7. Eliminating the moment Nl we
find 0=0 at/= co (58)

andh'Ej vd'O + h3E, E2 d20 vl cos(o- O)dO
12 ds' 121 + sin( - 01d)( = 0 at=0 (59)

E1 +E2  df" d
+E +E2 P sin(o - 0) = 0 (501 d2 d

+ U Considering the dimensionless curvature

which is the governing equation for 0(s). The dO_ _ (E iZ
corresponding boundary and initial conditions k = -( Kh 12) (60)
are

0= 0B at s= 0 (51) to be a function of 0, the governing equation and
the corresponding boundary conditions become

0= at s= o (52)
k d (k dkl+ Ek dk-cos(o -O)

dO \ l0) (10

E2 + ( + E Isin(0- 0)= 0 (61)

k=O at0= (621

and

kd-rk+sin(o - 0,O=0 at 0= 0 j (63)Fig. 7. "three-parameter viscoclastic solid model. d 0
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Integration of the moment equation (48) gives and

sin(-O) ~dO (64) d(k'0'k"')=k at 0= 01; (73)In = k

f k dO

where the dimensionless moment n is defined as The solutions of the aboe to problems are

M ( '2P 112 
easily found to be

MIE,] (65) k=2 sin - 0  (74)
2

Finally, using eqn. (12) we find the work expendi-
ture to be and

1 Lk-+ Pf inLdd (66) k - 4ta (75)
2 dO

wvhere k is the curvature of the film at the crack The leading-order solution, k, is the elastic
tip.. ands the first tr o the ihad side i k d solution, and the first-order correction, k'. intro-
tip. and the first term on the right-hand side is due duces the viscoelastic effects. Using eqn. (64) we
to the instantaneous elastic response at that point, find that

In general, the solution of the non-linear eqn.
(61) will have to be found numerically. In the fol- n =1m0 + en"' + O(Er) (70)
lowing, however, we obtain an approximate

closed-form solution for the limiting cases of very
fast peeling or very large viscosity I which make sin(o- ) dO= 2 sin .- 0 (77)
the parameter E very small. We seek a perturba- iii" f Vsn 0)d in-' 77
tion expansion in E for the solution to the prob- 0
lem such that and

k= kO°+ Ek"+ O(e) (67) V_ nin= f Ti-p" sin* - 0) d0

Substituting the above expansion into the differ- A

ential equation (61) and the boundary conditions
(62) and (63) and collecting terms having like =(6-0)-2 tan 0 (78)
powers of r, we obtain the following hierarchy of
problems: Equation (66) now implies that the work expendi-

For the leadin-order problem we have ture Yp is given by

d (ko d-t) -cos(p- 0)= 0 (68) T=2P[4( coso2of)

V4 =0 at 0 = 6 (69) -(.6-0On)sin ]C+ Ot'(9

and
Finally. using the energy balance equation (4) we

k find that the adhesive ener" V can be written in
k --" sin(- 0 at 0 0 (70) terms of the peel force P and the other parame-

ters of the test as
At O(e) the problem is given by

Il-co6-2141 2-o t-a
d! I +E dk" 1 -Cos -cos

-Xskik 
.+-o-,sin( -0)=-F ;71,

"O d O " ~ E h ',.x sin --- +_ - ,: Of c-1 1
k' = at =6 121 2 i-P 211
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As was mentioned in Section 4, the base angle O material to the upper surface of the crack, 14' is
depends on the thickness of the film as well as on the strain energy density per unit reference (unde-
the properties of the film and the substrate. formed) volume. N is the outward normal to the

Solutions for the other extreme cases of very integration path, T= Nt n, tn is the nominal (first
slow , -eling or vry small viscosity u, which Piola-Kirchhoff) st"zss tensor, u is the displace-
make very large, can be obtained in a similar ment vector, -'.u X is the position of a material
way. Such solutions will be presented in a future rni', :.. the undeformed configuration. The J-
publkation together with solutions for intermedi- int-glal is path independent if the elastic material
ate values of e. under consideration is homogeneous, at least in

the X, direction [27]. Taking the integration path
6. Discussion r along the boundary of the specimen we find

The analysis presented in Sections 2 to 5 ( )-Cos + (86)
shows that the peel force is a direct measure of J2 Eli!
the adhesive fracture energy only if both the film
and the substrate deform elastically. Ir such a where E is Young's modulus of the fiim, a = 1 for
case plane stress and a = 1 - v2 for plane-strain -on-
= (1 -Cos O)P (81) ditions far from the crack tip. The last term in the

above expression is due to the axial straining of
In the absence of any inelastic defjrmations the the film. For thin metallic films of thicknesses of
peel force also provides information about the the order of 100 um the ratio P,'Eh is of the order
stress field in the region near the interfacial crack of 10-1 and can be neglected. Therefore, eqn.
tip. The adhesive fracture energy y is equal to the (86) can be written as
energy release per unit crack extension along the J=(1 -Cos O)P (87)
interface per unit width of the film Y, i.e.

For an elastic material J = w and eqn. (84) follows.
[(1- v)/G + (1- v)/G 2] ,K12  (82) Equation (84) can be also written as

where 44 cosh2 ( 2 r) 1/2 (88)where (1I= - vj)1G, + (I - v2)IG,] 88

1 IG + G2(3- 4v) The above equation shows that if the adhesive
G2+GI(3 -4v2)] fracture energy y is independent of the mode of

fracture, then the fracture locus on the complex K
G is the shear m-dulus, v is Poisson's ratio, the plane will be a circle.
subsci*.3 1 and " refer to the film and the sub- The question remains, however, as to whether
strate rspectively, a&,d K is the complex interface the adhesive ftacture energy y is independent of
stress intensity factor as defined in t2U1 and [21]. the fractuie mcdc and the amount of plasticity in
These results for the interface singularity field are the specimen. One of the advantages of the peel
discussed in detail in ,efs. 22-24. Combining test i, that the mode of interfacial fracture and the
eqns. (81) and (82) we find that amount of plasticity in the film can be easily

changed by changing the peel angle; a series of

K[= 14(1 - cos )P cosh 2 7 112 (84) peel tests with different peel angles is n.w under-
I-v )G, + I -v2)/ G, Jway in an attempt to address this question. Once

the peel force is determined, y can be calculated
The same result can be obtained using the -s described in Sections 4 and 5. It should be
J-integral [25, 261 defined by noted, however, that part of the so determined y

is associated with energy dissipated in the near
J=u w,-T' au ds (85) crack tip plastic zone. The ncar tip energy dissi-

ax1) pation can be deteruiined uing the finite element
methcd and the results 9f the finite element

where F is a path in the undeformed configaiia- anal.,sis can be combined with the ,esults pre-
tion from the bottom surface of the crack through sented in th:, paper in order to determine the
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Abstract buckling and cracking along the interface
Finite element techniques are used to calculate between film and substrate [4, 5]. The film ma-

the stress concentrations near the free edge and terials are used in a wide variety of applications,

along the interface of thin films which are bonded such as optical [6], electronic [7], or magnetic [8].

to stiff substrates. The material of the film is Stresses near the vicinity of the free edge of an

modeled as elastic-plastic with a linear power-law isotropic film were calculated by Aleck [9], and
mrdelg aseasti-sticuv ilater by Zeyfang [10] and Blech and Levi [11],hardening stress-strain curve in simple shear. It is who established that close to the free edge large

assumed that the film material is characterized by peeli shea stese d ee Such stre

J2 deformation theory, and that far from the free peeling and shear stresses develop. Such stresses

edges the film is in a state of uniform balanced considerably exceed the far field internal stress of

biaxial stress which may be due to misfit strain, to the film [11]. Williams [12] showed that for a film
thermal strssahich moyrbedue to intrin.masi s s t bonded to a rigid substrate stress singularities
thermal strain or to intrinsic stress. Emphasis is develop near the point where the interface meets
placed on the stress concentrations in films of the free edge. Hein and Erdogan [131 calculated
small aspect ratio (modeling the early stages of the stress singularity for varying stiffness between
island gro vthi) or of large aspect ratio (modeling film and substrate. They showed that when the

epitaxial or layer-by-layer growth) and on the effect film is much stiffer the singularity is -1/2 for

of the hardening exponent on the resulting stress l vs of the iari al W the

concentrations. It is found that stress concentra- large values of the film material angle. When the

tions are localized near the film-substrate inter- substrate is much stiffer, the singularity is gener-

face, that films of small aspect ratio have smaller ally milder [13]. More recently, Lau, Rahman and
stressacon n n tha n films of larg aspect ratiohavDelale calculated the free edge singularity forstress concentrations than films of large aspect pwe-a adnn aeil n o ait

ratio, and that plastic deformation significantly power-law hardening materials and for a variety

reduces the stress levels near the interface, different free-edge material angles [14].

although close to the free edge the stress levels are Approximate solutions for the stresses along the
stllhughcler t thefre edgefthe stresslees ar interface have been presented by Suhir [15, 16],
still higher than the far fiela uniform stresses and by Yang and Freund [17], who have approxi-

mated the variation of the stresses through the

1. Introduction thickness of the film. Stresses in elastic substrates
have been calculated by Hu [18] and by Isomae

It is well known that thin films grown on sub- [19] who were mostly interested ;n evaluating
strates are in a state of internal stress which arises defect densities induced in silicon substrates due
as a result of the deposition process (intrinsic to the thin film internal stresses. Interfacial stress
stress) or as a result of differential thermal mis- distribution in epitaxial films, which are charac-
match between film and substrate when the terized by considerable elast;c anisotropy, have
temperature is different from the deposition tem- been calculated by Lambropoulos and Wan [20].
perature (thermal stress) [1, 2]. Large values of As Lau et al. have pointed out [14], most
the internal stress may lead to failure by de- studies to date have concentrated on linearly
lamination from the free edge of the film [31, or by elastic constitutive response for the film or sub-

strate materials. More recently, attempts have
been made to include material nonlinearities in

*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phe- of
nomena in Composites: Processing. Characterization. and the analysis of stresses in film-substrate assem-
McchanLal Properties. Newport, RI, June 1 3. 1988. blies. Yang and Freund examined plastic and vis-

0921-5093/89/S3.50 V Elsevier Sequoia/Printed m The Netherlands
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cous material response for the film [17] but, due film material via J, deformation theory fitted to a
to the approximation involved, their solation is linear-power law hardening stress-strain behav-
not valid within 1-2 thickness from the film's free ior in simple shear. To account for three-dimen-
edge. Suhir [16] allowed for nonlinear stiffness of sional island-like growth (Volmer-Weber growth
the soider in soldered film-substrate assemblies. [32]) and for epitaxial layer growth (Frank and
Due to the approximations invoked in Suhir's van der Merwe [32]), we consider films whose
work [15, 16] the traction-free bount ary condi- lateral extent is similar to the thickness of the film
tioas are not satisfied near the film's fr-e edge. As or greatly exceeds it. The basic parameters
noted above, Lau et al. [14] examined singulari- characterizing our model are the ratio of film
ties in power-law hardening composite wedges. lateral extent to film thickness, the ratio of misfit
Isomae [21] allowed for linearly viscous response to yield strain, and the hardening exponent of the
of the film material in an effort to model disloca- film material.
tion generation in silicon substrates with SiO 2 or
Si30 4/SiO, films. In Isomae's work primary 2. Problem formulation
emphasis was placed on the stresses induced in
the substrate. Figure 1 shows the geometry of a film with

Inelastic effects have long been recognized as thickness h and lateral extent L. The free edge of
leading to significant stress relaxation in metallic the film is located along x=0, and the
films. As examples we mention the work of film-substrate interface is at y= 0. For simplicity,
Murakami et al. on Pb [221 and the work of and in order to avoid three-dimensional effects, it
Hershkovitz et aL on aluminum [23]. Reviews of is assumed that plane-strain conditions prevail
the deformation mechanisms in thin films have along the z direction. For reasons explained in the
been provided by Koleshko et al. [24], by Mura- Introduction, we concentrate our attention on the
kami [25], and by Chaudhari [26]. Kinosita [27] film and interface. Thus, we assume that the sub-
has summarized mezhods for measuring thin film strate is rigid, and that displacement and traction
mechanical properties. Deformation mechanisms continuity is satisfied along the interface y= 0.
include diffusional creep, power-law creep and, The sides x= 0, x = L, and y = h are free of trac-
at lower temperature.., and higher stresses, dislo- tions. Far from the free edges the film is in a state
cation glide [25, 26]. As noted above, Isomae [21] of balanced biaxial stress, i.e. q., -- a, which,
used linearly viscous constitutive response for furthermore, is uniform in the y direction.
SiO 2 films interacting A ith silicon substrates. The film material is taken to be elastic-plastic.

Concerning plastic deformation of films on Specifically, we assume that in a simple shear test
substrates by dislocation glide, Hoffman has the film material obeys
pointed out that the high stresses along the inter- 6 12 -t/to if I ri < ro
face and near the free edge of the film must f - I (
necessarily lead to plastic flow or fracture, and
that the strain gradients are localized near the where ro, is the yield stress in simple shear, e, is
film edge [3, 28, 29]. Stress-strain curves for gold the yield strain which is related to r, by
films measured by Catlin and Walker [301 shoNN a r, = 2 Ge,, G being the elastic shear modulus, and
considerable nonlinearity, as do the data of n is the hardening exponent (Fig. 2). For multi-
Henning et al. on copper and nickel [3 11. axial stress states the total strain E,, is given by

It is the objective of this report to account for E =E+ P+, (2)
the effect of elastic-plastic relaxation near the Y ' Y T
free edge and along the film-substrate interface in
films which are subjected to a uniform far-field L
stress (due either to misfit or thermal strain). To -
simplify the problem, and in view of the st,,dies Y
on stresses in the substrate by Hu [18] and by I
Isomac [19, 21], we assume that the substrate is
rigid, and thus focus our attention exclusively on F I L . h
the film and on the film-substrate interface. We 0R
assume that the film is in a state of plane strain, $ % TRATE
and we account for plastic deformation of the Fig. I. Film geometry.
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T/To that the parameters characterizing the present
problem are the aspect ratio L/2h, the ratio ofmisfit to yield strain 6 T/e 0 , and the hardening

exponent n.
n = 1 Solving eqns. (2)-(5) for the stresses, we find

5 530Oy ijkk 1+ 6I +vU (6)21ij r3 H7 1-2vJ_ 1-l2vO 6

where i,j= 1, 2, 3 and

ezz = 0 (7)

6 12/60 from the plane-strain condition. i is defined by

0 I 2 11 -I/n) for 9; 1
Fig. 2. Linear power-law hardening stress-strain curve in =e, for <1 (8)
simple shear.

and v is the Poisson ratio. The parameter 0 is
where the elastic strain EP is related to the stress defined by
tensor uij via the usual linear elastic constitutive
response, the plastic strain eJ is related to the 0 6/6(
stress deviator Sy = a,, - Urkk 3 ,J/3 by It is immediately clear that the constitutive law

) of eqns. (6)-(10) is equivalent to that of a non-
ij linear elastic material. As expected, this is due to

where f is found by invoking J2 deformation the fact that the elastic-plastic response of the
theory, and by fitting eqns. (2), (3) to eqn. (1) with film is modeled by using deformation theory of
6E*T= 0. Thus, we find that plasticity.

The stresses corresponding to the constitutive
[ ( n -1 2G (4) law of eqns. (6)-(8) were determined by a dis-

EO placement-based finite element calculation. Due
to the symmetry of the problem, only the domain

where t is the equivalent shear strain defined as 0 < x < L/2 was discretized with the boundary
i2 = eqeq/2, with e,, the strain deviator. Denoting condition that the displacement in the x direction
by r the equivalent shear stress defined by and the shear stress ry vanish at x = L/2.
T, = S,,S,,/2, then r and e are also related by (1). The elements used were bilinear isoparametric
The last term in eqn. (2) is the misfit strain, which rectangles with 3 X 3 Gaussian quadrature. The
is assumed to consist of only a volumetric com- grid used had approximately 50 nodes in the x
ponent, thus direction and 30 nodes in the y direction with
,.:=,T6 i  (5) higher concentration of elements near the inter-
6 T face and near x =-0. Con, ;ent solutions were

where 6,, is the Kronecker delta. The assumption achieved for a given n by, .g as a first approxi-
that f,T is isotropic is exact when ey T represents mation the convergent stress distribution corre-
thermal strain due to differential thermal mis- sponding to the previous value of n. The results
match. For the case of intrijisic stress, the for the stress distributions thus determined will
assumption (5) is validated by the physical bL. presented and discussed in the next section.
models of intrinsic stress (such as H20 vapor,
oxygen or impurity absorption in optical thin
films [27, 33], or lattice misfit in epitaxial films
[341). For epitaxial films, nevertheless, it may bc Figures 3 and 4 show the stress distribution.,
more appropriate to take EJ=)z', E= 0. a,. and or; versus distance x along the

It is convenit.at to normalize stresses by the film-substrate interface for several values of the
yield stress r,,, strains by the yield strain i,, and hardening exponent n. To avoid interpolation
distances by the film thickness I. Thus, it is clear from the Gaussian quadrature points to y= 0, we
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2.5 (0,XY max/TO)/e
3

e 0.9

20L/2h 5n=

2

1.5.

L/2h=5
x/h ~0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Fig. 3. Shear stress vs. x immediately above the film-
substrate interface (,= 0.009/i) for various hardening 0.5 1.0 1.5
exponents. Fig. 5. Non-dimensional shear stress concentration v's. non-

dimensional load for it = 1, 5, 30. Solid lines are for thin films

-(L/2h = 5). Dashed lines are for thick films (L/21i 1).

e)=o0.9 Yyma 0

6 L/2h=5 10-

8- n=l

6-

2.~ -50 n=5

- -- .. n=30

0 x/h 2- L/2h=5-
0.05 0.10 0.15

Fig. 4. Peeling stress u,~ vs. x immediately above the
film-substrate interface (v=O.O09/i) for various hardening 0.5 1.0 1.5
exponents. Fig. 6. Non-dimiensional peeling stress concentration vs.

non-dimensional load for n = 1. 5. 30. Solid lines are for thin

have plotted the stresses along the centers of the fls(1h=5.Dse ie r o hc im L~ )

elements closed to the interface, which were
located at y/h = 0.009. These stress distributions by plotting cs. 0. The resulting stress concentta-
can be converted to stress concentrations by tion factors t.s. the dimemo on less load parametet
picking the maximumn value of u~r,(see Fig. 3) 0 arc shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the shear stress
or the value of adat thle center of the element a, and for the peeling stress u,., respectively, for
closest to x =), =0 (see Fi,,. 4), dividing by 0, and 'Various -values of the hardening exponent ni and
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for two values of the aspect ratio, 5 and 1, corre- propagation of interfacial dislocations, Fig. 7

sponding to thin films (L> h) and three-dimen- shows that a continuum plasticity approach
sional island-like growths (L -i). agrees qualitatively with the fact that interfacial

Finally, Figs. 7 and 8 show the development of dislocations propagate along the film-substrate
the dimensions of the plastic zone with the load interface [32, 34]. Our calculation presently
parameter 0. Specifically, Fig. 7 shows contours establishes the interface between film and sub-
of the equivalent shear stress r for the case of thin strate as being extensively deformed into the plas-
films with n = 30, for several values of 0; Fig. 8 tic region. This observation is in agreement with
shows the dependence of the dimensions H, D of the results of Lau et al. [14] in which the angular
the plastic zone on the hardening exponent n for variation of the stress components resulting from
thin films (L/2h =5). In the results shown in Figs. the asymptotic analysis is such that the peeling
3-8 the Poisson ratio is taken as 0.3. stress is maximum along the interface.

It can be easily shown that the far-field ma- The stress concentration plots of Figs. 5 and 6
terial becomes plastic (i.e. r exceeds to) when show that bulky films (L = It, modeling thus island
0 = 0.93. Thus, when 0 < 0.93 the plastic defor- mode of film growth) are in general less stressed
mation is localized near the free edge x = 0. As 0 than thin films (L> h, modeling epitaxial mode of
approaches 0.93 from below, the extent D of the film growth [32]). The difference is largest for
plastic zone increases rapidly, and extends linear elastic films; it diminishes considerably as
through the whole of the film as 0 exceeds 0.93. hardening diminishes. As the films are progres-
Figure 8 shows that the dimension D, H of the sively stressed into the plastic region, the stress
plastic zone depend weakly on the hardening
exponent n, implying that, for example, linear
elastic solutions [9-11, 15, 161 can be used to 0D/h
estimate D and H. On the other hand, as 3E -0.9
expected, D depends very strongly on the loading
parameter 0. Examination of Fig. 7 shows that
plastic deformation is localized within a narrow
strip which starts at the free edge x =0 and 2.0
extends parallel to the film-substrate interface.
Outside this zone of intense plastic deformation
the film material is weakly stressed. If one were to
think of plastic deformation in terms of the 1o

9 0.6
L/2h = 5 n 3 0 0.0,1

0.0 0.5 1.0
i/n

0.5 0.6 T
h

0.8 LT H IJ

0 = 0.6 H/h
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Fig. 7. Contours of equivalent shcar stress r normalized with i

respect to yield stress r,, General )ield ucLurs in thL far-fitd I ig. 8. \,ariaton of xtent I) ,rnd height II of plastiL( zonc k .

material for 0 = 0.93. strain hardening exponent n. nThe aspect ratio is 1,/2h = 5.
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concentrations diminish as a result of stress re- The use of deformation theory of plasticity to
laxation by plastic deformation. Thus, the abso- describe the inelastic deformation of the film
lute values of the stresses increase as 0 increases, material is justified by observing that the stresses
but less rapidly than 0 itself. increase monotonically as the loading parameter

Figures 3 and 4 show that smaller amount of 0 increases. Furthermore, the calculation pre-
hardening leads to considerably lower stress sented herein can be used in film growth when h
values. We note from these figures that within, is a monotonically increasing function of time. As
say, 0.1 h along the interface the stresses exceed discussed above, r0 is a decreasing function of h,
considerably the yield stress of the material. Even and 0( e/cEO) is a decreasing function of E. or
when n = 30 the peeling stress is as large as 2-4 %0. We conclude that 0 is an increasing function of
r0, while the shear stress is no less than r0. We It, so that deformation theory can be used to
note that these stress concentrations are localized model the elastic-plastic deformation of thin
within a fraction of the film's thickness from the films during film growth. Still, deformation theory
free edge, and close to the interface (see Fig. 7). would be inadequate when significant amounts of
As x/h - oo both af and orY must vanish. When unloading are involved. This would be the case
0 > 0 (implying that the far-field material is in when for a film of fixed thickness h the tempera-
compression) the largest value of o, is also com- ture has a sinusoidal dependence on time with a
pressive (Fig. 4), but oyy changes to tensile with a maximum value AT such that AaAT> e0, Aa
maximum positive value at a distance of about being the differential thermal mismatch between
0.5-1 thickness along the interface [9-11]. This film and substrate.
maximum is diffuse and only a fraction of the far- All calculations presented herein refer to the
field stress. It is concluded that when the film is in case when the angle between the free surface of
far-field compression, the anticipated mode of the film and the interface is .r/2. Once a crack is
failure is by shearing along the interface. When nucleated (by shearing deformation for 0 > 0, and
0 > 0 other modes of failure are also observed by peeling for 0 < 0), the geometry changes radi-
(e.g. buckling and interfacial delamination [4]). In cally since now a crack exists along the interface
this context we note that thin polycrystalline between the film and the substrate. In such a case,
metallic films exhibit hardening behavior and the extensive work of Shih and Asaro [38] on
yield stress which is quite different from the cracks between dissimilar elastic-plastic media is
corresponding quantities for bulk materials. Hoff- to be consulted.
man [11 has compiled data which show that the
hardening (about 1/n) diminishes as the film thick-
ness increases. Similarly, the yield stress de-
creases as the thickness increases. Thus, when the Finite element methods were used to deter-
thickness is too small, the film may fail in a brittle mine the stress distributions near the free edge
manner. Such observations are in agreement with and along the interface in film-substrate assem-
experimental observations of Pashley in gold blies. The film material was assumed to be elas-
films thinner than 50 nm [35]. For other film tic-plastic characterized by a linear, power-law
materials, such as nickel [1], the plastic and elastic hardening stress-strain curve in pure shear, and
strains at fracture are comparable. The depen- by J2 deformation theory for multiaxial stress
dence of yield stress on thickness has been states. The main parameters describing the prob-
modeled by Chaudhari [26, 36] and Ronay [37] lem are the hardening exponent n, the ratio of
who argue that a critical film thickness exists misfit to yield strain, and the aspect ratio of the
below which plastic flow does not occur and film. It was found that near the free edge plastic
above which the residual elastic strain shows an deformation relaxes the elastic stress concentra-
inverse thickness dependence. When 0<0 tion. Still, near the free edge the shear stresses are
(implying that the far-field film material is in no less than the yield stress, and the peeling
tension), then the large values of the peeling stress stresses are at least several times higher than the
along the interface are tensile and considerabl yield stress. These concentrations are localized
exceed the yield stress r,, of the film material. We %vithin a small fraction (0.1 -0.5 of the film thick-
conclude that in this case the anticipated failure ness from the film's free edge. Far from the free
mode is by peeling awa) from the interface, edge the film is in a state of balanced biaxial ten-
Again, other modes of failure are possible [3]. sion or compression.
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The extent of the plastic zone depends weakly 10 R. Zeyfang, Solid State Electron., 14 (1971) 1035.

on the hardening exponent n, and strongly on the 11 1. A. Blech and A. A. Levi. J. Appl. Mech., 48 (1981)
442.ratio of misfit to yield strain. The zone of plastic 12 M. L. Williams, J. Appl. Mech., 19 (1952) 526.

deformation is localized within a narrow region 13 V. L. Hein and F. Erdogan, Int. J. Fract. Mech., 48 (1981)
along the film-substrate interface, and it propa- 442.

gates parallel to the interface as the misfit strain 14 C. W. Lau, A. Rahman and F. Delale, in W. E. Muddeman

increases in relation to the yield strain. Plastic et al. (eds.), Technolog of Glass, Ceramic, or Glass-

deformation reduces the elastic stress concentra- Ceramic to Metal Sealing, ASME MD Vol. 4. 1987,
p. 89.

tion both for thin and thick films. When the far- 15 E. Suhir, J. Appl. Mech., 53(1986)657.
field film material is in compression, the antici- 16 E. Suhir, Calculated Thermally hiduced Stresses In
pated mode of local failure in the vicinity of the Adhesively Bonded and Solered Assemblies, AT&T Bell

free edge is by shear; when in tension, the local Labs, 1986, to be published.

mode of failure is expected to be by peeling. The 17 %V. Yang and L. B. Freund, Shear Stress Concentration
Near the Edge of a Thin Film, Brown University, 1986, to

applicability of deformation theory of plasticity be published.

was justified since stresses increase monotoni- 18 S. M. Hu, J. Appl. Phys., 50 (1979) 4661.
cally with the misfit strain. For film growth, defor- 19 S. lsomae, J. Appl. Phys., 52(1981)2782.

mation theory is again applicable since the yield 20 J. C. Lambropoulos and S.-M. Wan, in R. C. Sundahl et
al. (eds.), Electronic Packaging Materials Science, Mater.strain is a decreasing function of film thickness,.e.Sc )m.tro. 0 18)39
Res. Soc. Symnp. Proc., 108 (1988) 399.

21 S. Isomae, J. Appl. Phys., 57 (1985) 216.
22 M. Murakami, Acta Metall., 26 (1978) 175.
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Abstract In this paper we consider cracks along the
The two-dimensional problem of an interface interface between anisotropic solids; related

The wo-imenionl poble ofan iterace investigations include those of Willis [6] and Tingcrack between two anisotropic elastic solids is con- 7]. Since crystals are elastically anisotropic,
sidered. A necessary and sufficient condition for no bicrystal interfaces or grain boundaries between
oscillations in the singular crack-tip fields is given, two misoriented but otherwise identical single
and then bicrystals associated with tilt boundaries
that satisfy this condition are considered. Explicit crystals are a special class of interfaces between
sohtions for a finite crack along interfaces satisfy- dissimilar anisotropic media. A bicrystal is repre-

this condition are given. sented through transformations of the reference
lattice into two different lattice orientations on
either side of the interface. If the transformations

1. Introduction are pure rotations about a common axis lying in
the interface, the interface is referred to as a tilt

The two-dimensional interface crack problem boundary. Grain boundary cracks where the
in small-strain linear elasticity is the focus of this crack front is parallel to the tilt axis also are con-
paper. For brevity, certain mathematical details sidered.
that are found in two recent papers [1, 2] are In this paper a necessary and sufficient con-
omitted, while the emphasis here is on the dition is given for a non-oscillatory, two-dimen-
important results. The reader also is referred to sional crack-tip stress field for general
[1, 21 for extensive citations to references on bimaterials. Then grain boundary cracks where
related problems. Particular attention is given in the crack front is parallel to the tilt axis are con-
this paper to bimaterials formed by misorienting sidered. In this case, it is seen that the crack-tip
identical anisotropic solids on either side of the stress field has the standard square root singu-
interface. These bimaterials include bicrystals, for larit) ,ithout oscillations if the in-plane and anti-
example. plane deformations are decoupled in the interface

Solutions to the classical interface crack prob- coordinate system. This result holds for both
lem, in general, display oscillations in the singular geometricall symmetric and asymmetric tilt
crack-tip stress field and interpenetration of the boundaries. Examples are given for f.c.c.
crack faces. Obviously, solutions of this kind can bicrystals. Finally, we consider the problem of a
only be valid outside the predicted interpenetra- finite crack on a bimaterial interface.
tion zone. This zone typically is very small com-
pared with the crack length under remote tensile
loading, but can be a large fraction of the crack 2. General solutions in 2D anisotropic elasticity
length under shear loading 131. Several recent Consider a two-dimensionai deformation in

papers have focused on these oscillations in the which the thiee components of displacement
near-tip fields for interface cracks between dif- depend only oil in-plane coordinates, i.e.
ferent isotropic solids, see, for example, refs. 3-5. it, = u,(x, x,) and i = 1,2,3 so that c.3 = 0. Tile

_general anisotropic stress-strain relation is

*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phe- U1 = C, 1ek. We adopt the convention that the
nomen; in Compostcs: Processing. Characterization. and Roman indices take on the values 1.2 and 3 while
Mechanical Properties. Ncwport. RI. J a I 3. 1988. Greek indices take oil the values I and 2 only.

0921-5093189/S3.50 0 Elsevier Scquoia/'rinted in The Netherlands
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and summation is implied for repeated indices. provided that a and t7= p- satisfy the following
Then the N4avier equations that govern the small- eigenvalue equation
strain elasticity solutions are + ,[Q + p,,R+ RT )+ p,,2 T1a,, = 0

Cka2u, n= 1,6 (no sum on n) (7)
C-ia , 1 Since Q, R and T are real and are functions only

of the material constants C#41, p,, and a,, are in-
Define the Fourier transform pair dependent of . Furthermore, ti,, corresponds to

p,,,. Finally, we introduce two matrices P and A by
f()=( _2 f(x)expi~xdx (2a) P=diag[p1,p 2,p3] (8a)

A= [al, a2, a 3] (8b)

f(x) 2 I j()exp-ixdx (2b) and rewrite eqn. (7) as

-,0 QA+RAP= -(RTA+TAP)P (9)

and apply the transform to eqn. (1) over x, to The general solution to (4) is obtained from
obtain superposition of the six particular solutions when

the roots are distinct, which from eqns. (6) and (8)
2G k +. + fk can be written as
Cnlk uk l (C,2Ak + Cilk2) ax, (,x 2) = (2-r)" 2(A Ff+ AGg)H( )

0 i = +(2)1 2(AFf+AGg)H(-2) (10)
- Ci2 a2 0 (i 1,3) (3) where H(,) is the Heaviside step function and F

and G are the diagonal matrices
or, in matrix notation F( , x,) = diag[exp( -

2 + i(R + RT) T 0 (4) exp(- i/qx,), exp( - it 3x,)J (11)
ax G(,x2) =diag[exp(-it x2),

where the superscript T stands for the transpose exp( - i 2x2), exp( - i 3x2)] (12)

and Recall that and q are related through the eigen-

[C 1111  C1112  C 1,I3  value p= r//. In (10), f and g are two vector
Ci1  C1 .2  C1 3 I(5a) functions of e to be determined from the boun-Q=(Qik)--(Ci 1)=L C,1  C1212 C1.2 3 (a

C1 1312  C313 Jdary conditions of a given problem.

'C112  C 122  C1 123 3. Infinite bimaterial

R=(Ri)=(C,k2)=  C1212 C1222  C1223  (5b) Consider a crack along the interface (x,-x 3

[C1 312 C1 322 C1323 plane) formed by joining two generally aniso-

tropic elastic half spaces. The cartesian co-

[C1 212  C1222 C1223 1 ordinate system is centered at the crack tip with

T=(Tk)=(CM-i)I C 2 212 C222 C2223  (5c) the x3 axis along the crack front and the x, axis

3CI normal to the interface; see Fig. 1. Let the elastic
S C . 2_. _~2  C.23, constants of the two half spaces be C,,A; ') and

Given that C',1 is positive definite with the usual C4A;21, and then

symmetries, Q and T are symmetric and positive C CXI x, > 0
definite while R is not; these three matrices have C k,= " (13)
been introduced by Ting [7]. 1Clkt x., <0

Equation (4) permits solutions of the form Integral representations of the displacements

i=aexp(-iqx) (6) and stresses in the infinite bimaterial, which
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material 1 C',) Bf
"r,(xx.2) -iBx 24 (,x)fj( )exp(U- ix,)d

Xz , I interface
I3jojoc

x + i 2 k= XF -F-2(- .x,)f2( - )exp(i~xj)d-crack/

0

material 2 C (2) (17b)
Fig. 1. Interfacc crack. where

B=RTA+TAP -- -(QA+RAP)P - ' (18a, b)

follow by inverting (10), are [1, 2] Expressions similar to eqns. (16) and (17) for the
Wother stress components can also be written

u(x'x)=Al f G-(,X)gi()exp(_ix,)d down. In eqns. (13)-(17), tensor quantities with
0 psubscript 1 or 2 correspond to material 1 (upper
0 half space) or material 2 (lower half space),

respectively, while components are distinguished
+A, f G(- ,x2)gj( - )exp(iix,)d by superscripts in parentheses.

0 (14a) Finally, certain properties of the A and B
matrices are noted. First, from eqns. (10) and
(14), we see that the displacement vector is the

u2(x1,x 2) =A.,f F,( ,x2)f2(')exp(- i'x,)d, linear superposition of columns of A. From eqns.
o (17), the stresses are expressed in terms of B. It

has been shown by Stroh [8] that when the six
+A, f F2(- ,,x2)f2( - )exp(i~x.)d, roots of(7) are all distinct that the matrices A and

B are non-singular. However, in some cases even
(14b) when there are repeated roots, A and B may still

where A is obtained from (7)-(9), and be non-singular as long as the invariant subspace
corresponding to that repeated root is complete,

G1( ,x 2) =diag{exp( - ii)x 2), i.e. the number of linear independent eigen-

exp(- i 2W1x,),exp(- ii3si.x2)} (1 5a) vectors in that subspace is equal to the multi-
plicity of those roots. Detailed discussions of

F2( ,X2) =diag{exp( - iq1(2)x,), these degenerated cases may be found from the
exp( - ir, 2)x,),exp( - i13(

2 x,) (15b) references cited by Ting [7]. Secondly, AB -isanti-Hermitian, i.e. (AB- I)T= - A-' [8]. Thus,
V U1f p(,> (15c) the matrix M defined as

[fin( <0 M- ' =iAB-' (19)

In (14), gj( ) andf,i) are unknown vectors to be is Hermitian. Moreover, M is positive definite.
determined by boundary conditions. The stress Thirdly, since the vector a, is uniquely deter-
vector mined by (7) up to an arbitrary multiplicative

constant, it can be properly normalized so that
-,) = ... .. , "37C,1T 32 = 1,2 (16) the following orthogonality relation holds [7]

is given from the following integral expressions ATB + BTA= I (20)
[1,21

r,(x, ,x2) = -ila fIG,(,x)gj( )exp( - i~x,)d 4. Singularities at an interface crack tip
0 Let x, = 0 = x, denote the crack tip, and let r

and 0 denote the crack-tip polar coordinates
+ iB f G,( - _,x,)g,( - )exp(i~x,)d where 0 = 0 along the interface and 0 = ± -r along

0 the crack surface as depicted in Fig. I. The boun-
(I 7a) dary conditions for a traction-free crack with
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continuous displacements and tractions across the anisotropic solids on either side of the inter-
the bimaterial interface are face is specified, the order of the singularity 6 is

the same for all interfaces between those solids
t1(x1,O+)=O t,(X,0-)=0 X1 <0 (21a) that contain the x3-axis, where, as before, the
u ,) = u2(x , 0) x1 >0 (21 b) crack front is parallel to the x3-- xis.
tj(xj O) = t_(x1,O) xt > 0 (21c) The following theorem is proven in Section 3

>0 c of ref. I and is stated here without proof:
To investigate the singular behavior near the 1teoreni: A necessary and sufficient condition

crack tip we assume that asymptotically as r- 0 such that 6 in (22)-(24) is real is W= 0. Then,

I y= 0 in (26) and the crack-tip fields are not
k x, I6 (Ahk +,A ) x± >0 oscillatory.

+ , Tx i (exp ± i6 Akhk When the two half spaces are distinct but iso-

+ exp -- i t6,,t) x1 <0 tropic, fP in eqn. (26b, c) simplifies to [1, 3]

(22 Igp(l - 2 v,)- /120l - 2 v,)

(k= 1,2; no sum over k) ! P1 (1 - v,)+ I,(1 - v0) (27)

and where p, and v, are shear moduli and Poisson's
tx 1, 0 ) = ratio in the respective materials, so that y = 0 if

"(6 + 1)l x, I'k(Bkhk + fkk) x1 >0 1-2v= 1-2v1  (28)
-(6+ 1)1x, I(exp ±i6B khk (23) 12 Pi

+exp-Ti-r61]khk) x, <0 Therefore, when the materials are incompres-
sible, i.e. v, = v,= 1/2,/ P=(0 so that y=0 in (26)

(k= 1,2; no sum over k) and no oscillation is found.

For non-trivial solutions of the form (22) and In the next section, we consider an important
(23), the order of the singularity, 6, must satisfy class of interfaces that make W= 0. These
the followingeharacteristic equation[1, a include, for example, certain grain boundaries

between bicrystals.

II(1 - expi2-6)W+ i(1 -expi2r6)D 11 =0 (24)

where the real matrices 5. Cracks on tilt boundaries

W= -Re(AB,- -A3,-') (25a) A so-called tilt boundary between two mis-
D Im(A1B, -' - A,, I) (25b) oriented but otherwise identical single crystals (or

-misoriented anisotropic solids) has the property

The explicit solution to (24) is [71 that the elastic modulus tensor C on one side of
6= - + i ,  (26a) the boundary (interface) can be obtained from

that on the other side by a rotation transforma-
where tion about an axis lying in the boundary. Figure 2

schematically shows such a boundary, where the

1=-in -1 (26b) components of C of material I in the (x'. .',
, -r ,I2 z" ) coordinates are the same as the components

of C of material 2 in the (x-2, v- . z-2) co-
fi={ - tr[(WD 1)2]11:2 (26c) ordinates. These (x,', Y". zA) coordinates are

most naturally chosen to be the lattice co-
ordinates. However. in the bicrystal coordinates

4.1. Nature ofsingidarity (x,. x,. x.j. where x, = 0 is the interface plane and
It is readily seen from eqn. ,26, that the oscill- the crack front is parallel to the %, or tilt axis.

atory behavior '6 6 0 or fit 9 0 is generally found (u,' and C, in ,13, differ from reference
when material I and 2 differ. i.e. when W and D moduli CA r only by rotations about the .v,-axis
are non-zero. Ting ,t7, has demonstrated the fol- of 0, and 0,. respectiely. the misorientation
lowing invariance: once the relatihe orientation of ,tngles. For a given crystal Llda.,s these reference
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X2  This decoupling condition must hold for C ,

Ci14' , and CwI' since if it holds for one it also
holds for the other two which only differ by a
rotation about the x3-axis. With decoupling it is
seen that the in-plane strains El, E,, and E, do
not produce shear stresses a,3 and a,., and

O similarly the out-plane shear strains E,- and E,.
will not produce any in-plane stresses. Further-

under consideration Q. R, and T in (5) do not
depend on C 2;and G _3,, the decoupling
requirements for no oscillations can be relaxed to
include non-zero C d and C3

Fig. 2. Grain boundary crack. 5.1. Examples
Bicrystals from simple crystal classes associated

with tilt boundaries that satisfy the decoupling
moduli may be defined by choosing a particular condition must necessarily have high symmetry
tilt axis and plane containing that axis from which orientations of the tilt axis. For example. in f.c.c.
the tilt angles are measured. Obviously, when and b.c.c. crystals this includes a100) and (110)
0, = 0, = 0, there is no distinct interface, tilt axes, and for h.c.p. crystals tilt axes on a basal

For equal tilts with respect to the interface plane or on a prismatic plane parallel to the c-axis
plane, that is 0 -= 0,, we refer to the bicrystal a also satisfy the decoupling condition.
being geometrically symmetric (GS). The GS tilt On the other hand, for a given anisotropy that
boundaries are distinct from what we term
mechanically symmetric (MS) tilt boundaries, satisfies thc decoupling condition but is otherwise
wvhere the latter involve a mirror symmetrv in arbitrary, e.g. Ct12100 in the refe;ence co-

I ordinates, one can show that the bicrystal is notanisotropic elastic properties about the interface necessarily mechanically symmetric (MS). In the
plane and traditionally are referred to by crystal- mechanically symmetric case where the prop-lographers simply as symmetric tilt boundari erties have mirror symmet a w ., t prop-

boundariesav miro s mtry about x, = 0. comn-
For (MS) tilt boundaries the 1123. 2223. 3323. ponents of C in the fixed interface coordinates
1112, 2212, 3312, 2313. and 1312 components where the index 2 appears an odd number of
of the reference moduli C441r- must be zero. times. e.g. C,,. have opposite sign on either side
Furthermore, in this case when the loading is of the interface, or as noted above eight corn-
normal to the interface. i.e. Mode I, the solution R must vanish. As a specific

alo a mrrrsymer: ~(,,x=(I- ~.) ponents of C-tvns.Asaseiialso has mirror symmetry: uj,(,x,)=(l -26,.,) example, consider f.c.c. copper crystals with
u1,x,-x,). The distinction between (GS) and C,,,,f C1 1,=0.722 and C,24C,,,,=0447 in(MIS) is elaborated on below. ,..C =072ad ,:/C, =.47i

For cracks on tilt boundaries where the in- the lattice coordinates. A bicrystal formed by tilt-
Fore acks ntilt befoundarios whre thed n- in- from the t 120) plane by 01 = 0, = :r6 about

plane and anti-pera e deformations are decoupled the 100 11 tilt axis certainly satisfies the decoupling
in the interface coordinate system, the singularity condition but is not nechanically symmetric since
is of the standard square-root type with no oscil- the reference I 20. plane is not a symmetry plane.
lations, as shown in [I1]. By the decoupling We also note that a MS bicrvstal (i.e. the inter-
between in-plane and anti-plane deformations, face plane is a plane of mirror symmety doesweac meane is2  a plane of =iro symmtry nodnceeailwe mean ,.= not necessarily satisfy the decoupling condition,
Css3 3 = C_,3_, = C1  =0. and the stress-strain and therefore can have oscillations in t.;e crack-
relation is

UIll ] I I I I C ,122 CI1 0 0 C,,. El]
1021 ,:. ( ) 0 C2:2IZ[ symmetry 2r,.(1  ( 9

Ul 3 1 j 2rl
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tip fields. Consider copper crystal- tilted from the and Qu [2]. In the general case, W# 0, these
(010) plane by 01 = 02 = r/6 about the [102] tilt equations are coupled. In this section we focus on
axis. This bicrystal satisfies MS (crystallographic the finite crack on an interface for which W= 0 in
symmetry) but not the decoupling conditions which case the dual integral equations are de-
since W 0. In this case V=0.0126 in (26). Even coupled.
though mirror symmetry in the displacement Define
fields leads to zero shear strains along :he inter-
face for loading normal to the int fa-e (mode I), ha()Re{Bzf2( )} (34a)
the shear stresses are not necessari! zero along h,() =-Im{B 2f,( )} (34b)
the interface.

so that

6. Griffith crack on interfaces for which W = = ha + ih = B2f2( ) (34c)

C onsider a Oriffith crack of length 2a along In the case where W= 0 the dual integral
theonsidrfa beit twacof ei-infinite ng equations that result from eqns. (14), (17),

the int"rface between two semi-infinite aniso- (30)-(33) with (34) are
tropic, 'inearly elastic solids. The elastic material
constants of the inhomogeneous composite solid
are given in eqn. (13). The crack tips lie along the f [hj ()cos( x,) - h(4)sin( x)]d = 0 1 x I> a
interface x, =0 at x, = a, -a. Through linear o (35a)
superposition, the solution rresponding to
loading at infinity can be obtained from the solu-
tion for loading along the crack faces by self- f [h,()cos( x,)-h.( )sin( xl)]d
equilibrated tiactions. Even in the case of 0
uniform tractions at infinity, e.g.uP2, u22

' , 032 ', = -IxI<a (35b)
this superposition is simple only if certain com-
binationc of a I', ;,,' and u33¢ are also applied By separating the tracti, into antisymmetric
[9] These latter, ress components are discontin- and symmetric parts about x, = 0, 1 espectively, it
uous across the interface. This is a generalization is easily shown that the solutions to eqns. (35a)
of the isotropic case, where only a discontinuous and (35b) are equivalent to solutions to
or, needs to be applied 1 0].

Let t(x,) and -t(xi) denote the traction .f h,()
vectors on the upper and lower surfaces of the )sin(Gxi)d4=0 a (36a)

crack, respetively. Then. 'he boundary coidi-
tions for the Griffith crack vi length 2P are

Ul(xl,O-)=U,(Xl,O+) xI I >a, (30) | h,()sin( x.)d

'r,(xO-)T 2(x,*O) Ix, l< o, (31) o

(xIO-)= 'r2(x,0')= - (X) Y I <a, (32) =[t(x)-1(- X,) 0<x, <a (36b)

Ir,(xI,x)' 0 aslIt l - o, x2> 0, (33a) and

1 2(x,x 2)-0 as Ixj -o, x2<0, (33b) f hj( )cos( x)d =0 x1>a (37a)
wh,-- the stress vectors r, are defineu in eqn. 0
(16. In eqns. (30)-(33), as befoi2, 'he tensor
quantities ,ith subscript I ard 2 correspond to
material i (upper half space) and material 2 f h,()cos( x,)d
(lower half spa,.e), respectively, while com- 0
ponents are distinguished by superscripts in = [t(x)+t(-x,)l 0<x,<a (37b)
parentheses

Apii ing these boundary conditions to the ach pair of equations (36a,b) and (37a,b) are

general integral c )ressions given in eqns. (14) standard dual integral equations for anti ymmet-
and (1) leads to dual integral equations for the ric and s~mmetric loadings, respecti',ely. Their
,.nknown funLdons/ and g, as given by Bassani solutions are given by Titchmarsh [1 11
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a {!1d} With the load vector defined asV,(?)fIS)1-S)12d, d
2;r J I -3) q )la t(7, )(a+ )/2(a -)- 1 /2d (46)

hI()=-liijo( i){ft(sq)(1- s 2)- _/2dsjdq it is shown in [21 that when W= 0
2;o 11(9 k = q(l)(Ta )1/2  (47)

Hence, for W= 0 not only does the crack-tip
where J, and J, are Bessel functions of the first stress field have the standard square root singu-
kind of order zero and one, respectively. larity, but also from (47): (i) the stre, intensity

A particular case of some importance is when factors are real, (ii) the three fracture modes are
the applied traction I(x) is uniform over the crack decoupled in the sense that k is parallel to the load
face. With t= t constant, eqns. (38) and (39) vector q, and (iii) for this interfacial Griffith crack
reduce to the stress intensity factors do not depend on either

hI( )=0 (40) the material constants or the geometry of the bi-
crystal. Of course, these features hold for cracks in

h( )= -(a/2 )Jl(a4)t o. (41) homogeneous solids, but if WO0 then (i)-(iii) do
In this case of uniform tractions [2] not hold.

When the crack faces are uniformly loaded,l (X , X2) q07/) = to = t( ),

= Re{B 1 ( 1,/(i,, 2 - a 2)112 1)1 - I1t (42a) k = (Kn, K1, Kill)T to(;ra) /2  (48)

r2(x,X2) Both eqns. (47) and (48) are identical to the results

='Re{B 2(z21 /(z2,- - a 2)1/2 - 1)B2- I}t (42b) for Griffith cracks in an infinite homogeneous body.
In terms of the stress intensity factors, the crack-

u (xI, x2) tip stress field is expressed in conventional form, as

= -Re{Al(i 1 ,,+i(a2 - l,,2) 12 )B l-l)to (43a) r--0

u2(x, x2) r,(r, 0)= 1 f(O)k
-RefA 2(z2,, + i(a2 - z, 2)/2 )B2- }10 (43b) (2rrr)" for0<0<jr (49a)

where (0) 02(O)k

Zin =X l +x 2p,/') (44a) (2;rr) 1!2  f <0 (49b)

with z,,, - a, - a as the crack tips are approached. where the normalized matrices
The bold angle bracket denotes a diagonal O;(0) = Re{B%((cos 0 + ,,sin O)- /2)- 1 I}  (50a)
matrix, e.g.

(f(zj,,)) =diag[f(z,1 ),f(z, 2),f(z,3 )] (44b) O'(O)=Re{B2((cosO+p,,l2 sinO)-' 12)B2 -'} (50b)
From the definition of r, given in eqn. (16),

61. Stressintensityfactors (48) represents the asymptotic behavior of 012,6.. stress intensity factors ae u, and 032 at the crack tip. It follows from eqn.Tb. stress intensity factors are readily (5:18) in ref. 1 that the stress components Oii and

obtained from the conventional definitions 3 can be obtae by mpn nd 03 by
cr3l can be obtained by multiplying a, 2 and o32 by

k=(Kl1,K1,Kl)T=lim[(2;rr)212T1 (r;0)] (45) p, and P3, respectively (see Qu and Bassani [1]
r0 for definitions of p, and p3). Examples of the

where the three fracture modes are characteriz Ld angulat variation of crack-tip st,sses, i.e. 0,, are
with respect to the interface coordiate system, i.e. given in rei. 2 for cracks along the grain boundary
mode I corresponds to tensile loacing normal to the in f.c.c. copper bicrystals.
interface, mode II is shear ;,arallel to the interface,
and mode III is anti-plane shear. This definition 6.2. Crack openingdisplacements
(eqn. (45)) is valid only when y= 0 in (26) or W= 0; With W= 0 and the crack faces uniformly
see also eqn. (23). loaded, i.e. q(r/)= t= t( ), the crack opening
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displacement is [2] The governing dual integral equations for a
Griffith crack on the interface between two semi-

A(x,)=(a'-X 1
2)1-DtoH(a-IX1 x) (51) infinite anisotropic elastic solids can be solved

Even though the crack opening displacement explicitly when W= 0. The crack-tip stresses then
A(x,) has the same x, dependence as in a homo- have the standard inverse square root singularity,

geneous medium, it should be emphasized here and the corresponding stress intensity factors are

that, for example, for symmetric mode I loading separable in the three modes of loading.
(0 = 0) the crack faces do not open symmetrically, in
general. That is, in this case the x2 component of Acknowledgments
displacement is not symmetric and the x, com-
ponent of I does not vanish (since generally the Thsr k a s Uporty he n r
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Abstract ing the physics, chemistry and structure of inter-

The present state of knowledge is reviewed con- facial regions between metals and ceramics.

cerning the structure and chemistry of metal!
ceramic interfaces. Experimental observations are 2. The work of adhesion
described for several model systems and open The driving force for formation of a metal/
problems concerning different aspects of structure ceramic interface is the yield in energy when
and properties of heterophase boundaries are dis- intimate contact is established between the metal
cussed. and ceramic surfaces [10]. For a high rate of inter-

action, the surfaces have to be brought into excited
1. Introduction states. Therefore, temperature and atmosphere

The use of ceramics as structural components, are important variables, as well as the propertiesThe se f cramcs s stuctralcomonets, and structures of the surfaces.
as well as in chemical technology and in elec- t

tronic devices is steadily increasing because of The simplest description of the physical inter-

imp)roved mechanical integrity afforded by action between a metal and a ceramic is the work

enhanced toughness and by process control. of adhesion, 11'd' Specifically, wh'- clean, defect-
rn free surfaces are brought into contact, energy isC era mnic com ponents m ust typically be con- re e s di ac o an e w t th u 6 eq t o :

nected to other materials, mainly metals. The released in accordance with the Duprd equation:
requirements that the bonded couple must fulfil Wad = Yc + Ym - Ync (1)
are dictated by the functions of the ceramic:
physical, chemical, electrical, mechanical. where ;/ and ym are the free energies of the
However, in all cases, adequate mechanical relaxed surfaces of the ceramic and the metal,
integrity is a technical prerequisite, as reflected in respectively, ymc represents the energy of the
the fracturc resistance of the interfaces. Metal/ relaxed interface between the metal and the
ceramic bonded couples are presently being used ceramic. The quantity ld is thus the reversible
in electron tubes, multilayer substrates and work released per unit area of interface formed
capacitors, metal matrix composites, automotie by two free surfaces. Direct measurement of Wa
power sources, etc. [-9J, is not possible [I1]. Consequently, in practice,

Systematic studie., of metal/ceramic interface:, W ,ad is deduced b) measuring the contact angle 0
started in the tarly 1960s. Such studies were established by a solid metal in contact with a
directed towards the identification of general ceramic,
rules that govern bonding and interface behavior, Wad = 7m( + COS 0) (2)
both theoretica!ly and experimentally, including
the thermodynamics of interfacial reactions, crys- Adequate measurement of 0 and of Ym constitutes
tallographic relationships and the atomistic struc- a non-trivial experimental task. Often I'm is aniso-
ture at the interface. The intention of this article is tropic and, hence, the crystallography of the
to review the present state of knowledge concern- surface has to be determined. Furthermore, true

equilibrium has to be established by allowing suf-

TPaper presented at ne symposium on Interfacial Ple- ficiet mass transport and tk associated

nomena in Composites. Prucessing. Chara.tenrzation. anod morphological evolution. Measurements on small
Mechanical Properties. Newport, RI, June 1- 3, 1988. particles are preferred, although contamination
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during annealing is always a problem [12]. The image forces in the metal, and occurs when the
most acceptable approach in~olhes the deforma- dielectric constants of the metal and the ceramic
tion and heat treatment of alloys containing pal- are different [23-25].) Together, these interac-
ticles of ceramic formed by internal oxidation etc. tions constitute the Van der Wils attractions (see
[13, 14]. Plastic straining of the alloy causes par- for example ref. 22). The London term is gener-
ticle decohesion. Subsequent annealing then ally the most pronounced. For it pair consisting of
allows mass transport to create an equilibrium a metal atom and an oxygen ion, the interaction
void from the initial debond. The angle 0 can energy EP has the form
then be measured on cross-sections through the
particles [11]. Different authors [12, 14, 15] E - a.AA -. l1 (3)
measured and calculated values of y,,,, and -p- R6 1,, + IA

Alloying additions strongly influence the
thermodynamic quantities [10]. Furthermore, -. here R is the distance between the centers of the
certain alloying additions segregate at the inter- interacting atoms'ions, a is the polarizabilit and
face, by Gibbsian absorption. As an example, the I the ionization potential, %Nith in referring to the
segregation of chromium at various metal/AIO 3  metal and A the anion in the ceramic.
interfaces results in a rearrangement of the inter- Charge exchange allows ion pairs to form and
face into a more relaxed structure with a lower interact across the interfaces. For example, the
interfacial energy, resulting in a lower work of interactions between ions of the metal and of
adhesion. Such segregant effects are a major issue oxygen (or other anions) in the ceramic is related
in metal/ceramic bonded couples [12, 20, 211. to the free energy of metal oxide formation, AG"

[26, 27]. Furthermore, when the cations of the
3. B ceramic are soluble in the metal, dissolution from

.Bonding modls the interface allows ionic interaction betwe,.n dis-
A rudimentary understanding of interfaces can sul,ed cations and the anions in the ceramic.

be achieved b adopting phenomenological McDonald and Eberhart [28] examined inter-
models Such models are capable of curielating actions inoling %arious metals in contact with
trends in bonding between different material the (0001) plane of sapphire. For this purpose,
couples and provide insight into some of the they assumed that the (0001) sapphire surface
broad issues. Howe~er, the detailed Understand- terminates with a layer of close-packed oxygen
ing of trends in interface structure and properties ions. The nie!al atoms (to be bonded to AI,O3)
with alloy composition, segregation, etc., requires are then offered two sites; those above the
more sophisticated atomistic models, aluminum ions located below the top layer of

Elucidation of the essential issues, especially oxygen ions and those above empty sites. The
the. prediction of trends in the work of adhesion first site results in attractie dipole forces, as
(aijd, eentually, in fracture resistance) with such described in eqn. (3), which are about constant
%ariables as alloy additions and segregation, for all metalAlO% . couples. The second metal
requires that bonding be examined at all levels. site forms ioni. oxygen-metal bonds haxing a
The e~entual objeczi',e would be the judicious free energy proportional to AG. By further
coupling of information obtained from the most assuming' that all intera.tions of the dense-packed
rigorous, but ;ompute bound. qua.itum mech- oxygen plane are occupi,.'d with metal atoms, the
anical supercell approwches with the results of calculated trends in IV, agree quite well with
cluster calculations and of simple continuum. experin.ental data for the bonding of AI,O; to
thermodynamic formalisms, simple metals 1311. The very strong bonding of

platinum and palladium [191 to alumina is
3.,. Conlintnt models evidently at variance with the simple model.

Intractions adross the interface first occur f low eer. aluminum po.sesses a %tcr high heat of
without Charge cxchange. Such interactions solution in these metals. Consequently. as noted

develop betm.;en induced dipoles ,London, aboe. bonds could be formed between the
between neutral atoms polarized b% a dipolh Oxygcmn ions and aluminum ion. di-,.,tl'ed in the
molecule (Debyc. and bjtwC.:n dipole moments mCtal. %ltcilnaticl). a thin .,cgrcgttcd aluminui
(Keesom,. $Another inttraction without charge layei could form beteen the metal and the
exchange inm ohes anions in the ceramic and AIO, to enhance the bonding [3 1].
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The McDonald-Eberhart approach provides Ab imtio calculations seem to be essential for a
helpful generalizations. Howtever, a more funda- full understandi'g of the bonding. Louie and
mental, atomistic understanding of the nature of cowNorkers [34, 35] have performed such caicula-
the bonding is needed to adequately understand tions on metal-semiconductor interfaces. In these
critically important alloying and segregation calculations, the metal %%as described by ajellium,
effects, as well as trends in the fracture resistance. so that insight emerged regarding the bonding

mechanisms, but not on the atomistic structure.
3.2. Atomistic models More recently, supercell calculations have been

An understanding of the fundamental physics performed that include an interface area and
of bonding between a metal and a ceramic adjacent regions large enough to incorporate the
requires that quantum mechanical models be distorted (relaxed) volumes of both crystals. With
developed. The simplest approach invol-ves this approach, the electron distribution around all
cluster calculations [30]. Such calculations have atoms has been calculated and the atomic poten-
established that the primary interactions at metal/ tials evaluated. In a next step, interatomic forces
oxide interfaces involve the metal (d) and oxygen may be calculated and strains determined. Such
(p) orbitals, to create both bonding and antibond- calculations have been performed rather success-
ing orbitals. For copper and silver in contact vith full) for the interface between Ge-GaAs [36] and
A1,03, both states are about equally occupied, Si-Ge [37]. The crystals adjacent to those inter-
resulting in zero net bonding. However, for nickel faces are isomorphous and %er) nearly com-
and iron, fewer antibonding states are occupied mensurate. such that the misfit betw een lattice
and net bonding occurs. The calculations also planes is very small. Howe-ver, misfits betwkeen
reveal that a transfer of valence charge occurs, metals and ceramics are typically rather large so
resulting in a contribution to the net ionic bond- that extremely large supercells are required.
ing which increases in strength as the metal Therefore, only preliminary calculations have
becomes more noble. Consequently, metal-to- been conducted thus far [38]. Nevertheless, the
alumina bonding strengths are predicted to calculations, performed for MgO/Ag, have
increase in the order: Ag-Cu-Ni-Fe. This order allow ed determination of the atomic potentials
is generally consistent with the measured trends surrounding the different atoms, as ,,ell as a
in sliding resistance as well as w ith the energies of separation of bonding into differe.nt contributions
adhesion. However, it is emphasized that he (ionic, covalent and polarization).
calculations approximate the interface by an With the advent of a new, calculational scheme,
(AIO,)' - cluster and one metal atom. The :,elec- (Car and Parrinello 1391) involving a combination
tion of the charge to be assigned to this cluster is of molecular d)namics 'see e.g. Rahman [401, and
non-trivial and the choice influences the density functional theory 'Kohn and Sham 141]),
predicted magnitudes of the energies [321. To it should be possible to conduct computations of
further examine this issue, Anderson et aL [33] relaxed interfaces much more efficiently. The
performed calculations for the AI,0 3/Pt couple scheme should also allow equilibrium computa-
that included -nore atoms: 31 close-packed plat- tions of metal/ceramic interfaces at finite tem-
inum atoms and the corresponding numbers of peratures. The conduct of such analysis on model
aluminum and oxygen ions. Then, by applying a interfaces should greatly facilitate the basic
quantum-chemical superposition technique, understanding of the bonding phenomenon and
includ;ng an electron delocalization molecular allow judc.ious usage of both cluster calculations
orbital method, bonding energies w ere calculated and continuum thcrmodynamic formulation.s.
for different atomic configurations of the Pt/
AI,0 3 interface. These calculations confirmed 4 Structure of intrfacs
that the bond was strongest when oxidized
platinum atoms opposed close-packed oxygen In thermodynamic equilibrium, the atoms and,'
ion planes. However, further quantitative insights or ions close to an interface occupy positions
did not emerge. Indeed, the preceding models all that minimize the total enier, of the s.stem. how%-
have the deficiency that the) do not fully account ever, the proximity to equilibrium depends on the
for the heterogeneous nature of the interface and conditions used to form the interfac., [-or exam-
cannot, therefore, be expected to accurately pie, diffusion-bonded interfaces have atomistic
predict energies, segregant effects, etc. arrangements influenced by the orientation of the
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two surfaces prior to bonding. Additionally, when also on coherency strains, the interface structure
the bonding is performed at high temperature, and the shape of the precipitate depend usually
chemical gradients often develop and influence on its size [451. For coherent precipitates, orienta-
the structure (see Section 5) and residual strains tion relationships are governed oy constraints
form upon cooling. The interface structure thus imposed by interfacial energies, the solubility and
involves geometric as % ell as atomistic consider- lattice parameters, and the most stable morpho-
ations, conditioned by relaxation mechanisms logies. These relationships should be an integral
inherent in each bonding process. Consequently, part of the analysis of the structure of interfaces
interface structures are conveniently described by formed by internal oxidation.
firstly defining generalized geometric parameters A third %Nay of producing metal/ceramic inter-
for the unrelaxed interfaces. Then, the relaxation faces is by evaporation of the metal onto a clean
mechanism pertinent to each bonding process ceramic surface. The evaporated species is
may be considered. Finally, various geometric usually highly mobile [46] at high temperature.
and atomistic bonding models, and associated Consequently, if the metal wets the ceramic, a
experimental results, may be evaluated, thin layer forms in an equilibrium interfacial con-

figuration. For non-wetting configurations,
4.1. Geometricalparameters islands are formed. Then, when the substrate is a

An unrelaxed interface can be described by single crystal and a one-to-one orientation rela-
nine geometrical parameters. The required tionship exists between the two components, the
number was evaluated by a thought experiment, islands may grow together and form a single-
similar to that previously used for grain boun- crystal film [46]. Alternatively, when different
daries [42] Six parameters describe the relative equivalent orientation relationships exist, the
orientation and translation of the two crystals. islands develop with slightly different orienta-
The description of 'he interface orientation with tiznz. A range of different behaviors is thus
respect to the crystal requires three aOditional expected for interfaces formed by evaporation.
parameters.

4.3. Geonetrical models
4.2. Process relaxations Models described by geometrical parameters

The bonding method governs the actual geo- may sometimes be insightful as a basis for the
metrical parameters that describe the interface, description of unrelaxed interfaces. However, it
by virtue of the imposed geometry and the allow- must be appreciated that the direct correlation
able relaxations. During diffusi~n bonding [61, between such models and interface properties
intimate surface contact at elev. emperatures, (e.g. energy) is not possible [47]. Foremost among
subject to a small pressure, generates the bonded such models is a "lock-i - ' model developed by
interface. This technique, pre-selects the (macros- Gleiter and Fecht [48], deduced from exper-
copic) rotation, two components of the transla ments wherein small metallic single crystals vvere
tion and the intei face orientation. However, some sintered onto a single-crystal ceramic substrate.
of t.,,:e geometrical parameters are relaxed by Interfaces between several alkali halides or rock
Ioca deviations. Specifically, bonding is usually salt structure oxides and various noble metals
performed at temperatures wherein at least one nere formed in this manner. It was observed that
component may undergo plastic deformation. the spheres rotated into orientations which tend
Consequently, local geometrical relaxation may to minmize the energy of the sphere/plate ooun-

be accommodated by small-angle grain boundar, dar). Consequently, the orientation relationships
formation adjacent to the interface. Furthermore, determined by X-ray diffraction may be sup-
mass transport may allow interface facets to posed to reflect a low-energy configuration of
develop that relax the constraint on interface thos,, interfaces. Gleiter and Fecht [4.jaccounted
planarity. for the observed "'stable" configurations by means

Interfaces may also be formed by internal ohl- of a model which describes low-energy interfaces
ation [43, 44]. Such interfaces are not unique, but in terms of densely packed atom rows of one
are related to the precipitate morphology, as crystal nesting in the groo,,es between similar
governed by thermodynamic principles. In par- rows of the other crystal. The requisite periodic
ticular, since the total ene.-gy of the precipitate matching between 'small, multiples of lattice
depends not only on the inteifacial energy but plane spacings vas achieed by imposing small
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displacements upon certain of the atom rovvs. Adequate models of this structure do lot yet
The lattice strains from such imposed displace- exist, but avait comprehensive experimental
ments have thus far been neglected. Nevertheless, insight. Experimental studies can be performed
in some cases, "lock-in" seemingly describes either by diffraction [53, 54] or by high-resolution
observations, even when large misfits exist Con- (direct imaging) techniques [551.* With the new
formity with the "lock-in" structure has been esta- generation of electron microscopes, direct imag-
blished for MgO/Au interface formed by ing of atomic countns is possible. Specifically, by
evaporation [49] and for gold on KCI (35% misfit) aligning along the axis of an interface which
[48]; in both cases, the predicted cube-on-cube possesses only a tilt component, each column of
orientation was osberved. The "lock-in" concept atoms is imaged in one spot, giv ing a projection of
thus appears to be a useful first-order description the atomic arrangements in the interface. Hov-
in some cases. However, more detailed investiga- ever, to derive reliable atomic positions, a series
tions have revealed important discrepancies. of observed images, taken at different focus set-
Various observations indicate that small but defi- tings, must be matched quantitatively with corn-
nite angular off-sets occur between close-packed puted images, based on an assumed set of atomic
directions and/or planes. Mulder and Klomp [501 coordinates. For matching purposes, image corn-
studied orientation relationships in diffusion- putation and position adjustment is repeated until
bonded sandwiches of polycrystalline copper the best possible fit is reached for the entire
and platinum foils between identically oriented through-focus series. This technique is referred to
(parallel) sapphire crystals. As expected, the a quantitative high-resolution electron micros-
metal grains developed a preferred orientation, copy (HREM) [561. The interpretation is, of
with (111) of the metal parallel to (0001) of the course, most difficult close to the interface where
sapphire. However, the grains were rotated within deviations from the perfect lattice are most
a wide angular range about the close-packed extreme. Fully quantitative HREM studies have
directions. Discrepancies have also been found been performed on grain boundaries in germa-
for the Nb/A 20 3 system [51, 52]. Notably, the nium [55] and on semiconductor/metal interfaces
close-packed planes are not aligned: instead, the such as Si/NiSi, [57].
(0001) plane of Al20 3 and (011) of Nb are tilted Quantitative studies of metal/ceramic inter-
by about 3 around an axis parallel to [1120] AI,0 3  faces have been initiated for the Nb[Ai20 3 and
and (101)b. This tilt occurs in specimens grown Au/MgO systems formed using each of the three
by epitaxy of niobium on (0001) AI_0 3 [511 and processes described above. Interpretation of
in specimens formed by diffusion bonding [52], high-resolution images of regions close to a diffi-
even when initially the specimens were adjusted sion-bonded interface [58 (Fig. 1) requires that
to have parallel close-packed planes. It is also image simulations for perfect latttices first be
noted that even though MgO/Au has the cube- performed. For this purpose, the projected
on-cube orientation predicted by "lock-in", misfit atomic positions and potentials of niobium and
dislocations are observed, indicative of interface AiO. in the selected orientation have been
strains. Such dislocations are not consistent with determined and used to construct the simulated
the "lock-in" concept. image for a foil having a thickness ( 12 nm) which

Relaxation effects are presumably responsible corresponds vith that for the actual test speci-
for discrepancies with the "lock-in" model. For men. It is evident that lens aberration (C., = 1.1
example, as noted above. subgrain boundaries in mm, 200 kV) conceals some details of the perfect
diffusion-bonded Nb,'A120, provide freedom for lattice structure. Nevertheless, it is still apparent
some rotation of the niobium lattice. Also, the 'Fig. 1, that the perfect lattice is preserved in the
interface develops facets while retaining the 30 tilt AI,O, up to the interface. Conversely, in the
of the two lattices. Clearly, the facets alleviate the niobium strong deviations occur for distances up
misfit strain %vhich xvould deelop if close-packed to four lattice planes from the interface. Hovvever,
planes were kept in contact everywvhere across a periodicity along the interface can be recog-
the interface.

*Diffraction studies require specimens with interfaces that

4.4. A'omnitic models extend homogeneously over a large area (about I mnin. while
direct lattice imaging rcquires a thin specimen -thickne.ss < I 0

The relaxed structure of interface-, is obviously nmj plus constraint- concerning homogencty and onenta-
of greater significance than the unrelaxed state. tion.
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Fig 1 atce iiage of the region% tlo%e ito In Interfaee ble- (1) 03
t'enf niobium andt AI:O0. Orientation relationshiup t'.c
the ceramic and the mtetal: 000)1 Al .0, W1~ 10t Nb and He ~. 2. Lattice Intacte of Nb:I. Initerface of anI internally
[2 1101 Al1,0,11100)1I Nb. Tlhe foil orientation i% parallel to oxidizcd Nh: Al allo%. Interface plane parallel to -00017
f00 I Nbl. linst% in thle high resolution elect ron icroscpy Al:) 11, I I10i Nb and till I101 AI.O U10t3 I Nb. NMisfit (lisloca-
iia-es of niobitimi and _AI 0. represent %imulated la;tie t'Il ioim a e ob~wrs ed %cc Inset .I lie extra half
imaes. Onkl four lattice lplancs within the niobiumr next to plane forming the istfit dislocation dote% not terminate at the
the interface are distorted. Rcets canl be observed. The peri- interface 131
odicity of thle interface is indlicated,

nized within the distorted region. Faceting
parallel to the interface also occurs and thle inter-
face is slightly inclined with respect to the k00()Il)
plane of AlSO;,. It, is expected that imaging of thle
same interface with instrutnet.s possessing supe-
rior resolution %NOUkI resuilt in a better resoiltion -

of thle distorted atomistic structure close to thle
interace. When the resuilts of such studies
become m~ailable. insi-ghtful atornistic models of
the interface mighit bie developed.

Interfaces created bv iiwrntaI oxvidation have
well defined geomletrical characteristics. Plrecipi-
tates of a-AlSO; form~ed in Nb/Al alloys are small50n
and penrn -shaped .abouit 300 tim in diameter
and exhibit a fixed orientation relationship:

moo( I I ' I F0'~,Iig.. Weak-beamn (lark-field Image of inclined interfaces, of
hie 2 limiting thle ax-Al)O, precipitaite. lImaging Lsith Nb

and tilt reflecton. I .1lht tilieprewcnt the contrast fromt
nu..%fit dis%1lcat lonl"

10) 1 i 1 100fW I INI

I liugh-resolution transmission electron tiroscop\ ti1is4it di.SlOL~itiotis. Stptrior r'..Loltitioti lc..s than11
CTEM'I investioation i.2) has revealed 1591. 0.2 tim would hie needed.
howc~er. that thle spacings of the 11 NI()N planes I -itallh. it is noted that con% entional TLAM pr)-
:d= 0.23 nmn atnd of thle 0001 ALO. planes% %ides complemicitar,. infortmation otn defects at
,d, = 0.39 mu, are sufficientlN differetnt that misfit or close ito thle interface. si I% dislocation
dislocations %%ouild bie 1)redicted %%ilh %pacitng spaciig. led-e dt nsities. ct. It is eiihasiized.

I) ~ ~ ~ . lin /d - ~ $ tm. Weak-bean itnages% hoime'er. that at tuore Ltuplete analy sis of such
cotnfirm such dislocatiotis 1Fig. 3 '% ith defeol. in, ludin-g Buirgers 'eLtor determination.
DJ = 9.1 ± 0.5 mun. To fuill% anal% /~e thec interface i% generail1 not possible %ince thle materials
structure. as %%ell as thle atomistic structure of Oil. adijacent ito the interfaLC p0%ssess usual~ll% dif-
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ferent lattice parameters and few "common" dif-
fraction vectors exist [601. C0} 0

5. Chemistry of interfaces

5.1. Theoreical background
In multicomponent two-phase systems, non-

planar interfaces or two-phase product regions can
evolve from initially planar interfaces [6 11, even at
constant temperature and pressure. Under the BOY
same conditions, the interface stays planar in
binary systems. This difference originates with
the thermodyPamic degrees of freedom, f For a
binary system f= 0, whereas for ternary or higher-
order systems, f> 0 (Gibbs" phase rule). Con- (00
sequently, in the latter, interface compositions are A B
in part controlled by the kinetics.

Not all (higher-order) interfaces necessarily . //
develop an unstable morphology during a high- b) phase c L/ 1/phase 3
temperature treatment. Analysis of the pheno- A. A), ., /() 
menon is needed to assess susceptibility. Similar
problems exist for solidification and for the ,
oxidation of alloys [621. Mathematical treatments 1

predict the time evolution of small interface
perturbations. The perturbations may occur
either due to initial roughnesses or upon small ----- 0 ------
transport fluctuations caused by changes in tem-
perature or by the presence of defects. If perturb- . .....
ations increase in amplitude with time, initially I

planar interfaces become morphologically
unstable. The critical conditions for instability C 0
depend primarily on the mobility of the con-
stituents and the thermodynamic properties of Fig. 4. a, Schematic tcmar phase diagram. Fxtcnded
the system. phases fields exist near metal A and oxide 10. (b) Equili-

The formalism previously developed for brium concentration profiles during diffusion bonding
ternary systems [61] can be adapted to metal/ bticn metal phase (A) and oxide 1,_

cer-,mic couples, with the three independent
components being the two cations and the anion. e,,erNhere. Even then, a general analbtical solu-
A schematic terna phase diagram and the tion was not possible. Howec ,r. for several metal
expected concentration profiles are shown in Fig. ceramic stems.some further simplifications are
4 [63]. In general, the problem is complicated by appropriate. The oxgen and the metal atoms
having several phase fields present, such that diffuse on different sublattices allowing the inter-
intermediate phases form: usually intermetallics action term in the diffusion coefficients to be neg-
with noble metals and spinel 'or other oxides; lected. In the niobiun'. oxygen diffuses on
with less noble metals. The actual phases depend interstitial sites while the aluminum diffuses b)
on the geometry of the tie lines, as %%ell as on the vacancies., Negligible solubilit, of the metal in the
diffusion paths in the ternar , phase field, and oxide grad lito = 0, allows point defect relaxa-
cannot be predicted a priori, tion only in the ceramic. Therefore, for a stoich-

The diffusion problem has thus far been iometric ceramic, the remaining defect fluxes are
examined '63 for the simple case wherein no small compared with the fluxes in the metal and
product phases formed, the interfacial stresses can be ignored. Subject to the above simplifica-
were negligible, mass transport occurred by bulk tions. solutions have teen obtained for Nb, AI.O.
diffusion and local equilibrium was imposed (63,64].
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ferent lattice parameters and few "common" dif-
fraction vectors exist [601. - 0

5. Chemistry of interfaces

5.1. Theoretical background
In multicomponent two-phase systems, non-

planar interfaces or two-phase product regions can
evolve from initially planar interfaces [61], even at
constant temperature and pressure. Under the BOy
same conditions, the interface stays planar in
binary systems. This difference originates with
the thermodypamic degrees of freedom, f For a
binary system f= 0, whereas for ternary or higher-
order systems, f> 0 (Gibbs" phase rule). Con- (00
sequently, in the latter, interface compositions are A B
in part controlled by the kinetics.

Not all (higher-order) interfaces necessarily / . .,i,,,,'
develop an unstable morpholog -durin a high- b VPse

temperature treatment. Analysis of the pheno- ". //i, /,B,,),,
menon is needed to assess susceptibility. Similar
problems exist for solidification and for the X
oxidation of alloys [62). Mathematical treatments X

predict the time evolution of small interface
perturbations. The perturbations may occur
either due to initial roughnesses or upon small ----- A ------
transport fluctuations caused by changes in tem-
perature or by the presence of defects. If perturb- I.
ations increase in amplitude with time, initially
planar interfaces become morphologically
unstable. The critical conditions for instability-0 "
depend primarily on the mobility of the con-
stituents and the thermodynamic properties of Fig. 4. ,a, Schematic tcrnan phase diagram. Extended
the system. phases fields exist near metal A and oxide BO,. (b) Equili-

The formalism previously developed for brium concentration profiles during diffusion bonding
between metal phase (A) and oxide BO,.

ternary systems [611 can be adapted to metal/
cer-imic couples, with the three independent
components being the t\wo cations and the anion. e%er-,Dhere. Even then, a general analttical solu-
A schematic ternary phase diagram and the tion was not possible. Ho, c% er, for several metal,
expected concentration profiles are sho%%n in Fig. ceramic systems, some further simplifications are
4 [63]. In general, the problem is complicated b appropriate. The oxygen and the metal atoms
having several phase fields present,. such that diffuse on different sublattices allow~ing the inter-
intermediate phases form. usuall) intermetallics action term in the diffusion coefficients to be neg-
with noble metals and spinel 'or other oxides, lected. Jln the niobium, oxygen diffuses on
with less noble metals. The actual phases depend interstitial sites while the aluminum diffuses b)
on the geometry of the tie lines, as %ell as on the vacancies.; Negligible solubili, of the metal in the
diffusion paths in the ternar phase field, and oxide grad /po = 0* allows point defect relaxa-
cannot be predicted a priori tion only in the ceramic. Therefore, for a stoich-

The diffusion problem has thus far been iometric ceramic, the remaining defect fluxes are
examined '63, for the simple case wherein no small compared with the fluxes in the metal and
product phases formed, the interfacial stresses can be ignored. Subject to the abo'e simplifica-
were negligible, mass transport occurred b% bulk tions, solutions hae Leen obtained for Nb,'AIO.
diffusion and local equilibrium was imposed [63,641.
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0 again required for the identification of the dif-
ferent stable phases.

Similar studies have been performed for other
ceramic partners such as simple cubic oxides
(MgO, NiO, ...), sesquioxides (Cr20 3, Mn,0 3, ... ),
Si3N4 and SiC. The situation is much more com-
plicated for the latter materials, since impurities

/i or sintering additives quite frequently diffuse to
0NiA0 the interface and form a glassy film. The bonding

AQU3 is then governed by the interfaces between the
glass film and both the ceramic ar J the metal.

6. Sintering of interfacial flaws

Scratches and other defects frequently exist on
surfaces which have to be bonded. Long bonding

Ni Ni3AI NiAl Al times and high bonding temperatures are
ie. 6. Ni-AI-O phase diagrams ischcmatically for required when such flaws are present, because

T= 1600 K). T,,o reaction paths arc possible when nickel is residual defects at the interface restrict the
bonded to A12O: ',, Low oxygen activity, no reaction mechanit-al properties of the metal/ceramic inter-
product forms. (11) high oxygen activity: spinel forms. face. Investigation of the sintering of interface

flaws is thus of great importance. The closure of
interfacial flaws at homogeneous bonds involves

ficient oxygen (about 500 ppm solubility), the several mechanisms [70]: surface diffusion,
Ni(O)/A 2O3 diffusion couple yields a spinel volume diffusion, diffusion along the interface,
product layer. Under these conditions, spinel power-law creep and plastic yielding. Models for
forms, because the new diffusion path in the homogeneous interfaces based on these me-
nickel phase field requires that the tie line con- chanisms qualitatively describe the experimental
nects the metal and spinel field (path II in Fig. 6). observations. However, a quantitative com-
The associated thermodynamic and atomistic parison has been inhibited by the scarcity of reli-
consideration pertinent to spinel layer formation able experimental data. For a heterogeneous bond
have been addressed [67, 68]. However, available and especially for a metallceramic interface,
observations do not unequivocally identify the additional processes have to be considered [64];
operative mechanism. It is also noted that the namely, the diffusion of metal atoms into the
interface between spinel and nickel seems to be ceramic, dissolution of the ceramic at the inter-
unstable, morphological instabilities becoming face and diffi-sion of the species of the ceramic
more apparent with increasing spinel layer thick- into the metal, chemical reactions between the
ness. metal and the ceramic to form a product phase

Bonding of copper to AIOj seems to require a and recondensation of a dissolved ceramic at the
thin layer of oxygen on the surface of copper interface. The inherent complexity demands a
prior to bonding and CuAI.O, or CuAI, vital role of experiment in ascertaining the most
form 1691. The spinel thickness can be reduced b) important ,ariables for tpical metalceramic

annealing under extremely It "v oxygen activities couples.
leading first to a "non-wetting" layer of Cu,O and For evaluation of the governing transport
then to a direct Cu,'ALO. bond. The mechanical mechanisms, artificial interfacial defects of dif-
stability of spinel-free Cu,'AI,O specimens has ferent dimensionalit% and sizes ma, be intro-
not yet been investigated. duced into the metallic surfaces [66, 671 prior to

Bonding of titanium to Al., results in the bonding: linear flaxvs b% photolithograph) and
formation of the intermetallic phases TiA! or other shapes b) indentation. After bonding.
Ti3AI, which probably also include oxygen. The cross-sections of interfacial fracture surfaces
thickness of the reactive la)er increases with studied b, SEM allow% determination of the
increasing bonding time and morphologicali. change in fla%% size. The depth variations may be
unstable interfaces develop. A detailed study is measured with a profiometer.
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Inspection of results obtained for Nb/Al1203 8 E. A. Almond. C. A. Brookes and It. Wairren d.

revealed that the surface of niobium hardly Science of Hard .laterials. Inst. Pins. Lonf. .Scf.. 7
chaneswheeasconensaion prouct ofAdam I-fileer. Bristol. 1986.
chaneswheras ondnsaton roduts f 9G. S. Upadhvaya ied.1. Sintered .lktal-Cerainic Comt-

A1,-03 could be detected on the sapphire. The posites. Eilseier. Amsterdam. 1984.
amount of condensed AI,0 3 depends on the 10 K. L. Mittal .cd.,. Adhllesion ,lkasiirc~etieit of Thin F-ims.

cooling. From chemistry studies 'Section 4;, it has 7Th& A hdis. anti Bailk Coanizg3. A.SfM.fspa. [f h. P1ub!..

already been established that niobium dissolves 11 1 978rjim. Rcn.InnenAhso.Gro
AI,0 3 and, upon cooling, AI,O; recondenses at adBec.NwYr.17.p53
the interface. This mechanism also seems to be 12 E. 1). 1Ilondros. in It. Rapp icd.; TFechniques of Metals
involve"l in the "filling'* of the flaws.1Howver, the lResear-h Series. Vol. IV 2. Wiley Interscicrnce. New
experimental, as well as the theoretical. studies York. 1970. pp. 293-348.
are not yet sufficient to derive a quantitativ~e 1 I W Hancock. L L IDillamore and It L. Smallman. 6th

decrptonof the process. Studies of this type on I'lanser Semna~r. Plansec. Rcuttc. 1968. p. 467.
descrptio K. E. Ejasterling. HI. 1: Iischindster and E. NavaJra.

other systems are also needed to obtain a com- I'otstder.1fetall.. If), 1973: 128.
preheuisive view of the important issues in dif- 15 M..Nicholas. J. Hmter. Sci.. 30 968, 57 1.
fusion bonding. 16 I. G. Palmer and G. C. Smith. P1roc. 2nd Bolton Landing

Conf. onz Oxide Dispersion Strnghening. Gordon and
Breach. New York. 1968. p.3 if.

7. Conclusions 17 M. McLean and E. D. li-ondros. . Mater. Sc.. 6i 197'a,
19.
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Abstract faces, the crystallographical and chemical struc-

It is shown how high resolution electron micro ture as well as the orientation relationship

scopy (HREM) can provide vey important struc- changes across the boundary. The atomic struc-
suralyinforEm an oie interfacepbetn st- ture of both types of interface can be determinedtural information onl the interface between two
different phases. After a brief description of tie by high resolution electron microscopy (HREM).E tehiutodifferent phases.Aftera deipn o re In the case of grain boundaries (GBs), since theHREM technique, twvo different examples are erywr 9,nmru xmlso Bsrc
presented. In a stainless steel the orientation rela- early work [9 , numerous examples of GB struc-
tionship beteen a (b.c.c.) and y (fc.c.) is not coil- ture determination have been published in semi-

conductors [10], in metals [11-14] and in
stant throughout the specimen. Misfit dislocations ceramics 1151. In any case the experimental
have been found when the compact planes of both observations have to be compared with calcu-
phases are parallel. When they are not parallel a lations hese compredodels canu-
regular array of edge dislocations forming a sub lated models. These computer models can usegrain boundary is superimposed on the misfit dis- molecular statics in which the structure is caicu-
locations. In a cobalt-based superalloy, the orien- lated in the absence of thermal vibrations [16, 17]taioneations between the fc.c, matrix and an or molecular dynamics [ 18] which take the effecttation relationshipte i tri and ail of temperature into account. To calculate theordered precipitate is strict and three sets of edge energy of the system of atoms which constitute
dislocations have been foud associated with a the boundary, an interaction potential is used. In
regular array of steps. most cases this potential is a central pair potential

but many-body potentials for transition metals
1. Introduction have recently been constructed also [19].

Internal interfaces in materials mainly govern Heterophase interfaces were first studied using
the physical properties of these materials. The conventional electron microscopy [20]. HREM is
understanding and improvement of these pro- now widely used. The results concern metallic
perties need a knowledge of the atomic structure systems [21] as well as semiconducting materials
of the interfaces. Several different approaches can [22] and ceramics [23], but due to the fact that
be made for this study: symmetry properties interaction potentials between different atoms are

[1-31, dislocation structure [4], geometrical not known with the same accuracy as those in
aSpects [5-7] and computer modelling [81. The pure materials the models are not so advanced as
interfaces can be divided into horophase and for grain boundaries.
heterophase boundaries. In the first kind the crys- In this paper, two different examples will be
tallographical structure is the same across the presented. The first one describes the structure of
boundary and only the orientation relationship is the interface between a and y phases in a stain-
changing; this is the well-known case of grain less steel alloy, and it will be shown that the
boundaries and planar defects like stacking faults orientation relationship between the two phases
and domain boundaries. In heterophase inter- is not unique leading to different types of inter-

faces. In the second example, the interface
between the f.c.c. matrix and an ordered phase in

TPaper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Pli- a cobalt-based superalloy is investigated. In this
nomena in Cumpusites. Pruessing, CharaLterizatitun, nd alloy the addition of a small quantity of niobium
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI. June I -3. 1988. provokes the precipitation of an intragranular

0921-5093/89/S3.50 © Elsevier Seqnoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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second phase which is mainly responsible fer the observed. On both the stainless steel alloy and the
mechanical properties of the alloy. In particular cobalt-based supuralloy, the unit cell parameter is
the hardness increases strongly when this second 0.36 nm and images have been taken along (011 ,
phase precipitates. (111) and (112. The ARM is a versatile micro-

scope in which a very good resolution (better than
0.16 nm _. Scherzer) is associated with a large tilt

2. Experimental procedure angle (± 400) of the spe-imen [26]. In order to
21. Specimens prevent the occurrence of radiation damage the

The alloys studied have the following composi- accelerating voltage was 800 kV.
tions (in at.%). An HREM image represents a two-dimen-

Stainless steel: Fe, 68.7; Cr, 20.6; Ni, 7.7; Mo, sional projection of the atomic potential of the
2.4; C, 0.004; Si, 0.54. specimen. The specimen must then be perfectly

The dual phase microstructure is obtained oi; inted so that no overlap of atomic columns
after a series of cold rollings followed by an occurs. In the case of an interface, it has to be
annealing period. parallel to the incident beam and in practice for a

Superalloy: Co, 37.6; Ni, 36.8; Cr, 22.5; Nb, 10 nm thick specimen the alignment of the inter-
3.1. face with respect to the beam must be better than

The alloy is annealed for 24 h at 1200 °C and 0.30. For a complete determination of the
quenched. After this treatment, the structure is an structure, the HREM pictures have to be com-
f.c.c. solid solution. A second annealing is then pared with calculated models so that the atomic
performed at 800 'C for 24 h. These conditions positions must be unambiguously determined. In
do not correspond to the maximum hardness, but this case a precise knowledge of all the optical
they have been chosen to obtain well developed imaging conditions and specimen characteristics
precipitates with planar interfaces suitable for is needed. Defocus is measured on the optical
high resolution observation, diffraction patterns of the images. Thickness can

In both cases, the specimens for HREM have be estimated by tilting the interface by a known
been obtained using an electrolytic cell. For stain- angle. The orientation relationship between the
less steel specimens, the bath was a mixture of different phases is deduced from both the
acetic and perchloric acids while it was a electron and optical diffraction pattern.
saturated Cr0 3 solution in acetic acid for the
superalloy. Some specimens have been also pre- 2.3. Inage sinitdations
pared by ion milling but, in this case, lattice Images of the different phases present in the
defects were observed and the electrochemical alloys have been calculated using a multislice
process is preferred. program. The variation with respect to thickness

of amplitude and phase of the main diffracted
2.2. High resoltion electron microscopy beams have also been calculated; in most of the

HREM is no%% widely used for the determina- cases 128 X 128 points are sufficient to obtain a
tion of interface structure. The HREM technique good precision. The numerical values used in all
has been described in detail by Spence [24]. The the calculations are:
new generation of microscopes working at (i) JEOL 4000 EX: C,= 1.05 mm;
medium or high accelerating voltages with very Div.= 0.0007 rad; Del= 9 nm [25];
good optical characteristics associated with high (ii) ARM: C = 2.8 rm; Div.--0.0006 rad;
tilt angle allows the observation of a wide range of Del = 10 nm.
materials. In most of the metallic alloys a resolu-
tion of 0.17 nm is needed to obtain high resolu-
tion images of the low index crystallographical
orientation. Two different microscopes have been 3. Experimental results
used: a JEOL 4000 EX working at 400 kV and 3. 1. Stainless steel alloy
the JEOL ARM of the National Center for Figure 1 shows a HREM picture of a typical
Electron Microscopy in Berkeley. The 4000 EX interface in this alloy. The y f.c.c. phase has a
has a 0.17 nm resolution at Scherzer defocus and [0i I orientation and the a b.c.c. phase has a
an ultimate resolution better than 0.12 nm [25] so [001] orientation, the intcrface is seen nearly
that several different matrix orientations can be parallel to the incident electron beam and it is
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Fig. I. High iesolution image of an interface between f.c.c.
and b.e.c. phases in a stainless steel alloy. The interface plane
is parallel to the compact planes of both phases. Misfit dis-
locations (arrowed) are present. Their spacing is 2.2 nm (400 21t V
kV).

parallel to the (i11) plane of y. Misfit dislocations Fig. 2 Interface in a stainless steel alloy. The compact
planes of b.c.c. and f.c.c. phases are not parallel and a regular

are seen end on; their spacing is about 2.6 nm, array of edge dislocations is present. Their spacing is 3.5 nm

their Burgers vector is in the boundary plane. The (400 kV).
orientation relationship is deduced from the
electron diffraction pattern. A careful inspection
of this pattern reveals that the orientation is
close to the Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) and
Nishiyama-Wassermann (N-W) orientations.
The interface plane is not constant in the speci-
men; it can be parallel to the compact planes as in
Fig. 1 and only misfit dislocations are present. In
some cases the compact planes of the two phases
are no longer parallel and a regular array of dis-
locations is present (Fig. 2). Their spacing is 3.5
nm and the deviation angle is between 3* and 4*. WC;
Their Burgers vector is equal to b'= [i 111 of the

y f.c.c. phase. The boundary plane can also be in Fig. 3. Image of an interface perpenidicular to the beam. The

completely different orientation: Fig. 3 shows an two phases overlap and form a moire pattern (400 kV).

example of a boundary nearly parallel to the
specimen plane: in this case a moir6 pattern presence of Cr and Co atoms introduces a change
reveals the good fit areas. in the crystallographical structure. Electron dif-

fraction patterns taken in a direction perpen-
3.2 Superalloy dicular to the broad faces of the precipitates show

3.2.1. Structure of the precipitates differences with the orthorhombic phase. Some
After annealing at 800 'C for 24 h, plates of a new spots appear and there is a sixfold symmetry

second phase precipitate within the fc.c. matrix, axis parallel to the incident beam. These results
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy revealed are consistent ,ith the DO 19 ordered structure
that the composition of the precipitates is (Ni, Cr, and it has been verified that the same diffraction
Co)3Nb. At the present time this result is only pattern occurs in Ti.AI which is known to have
qualitative and in particular the exact concentra- this ordered structure. As for the fP NiNb struc-
tion of Ni, Cr and Co atoms is not known. In ture, the precipitate can be described as the stack-
rather similar alloys [27, 28] the precipitates have ing of A and B equi-valent planes and the only
been identified as orthorhombic P3 Ni3Nb. The difference between these two structures is the
problem is then to determine whether the different ordering of Nb atoms.
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3.2.2 . Matrix precipitate interface matrix to ABAB in the precipitate. As was
All the precipitates ha~e been found with their pointed out b) Sutton 130], the interface position

broad faces parallel to 111 matrix planes. The cannot be determined %without anbiguity. Some
orientation relationship can be written as: steps not associated with an extra half plane are

(11 1)f.c.c.ll(0001)p also found; in the vicinity of these steps the
contrast is blurred, suggesting the presence of

[1 10]f.c.c.ll[1 120]0p inclined dislocations. As can be seen from Fig. 4,
where p stands for the precipitate. The orienta- when the specimen thickness increases, the

tion relationship is strict; no deviation, as in the contrast of the precipitate changes drastically and

case of stainless steel, has been found and no dis- for example the (1011) planes lose their individu-
locations with Burgers vector perpendicular to ality; this is due to the increasing intensity of

the interface plane have been observed. The superlattice reflections. Because of this contrast
orientation relationship corresponds to that change, dislocations become much more difficult

found by Kirman [29] between the f.c.c. matrix to evidence.
and fi Ni3Nb in nickel-based alloys. Specimens (ii) /1111 orientation. In this orientation the

have been observed along different matrix axes: interface can be either inclined or perpendicular
to the incident beam. In the latter case, the

(i) 10111 orientation. In this case, the interface complete dislocation structure of the interface
between matrix and precipitate is either parallel can be studied. Figure 6 shows three dark field
to the incident electron beam or in an inclined images using three different diffraction vectors.
position. Figure 4 shows such an interface The contrast analysis shows that three sets of
observed parallel to the beam. It is perfectly pure edge dislocations are present. The disloca-
coherent over large distances and the compact tion lines are parallel to the (110) directions.
planes of matrix an.! precipitate are perfectly Their spacing is about 10 nm. In some conditions
parallel. The other set of {I 11) matrix planes a moir6 between the two phases can be seen on
parallel to the beam intercept the boundary plane. the image. Its spacing is about 5 nm and the
They correspond to (10i 1) precipitate planes; fringes are 300 away from the dislocation lines.
there is a 9* angle when they cross the boundary
plane. Because of the small misfit between them, 4. Interpretation of the results
dislocations are present. They are associated to a
step in the boundary; the step height is one {I I 1 4.1. Stainless steel allovs
matrix plane although coi_,plex steps are also The structure of the interface between f.c.c.
present. Figure 5 is an enlargement of the inter- and b.c.c. phases has been the subject of many
face region in a very thin part of the specimen publications (for a revie% see ref. 31) and it
around a dislocation. The position of the inter- has been investigated from the experimental
face is determined by looking at the stacking as well as the theoretical point of Oiew in
sequence which changes from ABCABC... in the

Fig. 4. 1 ligh resolution image of Ni, Co. Cr,,Nb pr ipilate hg. 5. Enlargement of A regiun of I ig. 4 around a dIloca
in a f.c.c matrix The compact planes of both phases are iron. The statking scquence diange% from ABC .... in tihe
parallel. Misfit dislhLations asoda ed ,ith steps are prt;:,nt, f.L.,. matrix to ABAB.... in it. preo.ipiiatc. An u.tra half
Between then the interfa .e is full, coherent 8(O kV. plane i% present in the mitrix and there is a step.
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modated by a regular array of dislocations similar
to a pure tilt seibgrain boundary. The Burgers

- __ vector b =1[1lL 1is perpendicular to the bound-
ary plane and the measured spacing is in agree-
ment with the Frank equation: d = b1O.

With b=3'[i11]=0.208 nm and 0=3.5", the

calculated value is 3.4 nm which is the experi-
" ,mental value.

..-- .When the boundary lies nearly perpendicular
to the incident beam, the two crystals overlap

1 =.€forming a moir6. The shape and size of this moir6
is in good agreement with a geometrical model
made of the superposition of the atomic positions

c 0~. ~corresponding to both phases which are posi-
S, tioned in the observed orientation relationship.

No information about atomic relaxations present
. , in the dislocation cores can be obtained from

1.these images. Similar images have been observed
50 nm on a twist grain boundary in gold [34].

4.2 Superalloy
4.2.1. Crystallography
The precipitation of a second phase inside an

*t4 f.c.c. matrix leads to the existence of several
variants which can be numbered using group

Fig. 6. Dark field images of the same interface using three theory [ i-3]. The application of this theory leads
different diffraction vectors. The contrast analysis leads to
the existence of three sets of edge dislocations to 12 variants for the f.c.c.-orthorhombic system

and only four in the f.c.c.-D019 case. Only four
variants were experimentally observed. Theycopper-chromium alloy [321. Our results reveal correspond to four different {1111 interface

that the orientation relationship is not constant planes.on a give d11plaenl onerai
planes. In a given I I1 I} plane only one variant is

throughout the sample; it is near N-W and K-S pi
orientations but no exact orientation was present whereas if the precipitate had an orthor-

orientation relationships have hombic structure three different variants wouldobseved.Thethen be present.
been investigated in detail by El Hajjaji who

determined the values of the coincidence index 2 4.22 iage simulation ofthe precipitate
[331. In some cases the compact planes of both In order to test the possibility of distinguishing
phases are parallel and the boundary plane lies in all the variants present in b-th possible precipi-
this plane. A regular array of misfit dislocations is tate structures, images of P Ni3Nb and the DO 9
present, their spacing being approximately 2.2 phase have been simulated in the orientations
nm. The Burgers vector is 2[101j if referred to the corresponding to the experimental image (in
f.c.c. phase or [I 11 ] if the b.c.c. phase is consid- these simulations, a simplified model of the DO 19
ered. Both these vectors are inclined with respect phase containing only nickel and niobium atoms
to dislocation line and they lie in the boundary has been used).
plane. The misfit between the two phases is
accommodated by the edge component of the '100 and [201 orthorhombic corresponding to
dislocations which is: [1120] DO 19

'(112) f.c.c. [0101 orthorhombic corresponding to [00011

The calculated spacing between the disloca- DO 19.

tions is 2.4 nm which is in good agreement with The calculations shov, that the three different
the experimental value. orthorhombic variants which should be present in

In some cases the compact planes are no each I11, matrix plane are not distinguishable
longer parallel. The deviation angle is accom- because only small contrast ,,ariations are present
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which are too small to be experimentall% dislocations parallel to the three II0, matrix
detected. D019 structure can be distinguished directions %%hich lie in the interface plane. This
from orthorhombic phase Fig. 7; and fine details obsenation excludes tae possibilit) of three sets
of the experimental images can be reproduced in of 60 dislocations %itl Burgers % ectors '.I 10;.
simulated ones. Numerical diffraction patterns The dislocations beirtg pure edge, a possible
have been calculated from both phases and are in Burgers %ector is 'A 112. This Burgers ,ector is
agreement %%ith the experimental ones. In '0001; consistent %%ith the %%eak beam dark field images.
D019 orientation a sixfold s)mmetr) axis is The dislocation spacing tan be calculated using
present while it is absent from the diffraction the Brooks formula [35]:
pattern of [0101 orthorhombic. d = b/b

4.23. Stiructure of the imerface where b is the Burgers vectors and 6 the misfit
All the observations suagest that the interface

between the f.c.c. matrix and the precipitate is = d
constituted by a regular array of three sets of edge d + d,

jdei ,u% nm I Wo d, is the spacing of the 12201 matrix planes
d= 0.126 nm, d, is the spacing of the (2240)
precipitate planes which are in correspondence

.4,with tile 220 matrix planes d. --u.1 n m. This
-ives d= 5.4 nm. This value is two times smaller

than the experimental one and it is of the same
order as the experimental spacing of the moir6
fringes. The moird spacing can also be calculated
136]

*S~t D=""
d ,

d, and d, have the same value as in the misfit
IM E expression so that D= 4.7 nm which is in good

agreement with the experimental value. The only
way to obtain an acceptable value for the disloca-
tion spacing is then to increase the modulus of
the Burgers vector. If one takes b=! (112) then

140 d= 8.2 nm which is closer to the experimental
value. This Burgers vector is a non-usual one and
further experiments are needed to obtain a
deeper understanding of the exact structure of the0% dislocations.

• 4 As it was evident from tile high resolution
pictures. the dislocations which are seen end-on

Sati are associated with a monoatomic step. A very

simpl geometrical model of thle interface has
been constructed by superposing the I11

-- ,,matrix plane to the 100011 precipitate plane.
Good fit areas are present and they form a tri-
angular array. The number of these good fit zones

Fig. 7. Simulated images of the two possible structures of the ca be increased by moving the interface plane in

precipttate. On the right 1% 13 NiNh and on the left 011)19 tile same way as is described for the f.c.c./b.c.c.
tniutur in thl%., a,c .implficd .,truurc i, ted onanang interface '32. As the interface plane changes

only nickel and niobium aborn,. The conditions used in Ihe:, from one I I I matrix )lane to a neighbouring
calculations are: accelerating volage: 400 kV: , = 1.05 trn; c
beam divergence. 0.7 mrad. .defocus spread. 9 rn. specimen ole a new good fit area is created. The thickness
thickncss: 5 n. of the precipitate being approximately constant,
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Abstract Relative misorientations across boundaries can

The structure and comnpositon of interfaces i be determined by microdiffraction and conven-
Theostnitre and osi tionl soids heas o tional tilting experiments. Chemical distributions

composites atd oth~er .:trucural solids has inpor- can be determined directly by microspectroscopy
tant effects on their properties and is therefore of using small incident probes, and the geometric dis-
great interest. HREM and nicrospectroscopy are tribution of atoms at interfaces can be determined
two of the niost useful meithods for examination of by high resolution imaging Interfaces can be con-
intefaces. HREM1 iediods are the most advanced, ug reouto imgn.Znefcsca ecn

sidered small regions of disorder in solids, and in
and inicrospectroscopy methods are inproving that context resolution limits associated withrapidly.tha conex resoluent limireottosliiti
rapidly. The clirrent imiage resolution limit is these various electron microscopy methods are
-1.6k which is sufficient for most interface anal- very important.
ysis purposes. The corresponding spatial resohtion ver tim p ert.linitfo mcropetrscpyis determined by the For this paper the main topic of interest is local
limit for nicrospectroscopy iscomposition change in small regions near inter-
current in small probes and temporal stability of faces and their structure. and it is useful to con-
the probe/specimen Calcilations of robe current sider the facto-s affecting microspectroscopy
vs. size are given amid it is shown that current resolution. Following this, several current
spatial resohtion for EELS, for edges containing research applications are discussed.several thoutsand coimnts, is abottt 5Snm.

The effect of chemical bonding on electron
energy loss absorption edges of silicon in its 2. Resolution limits
important ceramic compottnds is presented amid
briefly discussed. The most familiar resolution limit is tie so-

Exanples of high resohton attaly)is in several called interpretable resolution limit 6 associated
composites and a multiphase ceranic. are pre- with high resolution imaging. It corresponds to a
sented. spacing (i.e. length) in the specimen defined by

the first zero of the microscope contrast transfer
1. Introduction function, which is dependent on objective lens

defocus D= Af(C,;.)-' 12 where D is the general-
Analysis of interface structure involves ized defocus, Afis the objective lens defocus, C is

chemical distributions on or near the interface the objecthe lens spherical aberration constant
plane, relative misorientation across the interface and 2. is the incident electron %%aelength ]l. The
plane, a definition of the interface plane in terms Scherzer resolution limit, gien by D= I and
of some convenient coordinate system, and the 6 =0.7C,";'24  correspond, to spacings in the
geometric distribution of atoms at the interface, object imaged nithout phase rc ecrsais of the scat-

Typical lengths associated %%ith these obser- tered amplitudes cau.,cd b) the imaging lens.
vations are fractions of a micron to one or These images can be interpreted directly, and the
two Angstroms. Various electron microscopy best currentl) aailable electron microscopes,
methods are required to attain the neccssar) %%hich generally ha'e maximum operating
spatial or image resolution for these obser.ations. voltages in the 300- 1000 kV range. iace inter-

pretable resolution limits in the 1.4-1.8 A range.
This resolution is sufficient for determination of

*Paper presenIed at the sympo'iun on lnierfacial he- the structure of grain boundaries and interfaces in
nonena in Composites: Process:ing. Charaeeri.ation. and
Mecl'anical Propcrties. Netport. R1.L Am- i 3. 191'S. terms of the distribution of columns of atoms
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when the boundaries are viewed in edge-on pro- d, C is the spherical aberration coefficient of the
jection in crystals even with small unit cells, lens'. This spherical aberration coefficient can be
These experimental methods have been used. for determined experimentali from % ide-angle con-
example, to show that all ,001; tilt grain boun- ergent beam shadow images 4. The current in a
daries are faceted in NiO [2]; the observations of gaussian probe from a source of brightes fi is
many large-angle boundaries in tids material sup- given by d1. It is assumed in this case that the
ported the suggestion that low grain boundary ener spread in the incident beam from the

energies are associated with large values of source is small, so that chromatic aberration
average interplanar spacing at the boundaries and broadening can be neglected. The effect of aper-
not with low Z values. tore diffraction and spherical aberration, which

The corresponding resolution limit for local have different dependences on a. is most easil
chemical analysis by microspectroscopy methods seen b% considering a probe from a point source
is the spatial limit, the lower limit of which is without considerations of current in the probe, as

iven by the incident probe size on a thin shown in Fig. 1. Here. contributions to probe size
specimen. In this context, the microscope pre- for se eral values of C, ranging from 1.5 to 5 mm
sperimen lenses are used to form a small focused are gi~cn, along sitl. the contribution from aper-

probe image of the electron source on the ture diffraction. As C, decreases, minimum probe
specimen, and alignment, defocus, and aberra- diameter decreases and occurs at corresponding-
tions of the probe forming lenses have important 1y larger values of a. For some particular ,.alue of

effects on attainable spatial resolution. Spectra C, the minimum probe size is 6- 0.66C.", ' " ,
are count rate limited and therefore some time is corresponding to the optimum value of
required for their collection. The count rate at = 1.05 C1 -" '.' . Not coincidentally, this value

limitation brings questions of current in the of 3 corresponds to the image interpretable reso-
focused probe into the discussion of probe size, lution or point resolution limit discussed above.
and counting time requirements imply that the In the present ,context cy corresponds to the image

time average of the focused probe position of a point source. Probes corresponding to
relative to the microstructural feature of interest divergence angles larger than the optimum value
in the specimen during spectrum acquisition wvill are said to be aberration limited because their

influence spatial resolution. diameter is determined primarily by C,. Con-
It is useful to consider probe size and current verely probes corresponding to divergence

in terms of aberrations of the probe forming angles smaller than the optimum ,alue are called

lenses and source brightness, to estimate the diffraction limited. To obtain more accurate
current in small probes as a function of probe descriptions of diffraction limited probes, wave
diameter. Then using measured inelastic scatter- optical calculations that take explicit account of

ing cross-sections, collection times for small probe defocus are required. Probes suitable for
probe microanalysis can be determined, and
attainable spatial resolution can be estimated. For

a correctly aligned illumination Nystem the total ,0o
probe size is given to a good approximation by an F_.:---

incoherent (quadrature) sum of coherent broad-
ening mechanisms 13] t oo.__

d,-= 2 + r i ") +--,2

S 10where - =
dr= - d-(0.61

()I 10 100
d divergence hall-angle, mr

(4 = (0.') Cs Fig. 1. DIpendcnce of focused probe size at the specimen on

Broadening by diffraction from the probe defin- .pcrtw, diffra,.n ,iond ,n. ph;a.d .ifu.iian pa a puint
ing aperture is given by d4, and by spherical aber- source in the incoherent approximation 100 kV;. Several

i r values of C are sho%,n: 3. 5 nm: 0. 3 mrm: *. 2 nun: a. 1.5

ration of the pre-specimen probe forming lens by Mm.
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microspectroscopy usually require values of a dependence of probe current on optimium di' er -
larger than optimum to ensire sufficient current gence. The optimum %aluc-s of dinergence for
for an acceptable count rate. These probes 'sill be high brightness FEG sources aire approximately
aberration limited. and eqn. I' gises a reasonably half those required for thermionic sourz es.
accurate description of probe size and current for Table 1 showss calculated focused probe
optimum probe focus at the specimen plane. diameters for the limiting brightnes % alIues-

When probe current considerations become measured for a particular FEG tip in the anal% -
impprtant the source brightness, parameter, f3. in tical microscope used fur the measurementIN
tit eqn. 1.) is important and must be specified. reported belows. for the limiting~ beam currenth
This parameter varies over a wide range for a% ail- generally considered useful for microspectros-
able electron sources, from about 10' A cm'? cop). These limiting brightnesses ssill vary some-
sr- 'for tungsten thermionic source,- to about 10' wshat from one field emitter tip to another,

Acm -2 sr-' for FEG sources, with LaB6, ther- depending on tip radius and other experimental
mionic sources intermediate betwseen the limits sariables',6;. The range for a giscn tip depends on
L15J. The measured brightness of the FEG anals- extractor voltage. operating temperature and
tical microscope used for the experiments dis- flashing, procedure.
cussed in this paper ranges between 5 x 10' and These small focused probes can easily be
2 x 10' A cm -2 sr', depending on the FEG imaged in a TEM/STEM analytical microscope
operating parameters. Figure 2 shows total probe to obtain an experimental measurement of probe
diameter as a function of probe current calcu- size. The experiment is straightforward %%hen
lated from eqn. ',I for brightnesses characteristic operating~ in TEM mode. In STEM operation, to
of particular sources. These curves show that obtain smaller probes. the microscope is
FEG sources are required to produce probes operated in diffraction mode and one must adjust
smaller than about 25 A that contain 0.1 to I niX. the object plane of the transfer lenses to be coin-
The curves of Fig. 2 were calculated for the cident wsith the specimen plane wsithout changing
optimum value of divergence half angle a. found
by minimizing probe diameter wvith respect to a.-
Tfhis value now' depends on brightness as well as
C and Aand is gven by

1-1 +(0.61;. C' (2)

where i5 is the probe current and the other para--_______________
meters wvere defined earlier. Figure _3 shows the

~4~~ib-:. ~Fie I. Optimum divergence half-aneic a.,. v. probe cur-

rem in the incoherent approximation. Aperture and spherical

aberration broadening eare included. NMicrw-copc parameters

__ TABLE I Calculated focused probe diameters 2t the
I :;wspecimen formeasured upper and lo~cr FEGbrghtness

1 .i..ilimits.tforprohc currcntsof I and 0.1 nA. C.= 1.5 mm. 100

Ii~V '''~'~ I . LM optimum a

- mA. A cm -sr

Fie. 2. Probe size w; a function of probe current for sources Y 10' 14
of different brightness 11 in the incoherent approximation. Zx 2 0t' 7
Apcrturc and spherical abeirtion broadening are included. i.0 ix to'2
10) MV C- 1.5 mm. /I tA cm : sr ',: 'rE= H)4: nsX 10' 1o
Li,- i 5c 10o. FEI 1 0': FEG.5 x 10'=.-
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the operating mode of the pre-specimen probe means. Current distributions in theie small
fonning lenses. Phorographicall} recorded probe-s probes can be mexsured direi.t% b% s%.anning
for optimumn a are shox~n in rig. 4. It is %%urth them o'er apertured cetarunit. detaxtors such 'is
pointing out that these small probes are neari) EELS spectrometers or rarada% cups 7.1y To
HREM imaes of the electron source, and small obtain a reali.iL cstimate; of the attainable.spatial
misalignrmcrnts of the illumination system produce it-solution in a mirsetoiu~ experiment.
distortions that %%ill reduce the basic attainable tht, -Louft ratc expected for a ei~cn spewcimen and
spatial resolution b% at least a factor of 5. These kno" n incident probe currenrt must he- calculated.
misalignments, are ob~ious in probe- image such %%hich leads to a spctrum aciui 'Itin time for the
as Fig. 4. but are difficult to detect b% other desired number of counts in the peak. The

acquisition time must be compared wvith
independent measurements of probe/specimen
temporal position instability. Positional instability
is usually an increasing function of acquisition
time. and can easily be-come iimitin especially
for low probe currents.

The net count rate in an ELS absorp:ion edge
is given bv

a= dsYrnilcross-section for the core edgec of

atom; ev - =specinen thickness tnm!-
N= aret aomdensitv nm - 't iclv5'fo

materials like Sib.. SiC : A15 channel w'idth or
probe energy spread (61 1. typically I cV

The count rate expression Or eniergy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy 4 EDS! is similar 181
and a similar method can be used to estimate
spatial resolution. Measured values of a I10 mr
collection half anedct at eckes of interest such as
slicon L or oxygen. carbon or nitroea K edges
in the corresponding compounds with silicon
ranged from 10 - to 5 x 10 nni2 aton If' CV
(91. The specimen thickness. f. must be restricted
to about 10 nrn to avoid undesirable multiple
scatterine effects. This small thickness does not
pose unusually severe experimental ditticultics: it
is the same as the requirement for interpretable
HRENI images. All pairameters in cqn. (3-1 arc
now fixed e-xcept the probe current: the upper
and lower probe current limits in Table I can be
used to obtain the limiting count rates. rThe
maximum count rate -for a= 10- and 4, = I niX
is about 3 X 10' counts s and the minimum
value of R-for =5xl0 'and i,0.l nAi
about 1600 counts s '.

R 4. Pholaormphicaltv rctcoridod SiTUI probe im,-%l The number of count-. desirable in an edve
MX di'vergcflc half .nkIc - mn fut & fil mmm5-sc depenrds on the experimental purpose.. 5000 is.
-x Well alined pwbcw. probe diameter. 1.2 nFn-i It ihtr conservatively, often enough for qualitative
lion cused b% displacmnt of Mdining aperture In~ half its
diameter. v.Dttitm:u rculi; ir(= no q; t; analysis and It) 000 or more counts is usually
er ror. useful for fine structure analysis. On this basis
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acceptable counting times, at the energy losses reduction of total acquisition time, which
corresponding to the edges of interest here depends in t-'n on the net detective quantum
(AE= 100 eV for silicon L, and AE= 283 and efficiency of the parallel detection system relative
530 eV for carbon K and oxygen K, respectively) to the scintillator/PMT serial detection systems
will be between 20 ms and 3 s. For serial EELS currently in use [10-12]. Field emission sources
collection systems, which require ramping the are required to attain high spatial resolution with
spectrum channel by channel over an apertured either serial or parallel detectors.
slit/PMT detector, the total spectrum acquisition
rime is equal to the number of channels scanned 3 Applications
times the dwell (i.e. counting) time per channel.
Typical values for these are 100 ms and 1000, Silicon and its compounds with oxygen, carbon
with energy width 1 eV per channel, leading to a and nitrogen, such as Si3N4, SiO2 and SiN 20 are
total acquisition time of 100 s. Dwell times of 20 materials of majol interest in ceramics and com-
ms and 3 s correspond to total acquisition times posites. Analysis of these materials when they are
of 20 s and 50 min, respectively, present as small particles or layers in interfaces

Probe position stability, which depends on requires knowledge of their EELS absorption
electrical stobility of the microscope, charging edge shapes in the bulk compounds, since it is
along the beam path, etc., ha, been measured by expected that local changes in composition o
television recording high magnification structure will affect electronic structure and
(= 30 x 106 times) probe images and measuring bonding [13]. In a recent investigation we have
movement frame by frame. Specimen drift was shown that these edge shapes change in a syste-
measured by the usual multiple photographic matic way across the series of materials Si, SiC,
exposure method; these measurements were Si3N4, SiO, and also in Si2NO [9, 14]. Examples
made for a liquid nitrogen cooled cryostage -L of experimental silicon L edges, and correspond-
- 170 'C. Cold stage use is required to consis- ing theoretical calculations are shown in Fig. 5.
tently prevent carbon contamination for all Note that the magnitude of the threshold onset
extended microprobe experiments. The total peak increases continuously from Si to Si0 2 and
probe/specimen positional instability from these that its onset energy increases from Si to SiO,.
two sources can be reduced to about 0.1 nm s The relative minimum between the onset peak
with careful experimental procedures. For an and the delayed maximum, at about 125 eV loss,
acquisition time of 20 s (20 ms dwell) the attain- broadens across the series and a small relative
able spatial resolution is approximately equal to maximum appears in this minimum in the Si3N4
the largest probe size given in Table 1. For 100 s cross-section curve and is quite prominent in the
acquisition times (100 ms dwell) the spatial SiO, curve. The delayed maximum itself becomes
resolution is limited by probe/specimen posi- sharper across the series from Si to SI0 2. Cor-
tional instability even when high current field responding changes were observed in the K edge
emission probes are used. For analysis of multi- anion cross-section curves fcr SiC, Si3N4 and
component ceramic microstructures we have SIO 2.Theoretical analysis of the inelastic scatter-
found the most useful experimental procedure for ing in these compounds was carried out using a
high spatial resolution microanalysis to bt. use of semiempirica! LCAO theory to calculate final
relatively short dwell times (20 to 50 ms) and col- state valence shell wavefunctions for the com-
lection of multiple spectra. The probe is reposi- pounds, using Bloch's theorem to account for
tioned on the feature of interest between effects of translational symmetry of the crystals.
acquisitions, and the individual spectra are Plane waves were used for ionization final states
summed to obtain the final resultant spectium. far beyond threshold onset, where bonding
A spatial resolution of 5 nm can be attained for effects are weak. These wavefunctions were used
spectra spanning the 0-1000 eV loss range witt. with a single-electron transition model and the
this procedure if a field emission source and lo, Born approximation to calculate the core shell
temperature stage are used. absorption cross-sections [9, 15]. The results are

New parallel detection systems just becoming shown as dotted lines in Fig. 5. There are three
available give promise of improvements in spatial primary contributions to the cross-sections. Near
resolution to near the incident probe size for thin onset the compound valence shell final state
specimens. Actual improvement depends on wa~efunctions, which are ,ery scnsitive to bond-
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Fig. 5. Silicon L energy loss cross-settions for silicon and some of its important compounds. The solid curve is experimental.
ThL dashed curve beginning at edge onset A, the sum of calulated ',alence shell and ionization cross-sections. The calculated
ionization cross-section modulated by near neighbor ba,.k-sc.attcnng is plotted separately as the dashed cure beginning at
105 eV loss.

ing, control the shape of the curves. Electron elastic scattering cross-section of the neighboring
transfer from silicon to the ligand atoms occurs in atoms, it is stronger for the K shell edges of the
the compounds, to an increasing extent in the ligand atoms because their nearest neighbors are
progression from Si to Si0 2 and the final state silicon, whereas the nearest neighbors of the
wavefunctions are increasingly dominated by silicon atoms are oxygen, nitrogen or carbon.
silicon atomic orbitals, so the magnitude of the These results furnish a firm fundamental back-
threshold onstt peak in the silicon L edges ground for microstructural analysis of more com-
increases. In this energy loss region the Si 2p - 3s plex materials.
and Si 2p -'3d partial cross-sections dominate Several recent applications to the analysis of
the silicon L edges, with the 2p -' 3s cross-sec- complex microstructures illustrate the utility of
tions larger. At larger losses, beyond about 125 the technique. The applications were made at
eV, the atomic ionization cross-section (plane about the 5 nm spatial resolution level, and were
wave final states) dominates the edges, but it is complemented by EDS, HREM imaging and mi-
modulated by elastic backscattering of the crodiffraction analysis of the microstructures.
ionized plane waxes by the neighboring atoms Nutt and Carpenter [16] reported an analysis of
surrounding the excited atom, thus the cross-sec- an aluminum alloy (2124)-silicon carbide metal
tion in this region is not the simple smooth curse matrix/ceramic composite in w~hich particular
expected for a free-atom ionization cross-section. attention "as gi~en to the matrix/ceramic inter-
The magnitude of this effect depends on the faces. The material was a discontinuous whis-
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ker-reinforced composite made by powder
metallurgy methods. The metal ceramic interface
contained a discontinuous distribution of small
(- 10 nm) crystalline precipitates that were
shown by EELS to contain oxygen, by EDS to
contain magnesium, and by microdiffraction to
have structure corresponding to MgO. In regions
of the interface not containing these precipitates
stepwise EDS analysis across the interface
showed a sharp magnesium segregation peak at
the irterface. The FWHM of the magnesium
peak was about 30 nm. Magnesium is a minor
constituent of tie aluminum alloy matrix, and it
was presumed that the MgO particles, which
probably did not deviate from the stoichiometric
composition, formed as a result of reaction of
magnesium with oxide films on the whisker
surfaces during heat treatment. HREM produced
evidence for a transition zone between the
aluminum alloy and the SiC or between the MgO
and SiC that may be amorphous. The zone width
is small, about 1.5 nm, and below the attainable
resolution limit of EELS with serial detection.
The composition of this zone should be deter-minable using a parallel EELS detection system, Fig 6, Low magnification dark field micrograph of Si.N,0

ceramic taken with section of Si02 amorphous ring. Long
and is of great interest, plates are Si2N2O in SiO: matrix.

More recently we have examined the non-equi-
librium microstructure of a silicon oxynitride
ceramic made by hot pressing an equimolar mix- -21
ture of Si3N4 and SiO 2 containing 3 mol.% A!20 3  1.10
in nitrogen atmopshere at 2000 K [16]. The 1.0,,
pressing temperature was above the Si 3N4-SiO 2  088-
eutectic and SiN,O formed by liquid-phase reac- 8
tion. The resulting microstructure contained 0
three major phases, shown in Fig. 6. These phases 06 j."' "

were found to be SiN 2O, SiO, (amorphous), and 0
Si3N 4, by quantitative EELS analysis. The silicon E 0.44
L edge from SiN 20 is shown in Fig. 7. The shape SL edge
is very similar to the corresponding edge for SiO,, 0.22 -

despite the fact that in this orthorhombic material
three of the silicon nearest neighbors are nitrogen 0.00 - I

and only one is oxygen. An LCAO calculation 0.90 1.10 1.30 1.50 1.70 1.90.
similar to those described above was used to energy loss (eV) X102
calculate the edge shapes, and the results agreed Fig. 7. Electron energy loss cross-section for silicon L in
well with experiment. Small crystalline precipi- SiN,O. Solid line is experimental. I)ashed line is theoretical
tates or second phase particles were observed in calculation.
the oxynitride plates (Fig. 8) and in the SiO,
amorphous phase. These contained silicon and
variable amounts of niti ogen and oxymcn. The content, lho kcCl theil diffr action pctterns do not
small particles in the SiNO plates obviously correspond to a- ot fl-Si3N4. Thus it is difficult to
have a " cll-defined habit long straight edges attribute them to icsidual Si3N4 partially ieacted
along (010) SiNZO) and usually hae a composi- to SiN,O. The particles in the matrix at e primar-
tion close to Si.,N, Aith a ver small oxygen ily silicon and oxygen and thenm miciodiffiaction
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to obtain spectra more directly related to the
boundary plane itself.

A comment concerning electron radiation
effects in these materials is useful. Several inves-
tigators have noted that mass loss and changes in
electronic structure can occur during EELS
focused probe experiments in ionic or covalent

I materials, e.g. [21] for copper oxide, where/increasing electron doses caused a transforma-
tion in shape of the copper L edge to that charac-
tcistic of elemental copper with filled 3d shell
and a small threshold onset peak. We have
observed a similar transformation of the silicon L

siN4 c , edge in bulk Si3N, with increasing dose; the edge
changed in appearance from characteristic of
Si3N4 to characteristic of Si (cf Fig. 5 above),
indicating nitrogen loss, or at least Si-N debond-
ing. It is expected that these effects may occur
more easily in disordered interfaces, and these
effects must be considered before segregation is
ruled out.

Fig. 10. HREM micrograph (400 kV) of the boxed area of
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Abstract sequent generation of brittle intermetallics. In the
case of titanium-based SiC composites [1, 21 it is

Analytical transmission electron microscopy has known, for example, that the interfacial region
been used to assess the nature and the extent of consists of TiC and TiSSi 3-a brittle intermetallic.
interactions between TiC particulates in Ti6A14Vand n T4AW~. I hasbee foud tat tere The present work has been aimed at assessing theand in Ti24A111Nb. It has been found that there

appears to be only limited interaction between the stability of TiC particulate in both Ti6A14V

TiC and the Ti6A14V alloy even when the samples (expressed as wt.%) and in Ti24AlllNb
are heat treated at 1050 C for times up to 50 t. (expressed as at.%), and this paper summarizes

The visible interaction is confined to the TiC where the work which has been completed so far.

it is found that an annulus of non-stoichiometric
TiC is formed around the original stoichiometric 2. Experimental
TiC. In the case of the Ti24AI1Nb alloy there is aclear interaction zone visible where Ti3(AlNb)C is The composites, which containi.d 10% by

clerintradtion te ise a r adiin n w volume of TiC, were supplied by Alct.;. and wereformed. Insubsequently heat treated for a range of times at
zone within the TiC particles associated with the tepe atre aten 900 an oied
diffitsion of Nb into the TiC in samples heat treated temperatures between 900 and 1200 oC. Polished
at 1000 °C but Nb is present throughout the par- and etched samples were examined optically and
ticles in specimens heat treated at 1100 °C for 5 h. using scanning electron microscopy. Analytical
Non-stoichiometric TiC is also visible in the annuli transmission electron microscopy was the main
of the original TiC particles in this composite. The technique used to assess the extent of any inter-
significance of these observations is discussed ii facial interactions, and in this case the samples

terms of the factors which control the extent of the were prepared by ion beam thinning. The trzns-

interaction zone. mission microscopes which were used include a
120 kV Philips 420 and a 400 kV JEOL4000FX,
which were interfaced to energy dispersive X-ray

1. Introduction (EDX) and electron energy inss (EELS) systems.

Metal matrix composites are seen as a genera-
tion of materials which can give significant 3. Results
improvements in properties, but if this hope is to
be realized it is essential that the interfacial region 3.1. Optical and scanntng electron microscopy
between the matrix and the particle or fiber does Typical optical micrographs obtair 2 from the
not fail prematurely. In the case of titanium alloys two composites --e shown in Fig. 1 and, at the
the extreme reactivity of titanium provides a resolution available optical!y, it appears that the
major difficulty in finding particles or fibers extent of any interaction is larger in the
which are not attacked by titanium with the con- Ti24AI11 Nb alloy; in fact there is no interaction

visible optically in the Ti6AI4V composite in
*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Phe- Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The interaction is not obvious

nomena in Composites. Processing, Characterizatiun, and even in the Ti24AII INb but, in both the polished
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI, June I -3, 1988. sample (Fig. 1(c)) and in the etched sample (Fig.

0921-5093/89/S3.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/P inted in Thc Netherlands
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Fig. 1. Optical miciographs of I i6AI4V-TiC as polished (a)
and etched (b) and of TV24A1 I1I Nb-TiC as polished (c) and
etched (d). The sampk. at (a) and (b) had beeni hea. treated
for 2 ht at 1050 *C before examination, and the samples in (c)
and (d) had been treated at 1000 T. for 2 h. A limited hter-
action zone around the TiC particles can be seen in lie
ati24A 11 Nb sample but not in the piiAeV sample.

1(d)) a narrow zone can be teen around eachTiC
particle.

Similarly scanning electron microscopy shows
(Fig. 2) that there is no obvious change around
the TiC in the Ti6AI4V samples (Fig. 2(a),
althovgh h re is a very narrow region in the
image whch shows lighter contrast than the rest
of the TiC particle. There is again a slight change
about 1.0 um wide, around the TiC particles in
the Ti24AIlNb composite. This difference is
just visible in Fig. 2(b).

The extent of any interaction between the TiC
and the two matrix alloys is clearly on a scale
which is below that at which accurate composi-
tional information can be obtained from bulk
samples but detailed information can be obtained
using analytical transmission electron microsc-
opy, as discussed below.

3.2. Analytical transmission electron microscopy
3.2.1. Observations on TiAIV-TiC composite
Examinatior using, transmission electron mi-

croscopy conlirms that there is no obvious inter-
action zone in the matrix associated with the
presence of TiC partiles in composites treated

over a range of temperatures up to 1050 "C and
for times up to 50 h. There is, however, evidence
of a reaction zone within the TiC particulates as
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a)

Fig. 3. Transmission electron micrograph of a particle of
TiC in Ti6Ai4V-TiC showing the presence of a dislocation
array within the TiC. This array separates the stoichiometric
center of the TiC from the non-stoichiometric annulus. See
text.

C
with the ordering of the carbon vacancies [3), as
shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted that this order
can be removed * the high energy electrons,
within about 20 rp,n examination under normal
imaging conditions, and some care is therefore
necessary if this technique is used in order to
identify ordered regions. The center of this par-

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrographs using secondary tide and of all other particles examined in simi-
electrons of (a) Ti6AI4V, and Jb, Ti 24AI II Nb. Any inter- larly heat treated samples were shown to be
action zones are not easily resolved in these miclographs. stoichiometric TiC.
Samples heat treated a' 1050 *C and 1200 *C as in t--. 1.See The fact that there is no apparent interaction
text.

zone in the Ti6AI4V matrix is surprising. This
may be in part due to the fact that the samples

can be seen from the micrograph shown in I ig. 3 which have been examined have been slowly
where a region can be seen around the perimeter cooled from the hea t.,.,aiment temperatures so
of the particle shown in this figure, which is that the structure ,nic- has been examined has
separated from the center of the particle by an been influenced by changes which might occur
array of dislocations. EDX, EELS and diffraction during cooling. In an attempt to investigate this
analyses have shown [31 that this annular region is pussibility samples have been examined after
non-stoichiometric TiC, whereas the original TiC lin, quenched from the heat treatment tempera-
added to the composite was stoichiometric and tare. There was again no apparent difference
contained virtually no dislocations [3]. The differ- between samples vhich had been quenched and
ence between the annulus and the center can be those that had been slovly cooled, when using
observed 'lrectly on t- screen when examina- optical and scanning electron microscopy. Thus
tion is caried out in Liie Oiiracton mode, since quantitatie analysis of the particle number den-
there are extra diffraction maxima associated sity in samples which had been either slowly
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some cases no dislocation array could be seen,
presumably because the remaining volume con-
sisted totally of the annulus. As mentioned above,
the difference between the non-stoichiometric
and the stoichiometric core can be quickly quali-
tatively assessed using the diffraction pattern and
approximate widths of the zones could be con-
veniently obtained using this approach. The typi-
cal width in the slowly cooled samples was
usually less than 1 pm whereas in the quenched
sample the width was about 2 pm.

3.2.2 Observations on 'iAINb-TiC composite
Figure 5 shows a series of micrographs taken

from the Ti24AI1 1Nb-TiC composite which had
been heat treated at 1000 'C for 2 h and it is
apparent in Fig. 5(a) that the matrix adjacent to
the TiC is heavily faulted and that the grain size
of this faulted region is smaller than the 10 pm
which Fig. I shows is typical of the matrix. There
also appears t,., be a sligl't change in the contrast
across the TiC parti.,L, and this can be clearly
seen in Fig. 5(b) where the annulus shows differ-
ent contrast from that in the center of the TiC. In
this case, as distinct from the Ti6AI4V case, there
is no dislocation wall separating the annulus from
the center and no obvious change in the diffrac-
tion ratterns from the two regions. Obse. vations
made on samples which had been heat trctted for
longer times and higher temperatures revealed
some important differences. Thus, in samples
heat treated at 1100 *C for 5 h, dislocations were
more commonly seen within the TiC particles
and diffuse diffraction maxima, which were
weaker than those shown in Fig. 4, were occa-
sionally observed.

In order to interpret these observations, dif-
fraction patterns, EDX and EELS spectra were
obtained from the heavily faulted region and from
the two regions within the TiC particles. The
EDX data show that the niobium content of the
small-grained, faulted region adjacent to the TiC
is significantly lower than that in the matrix.

Fig 4 Transmission diffraction patterns obtaind fromfrom these two
the annulus and tb) fron the center of a TiC particle witlin
the ri6Al4V-TiC tompusit.. Notc thc extra dillraLtulon regions, which have been normalized to tile same
maxima fron th. arinilus ' ,h .-li ai.it),d ,ilth thl, titanium count, and it is obvious that there is a
carbon vacancies. change in the NbL:AIK intensity ratio in the

interface phase from a value of about 1 :1 in the
cooled or quenched r~c,t!,ad no ob -ious differ- matrix to ibout 1.2 in tile faulted interface phase.
ence. llome~er, cxanij:,tion in transmission Analysis using EELS and using a thin windo,

.sho:,d hat the %%idth of the non-stoichiometric detector k\Oiich allo%% thie presence of light ele-
TiC v, t. .,ignificantl) larger in these quenched ments to be detected, has also been carried out
sample.. than in the lslowly cooled .anple.. and in Wd a tqpical EELS spectrum obtained from this
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Fig 6 I'IX spetlra obtainted [romt the faulted region .udjat-
LCent to thle I iC pd rtidle anud 1 rom1 tILt mai rvx rkmwoil I ron1i .
I'i( prtidc ICiormahic/d to thle %,title tdUt 11111I1 i.ouilt It c~in be

seenl thamt tile allounlt of nliobim present ill the I,11itted I egloit
is %ignifieallv less than that ill tile mlali ix. See temt.

- ~I ae 7 %it L LI S speet rui obtained umn at thin s ido%%
detei. to froint IL iilted phds .idjaccmt it) t i. I K( p~irticksL
in l I Nb -' 1C m(upositc. Note thle preseiee mif

the region between thie TiC and the nmatrix is
Ti.,A~IWC. i.e. a phase based on thle Ti.,\IC

TIhe chantze inl contrast. seen in Fiio. 5 within
Fii!. 5. Transmtissiont clectron imcromgral)It of a 'I W particle th in jatcls has benivettaedui

ithlm the ri24AlII Nb It( iCimuposjit shovmim a, tile ,aNtical electron mici oScopN and1( it hits been
presence thle faulted. fine g~rained lhltdsi. trOtild thLn TiC 1 oun1d thadt thei e IS dt Sientficatit amount of Inio-andl . mimlu arotuntd the 1WC %%hIichm sltow% sliIallk Hium withIiin thecse annl a r regions in thle orizi nal

(liferen conrastfromthe eittr. iC particles for Satmples heat treated at 10O() 0 T.
For1 samples heat treated at 110 'Cn and hitgher

phase is shown in Fig~. 7 where it can be seen that tlicel is detectable Nb titoughout thec I iC pa; t-
there is detcctable Carbon present. D~iffractionl tidesN andk 1)u 4 of IM. DX spe1Ctl taIkenl ftOM1
analysis of this phase shows j14 that it has at lattice thle LeIltel aIItit:e I) iletet Of dt 'I IC pat tiCde df C
paramneter of about 4.1 5 A aind aI %pace group of Slilowl ill I itt. S. Thlew base~ bCCIl 11th maltied to
I'm3m. These facts, taken in conljunction ss ith thie ile Sat111k titatliun11 LOm l IuILt adIt 1 ICx 1 lea 1 thI tiet
aalytical data. confirm that the ph.i c formed in xttieitiiUliitliCttll5Illt llieCiti
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matrLx, but for this condition to be achieved it
would be necessary for the carbon from the
center to diffuse through the annulus and this
would take a very long time to occur. Instead, the
composite remains in this metastable state for the
annealing times used and, if it is cooled slowly,
much of the carbon apparently redeposits on the
TiC, so reducing the width of the non-stoichio-
metric annulus. In the case of the quenched
sample, this redeposition cannot occur to the
same extent and wider annuli are observed. The
solid solubility of carbon in titanium does not
decrease significantly until about 600 'C and the

Fig. 8. Part of two EDX spectra obtained from the annu- fact that there is a relatively wide non-stoichio-
lus and from the center of a TiC particle within the
Ti24AIIINb-TiC composite, normalized to the same metric zone, even in slowly cooled samples, pre-
titanium count showing niobium is present throughout the sumably reflects the limited temperature range
particle but at a 'gher concentration in the annulus. over which there is a significant driving force for

reprecipitation of the carbon.
On this basis the apparent lack of interaction

but that there is a significant niobium content between the TiC and the Ti6AI4V matrix simply
throughout. reflects the fact that the diffusion of carbon from

It has not been possible to quantify the carbon the TiC is reversible in this alloy and the amount
content across the TiC particles using EDX and of carbon left in solution (which cannot be
EELS and on this basis it is not clear whether detected with the techniques used in the present
there is some depletion of carbon within the work) is insufficient to caus any significant
annulus. Extra diffraction maxima could however change in microstructure.
occasionally be observed within the annulus and If the situation in the Ti24AI11Nb matrix is
it is therefore apparent that there is a rim of car- nov, considered in the light of the above discus-
bide which is below stoichiometry in these par- sion, the reason for the change in microstructure
ticles as was found in the Ti6AI4V composite. is that the carbon, which does diffuse into the

matrix, cannot easily redeposit since it forms a
4. stable compound, Ti3(AINb)C. This compound

Discussion and conclusions would be expected to form at the heat treatment
The results presented above show clearly that temperatures [5] and to remain as a stable phase

the interaction between the TiC particulates and even during the relatively slow cool. The carbon
the Ti6AI4V matrix is less extensive than that thus g.s trapped in a potential well, and there is
between the TiC and the Ti24AI1lNb matrix, therefore evidence remaining in the structure at
The interpretation of the observed structures is room temperature that the carbon from the TiC
suggested by the observations made on the did diffuse into the matrix during the high tem-
quenched Ti6AI4V samples. Thus, the fact that perature treatment. In addition there is clearly a
there is a zone denuded of carbon around the driving force for the niobium in the matrix to dis-
center of each TiC particle, and that the size of solve in the TiC so forming a solid solution,
this zone is smaller in samples which have been where the activity of the niobium is reduced
slowly cooled, suggests that at the heat treatment below% that of the niobium in the matrix. The
temperature there is a state of quasi-equilibrium structure %,hich has been observed after high tern-
both between the stoichiometric center of the perature heat treatment thus consists of (TiNb)C
TiC particle and the annulus (which is non- particles surrounded by Ti.,(NbAI)C within the
stoichiometric and between this non-stoichio- matrix of Ti24AII lNb.
metric annulus and the matrix (which would be The above discussion points the %ay to limit
expected to be saturated with carbon). the extent of any interaction /one in titanium-

The true equilibrium would consist of a based composites. Thus it ik likely that there will
uniform non-stoichiometric TiC particle and a be an interaction betveen most particulates or
saturated solution of carbon in the titanium fibers, wvhen they are heated ;n contact with tita-
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nium, but the influence on the final microstruc- from Science and Engineering Research Council
ture will tend to be smaller if the reaction is for part funding of the 4000FX.
reversible with -temperature. Some interaction is
of- course -necessary, in order to obtain a good
bond between the particulate or fiber and the tita-
nium matrix, and it seems that a material such as
TiC, which has comparable elastic properties
with those of SiC, possesses appropriate stability References
in some titanium alloys.
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Abstract subject to high temperature stability and integrity.

This article evaluates the current understanding Residual stresses in the composite caused by

of relationships between microstructure and thermal expansion differences are also very

mechanical properties in ceramics reinforced wvith important and are confronted throughout.

aligned fibers. Emphasis is placed on definition of The strong dependence of ceramic matrix

the micromechanical properties of the interface composite properties on the mechanical pro-

that govern the composite toughness. Issues such perties of the interface generally demands con-

as the debond and sliding resistance of the inter- sideration of fiber coatings and/or reaction
face are discussed based on micromechanics product layers, at least for high temperature use.
calculations end experiments conducted on both Thus, while composites fabricated using low tem-

niodel composites and actual composites. perature matrix infiltration procedures, such as
chemical vapor infiltration (CVI), can create
composites that exhibit limited interface bonding

1. Introduction and, therefore, have acceptable ambient tempera-

Practical ceramic matrix composites reinforced ture properties, experience indicates that
with continuous fibers exhibit important failure moderate temperature exposure causes diffusion,
and/or damage behaviors in mode I, mode II and coupled with the ingress of oxygen, nitrogen etc.,
mixed mode I-II, as well as in compression. The from the environment, resulting in chemical

failure sequence depends on whether the rein-
forcement is uniaxial or multiaxial and whether t t
woven or laminated architectures are used. Fibers
However, the underlying failure processes are .... M rack

fully illustrated by the behavior of uniaxially rein- iMode ,, cks

forced systems. The basic features are sketched in inital
Fig. 1. The intention of the present article is to Notch

provide an assessment of relationships between
the propei ties of the constituents (fiber, matrix,
interface) and the overall mechanical perform- (MxedMode)

ance of the composite. At the outset, it is recog- Crack a) Tensile Damage

nized that the composite properties are Initial

dominated by the interface, such that upper PNoth P

bounds must be placed on the interface debond ___

and sliding resistance in order to have a com-
posite with attractive mechanical properties. A
major emphasis of the article thus concerns th- (o ) C ac P12 P/2 DelamnmtonC

definition of optimum properties for coatilags and Mati (Mixed Mode) Cac

interphases between the fibers and the matrix. (Mode 1) Crack

b) Flexural Damage

"Paper presented at the symposium on lnterfacial Phe- Fig. I A sbdimati, illustrating the tailur, modes observed in

nomena in Composites. Processing, Characterization, and tig, tou.,,ness uniaxially rcinfor.d ,.trami,. matrix corn-
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI, June 1-3, 1988. posites: ,a) tension; (b) flexure.
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bonding across the interface. The resultant inter- 2. Interface debonding and sliding
phase consisting of oxides, nitrides, carbides 21. Mechanicsofintetfacecracks
(either separately or in combination) invariably 1nterfac debonding in ceramic matrix com-
have sufficiently high fracture resistance thatdesirable composite properties are not retained. posites o -s both at the matrix crack front and
Consequently, a major objective of this article in the cre ,vake (Fig. 2). Both processes areConsquetly a ajo obectve f tis rtile mil.xed miode. Furthermore, debond cracks
and of continuing research on ceramic matrix tied odcurthermor, ded crck
composites is the identification of interphases typically occur between materials (fiber, matrix,
that are both stable at high temperature and bond coating) having quite different elastic propenties.poorly to either the fiber or the matrix. Certain The requisite mechanics thus concern cracks on

bimaterial interfaces, resulting in a more complex
refractory metals and intermetallics seem to have fracture mechanics formulism than the familiar
these attributes, as elaborated in the following stre iens forus in e alhm

chapters. stress intensity factors used in elastically homo-

The basic philosophy of this article is that e geneous systems. The additional features that

overall mechanical behavior is sufficiently need to be introduced when considering interface
comleraxl manivoles avioi sufficiently cracks derive from the fact that the mixity of
complex and involves a sufficiently large number opening and shearing of the surface depends on
of independent variables that mpiricism is an the modulus mismatch and on the crack length, as
inefficient approach to microstructure optimiza- Z'the mod m a ad onekent, as

tion. Instead, optimization only becomes practical well as on the mode of loading. Consequently, the

when each of the important damage and failure debond resistance of a bimaterial interface must

modes has been described by a rigorous model, always be characterized by two parameters: the

validated by expL.-iment. i ie coupling between critical strain energy release rate, 9i,, and the

experiment and theory is thus a prevalent theme. phase angle of loading 7,. The latter quantity is

It is also noted that this objective can only be somewhat dependent on the choice of units, for
realized if the models are based on homogenized reasons elaborated elsewhere [211. However, this

reaize i th moel ar bsedon omgenze presents no difficulty, provided that a consistent
properties that describe representative composite choienis made.fTheustrainoenergyhreleasenratetelemnts whle lsotakng ntoaccuntthe choice is made. The strain energy release rate, 'V,
elements, while also taking into account the anthpasaglcabeacutdfoay
constituent properties of the fibers, matrix and and the phase angle can be calculated for anyproblem of interest and can be expressed in terms
interface. Models that attempt to discretize of the applied loads, specimen dimensions andmicrostructural details have little merit in the dbn eghconex ofth abveobjective. In this regard, the debond length.
context of the above obThe basic relationship used to calculate V and
present philosophy is analogous to that used suc- ip can be defined with reference to Fig. 3. The
cessfully to describe process zone phenomena phase angle is related to the angle of rotation 0 of
such as transformation and microcrack toughen- the crack surface as the crack opens by [21, 7]
ing [10, 16, 22, 11, 4] as well as ductile fracture
[15, 201 wherein the behavior of individual lnr n(1-b) - .an(II (l-b)
particles, dislocations, etc., provides input to the 2;= -- 1 + b) tan(1 + b- (1)
derivation of constitutive prcoerties that describe
the continuum behavior.

The behavior of the composite is intimately Ki

coupled to some basic features of crack propaga- F
tion and sliding al3ng interfaces. Indeed, the
response of the composite can be simulated by
studying interface responses in judiciously t
selected test specimens. The basic mechanics and
the implications of tests used to study interface
debonding and sliding are presented first. The
characteristics of the damage and fracture pro- wake- r
cesses that occur in each of the important modes Debonding Debonding

depicted in Fig. 1 are then described. Finally,
implications for the choice of matrices, fibers and
coatings that provide good mechanical properties Fig. 2. A schematic illustrating the initial debonding of fibers
are discussed. at the crack front and fiber debonding in the crack wake.
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y exceeds about R. Such behavior indicates the
insightful bound that the debond must extend0 Ei. V1  I without limit when V., exceeds $,c at the appro-

priate ?pi which is typically large, indicative of a

V /large ratio of shear to opening.
r Rigorois axisymmetric solutions for interfaces

0- - x subject to residual radial compression have not
. - Interface been derived. However, some approximate solu-
C ji Interftions based on a modified shear lag approach are

Interfacial Crack Crack Tip insightful [24]. This approach has merit when the

friction coefficient y is small (,u : 0.2). For this
(2) E2, V2  tan - 1 (v/u) case, crack opening does not occur until t reaches

a critical value tc given by
Fig. 3. The displacement of the surface of a crack at a

bimaterial interface indicating the shear and opening dis- tcIEfe = 1/v (3)
placement that accompany it.

where E is Young's modulus.
For t > to, steady state obtains for long debonds.

with b being one of the Dundurs' parameters [8] For t < to, the debond crack is subject to normal
(a andb): compression and .W diminishes with increase

G1(1 - v2)- G2(1 - v1) in debond length, d, representative of stable
debonds. The W in this instance is strictly mode II

G(l-v 2) + G2(1 -v 1) and debonding should thus be predicted by

equating 9 to V9, at 7p = ;r/2. Such predictions
-b= 1 G2(1 - 2v2) - G2( 1 - 2v) (2) have not been attempted. However, it is insightful

2 GI(1 - v2) + G2(1 - vi) to note that, for "weak" interfaces (Vic < V,,), the
debond length and the slip length, 1, are ikely toG is the shear modulus, v is Poisson's ratio and r be closely related, with I given by [24]

is the distance from the crack front. The energy

release rate is also related to the crack surface 1 F{(1-f)(1-2v)+l+f} (4)
displacements [21, 7]. -4

R 21 l -f)(1 -vF)
2.2 Debonding mechanics

Debonding solutions are required for axisym- where
metric loading, representative of the debonding F=(t -p)/E e
of fibers (Fig. 2), as well as for planar cracks char-
acteristic of macroscopic delamination (Fig. 1). In For the phne delamination problem depicted
both cases, .5 and p are strongly influenced by in Fig. 1, a comprehensive analysis exists [25].
the residual stress. Furthermore, when the phase The results indicate that initial debonding along
angle becomes large, ip- r/2, frictional sliding the interface is expected, provided that W,, at
and crack surface locking effects become impor- V/ = ;/ 4 is less than the critical strain energy
tant [12]. A comprehensive set of solutions that release rate for the fiber, 9fo, by the ratio that
fully encompass the spectrum of residual stress depends someNhat on the elastic properties for
and of frictional sliding relevant to composites fiber and matrix. For the clastically homogeneous
does not yet exist. The known solutions are case, debonding occurs in preference to fiber
described below. failure when

Axisymnietric solutions exist for composites
with interfaces subject to residual radial tension, $,VIC/rc: 1/4 (5)
wher-.in a net crack opening exists for the full
range of applied loads, elastic inoduli and fiber Furthei crack front debonding is not addressed
volume fractions [61. All soluions hae the by this solution. Useful insights concerning this
general features that 9 is small, but non-zero, debonding problem can be gain,.d by interpolat-
wlen the debond length is zero and increases to , ing bctmeen the aboc mixed mode solution ,rd
steady-state value Y,, Mhen the debond length d that for long, cylindrical debonds in the crack tip
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4 account based on measurements of the hysteresis
in loading and unloading compliance has been

cc developed and validated. These rigorous
demands on the testing needed to generate valid

C Wi,(ipi) data, have limited the extent of available
_, results. Preliminary results indicate that Wir tends

to increase with increase in Vi, especially as0 2
-p,- ;r/2, and furthermore, that the rate of

-C increase depends on the morphology of the frac-
.Iniial tinre interface [12]. Specifically, rough fracture

Debonding interfaces cause 9ic to increase more rapidly with
a, lafc (=1) increase in Vi. Analysis of this phenomenon [12]

has attributed this trend to the sliding and locking
-0 of crack surface asperities that make contact at

0.1 0.2 0.3
Relative Interface Toughness, aic/amc large phase angles. The material parameter that

Fig. 4. The energy release rate for crack front debonding. governs the magnitude of the above effect is [121

field [3] (Fig. 4). The latter solution indicates that = L (7)
debond lengths substantially larger than the fiber
diameter require very small values of 9,¢ at the where H is the amplitude and L the wavelength
interface compared with that of the matrix crack of undulations on the fracture interface and go is
front, 9,, as given approximately by the intrinsic fracture resistance of the interface.

Specifically, large X results in the greatest effects
on ip). The quantity X is a measure of the

Extensive crack front debonding thus appears length of the contact zone, which increases as
unlikely in the absence of residual stress, even either H increases or )o decreases.
when Yo is quite small. This conclusion about The magnitude of -W is clearly influenced by
crack front debonding is substantially changed the presence of interphases, the atomistic struc-
when residual stress exists [7]. ture of the interface, etc. However, as yet, residual

Initiation of debonding is a necessary but not stress and morphological influences have not
sufficient condition for good composite pro- been sufficiently decoupled to explore these basic
perties. It is also required that the debond crack relationships. Nevertheless, preliminary measure-
remain in the interface and not kink into the fiber ments reveal that go is typically quite small for
to cause premature fiber rupture, either along the oxides bonded to refractory metals (niobium,, to
crack front or in the crack wake. Analysis of this intermetallics (TiAI) and to noble metals (gold,
problem [13] indicates that kinking out of the platinum), as well as for oxides bonded with
interface is not expected when eqn. (5) is satisfied. inorganic glasses and for carbides and nitrides

having graphite and boron nitride interlayers.
2.3. The interface fracture resistance

The preceding mechanics provide the essential 2.4. Debonditg during composite fracture
background needed for the measurement of The preceding debonding results, while still
debond resistances relevant to composite per- incomplete, are consistent with the following
formance. Three basic test methods have been sequence of events during matrix crack propaga-
identified [7, 12]: compact tension tests, flexural tion. Initial debonding occurs along the interface
tests and pull-out tests. The first provides data for at the crack front, provided that Vfl/Y (at

0, the last for i = ;r/2 and the flexural test for V - .,'4) > 4. The extent of debonding is typically
!, xr/4. Critical aspects of interface fracture test- small when residual compression exists at the

ing concern the initial introduction of a well- interface, but can be extensive when the interface
defined debond crack and measurement of the is in residual tension. However, more import-
residual stress. Another important testing issue antly, further debonding is induced in the crack
concerns friction at the loading points [5]. A wake [6]. The extent of debonding is again
procedure that takes frictional effects into governed largely by the residual field. Residual
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radial tension results in unstable conditions and limited by the extent of debonding. The basic
encourages extensive debonding [6]. Residual fracture requirement for the interface is thus
compression causes stable debonding [24], with / 1 /4
extent determined by the friction coefficient and
-morphology of the debonded interface. Fracture at y'- ;r/4. Subject to this requirement, the
of the fiber by kinking of the debond crack into sliding resistance of the debonded interface is
the fiber is unlikely [13]. Fiber failure and pull- the most important interface property, as elabo-
out toughening thus appear to be governed by the rated in subsequent sections.
statistics of fiber failure [26]. There is no direct experimental validation of

The above sequence indicates that, while the preceding hypothesis for ceramic matrix com-
debonding is a prerequisite for high toughness, posites. However, xarious observations of crack
the properties of the composite are not otherwise interactions with fibers and whiskers are sup-

portive of the general features [2, 29, 27]. In parti-
cular, experiments on LAS/SiC composites reveal
that as-processed materials with a carbon inter-
layer debond readily and demonstrate exteinsive

4- .pull-out (Fig. 5), whereas composites heat treated
in air to create a continuous Si0 2 layer between
the matrix and fiber exhibit matrix crack exten-
sion through the fiber without debonding (Fig. 6).
Furthermore, composites with a thin interface
layer of SiO 2 having a partial circumferential gap
exhibit intermediate pull-out characteristics (Fig.

R1.4

~~-,

Fig. 5. Interfaces and pull-out in a composite consisting of
LAS matrix and SiC (Nicalon, fibers. as-processed indicating rig. 6. 1 [eat treated in ,ii fur 16 h1 at 800T C id LatIng a
carbon interlayer and extensive pull-out. complete SiO, layer and no pull-ou,.
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7). The associated constituent properties are complete accordance with the observations [2,
summarized in Table 1. Based on these pro- 271. The composites with only a partial SiO 2
perties, the preceding arguments would indicate interface layer are also interesting. For these
that crack front debonding should not occur materials, 9,c is related to that fraction of the
when a complete SiO, layer exists at the interface; circumference that bonds the fiber to the matrix.
whereas, appreciable crack front debonding typically 1/3 (Fig.7). Reference to Table 1 and to
should obtain when the carbon layer is present, in the initial debonding requirement (eqn. (5)) would

thus indicate that debonding, while marginal, is
certainly possible.

'LAS- 2.5. Pull-out
An integral aspect of the analysis of composite

fracture involves consideration of fiber failure
and of subsequent pull-out. As noted above, fiber
failure can usually be described using concepts of
weakest link statistics based on the fiber strength

"- parameters S. and m [26] in accordance with the
frequency distribution

fg(S)dS =(S/S0 ) ./Ao (8)

where rn is the shape parameter and So and Ao
are the scale parameters.

The locations of fiber failure that govern the
pull-out distributions can, in principle, be deter-
mined from the stresses on the fibers ahead of the
matrix crack and in the crack wake. The former
analysis has not been attempted, partly because
the problem is complex and partly because of a
perception that fiber failures close to the crack
plane that cause pull-out are most likely to occur
in the crack wake, following the debond exten-
sion process. However, there is no direct
evidence that fiber failure ahead of the matrix
crack can be neglected in ceramic matrix com-
posites.

While it is important to be aware of the above
Fig. 7 Heat treated in air for 4 I at 800 C indicating a uncertainties, it is nevertheless insightful to fully
partial SiO, layer - with gap - and variable pull-out. analyze the wake failure phenomenon. Compari-

sons with experimental fiber pull-out data then
TABLEI Constituent properties of LAS/Nicalon allow assessment of the hypothesis. The fiber
composites failure analysis commences with the basic weak-

E Vest link description of failure. Then, by incorpo-
( ( t (K rating an axial fiber stress distribution, the fiber
(GPa) (Q in- 2) (K- 1) '

failure locations can be derived [261. Such analy-
Fiber sis has been performed for composites with negli-
(Nicalon) 200 4-8a 4X10-' gible residual stress and having debonded
Matrix
(LAS) 85 40 ix 10-6 interfaces subject to a constant sliding stress r.
Interface For this purpose, the fundamental probability
Amorphous Sico 80 8 I x 0- density function is [26]

'Determined from fracture mirror radii. (z, t) = (t - 2z r/R)"- exp{ - (t/fT)" + i
bDetermined by indentation: takes into account initial
thermal debonding (Fig. 5). (9)
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Where causes a dramatic change in the mechanical pro-

m (,+I) perties of the composite, as elaborated below.Solr(/i + 1)

T -2 R 3. Tensile properties: Mode I failure

and z is the distance from the crack plane. Then, 3.1. Axial stress-strain behavior
the cumulative probability that the pull-out length The axial tensile properties of ceramic matrix
will be h is [27] composites are strongly influenced by the relative

, h debond resistance 9ic/ 9tc, by the friction coef-

4(h)=2f f (zt)dzdt (10) ficient along the debonded interface/u and by the
( 0 dresidual strain, e, as intimated in the preceding
0 0 section. When the interface is in residual tension

Trends in cumulative probability are plotted on and when Yic/ f, and u are both small, as exem-
Fig. 8, indicating that the pull-out lengths are in- plified by carbon interlayers between fiber and
versely dependent on r and also tend to increase matrix, experience [27, 18] has indicated that the
as -m decreases. The effects of residual strain on tensile stress-strain behavior illustrated in Fig.
1(h) are expected to be substantial. Preliminary 10(a) is obtained. Three features of this curve are
estimates suggest that the pull-out length usually important: matrix cracking at a stress 00, fiber
decreases as the misfit strain e increases, when bundle failure at ou and the pull-out stress.
the residual stress at the interface is compressive. Increases in either V, /f, or u cause the
However, specific trends are sensitive to nz, as stress-strain curve to become linear [27] (Fig.
well as to the friction coefficient u. 10(b)). Furthermore, the ultimate strength then

-Experimental results concerning trends in the coincides with the propagation of a single
pull~out distribution with interface properties [27] dominant crack (albeit, sometimes with a desir-
have been obtained for heat-treated LAS/SiC able "tail" caused by delamination). Composites
composites, having the features described in the having this macroscopic characteristic exhibit
preceding section. The results reveal that as the pr3perties governed by a fracture resistance
gap caused by carbon removal is filled with SiO 2 , curve. The individual properties within each of
the pull-out distribution gradually changes (Fig.
9). In particular, the median-length decrcases and
thatproportion of fibers that actually pull out
exhibit length distributions consistent with those 03 a) 4 hr n c,,cufaton

predicted by the above weakest link fiber failure 02

analysis (Fig. 9) such that the interface r increases
by about an order of magnitude when a partial
SiO 2 layer replaces carbon. This change in r o,

, 0
504 -fl Ib) 8 hr

1.0 .--- -- -_- : o
o8 M 10/ / 02
o6 - " o

.0I A 9071i

, / 05 c) 16 hr
0.4 04

04 Fibers Failing

E ./ 03 - at Crack Front

Q 02 02

010.0 , , t I I I f l tf ,. ..
00 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0 * t E in 3-

Non-Dimensional Pull-Out Length (2Th/a3) Pull Out. h (m)

Fig. 8 The cumulative pull-out distribution for setcral rig. 9, 1 hbtogrtm., indtatng trcnds in pull-out length with
values of the shape parameter, in. heat treatment.
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Fig. II. (a) A load-unload cycle for nanoindentation of a
fiber. (b) Crack opening hysteresis for a composite with intactDelamination fibers revealing the trends in both sliding resistance and
residual stress.

b) ""Brittle' Composite

Fig. 10. Tensile stress-strain curves for ceramic matrix com- 0, multiple matrix cracking is expected [11 and
posites: (a) small ,small it, (b) small V, ,largei. observed [181 with a saturation crack spacing D

in the range;

these two regimes are discussed below, as well as aR/2fr < D < ao RIfr (12)

criteria thit dictate the transition between Experimental obserations hae again confirmed
regimes. this feature of matrix cracking.

The most crucial aspects of the above inter-
3.1.1. Matrix cracking pretation of steady-state cracking and of behavior
The stress ao at which matrix cracking occurs prediction concern determination of r and q for

has been the most extensivel) studied beha,,ior in actual composite systems. Both are difficult to
ceramic matrix composites [2, 18, 1, 17]. For measure. Two basic approaches have been used
composites in which q is tensile and the interface to measure the sliding resistance r. indentation
properties can be effectively represented by a [19] and crack opening hysteresis [181. Both
unique sliding stress, r, the matrix cracking stress approaches are readily applicable when Y,, and r
is given by (2] are small. The former method is most insightful1 when used with a nanoindenter system, where-

t=16f.E(YE) R 1) upon r can be obtained on single fibers either
E I-f)E(E -R E1 from a push-through force on thin sections or

from the hysteresis in the loading-unloading
This result is independent of the matrix crack cycle on thick sections (Fig. 11 (a)). However, this
length because the crack is bridged by fibers. method has the obvious disadvantage that the
Experiments conducted on a number of ceramic fiber is in axial compression su-h that the debond
matrix composites have ,validated eqn. (11,. interface is also compressed during the test, w ith
When the interface is suoject to residual corn- attendant -hanges in r. Matrix cracking followed
pression, r depends on the applied stress and by measurement of the crai-k opening hysteresis
the solution for a. is m )re complex. Hoyivever, to (Fig. 1l(b)) is more desirable, when feasible,
first order, r ma) be simply replaced by ptq. At because the fibers are subject to axial tensile load-
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ing. However, when appreciable fiber failure resistance curvu. Analysis of this phenomenon
accompanies matrix cracking, erroneous results utilizes the distribution of fiber failure sites deter-
also obtain for tHs method. Both approaches give mined in the pull-out analysis Fig. 8). From such
about the same value of r for composites having analysis, the mean failure length of all fibers that
the following charac -ristics: tensile residual fail at stress t acting on the fiber between the
strain exists at the interface [17, Y9 c/$9c is small crack surfaces is first evaluated [26]. Then, by
and -r is small (less than 10 MPa). Otherwise, both taking into account the :educed stress caused by
approaches are problematic. Consequently, other fiber failure and knowing the associated crack
approaches applicable to composites having opening, i, the total stress on the fibers between
larger r are being investigated. One of these is the crack at a fixed crack opening may be deter-
discussed in the following section. mined [26] as plotted on Fig. 12. Several features

of the t(u) curve are notable. The initial, rising
3.1.2. The ultimate strength position is dominated by intact fibers, the peak is
Following multiple matrix cracking, the fibers dominated by multiple fiber failures, analogous to

are subject to an oscillating stress field The prob- bundle failure, and the tail is governed by pull-
ability of fiber failure within such a stress field out. The role of the shape parameter, mi, on
subject to weakest link statistics can be readily these features is particularly interesting. As in
derived [28]. However, derivation of a load decreases, corresponding to a broader distribu-
maximum requires that the stress rt.itribution tion of fiber strengths, more fibers fail further
caused by the fractured fibers be modelled. Suh from the matrix crack (Fig. 8) causing the extent
an analysis has not been attempted. Nevertheless, ol pull-out to substantially increase.
a lower bound for the load can be derived by The trends in t(u) directly associate with the
simply allowing failed fibers to have no load two most relevant features of the fracture resis-
bearing ability. Then, a modified bundle failure tance curves: the asymptotic toughness and the
analysis allows the ultimate strength to be slope (or tearing modulus), respectively. The

asymptotic toughening can be simply derived
1- (1 - DRS) '+ 1 (13) from the J integral result,

cr, =fsexp (R) 13) J

where S. and in are the statistical parameters that A Wss =2ff t(ut)du (14)
represent the fiber st-ength distribution and o

t /+l )" The expressions that govern the trends in Ass
RS 0  RS,,D/R)"}- with material properties are unwieldy in formD I 2RL -rD [261. However, inspection reveals that Ass

always increases as the scale parameter So in-
wi!' L being the gauge length. In the one com-
posite system for which analysis of the ultimate
strength has been performed (LAS/SiC) [27] sur- 1.0
prisingly eqn. (13) agrees quite well with
measured values. 0.8

The ultimate strength anticipated from the
above logic is expected to be influenced by the 0.7

residual stress. Specifically, in systems for which 06- '\[
the fiber is subject to residual compression, the ;-1 0.s
axial compression should suppress fiber failure 04 -
and elevate the ultimate strength to a level in 0
excess of that predicted by cqn. (J 3).

3.1.3. Resistance curves o.1 - - - -

When mode I failure is dominated by propaga- 0 1 C I

tion of a single dominant matrix crack, accom- (u/V)
panied by fiber failure and pull-out, the Fig. 12. Trends in non-dimensional crack opening stress, 1,
mechanical properties are characterized by a %thi1 opening u fUr several alues of theshape paranieter, t.
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creases, thereby estbi..hing that high fiber by simply allowing oo to exceed the ultimate
strengths are invariably esirable. However, the strength. Then, the paiameter B which governs
dependence on r and R is ambivalent. The essen- the transition when r is small is
tial details are highlig-ted by considering B vE9,IS,, R (17)
separately the bridging and pull-out contributions
to the oughness integral. The bridging com- Spel.iically, when B exceeds a critical value,
ponent linear behavior initiates. Experiments on heat-

A 4f TUI(in + 1) (15) treated LAS/SiC composites [27] have examined
Athe conditions with this transition (Fig. 13).

where U= 7'2R/4Er(1 + .) is proportional to
[R?'-5ri-211/"+ 1). A notable feature is the inver- 3.1.5. Residual stress
sion in the trend so that r occurs at in = 2, and Large mismatches in thermal expansion
R at n = 5. The corresponding pull-out con- between fiber and matrix are clearly undesirable.
tribution can be examined b) recognizing that the In particulai, relatiely large matrix expansions,
toughening has the form cause premature matrix cracking (eqn. (11)). Such

(Iz)TR) (16) behavior is not necessarily structurally detri-
mental, but concerns regarding thermal fatigue,

which, w ith eqn. (10) for If indicates a tough- the ingress of environmental fluids, etc., have dis-
ness proportional to (R'-S - The couraged the development of materials having
toughness thus increases vith increasing R %%hen these characteristics. Conversely, very small
m> 5, and decreases %N hen n < 3. Conersely, it matrix expansions thermally debond the fiber
iacreases with inreasing r %Nhen in is cry small from the matrix. When sufficiently extensive, such
(less than or equal to 1), and decreases when debonding results in axial separations that negate
m> 2. These limits arise because of the compet- the influence of the fibers. Consequently, values
ing importance of the contribution to toughness of Aa 3 x 10 o- C-' are required. Indeed,
from the intact bridging fibers and the failed mode I axial properties subject to an interface
fibers that experience pull-out. Know ledge of the that easily debonds and slides freely along the
magnitude of the statistical shape parameter, in, debond involve an optinnun residual stress, with
for the fibers itidhin the composite is therefore a a maximunt matrix cracking stress, w hen e is
prerequisite to optimizing the shear properties of positive, givcn iv, [2]
the interface for high toughness. .-'t , : /, (1-)

The slope of the resistance curve has not yet a0 /E-(,dbmcI)2,_kR) (18)
been evaluated, because numerical methods are where I, = 1 -(1 - EIE")/2.
needed to determine the upper limit of eqn. (1 4),
as dictated by the crack opening at the end of the
bridging zone.

3.1.4. Property tiransition
Non-linear macroscopic mechanical behavior /

in tension is most desirable for structural 300.. Ultimate

purposes and thus analysis of the transition S

between this regime and the linear regime is L
important. A useful preamble involves compar- 200

ison of the basic trends in tie steady-state matrix U
cracking stress, u,, (eqn. (11)), and in the asymp- o Lnearty, om
totic fracture resistance, A9'ss (eqn. (14)). The t0
opposing trends with r suggest the existence of an
optinuan -r that permits good matrix cracking
resistance while still allowing high toughness.

More specifically, a property transition is 0 2 4 20 24

expected when the matrix cracking stress attains EXPOSURE TIME (h)
the stress needed for fiber bundle failure. One .,g. 13. Lffects of heat reatlnent on the stress-stran be-
bound on the property transition can be obtained havior of L\S/SiC composites.
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When e is negative, asperities on the debond discrete mode 1I crack. The crack is defined by
surface may provide a discrete sliding stress, r, the planar zone of ejected matrix. The crack also
that depends on such features as the asperit) has a microcrack damage zone similar to that
amplitude. For such cases, the optimum residual present upon crack initiation.
strain has not been determined. However, it is The microcracks that govern mode II failure
noted that good properties have been demons- are presumabl) caused by stress concentrations
trated for LAS/SiC composites ha~ing an expan- in the matrix and form normal to the local prin-
sion mismatch, A a = 3 x 10-6"C-'. cipal tensile stress, but then deflect parallel to the

The fiacture resistance is also influenced by mode II plane and coalesce. An adequate model
the residual stress. However, the sign and magni- that incorporates the above features has not been
tude of the change in toughness induced b) developed. Consequentl), the underlying pheno-
residual stress depends on the mechanisms of mena are briefly noted w ithout.elaboration. The
interface sliding and fiber failure. Subject to stress concentrations in the matrix have
adequate debonding, the salient result for magritude governed by the elastic properties, the
ceramics reinforced with brittle fibers is that fiber spacing and the interface strength. The
AY., is unaffected when z is negative and the grow th and coalescence of the microcracks scales
interface is characterized by an unique r, whereas with the matrix toughness S . The shear
AV., usually decreases with increase in c when t strength seemingl deLreases as the mode I
is positive because the pull-out lengths decrease, toughness increases.
as apparent when r is equated to ,uq.

4.2. Dclanmation cracking
3.2 Transversefailtre Delamination is a common damage mode in

The transverse strengths of high toughness the presence of notches (Fig. 14). Delamination
composites are generally very low. There have cracks nucleate near the notch base and extend
been no systematic studies of this property. How- stably. The fracture resistance is found to
ever, experimental studies on composite increase with crack extension and, because of the
laminates [231 indicate that the transverse cracks large phase angle, the fracture mechanism is
typically propagate along the interface layer and essentially identical to that noted for mode II
through the matrix between neighboring fibers. failure, in%oling matrix microcracking and spall-
Furthermore, because the interfaces have suf- ing. The existence of a resistance curve is attri-
ficiently small 9,, to allow debonding, overall buted to intact fibers wvithin the crack that resist
failure is preceded by interface failure. This the displacement of the crack surfaces and thus
process is assumed to occur at a critical stress, q,, shield the crack tip in a manner analogous to fiber
which can be determined in a manner analogous bridging in mode I. However, explicit analysis has
to that for the steady-state cracking of thin films yet to be conducted.
[14] to give

e= (2E~i/rR)I?- q (19) 5. Microstructure design

In some cases, q is sufficiently large that cc <0 Many of the microstructural parameters that
and the interfaces debond upon cooling,(Fig. 5*. control the overall mechanical properties of

ceramic matrix composites are now known and
4. Mixed mode failure validated, as elaborated in the preceding sections.

Consequently, various general remarks about
4.1. Mode Hfailureinechanisnts microstructure desiei, can be made. However,

Flexural tests performed on uniaxial com- important aspects of damage and failure are
posites reveal that a shear damage mechanism incompletely understood because there hae
exists (Fig. 1) [18, 23, 91 and that such damage been few organized studies of failure in iode II,
often initiates at quite low shear stresses, e.g. mixed mode and transverse mode 1. The rem.rks
20 MPa in LAS/SiC. The damage consists of made in this section tht, refer primaril to axia,
echelon matrix microcracks inclined at about r,'4 mode I behavior with no special regard to atten-
to the fiber axis. With further loading, the micro- dant problems in other loading mnodes.
cracks coalesce, causing matrix material to be The basic microstructural parameters that
ejected and resulting in the formation of a govern mode I failure are the relatihe fiber-
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ratio of Young's modulus of fiber to _Wk critical strain energy release rate for
matrix, Er/Em.  the fiber

O matrix cracking stress y, critical strain energy release rate for
9U ultimate strength the matrix
cc stress for transverse interface failure V, intrinsic critical strain energy release

shear resistance of interface after rate fcr the interface
debonding IR(Aa) increase in critical strain energy

cF(h) cumulative pull-out distribution release rate with increase in crack
crack surface shear angle length Aa

O(Z, t) probability density function for fiber H amplitude of interface roughness
failure h pull-out length

X interface fracture parameter= EH2/ I slip length
.WoL L gauge length
phase angle of loading i shape parameter for fiber strength

a Dundurs' parameter = distribution
Gl - v2)- G2(1 - v1)}/ p residual axial stress in the matrix
{ G(1 - v)+ G2(1 - v,)} q residual compression normal to

B Transition parameter interface
b Dundurs' parameter= R fiber radius

GI(1 - 2v2 ) - G2(1 - 2vl)}/ r distance from crack front
[2{GI(1 - v,)+ G,(1 - v)}] S fiber strength

-D matrix crack spacing S. scale parameter for fiber strength
d debond length distribution
E Youngs modulus of composite T pill-Ptit parameter
F non-dimensional stress=(t -p)/Ee t .vtz-ess acting on fiber between crack
f fiber volume fraction surfaces
G shear modulus U pull-out parameter
' strain energy release rate a crack opening displacement

critical strain energy release rate for u crack shear displacement
interface z distance from crack plane

VS steady-state strain energy release
rate
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Abstract both the aging conditions tested, while preliminary

This paper presents the results of a study on the results additionally indicate that damage

effects of mzatrix .nicrostnicture and particle dis- accunulation ahead of a propagating crack also

tribution on the fracture of an ahmninutn alloy tended o occur in clustered regions.

metal matrix composite containing 20% by rohne
SiC particulate. The matrix inicrostncture was 1. Introduction
systematically varied by heat treating to either an Discontinuous metal matrix composites based
under- or over-aged condition of equivalent on aluminum alloy matrices provide a number of
strength, and was characterized using a comnbima-
tion of techniques. Quantitative netallographic advantages over many of the composite systems

techniques were utilized to characterize the ntater- currently under investigation. In general, the

ial with respect to size, size distribution, and par- properties of discomtinuously reinforced mater-

ticle clustering, while transmission elect ron ials are more isotropic than those of continuously
reinforced materials. The ability to utilize con-microscopy was utilized to characterize the details ventional metalworking processes in the produc-

of lte niatrix inicro structure in additiomi to tile
effects of aging on the character of the particle tion of the discontinuous materials adds to their

ae a e appeal. However, despite the great interest in thismatrix iterfaces. Fracture experiments ere class of materials, and considerable research into
conducted on smooth tensile, notched bend, short- the effects of reinforcement type and volume
rod toughness, and on specimens designed to fraction on macroscopic properties such as stiff-
permit controlled crack propagation, ii an attempt ness. strength, and ductility, fewer studies have
to determine the effects of matrix microstructure systeraticall examined the effects, of matrix
amid clustered regions on the details of damage microstructure on the details (i.e. nsicromecha-
accumulation. Large effects of microstructure omi n i
the notched properties were obtained itith little nisms) of fracture in these materials. In particular,

the effects of the matrix microstructure on theeffect of m nicrostructure oi tensile ductitr It a fracture properties have been emphasized in only
show'i that the nicronechanismts of fracture are

significantly affected by the details of die natri a few of the studies [! -6]. The present work
microstrture, interface character. and degree of addreses the issue f the effects of matrix
cstrngite mtera Fhractre ofd dee C wmicrostructure as well as the degree of particlecusteringt in the n iaterial. sracture of the SiC ias clustering on the fracture behavior and accumula-

prefereice for failure in the natrix amid nar the tion of damage in discontinuously reinforced
irface fth o eragredth matria d nfetarphc metal matrix composites based on a 7XXX alu-aiterface t the oreraged material. Metallographic minum alloy matrix, and represents a continua-
regionscwerapeferredsites rdalie ntiati sere tion of work reported previously on these systemsregions were preferred stesfordaniage hntiation 1 t [21. Separate reviews of the effects of matrix

Paper presented at the synposium on Interfacial Phc- microstructure and particle distribution on
nomcna in Compositcs. Proc6- ing. Charactenzation. and damage processes are summarized below-
Mechanical Propertics.Ne'mpor. RI.Junc 1 3. 1988. Recent researches on the fracture behatior of

0921-50931891S3.50 0 Elsevier SequoialPtinted in The Nethedands
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aluminum matrix composites [1-10] have discontinuous composites. The intention of the
revealed that fracture is often macroscopically present w ork was to use recently available quanti-
brittle (i.e. low fracture strain) while SEM fractog- tative techniques [17] to characterize the effects
raphy has -revealed that the fracture surface con- of matrix microstructure on mechanical proper-
sists of microvoids of sizes ranging from the ties and to begin to quantify the effects of particle
submicron to tens of microns [1-3, 6. 10]. The clustering on damage accumulation during defor-
sources of thc.e dimples have been attributed to mation in an aluminum alloy reinforced with SiC
either fracture or decohesion of the SiC particles, particles. Attention to the effects of the matrix
as well as inclusions, precipitates, and grain microstructure independent of the yield strength
-bounds-ies. Relatively few studies have focused is emphasized in this work, as the micromechan-

#n t'e effects of matri, microstiucture on the isms of fracture may be sensitively affected by the
.'Auonot-nic fracture behavior of these materials, details of the matrix microstructure. This work
One effective way to examine the effects of represents recent results of a continuing study of
microstructural changes on fracture of these matrix and clustering effects on a number of com-
materials is to perform testing on specimens heat posites reinforced with different size and volume
treated to equivalent strength levels. This elimi- percent SiC particulate.
nates the complications introduced when trying
to compare materials of different yielding
behavior. Recent work [2, 31 has indicated that 2. Experimental details
although significant changes in the micromecha- 2.1. Materials and heat treatments
nisms of fracture may accompany changes in the The material used in this study was a powder
mat ix microstructure at an equivalent strength, metallurgy 7XXX aluminum alloy, designated
th, uniaxial tensile ductility was relatively un- ALCOA MB78, containing 7%Zn, 2%Mg,
affected. However, additional work revealed that 2%Cu, 0.14%Zr, balance Al, and was reinforced
dramatic char, s in the notched bend toughness with 20% by volume of F-600 grade (average size
and short rod iracture toughness were obtained 16 um) SiC produced by Norton Co. The mater-
despite the similar uniaxial tensile ductilities. ials were consolidated by sub-solidus processing
Unfortunately, the low macroscopic ductilities to minimize the formation of coarse intermetallic
exhibited by reinforced materials often preclude particles during hot pressing. The product form
an investigation into the effects of microstructure examined was a 1 in x 3 in bar extruded at a 19:1
on the mechanisms of damage accumulation, extrusion ratio. Additional processing details are
although some success has been achieved using provided elsewhere [2].
bluntly notched testpieces [2, 3]. In the present The as-received materials were solution treated
work, the matrix microstructure will be varied at 510 °C/4 h, water quenched, and artificially
independent of the yield stiength. aged to the under- (i.e. UA) or over-aged (i.e.

In addition to the importance of the behavior OA) conditions by the following treatments: UA,
of the matrix microstructure on the macroscopic 120 °C/30 min; OA, 120 'C/24 h+ 170 'C/30 h.
fracture properties of discontinuously reinforced In addition to the composite material, both
materials, it has been demonstrated in previous wrought and P/M control materials (i.e. unrein-
work on both porous materials [11, 12] and in forced) were heat treated to the UA and OA
particle hardened materials [13-16] exhibiting conditions using similar heat treatments.
some degree of ductility that void nuc!eation and
th'e final dactility may be sensitive to both the size 2.2. Microstructural evaluatun
and distribution of particles. In particular, it has Quantification of the microstructures is a key
been suggested that local volume fraction (i.e. component in understanding the behavior of
clustering' as opposed to the average volume these materials. Initial work focused on the
fractiop may be a particularly important parame- characterization of random metallographic sec-
ter in determining the fracture of materials con- tions of the composite. For this work, scanning
taining dispersions of particles at high votume electron microscope images were analyzed using
percentages. Recent advances in techniques for a Zeiss Videoplan Image Analyzer in order to
quantifying microstructures with respect to the determine the particle size distribution in the
spatial distribution of particles or porosity may be extruded and heat treated product. Subsequently,
useful in the analyses of the fracture behavior of it was of interest to examine the particle size and
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spatial distribution characteristics in selected
areas. This was accomplished by using micro-
graphs of the region of interest and analyzing .
these images with the IBAS 2000 system, which is
capable of image enhancement and quantitative 6
data acquisition. For each particle in a field of
view, the X and Y coordinates of the particle " - ,
centroid, particle area, aspect ratio, width, length,
and angle with respect to the X-axis were
measured. Approximately 10 fields and about
300 particles were meao.red for each matrix
aging condition.

Of specific interest in this work was the rela-
tionship between the particle size and spatial dis- 20 1m

tribution characteristics on the accumulation of
damage leading to fracture. The role of particle
clustering was of particular interest. The data 0 "
acquired with the IBAS 2000 system allow the 00 ' . ' W
generation of the Dirichlet tesselation [17] for the 1..* So
fields. In this construction, a computer algorithm •,
is employed which produces a space filling struc -_

ture consisting of cells of matrix surrounding each q& 4 o
particle. The cell defines that region of the matrix . -
closer to the p articular particle than any other.
Recent refinements to the algorithm enable the ,WJlb dp o
current program to deal specifically with high a 0
volume fraction materials containing non-spheri- 4 W

cal particles. The ability to represent the particles V
as ellipses rather than circles in two dimensions,
and the ability to define the cell boundaries based '
on the particle surfaces rather than centers has b
permitted more accurate representations of the
microstructures to be constructed.

The tesselated structure allows the metallo-
graphic parameter of local area fraction to be
defined as the particle area divided by the cell 0
area. In addition, the neighbors are clearly , ,_
defined as those particles with cell sides in I" * ,"

common with the subject particle, and the mini-
mum interparticle spacing as the distance to the - -
closest of the neighbors. These additional param- ! --
eters available from the Dirichlet tesselation con- 6; ' b
struction are direct measures of the spatial * '
distribution of particles, and are particularly - e
suited for direct comparison to damage accumu- a § " {" ,
lation in the microstructure. Figure 1 shows A w
a typical microstructure, its image enhanced ,(
version, and the tesselated version of the micro- AO

structure where the particles are represented as 1,' *
ellipses. Not all particles in a field can be tesse- C .4/. > O
lated due to the need to have all sides of the cell
defined by other particles. Particles near the outer Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of composite microstructure. (b)

Computer representation of (a). c) Fesselated mnicrostructure
portions of the field often do not meet this of(a),(b).
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condition. Use of the tesselated structures in con- lar to the notch axis, and polished to reveal the
junction with the mechanical testing work is site(s) of fracture initiation.
-described-below. In addition to the fracture nucleation studies,

It was also of interest to investigate the micro- controlled crack propagation studies were per-
structures of the different matrix aging conditions formed on specimens designed to retard the
at higher-magnifications to elucidate the fracture propagation of the crack, so that the sequence of
micromechanisms. Specimens from both matrix damage accumulation could be determined.
aging conditions in the undeformed state were Figure 3 schematically illustrates the specimen
prepared-by thinning with an ion miller equipped design, which is a modification of a recent design
with a cold stage and subsequently were exam- [19] used to detail the sequence of events in the
ined -via transmission electron microscopy fracture of materials which fail with low macro-
(TEM). Special interest was directed towards the scopic ductility. The specimen design consists of
interface and n.qer-interface regions. Deformed a compact tension type specimen which is
and fracture.. specimens were also examined in machined to contain the composite material as
the TEM b takng foils from directly beneath the well as a backing of a very ductile material. The
fracture surface. ductile backing material provides a retarding

effect on crack propagation, thereby enabling in-
2.3. Mechanical testing situ monitoring of fracture events in materials

Tensile testing was performed on heat treated which fail with low macroscopic ductility. Frac-
specimens machined such that the rolling direc- ture was monitored using a video camera in
-tion- was -parallel to the tensile axis on an conjunction with a high powered optical micro-
INSTRON 1125 Universal Testing Machine. scope affixed to an INSTRON Model 1361 Test-
Cylindrical tensile specimens with a 5.4 mm ing Machine. Prior to mechanical testing, the
diameter and 25.4 mm gauge length were tested
at strain rates of 0.00083 s- and utilized an
extensometer to monitor strain. Data including " -........
0.2% offset yield strength, UTS, reduction of area " AUMINUM
(RA), and work hardening information were LAVER

obtained.
Fracture initiation studies were conducted on

double-notched four-point bend specimens of the
geometry shown in Fig. 2. While the details of
these specimens have been described elsewhere
[2, 3, 18], they have been successfully used to
identify microstructural features responsible for
fracture initiation in a variety of materials. While a
one of the notches typically fails, the remaining
notch can be subsequently sectioned perpendicu-

77 ALUMIINUMI
a , t LAYER
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t \,/ .'v * Fig. 3. (a) Specimen design for controlled crack propagation
studies. Ductile aluminum backing present on compositeFig 2 Design of blunt-notch bend bars. Dimensions in mm. specimen. kbi Dutile aluminum layer retards Lrack gruth,

Specimen thickness = 12.7 mm. permitting in-sit fracture monitoring.
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microstructure in the notch root region and System. Analyses of the fracture surfaces were
below were tesselated so that the propensity for performed by matching surface fractography, as
damage accumulation in locally clustered regions well as by quantification of the area fraction and
could be determined at the conclusion of the particle size distributions of SiC present on the
experiment, fracture surface. Particular attention was directed

towards examining for evidence of SiC particu-
2.4. Quantitativefractography late cracking vs. decohesion, as well as to the

Fracture surfaces were analyzed using a JEOL effects of matrix temper on the fracture mor-
35 SEM equipped with a PGT Microanalysis phology.

. 3. Results

3.1. Undeformed microstructures
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the typical micro-

structures and size distribution of SiC in the
• -_ metallographic sections of the MB78 composites

reinforced with 20% SiC particulate. As shown in
previous work [2, 31, fabrication of the material
containing F-600 SiC exhibited extensive crack-4 , ing of the SiC, thereby shifting the average size
and size distribution from that of the as-blended
powder (i.e. 16 pm) to that where the average size

U ' ' ' 'of the SiC particulate in the as-extruded product
is = 3-4 pm. Figure 4(a) illustrates some of the
fractured particulate. It was of particular interest
in the present work to determine whether these

. previously fractured SiC particles would be pref-
erential sites for damage accumulation.

10 -Tables 1 and 2 present the quantitative metal-
lographic data for selected regions of the UA and

0 2OA matrix conditions, respectively. The data for
b 2 1 0 1 of SIC P gmall of the about 300 particles measured revealSieof SI Palrticles, jtm that similar values of area fraction, particle area,

Fig. 4. (a) As-extruded microstructure exhibiting fractured
SiC (arrows). ,b) Size distribution of SiC particles in as- and aspect ratio for the two matrix aging condi-
extruded material. tions were obtained as expected, since these

TABLE 1 Quantitative metallographic data UA condition

Field Number of Area fraction Minimum spacing Particle area Aspect ratio
particles

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
(I'm) (pIm 2)

1 9 0.22 0.11 1.0 0.8
2 9 0.12 0.09 2.5 2.4
3 12 0.36 0.17 0.7 0.5
4 6 0.11 0.09 1.3 3.0
5 7 0.23 0.16 1.5 1.5
6 16 0.26 0.15 0.7 0.7
7 16 0.23 0.13 1.6 1.2

Total 75 0.23 0.15 1.3 1.5
Cells on 23 0.24 0.16 1.5 1.5 28.9 23.8 0.46 0.15
crack path

Particles on 17 0.29 0.15 1.2 1.1 35.7 23.8 0.49 0.15
crack path

All particles 337 0.25 0.05 24.1 23.8 0.53 0.19
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TABLE 2 Quantitatie metallographic data OA condition

Field Number of Area fraction Minimum spacing Particle area Aspect ratio
particles

Mean- S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
(ltm) (t 2

1T 6 0.25 0.11 2.2 3.0
2 15 0.18 0.15 1.0 1.0
3- i5 0.20 0.15 1.6 1.0
4 11 0.26 0.17 1.2 0.8
5 14 0.18 0.09 0.9 0.7
6 13 0.19 0.08 1.0 0.6
7 9 0.18 0.14 1.9 1.3
8 6 0.15 0.10 1.3 1.8
9 11 0.25 0.14 0.5 0.4
Total 100 0.20 0.13 1.3 1.2

-Cells on 23 0.26 0.18 1.6 1.8 40.7 42.1 0.51 0.18
crack path
Particles on 21 0.30 0.15 1.5 1.6 45.5 41.4 0.51 0.19
crack path

All particles 236 0.21 0.04 26.1 27 0.55 0.17

features should not be influenced by aging treat-
-nient.

:Included in Tables 1 and 2 are the data for the
about 100 particles which were tesselated. Com-
parison of the values of area fraction, particle
area, and aspect ratio are similar to those
observed for all of the measured particles. The
higher standard deviation of the area fraction
measurements for the tesselated particles results
from the fact that the individual local area frac-
tion for each particle is being measured, as com-
pared to the field averaged value reported for all
particles. This higher standard deviation reflects
the wide range in local area fractions which is
encountered in real microstructures.

TEM of the as-extruded composite exhibited
fractured SiC and a high dislocation density at the
particle/matrix interface as well as in the matrix,
while the interfaces were well bonded (i.e. no
particle/matrix voids) to the matrix. TEM micro-
graphs of the UA and OA microstructures are
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Precipitates were not
evident either in the matrix or at the SiC particle/
matrix interface region in the UA material, while
the OA material exhibited precipitation in the
matrix as well as at the particle/matrix interfaces.
The particles contained Zn, as determined b.
EDAX analyses on the TEM, and probably rep-
resent the MgZn2 precipitate.

3.2. Mechanical properties
Table 3 summarizes the mechanical properties rig 5 (a)TEM micrograph of UA materid (1)TEM micro

obtained for the composite materials. Slightly graph of OA material. MgZn2 precipitates present at SiC/
lower strengths were obtained for the composites matrix interface (arrows).
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in comparison to the control material as noted in reductions in ductility in comparison to either
other recent work on these materials [5], while an under- oi o-er-aged materials. HoNe~er, mat.hing
increased modulus and decreased ductility were surface fractograph) performed on the tensile
also observed for the composite in comparison to fracture surfaces did reveal significant effects of
the control material [21. The effect of matrix the matrix temper on the fracture morphology in
microstructure (i.e. UA vs. OA) on the macro- the present work. SiC particle cracking was
scopic tensile ductility was negligible, while the observed in the UA material as Fig. 6 illustrates,
remaining uniaxial tensile properties were simi- with an area coverage of fractured SiC of 18% on
larly negligibly affected by the drastic change, in the fracture surface. In contrast, the OA material
microstructure provided by the UA and OA heat shown in Fig. 7 exhibited only 11% of the surface
treatments. This is not necessarily a general covered by fractured SiC, and a predominance of

-observation, as shown in previous work [1-6, 10] fracture near SiC/matrix interfaces. Unfortu-
where peak aged specimens exhibited significant nately, from these observations alone, it is not

possible to determine whether the particles pres-
TABLE 3 Uniaxial tensile properties ent on the fracture surface were already fractured

during processing, or whether they fractured
Condi- o UTS n RA Area fraction during tensile straining. It is similarly difficult totion (K IPa) (MPa) fractured SiC onfracture surface determine whether fracture is occurring along

clustered regions. These points will be returned

UA 390 500 0.16 7.9% 18% to in the presentation of the in-situ fracture
OA 405 480 0.16 7.3% 11% studies which were designed to address these

Fig. 6. Matching surface fractograph for UA material. Areas a, b, c contain fractured SiC.

Ire

Fig. 7. Matching surface fra, tograph fur OA maiterial. Arr 'wtd ruions dtcnote fria.t r ncar SiCt'i urix intk.rf te.,
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Fig: 8.(a) TEM foil taken froim-below fracture surface in UA tensile specimen. Fractured SIC observed. Arrows indicate
subsequent failure in matrix. (b) TEM foil taken from below fracture surface in OA specimen. Vuid nucleation observed at and
neaiintferfaces.

issues. TEM foils taken from below the tensile Longitudinal tensile strength, MP450 Soo 550 600 650

fracture surfaces in both UA and OA materials 30500 . 0 0 6

similarly-reflected the changes in fracture mode 28 - 30K *PSR -O.31
observe'd on the fracture surface with particulate 26 - . P. o.7:, Size ati- 'PSR I SIC A, PanllC'* S'z ei

fracture in the UA condition (cf. Fig. 8(a))and a 24 -n.era... 25

preference for fracture near the SiC/matrix inter- 22

face in-the OA condition (cf. Fig. 8(b)). Evidence 
% 

S

of-void nucleation below the fracture surface using , 16 20-

SEM-techniques was not obtained in most of the 7! se
specimens. Although TEM investigations were 14 -- - Pe

successful in locating initiation of fracture, these 12 B O.raged
were similarly difficult to detect. I _ I I I I , I'_ _

Despite the similarity in the tensile results (i.e. 60 65 70 75 a0sg 90 95 1
Longitudinal tensile strength, ksi

yield strength, RA, n) for the UA and OA speci- Fig. 9. Short-rod toughness results. UA material shown at
mens, the nominal bending stresses at fracture in "', OA material shown at "B".
the UA material were significantly greater than
those of the OA material. Values for af/n,/ of the trolled crack propagation specimens for the UA
UA material ranged from 1.4-1.7 as compared to material. Figure 10(a) shows a specimen prior to
0.9 for the OA material. The details of fracture loading, where the arrowed particles are not yet
initiation were studied by sectioning the second cracked, while Fig. 10(b) illustrates fracture of a
notch in the double-notched specimens [2, 18], few of the particles (arrowed) during reloading,
while fracture toughness data were obtained on but prior to matrix fracture. Figure 10(c) shows
short-rod specimens [2]. Short-rod toughness failure in the matrix and the growth of a macro-
data are shown in Fig. 9 for a range of aging con- scopic crack in the UA material where particle
ditions and indicated that the UA material cracking is clearly observed. Fracture initiation
(labelled A) possessed a short-rod toughness was observed to occur in SiC particles which
significantly in excess of that in the OA material were not previously cracked during the process-
(labelled B). Fr.cture toughness data obtained in ing. Similar observations have been made during
accordince with E-399 revealed similar trends [2, the controlled propagation of the crack. Figures
281. The controlled fracture experiments conclu- I 1(a) and 11 (b) present the crack tip region in the
sively showed that particle fracture was preferred UA material before and after reloading, rcspec-
in the UA material, with a change to failure near tively. The uncracked particles in Fig. 1 l(a) (i.e.
the interface and in the matrix in the OA material, prior to reloading have clearly cracked during
Figures 10(a-c) present a sequence of photo- reloading in Fig. 1 (b), with subsequent failure in
graphs depicting damage initiation in the con- the matrix. In contrast to the UA material,
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~i4

(c .~ (d) 4A

Fig 10. (a, Notch region in UA controlled propagation specimen prior to fracture nucleation at arrowed SiC. kbi Notch region
after reloading. Fracture uf SiC curved arrows; obser :d prior to matrix failure. kc, Notch region after reloading kb). Matrix
failure and additional SiC fracture observed. Arrows denote particles in (a), (b).

damage initiation in the OA material '.as b) both tion and fracture. To evaluate this, regions such as
matrix failure as well as by separation at and near those shoran in Figs. 11 and 13 were tesselated
SiC/matrix interfaces, shown in Fig. 12. The tip prior to cracking, followed by overlaying the
of a propagating crack in the OA material is crack on the tesselated microstructures, and iden-
shown in Fig. 13, illustrating fracture at and near tifying the cells intersected by the crack. Figures
the particle/matrix interfaces. 14(a)-14(c) present the UA microstructure,

an image-enhanced version of the microstructure
3.3. Microstnictural evaluation of deformedffrac- %vith the crack path indicated, and its tesselated
turedspecimens version which incorporates the same region of the

Of particular interest in this work was the propagating crack. Figures 15(a)-I 5(c) present
effect of clustered regions on damage accumula- the same information for the OA material. The
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Fig,. 13. Crack tip region in OA controlled propagation
specimen Failure near SiC/iatrix interface arrows).

path. Comparison or the particle areas for ran-
domn fields and those intersecting the crack indi-
cate at tendenc) for larger particles to be in~ol'~ed
in the cracking prcscnitent with the results

~W of tluantitati~e fractography performed onl frac-
- tresufaes[2 3. Although the initiation of

damage ahead of the propagating crack %%as
observd to occur in clustered regions, the comn-

~~01 ~ ____ parson of the local area fraction %alues. of the
Intersected cells with the averagye local area frac-

Fig. 11. (a) Crack tip region prior to reloading. Arrows
denote uinfractured SiC ahead of crack tip.-A. (i Crack tip tioti (i.e. Tables 1, 2) reveals that the total crack
rugion .tftr rudoading. SiC Ir.i.-turt; a*ilkd of Lr~tik tip path follows a nearl) random path for both the
observed (arrows). UA and OA materials, despite the change in frac-

ture morphology. It should be noted, however,
nowu that b considering thle intersected cells. somne

regitons aie included in which the p~articles are not
~ ~ trul) intersecting thle crack. A further refinement

-Of thinl.' 11,s)IS is ito conIsider just the Cells Nkhich
___ ~ ~ ~ ~ % conai l-rilswhc nesect the ci ac~k, Nwhich

redIucs the number Of Lclls considered to about
20) it 1both WcaSs. \\hen Coin jnited in this manner.
the anal~sis rce els that, onl axer-age, the crack
intel acts with local me a fi actions of particles in
excess of the bulk ieinforcement le~el i. Tables
1. 2 . Althoughl the highl Standard Of de' iationl Of
the data does not sulpportis conclusion from a
statistical %iew point, additional wkoil kwill focus
Oil accU1u1latitng a gr Catct lituit"Ibe of fields ito

I -ig. 1 2. Notch root re~gionl in OA material. Fracture in fu rtheri eluicidate this aspect.
matrix and *ILar SiC :iat~rix observed in clutered region%.

inctllographic parameters of the intersected cells 4. Discussion

w ete theni tabulatcd Ion -ompatilsonl to the a'%Ci- Thc pi e~sent %%ot k "%as intended ito in% estig ttc
age S alues. tApproximately 20-25 cells of the the effects of nii osti uctut .l chiangeas at eqis a
abou0tt 100 tescN1,lted cLAN Ol1tainedI fo0t ech lntsti eni~th on h iattco N Iscnann
mat1riN conditl %%m k wei CNCJ cbne sce ) the ciack 20",, icinfot -lcment in addition to beginningz to
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Fig. 15. (a) SEM view~ of crack path in CIA material. (b)

~~~~~Image enhanced version of (a). Crck pth shown. (c) resse-marxidct.

lated version of (b). Crack path shown. Particle cracking
observed.
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evaluate the effects of particle clustering on frac- sites belowA the fractui e surface similarl supports
ture. The effects of microstructural changes (i.e. the contention that fracture nucleation events
matrix temper) wkere shown to exhibit a dramatic play a dominant role in the ductility of these
effect on the micromechanisms of fracture and materials, and piecludes the chance of determin-
various measures of toughness, although their ing particle clustering effects directly in the frac-
effects on tensile ductility were negligible. The ture of the smooth tensile specimens.
effects of microstructure on the observed prop- Previous work [2,3, 6, 22, 281 on a variety of
erties will be discussed presently', follow ed by the MMCs has indicated that crack initiation in
initial results obtained on clustering effects. smooth tensile specimens preferentially initiates

The present work has revealed a dramatic at large particles, inclusions, and regions of clus-
effect of matrix microstructure (i.e. temper) on tered SiC. The present work indicates that UA
the fracture micromechanisms at an equivalent materials initiate predominantly via a particle
strength level. In all specimens tested (i.e. tensile, cracking mechanism, while the OA materials
bend, toughness), a transition in fracture mode initiate via matrix and near interface failure.
from particle cracking in UA specimens to matrix Comparison of the observed ductility to micro-
and "near interface" failure in the OA specimens mechanical models foi ductility in particle-hard-
was obtained. Despite the dramatic changes in ened materials [23, 24] was performed for the OA
failure micromechanisms revealed by both SEM material w ith the Brown/Embury model [23].
and TEM, uniaxial tensile ductility was not signi- Particle/matrix decohesion is assumed in that
ficantly affected (cf. Table 3), although the UA model with subsequent fracture by rupture of
microstructure exhibited much better properties ligaments betwcen voids which occur %hen the
in the notched bend and short-rod toughness void length becomes equal to the spacing between
specimens. The general lack of correlation the void nucleating particles. This model assumes
between smooth tensile and fracture toughness that void coalescence contributes only minimally
measurements on materials failing by MVC has to the total ductility, and that the ductility is in
been covered in a recent review of ductile frac- large part determined by void growth, although
ture [20]. Such observations may be rationalized the nucleation strain has also been incorporated
by examining the stages of fracture events leading into the model. At high volume percent reinforce-
to catastrophic fracture in the various specimen ment, (e.g. > 15%), the model predicts that the
geometries examined. In smooth tensile speci- growth of voids provides an insignificant contri-
mens, fracture w&as observed to occur in a macro- bution to ductility, while the nucleation strain
scopically brittle mode (i.e. low ductility)' becomes dominant. The inability to detect void
although the fracture surface details rev ealed initiation below% the fracture surface for both UA
micro-void coalescence (i.e. MVC). As it has and OA materials strongly suggests that nuclea-
been reviewed that ductile fracture consists of tion events are dominant in the fracture behavior
void nucleation, growth, and coalescence stages, of the high volume fraction reinforced materials
the relative importance of each stage should studied presently. Assuming that the nucleation
determine the macroscopiz ductility of the speci- strain corresponds to the fracture strain enables a
men. In ductile materials reinforced wxith a high qualitatMe comparison of the OA material exhib-
volume fraction of hard seCond phase particles iting preference for -interface failure to the origi-
(e.g. SiC), however, it has been suggested that nal Brown/Embury model [231 where:
fracture nucleation events may dominate the duc- E.r= 1n(1 + E + e,) = InIrT/6f) --t2/3)1 2 + ,}
tility since the subsequent stages of void growth Substituting for f 0.2 and e, = 0.08 gives eTr=
and coalescence may be extremely rapid once 0.08. In contrast, the Evensen-Verk 124] model
initiation has occurred 113, 211. Although both was utilized for the UA material, which assumes
microstructures exhibited nearly identical tensile sarticle cracking as the operative damage initia-
ductilities (i.e. RA= 8%), fracture initiation in the ticmechansin a te srrni nmati-
two microstructures appears to occur via very tion mechanism in a ductile surrounding matrix
different mechanisms, as revealed by the SEM where the growth strain controls ductility:

and TEM investigations. The former (i.e. UA) e(jf0104{(h3f)"-(8/3)i
failed by particle cracking wNhile the latter i.e. Assuming a nucleation strain of = 0.1 provides
OA) failed by a mixture f matrix and near inter- t 0.20. an ov ci estimate of ductility. This likel)
face failure. The difficulty in locating fracture results from the differences in the details of the
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micromechanisms of fracture in the present work Although tile present results show a clear
and those assumed by the model. This will be effect of matrix microstructure on the fracture
returned- to in the discussion of the controlled details, previous work [6] on other aluminum
crack propagation experiments, based composites (e.g. 2XXX series) suggested

Despite the similarity in the uniaxial tensile that the details of the fracture miromechanisns
ductilities, large effects on both the fracture were unaffected by heat treatment. A tendency
micromechar. and macroscopic properties for particle cracking was exhibited in that work,
were obtained under more severe stress states. regardless of matrix temper. Other work on
Both the nominal bending stresses at fracture in 6XXX and 7XXX alloys indicated a shift in frac-
the notched bend specimens and the short-rod ture micromechanisms with aging [221, similar to
toughnesses were significantly higher in the UA that observed in the present work. These obser-
material as compared to the OA material. The vations indicate that the details of the matrix
blunt notched bend tests failed with a linear load- microstructure and interface region play a domi-
displacement trace, also suggesting that the nant role in the fracture micromechanisms, and
details of initiation control the notched prop- that relatively subtle differences in aging condi-
erties of MMCs reinforced w ith high volume frac- tions and matrix compositions may produce the
tions of SiC. Although clustered regions were distinctively different properties which have been
observed to be preferential sites for fracture observed in nominally similar materials. It is
nucleation in the unbroken notch of the double- interesting to note that the relatively constant lowA
notched specimens, the mode of initiation was level of fracture toughness observed in the over-
again different in the UA (cf Fig. 10) and the OA aged conditions in the composite materials has
(cf Fig. 12) materials. UA materials exhibited SiC also been observed in over-aged Al-Li based
fracture and matrix failure, while OA materials alloys, in which grain boundary precipitates
exhibited matrix and near interface failure and reduced the grain boundary cohesive strength
less fracture of the SiC. As the notched bend [27].
specimens are sensitive to fracture initiation The controlled crack propagation experiments
events, it appears that the matrix failure strain of additionally provide some insight with regard to
the OA material is considerably lower than that fracture in either the UA or OA composites. As
of the UA material when testing is conducted pointed out by Embury [13], nucleation events
under a strain state more severe than that of may dominate the ductility in the case of mater-
ur.iaxial tension. The uniaxial fracture strains ials containing high 'volume fractions of reinforce-
were nearly equivalent at 8%, although it is clear ment. This appears to be particularly true in the
that fracture in the notched bend specimens present case where little evidence of -voiding was
occurred at lower loads (and lower notch root observed below the fracture plane in the failed
strains) in the OA material. The controlled frac- tensile specimens. The Brown/Embury model
ture propagation studies similarly revealed that assumes that coalescence occurs when the -verti-
the fracture micromechanisms differed in the two cal void height equals the spacing between parti-
materials. Both fracture initiation and propaga- cles, which was not observed with the OA
tion occurred at lower loads and crack opening materials. The Evensen/Verk [24] model for par-
displacements for the OA material. Thus, the ticle cracking-initiated failure assumes a non-
fracture strain (i.e. local) under stress states more hardening matrix where particle cracks are
severe than uniaxial tension is considerably dif- blunted by displacement of the particle faces,
ferent from that obtained under uniaxial condi- with local plasticity at the tips. This model
tions. This has been previously observed in a similarly suggests that %oid growth and linkup
variety of monolithic materials [25, 26], where it require a large strain. However, the sequential
has been experimentally observed that the failure straining experiments indicate that this micro-
strains under plane strain conditions may be mechanism of failure does not appear to describe
considerably lower than those obtained in uni- failure in the UA materials, ,,here particle crack-
axial specimens. The present tud) also indicates ing is followed by little blunting in the matrix
that the magnitude of this decrease ma) depend prior tu subsequent fracture. The failure between
sensitively on the characteristics of the matrix, adjacent fractured particles appears to occur by
since the UA material exhibited significantly intense localized floA in the matrix. The observed
higher notch root fracture loads and strains, micromechanisms suggest that the adaptation of
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models used for ductile fracture in other mater- Although the quantitative results indicated that
ials (e.g. steels containing spheroidized -arbides a random path was exhibited by the total crack
in a ductile a-Fe matrix, brittle Si particles in a path, damage accumulation was observed to
ductile Al alloy matrix) may not be applicable in occur in highly clustered regions along parts of
the case of some discontinuous MMCs because the fracture path for both microstructures. The
of the differences in the micromechanisms of selection of damage accumulation in locally clus-
fracture. In the present work, the controlled tered regions, combined with the quantitative
propagation experiments indicate that fracture in analyses wvhich showed that the gross fracture
the UA materials occurs via particle cracking in path was essentially random maN be related to the
the process zone ahead of th,. _:k, whilc matrix orientation of the controlled fracture propagation
and near interface failure are obtained in the OA samples. It was observed that alternating "bands"
material. of high volume fraction reinforcement and low

The remaining discussion focuses on a corn- volume fraction regions are present in the direc-
parison between the tensile fracture surfaces and tion of crack propagation. This requires that the
those observed in the controlled propagation crack pass through some low volume fraction
studies. Analysis of the quantitative fractography regions in order to progress. This effectively
performed on the OA materials revealed that reduces the values obtained in the calculations of
only 11% of the fracture surface was covered by local volume fraction of particles along the total
fractured SiC particles, suggesting that fracture crack path, despite damage accumulation in areas
was avoiding the particles in the OA material of highly clustered regions. Further experiments
while selecting nearly the average area fraction in are planned where the orientation is changed with
the UA material where 18% of the fracture sur- respect to the "banding- observed in :he com-
face was covered with fractured SiC particles. posite.
However, fracture surface observations do not In the present tests, the growth of the crack
necessarily provide an accurate representation of could be controlled due to the presence of a corn-
the fracture path with regard to particle clustering pliant layer on the specimen. In speci mens not
since only half of the fracture surface is being containing this compliant layer, however, cata-
viewed. For example, the tesselated microstruc- strophic crack propagation typically occurs
tures (i.e. Tables 1, 2) indicate that the crack path without significant macroscopic crack opening
in the controlled propagation studies was, on displacement. Previous arguments [21] have been
average, choosing a random path. To the authors' made that the initiation event may be the critical
knowledge, the present %vork is one of the first factor in the fracture of these materials. The pres-
attempts to directly compare the progression of ent work further illustrates that the examination
cracking with respec# to particle clustering, of fracture surfaces alone may be insufficient to
Although only a limited number of cells have determine whether fracture is initiating or propa-
been analyzed at preser.,, the quantitative infor- gating along a path of clustered particles. Thus, as
mation provided in Tables I and 2 indicates that an extension of this work, subsequent work will
the average local volume fraction of particles focus on the relationship between clustered
intersected by the propagating crack is roughly regions and damage accumulation, where similar
the average volume fraction (i.e. 20%) for both specimens may again be useful in detailing the
inicrostructures. However, obse.-vations of the accumulation of damage. Composites containing
regions ahead of the propagating crack revealed different particle sizes at the same reinforcement
damage accumulation in clustered regions as well level are being tested to evaluate the effects of
as differences in the mechanisms of failure in the changes in clustering on the fracture properties.
UA and OA materials. Tables I and 2 indicate Previous work [2] has indicated that property
that damage accumulation and fracture propaga- changes have been obtained by 'ar, ing the parti-
tion show a greater propensity for preferential cle size independent of the volume percentage,
fracture in clustered regions when following the whbile property correlations %ith the amount
more restricted criterion of choosing only those of clustering %ere consistent %,ith the trends
cells in which the particle is actually interacting exhibited.
with the crack. Although this conclusion cannot
be statistically supported at this time due to the 5. Conclusions
limited number of cells examined, additional
work is being conducted to provide a statistical l; Controlled variations in matrix micro-
basis.
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Abstract processes are noted in fracture surface observa-
A brief sunzmary of recent ana'y1 al solutions tions and scanning and transmission electronvhic accurately describe the experimentally microscopy studies of cracks in these composites,

observed toughening behavior in a variety of Fig. 1. Crack tip bridging processes are of con-whisker reinforced ceramics is presented. These siderable interest in fracture processes. A classicresults are found to provide important insights ieto example of the formation of a bridging zone isthe whisker, matrix, and interface properties that noted in continuous fiber-reinforced ceram-

required to obtain further increases in toughness by ics where toughness is enhanced by the extensive
whisker reinforcement of ceramics. pullout of the fibers in this zone.

1. Introduction 2. Theoretical analysis

SiC whisker reinforcement of ceramics can As noted in Fig. 1, the establishment of a

result in substantial improvements in fracture whisker bridging zone in the crack tip wake

toughness and resistance to wear, slow crack results in increased toughness, dKwr which is

growth, and thermal shock of ceramics with the defined as

incorporation of strong, small diameter ceramic dKwl= 2ac(2Dr/Ia)t/2  (1)
whiskers [1-5]. For example, the critical tough-
ness of very fine grained alumina can be where b is a closure stress imposed on the crack
incr., e,' from < 3 MPa M112 to 9 MPa mlt /2 with by the bridging whiskers over a zone of length DB
the 'ddi.on of 20 vol.% SiC whiskers. Coipar- [1]. In the case of aligned whiskers, the closure
able i.,creases in toughness have been observed in stress is the sum of the stress (less than or equal to
a variety of other whisker-reinforced ceramics the whisker tensile fracture strength (aW)) exerted
[3-4]. In addition, the increased fracture tough- by each whisker in the bridging zone and is given
ness is retained with increasing temperature, e.g. by
up to about 1100*C in the SiC whisker-rein- C= V/ fofW (2)
forced alumina composites [6]. When compared
with the continuous fiber-reinforced ceramics at where Vn is the volume fraction oug whiskers.
the same reinforcing phase contents, the whisker- When there is a strong toughening contribu-
reinforced composites exhi, similar toughness tion from whisker reinforcement, the crack open-

values, but have the advantage of composite ing displacement (u) at the whisker at the end of

fabrication by more convenional powder pro- the bridging zone can be reduced to the form

cessing techniques. u - 8(1 - v2) afw VfDB/,rEc (3)
The mechanisms responsible for such whisker

toighening include crack deflection and both where ' is the Poisson's ratio and EC the Young's
whisker bridging and whisker pullout within a modulus of the composite for the whiskers uni-

zone immediately behind the crack tip L 1, 5]. Such axially aligned parallel to the tensile stress axis [1].
The crack opening displacement at the end of the

*Paper presented at the symposium on Interfacial Ph- bridging zone will equal the maximum tensile dis-

nomena in Composites. Pro.essing, Chara.terizattun, and placement (dl) in the debonded whisker at that
Mechanical Properties, Newport, RI,June 1-3, 1988. point. Thus the crack opening displacement (u)
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CRACK :

T FRACTURED-'
APPLIED WHISKERS Da

STRESS

~BRIDGING WHISKERS

Cra ck Propaga tiono Direction dK*r= 2ac (2DB/R)
1/2

Fig 1. Toughening b) whisker reinforcment is associated %,ith the formation of a zone of bridging whiskers behind the crack tip.
As the crack tip reaches th,allowsker, debnding and/sr fraLIur OLCurs along th, whisker-matx interfawc kA) whLh allos the
crack tip to ad,,ance leaving the whiskers intact and bridging the crack (B, Cj. At some distance behind the tra.k tip, whiskers

fracture and/or are pulled out of the matrix (D) establishing the whisker bridging zone (E).

can be related to dl and the whiskei-matrix inter- 10

face debond length (IDB) as 9 -

d1= u = afIlDB/E w  (4) 8

where Ew is the Young's modulus of the whisker.
Using the analytical solutions for interface sepa- A.UMINA

ration versus whisker fracture of Budiansky et al. J; 6 -

[71, the debonded length of the whisker-matrix ,o
interface is 5 s

lDB/r=ym/6 y=1 (5) 0 4 .

where r is the whis... -idius and ymn and yi are 3 -*- MULLITE

the fracture energics of he matrix and interface 2

respectively. By subt,, ition of eqns. (4) and (5) 2GLAS
into eqn. (3), we obtain the definition of DB: I ,,,AS

D =(ymEc/yiEw)[;rr/48(1 - v2)V j (6) " I I I I

for bridging whiskers in the region immediately 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
WHISKER CONTENTbehind the crack tip. The toughening contribu- (Voluma Fraction)

tion from whisker bridging dKwr is then defined Fig. 2. rhe fracture toughness of ceramics increases with the

by substitution of eqns. (2) and (6) into eqn. (1): addition of strong SiC whiskers. The toughness intrease due
to whisker bridging predicted by the analytical models

dKwr= afw[ Vt r/6(1 - v2)](EcIEwXym/yi)lt 2  (7) (curvesj describes that observed experimentally in alumina-
(A ), mullite- (N), and glass- (0) based composites.

for the case where whisker bridging imposes a

uniform closure stress over the bridging zone.
These and companion analytical solutions are whisker-reinforced Leramics keg. dlumina, mullite,

found to accurately describe the experimentally and glasses) as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, they
observed toughening behavior in a variety of provide important insights into the whisker,
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Abstract obtained similar results for rocks, in both corn-

High-strain-rate compressive failure mecha- pression and tension [2-7]. Where this behavior
nisms in fiber-reinforced ceramic matrix corn- has not been observed (Fig. 1), fracture mode/
posite materials have been characterized. These microstructural considerations (RB Si3N4), orare contrasted with composite damage develop- strain-rate limitations inherent in the HPB

ment at low strain rates, and with the dynamic (A1203), are thought to be responsible.
failure of monolithic ceramics. It is shown that it is In fact, it has been shown by Grady and Lipkin

possible to derive major strain-rate strengthening [8] that analyses based on a variety of physical
benefits if a major fraction of the fiber reinforce- criteria (work of fracture, least action law, inertia
ment is aligned with the load axis. This effect con- of flaws to crack initiation, crack inertia under
siderably exceeds the inertial microfracture step loading) all lead inevitably to a tensile frac-

strengthening observed in monolithic ceramics, ture relationship like eqn. (1), i.e.
and non-aligned composites. Its basis is shown to rTo g 113 (2)
be the trans-specimen propagation time period for w
heterogeneously-nucleated, high-strain kink bands. where T is the applied tensile stress at failure.Since brittle compressive failure is known to

correspond to the coalescence of a multitude of
1. Introduction microscopic cracks nucleated within local tensile

It is by now well known that brittle materials regions, it is therefore not surprising that equiva-

subjected to high rates of loading often exhibit lent failure dynamics should obtain for both

strengths much greater than those characteristic tensioGr and compression. Generalizing the situa-
of slow or quasistatic rates [1-5]. The degree of tion, Grady and Kipp observe [8] that such results
strengthening observed is generally too high, and
too strain-rate sensitive, to be explained on the 7000
basis of the suppression of thermally activated A

crack tip processes, although the latter does c
impart a mild rate-dependent strength benefit [1]. (Hpa) 50

For example, the author has shown that for sic
strain rates > 103 s- 1, obtainable within the split
Hopkinson pressure bar (HPB), certain classes of 300 -ip s.4
monolithic ceramics (Fig. 1) behave according to 20DO - A--03'-
[1 ]: " Z 5Y4

oa I/3 (1) g11

where ac is the compressive failure (fracture) t0. 6  o io2  o0  to2 to4

strength, i is the imposed strain rate, and n is a Z (S1
constant, usually of the order of 1/3. Others have

Fig. !. Compressivc strength vs. strain rate for several
monolithic ceramics at 23 C. The decrease in strength for

*Paper presented at the symposium on interfaial Phe- reaction bonded (RB, Sa3N4 at i - 10' s ' is caused by a
nonzna in Comnosites. Protcssing, CharatLtcrization, and transition in fraLturC mudc from transgranular to inter-
Mechanical Properies, Newport, RI, June 1-3, 1988. granular.
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suggest that a cube-root strain-rate dependence SLEVE 
represents the upper limit that can be obtained in
the dynamic brittle failure process. This is prob-
ably true for monolithic materials, but recent SPECIMEN IPB
experimental results [9] seem to indicate that the
microstructures *of ceramic matrix composites
can be manipulated to yield a much higher degree Fig. 2 Schematic of sleeved HPB configuration to permit

of strain-rate sensitivity. specimen damage without failure.

The objective of the present paper is to briefly
ou'ne these results, and then establish the prin- composites "flow" as damage accumulates [9, 10];
cipal fa,.tors which appear to control the damage this process can be arrested at any desired strain
development/failure process. A simple basis for level by carefully adjusting sleeve lengths to
treating the problem analytically is presented. absorb the load at the appropriate point on the

stress-strain curve. The intact, but deformed,
specimens thereby obtained can then be sec-
tioned and polished for study.

The materials studied have been described in
detail elsewhere [9, 10], and so are discussed here
only briefly. Thus, the composites (CompglasO,  3. Results
United Technologies Research Center) consisted As shown in Fig. 3, the strength of the com-
essentially of a pyroceramic matrix reinforced posite material is relatively strain-rate indepen-
with about 46% of 15 /um diameter SiC fibers dent for E Z 102 s- ', above which the strengh of
laid up in two variants. In the first (0' variant), the 0' and 0/90 variants obey
fibers were oriented unidirectionally, and com-
pression specimen axes were aligned with the o ,g -0.77 (3)
fibers. For the second variant, fibers were laid up
in 200 ,um thick planar bundles, with the fibers in while for the 45/45 material
alternating layers at 90° to one another. Specimen
axes in this case were either parallel to one set of orC cc g -0.3 (4)
fibers (0/90), or lay at 45* to both sets (45/45).
The matrix, which also was tested, was a poly- It should be observed that the relative strength
crystalline lithium-alumino-silicate with grains ordering at low strain-rates is preserved within
ranging in size from 0.5 to 2.0 pum. Further the high-rate regime, and that the strength decre-
microstructural details for both matrix and com- ment between 0* and 0/90 variants is essen;ally
posite are discussed elsewhere [9-12]. constant, i.e. Ao = 350 MPa.

Cylindrical compression specimens (10 mm For the matrix material alone (Fig. 4), or, vs. e' is
long x 5 mm diameter) were machined from the basically constant for temperatures < 800 °C
as-received composite panels and from the until 9-t101 s- 1, above which eqn. (4) again
monolithic ceramic matrix bodies. Specimens holds. Although the strength is quite strain-rate
were tested in air at temperatures ranging from sensitive at 1100 'C, it is interesting to note that
23 °C to 1100 'C, over a strain rate range of 10-' at high strain-rates t.e thermally activated failure
s- I to > 10' s - . The latter dynamic rates were process (grain boundary sliding and cavitation,
obtained by means of a split HPB apparatus. Fig. 5) is defeated. Within this strain-rate regime,
Nickel-based superalloy rings were honed so as pyroceram failure is catastrophic at all tempera-
to just fit the ends of each composite specimen, to tures, and brought about by the rapid coalescence
prevent failure by brooming. of a multitude of microcracks.

Damage introduced during dynamic loading It was shown in an earlier paper [10] that at lo%
(low-strain-rate damage has been discussed else- strain-rates, the composite material fails in com-
where [10]) was characterized by optical and pression by matrix microfracture, which accom-
scanning electron microscopy of impacted but modates a general fiber buckling process
unfailed specimens. This state was achieved by followed by gross failure -via localized fiber kink-
enclosing the latter within slightly shorter high- ing. This is not what happens it high loading
strength steel sleeves (Fig. 2). Prior to failure, the rates. Sections of damaged, but unfailed, sleeved
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Fig. 3. Compressive strength vs. strain rate for SiC fiber-reinforced pyroceram.
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Fig. 4. Compressive strength vs. strain rate for pyroceram.

0° and 0/90 HPB specimens reveal no buckling, Fig. 9); the latter would require near adiabatic
but instead (Fig. 6) a number of isolated, but heating. Work is in progress to permit discrimina-
macroscopic, shear bands. At least one end tion between these two possibilities.
(usually both ends) of each such band is asso-
ciated with a vertical microfracture zone (arrow, 4. Discussion
Fig. 6); the latter appears to accommodate the
intense shear within a given band. Formation of The fact that the strengths of the monolithic
the shear zones occurs at all temperatures stud- matrix and the 45/45 composite increase as e -03
ied. Behavior of the 45/45 composite differed in at high loading rates, and that both fail via rapid
that it simply disintegrated catastrophically, microcrack coalescence, suggests that inertia-
similar to the matrix material itself. controlled, homogeneous microfracture is

Comparing d and 1. in Fig. 7, it is evident that responsible for failure. This also suggests that the
kink band shear strains ((1/1,) can easily exceed presence of fibers at other than 00 provides a
unity. These are accomplished by the propagation weakening effect which probably derives from
of kinks in SiC fibers (Fig. 8), accompanied by their role as "microanvils", fracturing the matrix
local microfracture and/or matrix flow (arrows,. at a significantly lower stress than that which
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Fig. 6. Kink band crossing several 0/90 plies: stress axis
vertical, T=800 *C, = 2x 103 s-1. Arrow indicates zone of
microfracture within 90' ply at end of band.

Fig. 5. Deformation mechanisms in pyroceram: T- 1100 C,
=10 - s s- 1. (a) SEM showing grain boundary sliding;

(b) TEM surface replica showing cavitation (black dots)
caused by grain boundary sliding.

obtains in the pure matrix. It can be shown that
this is likely by considering analytically the ideal-
ized case of the 0/90 material, in which the 900
fibers form perfect hardness indenters.

Study of sections through such specimens
show (Fig. 10) that cracks form between indivi-
dual fibers as sketched in Fig. 11(a), i.e. they fol- Fig. 7. Kink band in 0/90 composite, showing shear dis-
low an arced, non-centerline path. This is placenient d vs. shear gaugelength I,,. i 10' s ',stress axis
reminiscent of the behavior of cone cracks ben- vertical.
eath a blunt punch, suggesting that the situation
might be idealized as shown in Fig. 11 (b). In the %here 1) is the applied load, a is the area of
vicinity of a round, flat indenter, the maximum contact, and v is PoisOn'.s ratio. If a = R12 (vhere
tens;', stress (which nucleates cone cracks) is R is the fiber radius), and v = 0.25, then
ap,.,oximately Ur' a=4(0.375) (6)

-- V. -. where a is the applied compressive stress. Earlier

V1r2 2 (5) work 11, 13] has shown that microcracking can be
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Fig. 8. Kink band in 0/90 composite, show ing microfrag- Fig. 10. Section through 90* ply in 0/90 composite, showing
mentation of matrix to accommodate SiC fiber fracture and non-center-to-center interfiber microfracture. T=23 *C,
rotation: T=23 *C, = 2 x 10's- ',stress axis vertical. i=0.6 x 103s- I stressaxis vertical.

R

SLAS
sic a

(a)()

Fig II Schematic diagram of matrix microfracture asso-
ciated %%ith off-axis fibers. a, non-center-to-center fracture
bet% een adjacent fibers, b, representation of fiber- matrix
interaction as punch-cone crack problem.

Fi 9. Maenified view of region A in Fig. 8. showing
(arrows) possible adiabatic viscous flow in matrix material
and SiC fiber; note blunt crack tips in latter. apparent IoL~a Further, since the difference exists at high loading
necking in former, rates, tensile microfracture inertia must be

included within the observed strain-rate sensi-
monitored by acoustic emission, %%hich for 0/'90 tikit for both 0* and O'90 layups. However, the
composites begins vhen a = 270 MPa '131. From high-strain-rate specimens actually fail b) shear
eqn. (6), this means u7" -- 400 MPa when inter- fault nuckation and propagation, the latter can be
fiber matrix microcracking begins, wkhich corre- shown to contribute an additional, significant
lates with the experimentally measured matrix rate-dependent term.
tensile strength, 430 MPa. Specifically, in the most general case. the

The presence of such effective crack initiators strain rate at failure is given by
in 0/90 material evidently accounts for the per-
sistent difference in strength between 00 and 0/90 a (T7
composites over the entire strain-rate regime. E Et,
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where -6 is the compressive stress ra.e, a, is the differing microfracture threshold is responsible
compressive failure stress, t, is the time required for the observed constant (strain-rate indepen-

for failure, and-E is the elastic modulus. If failure dent) difference between 00 and 0/90 compres-

corresponds on!y to the propagation of a narrow sive strengths.
shear fault, or kink band (a, = uk), by a charac- Accommodation by local microfracture would

teristic-macroscopic dimension I (Fig. 12), then imply, ot course, a cube-root strain-rate contribu-
-i8C tion to the composite dynamic compressive

tf= l c (8) strength, in addition to the first power factor (eqn.

where c, is the shear velocity. Eliminating t, yields (9)) derived for kink propagation. Unfoi tunately,
it is not as straightforward to produce an equiva-

E(9) lent expression for the inertial microcrack term,

"'kCS( since modeling to date has dealt only with tensile
external loading. For example, for impulsive

hence tensile loading of a penny-shaped crack, Kipp et
aL [15] have shown that

1.0
ak 0: (10) [ 9;rEK12, " 1 13  (1

It should be appreciated that this process 16Nc,)
cannot take place without local accommodation

of the initial 0* kink responsible for shear band where K, is the fracture toughness and N is a
formation. Evans and Adler [14], for example, crack geometry term. However, while the same
have analyzed the micromechanics of kinking in strain-rate dependence should obtain for com-
three-dimensional composites capable of at least pressive loading, the correct form of coefficient
some plastic flow. Consideration of their result, for compression is unknown. That is, the mag-
which includes a variety of microstructural and nitude of the failure stress must reflect the resolu-
material parameters, indicates that the compres- tion of an applied compressive field into local
sive strength depends mainly or the matrix yield tensile enclaves due to factors such as geometric
strength. In the present instance, the matrix flaws (pores, microcracks), intrinsic flaws (twins,
clearly does not yield, but can fragment via local dislocations), and elastic compliance mismatch
tensile microfracture, and thereby produce a across grain boundaries. Since no such analogue
shear instability capable of accommodating a to eqn. (11) is available, the accommodation (via
kink by the sliding/rotation of the fragments. inertial microcracking) contribution to the

Such accommodation appears to be respon- dynamic kink process cannot be estimated
sible for the off-fault-plane microfracture attend- directly.
ing the ends of the present kink bands (Fig. 6). Accordingly, the composite compressive
Since the kink cannot form until the matrix strength under impulsive loading can be written
"yields", it is likely that local tensile microfracture as
precedes dynamic kink formation. This is in
accordance with the earlier suggestions that a c= 0+ + A 11K 113, (12)

where 00 represents the approximately constant,
thermally activated, quasistatic compressive
strength, and A is a constant greater than unity
representing the resolution (compressive to
tensile) and amplification of the applied stress
during kink accommodation. For present pur-
poses, let us consider the case of the 00 compo-
site, for which a0= 950 MPa, E=131 GPa,
c,=7.24x 103 m s - I, and I is assumed to be
approximately 8.5 mm. Figure 13 compares

Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of kink band propagation over a experimental results (average for T=23 C to

macroscopic dimension . 1100 *C) with the first two terms in eqn. (12).
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Fig. 13. Experimental vs. theoretical (static plus kink propa- Fig 14. Extrapolation of composite and pyrocramic
gation) dynamic strength for 0* composite. Addition of dynamic strengths to i = 10r s ', compared with theoretical
inertial kink accommodation term would raise the theoretical ultimate strength
curve.

Finally, it should be noted that the macro-
Agreement seems reasonable, especially consid- scopic dynamic strain rates used to correlate the
ering that, if A were known, inclusion of the present results do not represent the true state of
inertial kink accommodation term would shift the affairs obtaining within the local kink bands.
theoretical curve upward, closer to the experi- While macroscopic strains at failure were on the
mental results. order of 0.01, it will be recalled that strains within

It is interesting to compare the behavior of the discrete shear bands were on the order of 1.0.
composite material with its monolithic ceramic Accordingly, actual strain rates within these
matrix, as shown in Fig. 14. Although the former regions must have been well in excess of 105 s- i;
is weaker than the latter for strain-rates less than it therefore would not be surprising for the flow
about 103 s- 1, the situation is reversed once the process within such a fast deformation field to be
powerful strain-rate strengthening of the compos- adiabatic. This would be in accordance with some
ite begins to dominate the inertial (cube-root) rate of the viscous-like features noted within the kink
hardening of the monolithic material. Extrap- bands (i.e. Fig. 9), and would suggest that matrix
olation of this effect, which is a direct result of the flow, was beginning to compete with microfrac-
time-dependent complexity of the composite fail- ture.
ure process, predicts that the reinforced material Factors involved in the strain-rate dependence
will achieve its maximum theoretical strength of fiber-reinforced, ceramic matrix composites
(E/20 to E3) at the relatively modest strain rate are summarized schematically in Fig. 15. While
of about 105 s- 1, while the pyroceram will not the thermally activated and plastic flow plateaus
reach the same value until i= 10 s- I. This result are relatively flat, the transition regime 102
clearly has interesting implications for practical s-I< < 10' s -I is extremely strain-rate sensi-
situations (armor, shock loading). In addition, it is tive. Both the strain-rate hardening within, and
relevant to wonder whether similar complexity in the threshold (minimum i) for, this regime are
failure, with its associated strain-rate strengthen- amenable to optimization by means of composite
ing might be engendered via high-aspect-ratio microstructural modification.
whisker, versus continuous fiber, reinforcement.
That is, it seems likely that composites containing 5. Conclusions
a fairly high density of such fibers, preferentially
oriented and extensively overlapping, would also It has been shown that compressive strain-rate
experience kink nucleation and propagation hardening %ell in excess of the cube-root theoret-
during dynamic loading/failure. ical maximum for brittle materials can be
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Abstract rather low and the bond strength is controlled
Alumina/glass and aluhna/SnO,/glass latnin- mainly by mechanical keying. The energy

expended in fiber matrix debonding leading toate composites were prepared and mnicrostructuir I
ally characterized by mteans of scanning electron fiber pullout causes an increase in toughness or
micarcerizd eleons of scanningDiffulsio work of fracture of such composite materials [1,
microscope aad electron microprobe. isi 41. However, the high temperature oxidation ofprofiles obtained by an electron microprobe indi- cro iesadSCfbr ii h plcto
cated verny little diffusion of tin in the glass cabnfiesadgiiieroiinteaplctoantd almost undetectable diffusion of till regtoe of such composites. Alumina fiber reinforced

o lass was shown to be unaffected by exposure to
alrumina regton. The crack propagationl behavior
through the interface was studied in the two cases. temperatures up to 1000C [5]. However, the
Iftwas ted tae crthe alumina/glass system is extremely brittle becausesobserved that the cracks from the identa- of the strong interfacial bonding between the
tions were arrested in the SnO2 layer and at times fiber and the matrix. An earlier study [61 has idi-
got deflected along the aluminalSnO, interface. In cated that the diffusion coefficient of alumina in

utncoated samples of ahmina/glass the cracks ca
propagated right across tle interface unhindered, glass is high enough to cause fiber dissolution and

indicating strong bonding at the tnteface. Also, tle strong diffusion bonding. This results in cracks

lengths of tie cracks produced in the Al,O the propagating right through the material unhin-
compts werthe rateprodtcd the p qeass dered, causing a brittle failure. Such a compositecomposites wvere greater than those produced in dosnthwayeveceffirpult

A10 3/SnOglass composites. The SnO, ct does not showv any evidence of fiber pullout
showd te dsird cackarrstig fatues.(Fig. 1) [7].showed the desired crack arresting features. One way to enhance fiber pullout is to provide

1. Introduction a stable interfacial coating between the fiber and
the matrix which can act as a diffusion barrier

Carbon fiber and SiC fiber reinforced glasses layer at the high temperatures of application.
and glass ceramics sho\v extensive fiber pullout Apart from the properties described aboe, the
before fracture [1-3]. The primar) reason for this coating should also help deflect or arrest the
is the rather lo%% value of interfacial bond strength cracks and thereby increase the fraLture tough-
between the fiber and the matrix. The cracks ness of the material [8]. One such coating for the
which travel perpendicular to the interface get system alumina,'glass is SnO,, %%hich is the sub-
deflected at the interfacial region and become ject of investigation in this %%ork. The phase equi-
parallel to the interface. Chemical bonding and librium diagram of alumina,'SnO,, Fig. 2, sho\%s
mechanical keying are the tvo main bonding no solid solubility betveen alumina and SnO, '9j.
types Nvhich are responsible for fiberi'matrix inter- As a result of this thermodynamic stability, no
face strength [4]. From the fracture surfaces of diffusion bonding is expected at the interface
such composites it seems that the wettability is AIO3,'SnO. It has also been indicated b) Man-

fredo and McNally [10] that SnO, has very low
solubility in silicate melts. The solubility studies*Paper presented at the symposiunm on interracial Phie- o

nomena in Composites. Processing. Characterization. and of SnO2 in a soda lime glass, Fig. 3, show less than
Mechanical Properties. New port. RI.June I 3. 1988. 0.05 mole fraction solubility of this oxide even at

0921-5093/89/S3.50 C Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in "ie Netlerland-
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0).24

B SnO!0

13001 1401) 15010 16011)

rig. 3. Comparative solubility of different oxides in a soda-
lime glass (101.

TABLE I Rclesant physical properties ofalumina [111

Phase a - AI0 3Thermal expansion coefficient (K 97.4 x lb0'
Fig. 1. Fracture surface of an alumina fiber reinforced glass Young's modulus (Gila) 390
matrix showing no fiber pullout 171.

2000 2. Materials and experimental procedure

Among the materials used for the experimental
.J 150 licjpurpose alumina was obtained from the Coors

AO + J.q Porcelain Co. The relevant properties of this
1620alumina is shown in Table I1 [I I. The glass used

it 1600- for the experiment was a borosilicate glass from
the Owens Illinois Co. commercially kNnown as

2 N5 IA. The approximate chemical composition
1401)and relevant physical properties are shown in

A10. SnQ -l Table 2. The laboratory grade reagetp CI o

20 40 60 80SnO, coating was obtained from Fisher Scientific.
AIZO1 20 40 6 SOAlumina substrates approximately I cm2 in

Al11 it:- Silo' S110., area and 0.7 mm in thickness were used for

Fig. 2.Equilibrium phase diagramn of s~s~crn AlI:OiSnOz. making composite laminates of the coated and
Notec the zero solid solubility beti~cen the t%'.u Lumpuncnt uncoated ,variety. These bubstrate-s %%ere polished
191. to 600 grit SiC paper and then thoroughly

cleaned prior to coating or bonding to the glass.
temperatures as high as 1300*C [10]. Hence, the The tin dioxide coating was d~eposited in an
interface SnOt/glass is expected to be stable at alumina reactor at temperatures about 750 0C.
high temperatures. Apart from the advantages The reagents used wVere SnCI4, oxyg,..n gas and
described above, the inherent high thermal sta- water 'vapor. The experimental set up for sub-
bility of this oxide and its relative ease of coating strate coating is shown in Fig. 4. The flowv rate of
procedure makes it an ideal diffusion barrier oxyge as reptac o05Im hc ntr
layer for the system alumina/glass, controlled the flo%% of SnC 4 vapor to the reaction

The intent of this work is to stud) the chemical chamber. The X-ray diffraction pattern obtained
stability, microstructure and mechanical proper - from the coated interface %See Fig. 5, showed the
ties of simple alumina/SnO2/LAIss interfaces, coating to be prinmarily SnO,.
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TABLE 2 Nominal chemical composition and physical properties ofN5 IA glass (pro% ided b% the manufacturer, O'Acns. Illinois
Inc.)

Comtposition ofJWS)A glass I'Iysical properries

Oxide w.

SiO. 72 Softcningpoint 785T
B'O' 12 Contraction coeffint (T' 7xl0O
A1.0 3  7 (Annealing point to 25'C)
CaO I Youngsnmodulus (Gha) 71i7
Na.O 6
K,6 2
BaO <0.1

Flow met er The coated alumina substrates were bonded to
N5 1A glass at temperatures of 850, 900, 950 and

Exh~ut G~s1000*C for 1 h each. The bonded specimens
were allowed to cool slowly in the furnace to
avoid any cracking. Uncoated samples were also

S2amp1C given a similar treatment and the laminates thus
II0(%Vater Thpor produced, Fig. 6, were mounted and polished

across the interface for microstructural and other
characterization studies.

The diffusion of species across the interface
%%as studied by means of an electron microprobe

Cermric Reator analyzer. A finely focused beam was used and
SoCI.X-ray data were collected at 2 Iam intervcals

across the tin dioxide interface. The Sn diffusion
profiles obtained across the interface for the

Furnace elo samples bonded at S50, 900, 950 and IOOO*C
Fig. 4. Experimental set-up for coating of tin dioxide on were analy-zed to obtain the diffusion coefficient
alumina substrate. of tin as a function of temperature. The standards

SnO. SnO.

C

C SnO

LMO J, SnO.
SnO 2l 0

cc __________ A14j

60 55 50 45 40 3530 2

2E8 deg

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction patiern from the wuated aluminas substrate Ahowing the. dcpusi to I-- pnimaril} SnO:.
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- * y • Sn02

Alumina

Fig. 6. Schematic of a coated composite sample showing the
various components.

C: Crack

A: Alumina

G: Glass
Indentation I: Interface

Fig. 7. Schematic of the indentation cracks produced from
the tips of the indentations near the alumina side of the inter-
face.

used to calibrate these measurements were the
pure samples of alumina, glass and tin dioxide.

The mk rohardness of the three components of
the composite was measured by a diamond pyra- Fig. 8. (a) Alumina substrate coated with SnO 2 at 750 0C for
mid Vicker's microitidenter. The load on the 30 min (SEM). Note that the SnO 2 crystals have cove.ed all
indenter was just enough to accommodate the te .xposed surface of the substrate. b) Alumina s,.ostrate

indentations within the flJn interphase layer. coated with SnO 2 at 75U0C for I h (SEM). Note the variedsize distribution of thle SnO2 cryst a's.
To study the behavior of the response of the

interface I.) propagating cracks, a Vickers
diamond indenter vas used to make indentations area v.as co ered in 30 min (Fig. 8a). After 1 h,
in the alumina as well as the gla region of the Fig. 8(b), a 'aried distribution of the crystals was
uncoated znd the coated samples. During the obt,incl, gihing a non-uniform thickness of the
indentation procedure the diamond indenter -oating on the substrate.
diagonals were kept at approximately 90' to the Electron nicropiube profiles for the compo-
interface. The schematic of the cracks produced site s.tmpl. (.oated with SnO, at the interface
from the tips of these indentations is shown in region at 800 'C for 1 h nnd boided at tempera-
Fig. 7. A scaniing electron microscope was used tures Gf 850, 900, 950 and 1000'C were
in the backscattered electron mode to highlight obtained to compute the diffusion coefficient cf
these cracks in the coated Ls veil as in the tin into the alumina and the glass legion. As pre-
uncoated samples. dicted by the phase equilibria of SnO 2 and alu-

mina, almost no tin diffusion into A120 3 was
3. noticed from the profiles. Figure 9 shows one

.Results and discussion such diffusion profile obtained for a sample
The coatings produced at 750C substate bonde;d at 1000'C to N51A glass. Note the flat

temperature for 30 min ard 1 h are shown in regon on the top of the profile showing the mexi-
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). N,,te that all of tl,e substrate mum k. el of concentration of tin in pure tin diox-
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Fig. 9. Tin diffus-ion profile for coated sample bonded at TABLE4 Vickers microlsardnessofSnO 2,Al203 and
1000 TC.

N51A glass

Material Indenter load VHN
TABLE 3 Diffusivity of tin in glass at different tempera- M lto
ttres of bonding (gf)

otil A1203  500 1729'
Temperature of bonding Time Diffusivity oftin SnO, 200 1134(*C) (h) in glass Glass 200 631

(cm2 s-t)

900 1 2X 10 - 12

950 1 5 x 10- 12
1000 1 8 X 1o - t  another study, Eremenko et aL [141 reported an

activation energy value of 120 kJ mole- t for tin
diffusion into a soda lime glass.

ide. The very steep slope of the concentration The microhardness values shown in Table 4
versus distance curve in the alumina side indi- indicate that the SnO 2 interphase layer is rela-
cates almost no diffusion in the alumina region. tively more plastic than alumina. The glass is the
The slope in tht glass side over the small dif- softest material among the three.
fusion distance irdicates very little diffusion of tin Indentation cracking is a commonly used
in the glass region. Diffusion profiles were also method for measuring the toughness of a brittle
obtained for samples bonded at 850, 900 and material. In brittle materials the crack tip plastic
950°C. The Matano interface was calculated zone is very small compared to the crack length;
from these profiles and then a simple Grube's therefore, elastic calculations can be used for
analysis with an error function analytical solution studying the crack propagation and strength
[12] was used to obtain the average chemical dif- parameters of these materials [151. However, it
fusivity of tin in the glass. The assumption here is should be admitted that the stress-strain con-
that there is no impingement of the diffusion pro- ditions prevailing in an indentation test are diffi-
files from the glass and the alumina sides of the cult to determine unequivocally because of any
SnO 2 interphase layer. residual stresses and/or proximity of the inter-

As expected, the microF robe data confirm the face. The indentation technique can be used as an
absence of tin diffusion into A120 3 and rather effective qualitative tool. The indentation
small diffusion of tin into glass. The average chem- induced cracks from the tips of the indentations
ical diffusivity values calculated from the diffusion near the interface in the alumina region propa-
profiles axe given in Table 3. The Arrhenius plot gated ,symmetrically toward the interface. The
of these diffusivity values, Fig. 10, gives a 'alue of modulus mismatch between the two materials at
167 kJ mole - ' for the activation energy for dif- the interface causes the stress intensity at the
fusion of tin into glass. Taylor et aL [13] found -n crack tip near the interfat. to be higher, forcing
activation energy ,alue of 880 kJ mole- I for dif- the cracks to change their direction uf propaga-
fusion of tin into an aluminosilicate glass. In tion and veer toward the interface [151, The
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Fig 1! Indentation induced cra.iks at the mterfawe region of ,n unwoatud ,duinin1itghIS, saniple bonded at 950 U'C. Note Le
cracks emanating from the ips of the indentation travelling unhindered in the glass.

cracks emanating fiom the indentation tips in the hae entered the interphase region and have died
alumina region of an uncoated sample, Fig. 11, out after extending for some distance. The reason
have ttaveled toward the interface and then for such a behavior of the propagating crack may
crossed the alumina/glass interface unhindered be due to the higher plasticity of the SnO2 inter-
into the glass region. The reason for such an effi- phase.
cient crack extension is the very strong bonding It is also of interest to compare the crack
between the alumina and the glass that results lengths at the interface region in the coated
from alumina diffusing ,ery easily in the glass sample with those obtained in an uncoated
matrix [7] at the temperatures of composite fabri- sample. The unhindered cracks in the uncoated
cation. In Fig. II we also see that cracks propa- samples are extremely long compared to those
gating from the alumina to the glass region obtained in the coated samples, shoing that the
showed no change in direction upon crossing the SnO, interphase increases the crack piopagation
interface. For the samples coated with SnO, (i.e. resistance of this alumina/glass system.
now we have two interfaces: AIO.jSnO, and Although we were not able to find data for the
SnO,/glass), the -racks from the indentations in detailed mechanical and physical nature of SnO,,
the alumina side tiaveled toward the Al,0 3/SnO, the suitability of the material for the system
interface and tl-m i either deflected along the alumina/glass is wNell demonstrated in this study.
AI-O/SnO, interface or were arrested in the Thcrmodynamically, the coating material is
interphase SnO,. Figure 12 is a scanning electron extremely stable with alumina and we do not
micrograph of a sample coated at a substiate tem- expect any diffusion bonding at the lumina/tin
perature of 800'C, bonded to N5 IA glass at dioxide interface. The only other mode of bond-
950°C and then indented near the interface in the ing betwcen the two materials can be a mechani-
alumina region. The coating thickness is approxi- cal bonding. I lenc, this intei fae c,,n be treated
mately 10 pim. The cracks emanating from the as a contact interface. Mechanical response of
tips of the indentation traveled towkaid the intej- such contact interface to tians-verse loading has
face and were deflected at the AIOj,'SnO, intet- been studied cxtensiely and their stress analysis
face. Crack branching along the interface region has been %ell decloped [ 15. The failure of such
can be seen in the high magnification micio- contact depends upon the matct ial properties and
graphs (A and B in Fig. 12). Figure 13 is a scan- the contact gcometry. The fracture initiation
ning electron micrograph of a sample coated at a stiess tlhi cshold at the tontact can be increased
substrate temperature of 750'C foi I i. The by making the coefficient of fi iction ,it the contact
crack% emanating from the tips of the indentation small i by the use of a finely polished interfac
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Fig. 12. Coated composite sample indented at the alumina region near the interface (SEM). Note that the cracks have changed
thi directionand have caused failu- of the Al2O,/SnO, interface. The crack branching phenomenon can be seen in the higher
m~agnification micrographs.

4-

20 M1

Fig 13. Coated twomposite sample indcnted in the alumina rcgi.)n near the ierfao; kSEM,. Note that the -Lra,.ks have Ctended
into the SnO, interphasc for a small dislan~e before dying uut. A, l and G indiLate alumina. interphase, and glass, respectively.

[15, 16]. In the future it will be interesting to of SnO 2 diffusion barrier layer is an effective way
explore the coefficient of friction betwe-n. SnO, of creating a weak interfacial bond betw~een the
and alumina, components of alumina/glass composite. SnO 2 is

very suitable for the syster t mina and glass
4. ocuin because of its inherent refij .y properties, ease

Conlusonsof handling and coatip, .cedure, lack of dif-
From the results and discussions presented in fusion bonding betmeeit the alumina and the

this studs %~e can conclude that the inm.orporation SnO, interphase Ia~cr, and ,cery small solubilit of
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